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THIS IS MY DESIRE 
 
This is my desire 
To honor You 
Lord with all my heart 
I worship You 
All I have within me 
I give you praise 
All that I adore is in You  
 
Lord I give You my heart 
I give you my soul 
I live for you alone 
Every breath that I take 
Every moment I’m awake 
Lord have your way in me 
 
Reuben Morgan ©Hillsong Publishing 
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CHAPTER 1  THIS IS MY DESIRE  
 
 
Introduction 
 
On Sunday morning, near the outskirts of two adjacent towns, two evangelical 
churches are filled with hundreds of people: families, young people, loners, and 
the elderly. No longer part of traditional churches common in former 
generations, they are attracted to new expressions of Christianity and 
contemporary styles of worship, organization and ministry. Their religious 
behavior is no longer determined by ascribed denominational affiliations, but 
rather by voluntarism and personal choice. For most attendees of these 
evangelical churches, coming to church on Sunday morning is a conscious 
decision and bound to their personal commitments to faith. As both evangelical 
churches share the same contemporary music repertoire, wholeheartedly, 
everyone joins their voices together in worship when the bands begins to play: 
‘This is my desire’. 
 Both places of worship represent a group of successful innovative and non-
denominational evangelical churches, characterized by theological conservatism 
corresponding with the category of evangelical and Pentecostal churches (Miller 
1997; Shibley 1998; Thumma 1999).1 In contrast to evangelical churches of the 
past, they take on a more relaxed approach which is evident in the types of 
                                                      
1 Miller speaks of New Paradigm Churches to characterize what he observes as 
the emergence of evangelical churches who are unbound by denominational 
democracy and the restraint of tradition – except the model of first-century 
Christianity (Miller 1997:11). Shibley describes contemporary evangelicalism by 
its word-affirming attitude and new organizational forms (Shibley 1998:72). 
Thumma explores the emergence of independent and nondenominational 
churches who are loosely affiliated through networks with other churches. He 
also notices the tendency of some denominational churches to downplay their 
denominational identity. As a consequence, being an independent church one 
must define and reinforce one’s identity from within its own congregational 
base, through its worship practices and ideology (Thumma 1999). 
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music sung, people's style of dress and opinions about the world, the lifestyle 
within church walls, and the organizational form of the institutions themselves. 
At the same time, these churches uphold the evangelical emphasis on a personal 
conversion experience, to become a genuine believer as the route to eternal 
salvation. In spite of their shared characteristics, new evangelical churches can 
be divided into two types of churches: the non-charismatic evangelical churches 
and the Pentecostal/evangelical churches (Shibley 1998:77). This distinction 
arises from different understanding of the presence of the Holy Spirit, in the 
world, in the church and in the lives of believers themselves. In the 
Pentecostal/charismatic churches, believers are guided through a second 
religious experience: the reception of the Holy Spirit, which is often 
accomplished by speaking in tongues.2  
 In this study, a comparative analysis will be made between conversion 
experiences in two independent Dutch churches representative of the 
aforementioned distinction in contemporary evangelicalism. The non-
charismatic, evangelical seeker church is presented as the theater church 
because of its characteristic theatrical style of worship in the Sunday morning 
service. This church was among the first to integrate the so-called ‘seeker church 
concept’3 of the American Willow Creek Church movement in the Netherlands in 
                                                      
2 ‘Speaking in tongues’ is one of the characteristic features of the Pentecostal 
movement. It refers to the ability of utter an unknown language, understood as 
one of the gifts of the Holy Spirit  as is described in the New Testament book of 
Acts, chapter 2. 
3 The so-called Seeker Church movement started in the Willow Creek 
Community Church in Chicago in the late 1970s and has grown into a network of 
more than 4,200 churches in 14 countries, including the Netherlands. In the 
United States, two extensive studies on the Willow Creek Church Seeker Church 
movement have been conducted, by Pritchard (1995) and Sargeant (2000). In the 
Netherlands, Sengers conducted a survey among the ten Protestant churches 
who were officially affiliated with the Dutch Willow Creek organization in 2004, 
concluding that the impact of the Willow Creek model is very limited since the 
numbers of new members and confessing members are marginal (Sengers 2006). 
Against the background of the changing ways believers relate to institutions, I 
suggest that membership is not a good indicator to state the impact of the 
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the 1990s. The charismatic/Pentecostal church is hereafter referred to as the 
powerhouse church due to the continuous emphasis on re-empowering 
believers: a process achieved through church practices and discourses. This 
church is known for its openness to new trends within Pentecostalism and has 
played an important role in facilitating the Dutch version of the revivalist 
’Toronto Blessing’4 in the mid-1990s. Both the theater church and the 
powerhouse church are loosely connected to transnational networks of churches 
(Klaver 2005). Because of their institutional freedom, both churches are able to 
construct their identity according to the surrounding social environment and the 
perceived needs of attendees.  
 This form of evangelical Christianity in the Netherlands, and particularly the 
role that conversion plays in the context of ’new evangelical churches’, lies at the 
heart of this book. While the success of these new evangelical churches is not 
spectacular in terms of numbers of followers, the growth and vibrancy of these 
new religious communities is remarkable in light of the ongoing demise of 
mainline or more ’traditional’ churches.  
 The aims of this thesis are fivefold. First, it will contribute to broader 
discussions on the transformation of religion now taking place in late modern 
Europe. I argue that the relative success of evangelicalism shows how Dutch 
Protestantism is changing from a more cognitive mode of Protestantism towards 
a globally shared, expressive and experiential mode of Christianity. Accordingly, I 
show that - within Dutch Protestantism - these changes have also led to a re-
orientation of ‘religion as tradition’ to ‘religion based on personal choice’; this 
shift boils down to fundamentally different conceptions of conversion, the self 
and how one is expected to become ‘Christian.’  
                                                                                                                           
Willow Creek model. For example, it could be that the number of visitors in 
these churches has increased but that they are not interested in membership. 
4 The Toronto Blessing was a Pentecostal revival movement that had its center in 
the Toronto Airport Church Canada in the mid 1990s (Poloma 2003). 
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 Second, this book reveals the diversity within larger evangelical movement by 
comparing two different orientations within evangelicalism: a 
Pentecostal/charismatic type of evangelicalism and a non-charismatic, seeker-
oriented type of evangelicalism. I present this comparative perspective through 
an empirical, in-depth investigation of convertative practices within the two 
evangelical churches and the narratives of newcomers. They will be analyzed in 
relation to an underlying assumption that these churches represent two distinct 
‘ideal types’ within the broader spectrum of evangelicalism. In spite of the 
shared characteristics, this comparison will shed new light on the underlying 
contrast within different orientations of evangelicalism. Following Charles Taylor 
(2007), I regard these orientations as different 'social imaginaries' rather than 
disparate 'worldviews' as the latter tends to prioritize cognition, ideas and beliefs 
instead of practice and experience. The concept of 'social imaginaries' thus offers 
a more dynamic perspective, taking into account not only how we think about 
the world but also how we imagine the world (Smith 2009:66).5 Taylor describes 
'social imaginaries' as the ways in which people 'imagine their social existence, 
how they fit together with others, how things go on between them and their 
fellows, the expectations which are normally met and the deeper normative 
notions and images which underlie these expectations' (Taylor 2007:171). The 
concept of 'social imaginaries' brings in a fundamental philosophical-
anthropological model of who and what we are as human beings as calls 
attention to affects, passions and desires.  
 Third, in order to capture these social imaginaries, this book presents a 
semiotic6 approach to the study of conversion by taking into account discursive 
                                                      
5 Smith describes Taylor’s ‘imaginary’ as a kind of noncognitive ‘understanding’ 
(Verstehen in Heidegger’s terms), rather than cognitive knowledge or a set of 
beliefs (Wissen) (Smith 2008:65). 
6  Semiotics is a discipline deriving from the work of the American philosopher 
C.S. Peirce (1839-1914) and the French linguist F. de Saussure (1857-1913). 
Semiotics is concerned with the study of the systems of signs and processes of 
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and non-discursive domains of meaning. In this regard, I show the vast range of 
meanings circulating within the dynamic dialogue between new believers and 
the religious contexts in which they participate (Hughes 2003:5; Keane 2007; 
Stringer 1999). As a consequence, this book will present a kaleidoscopic view of 
the field by investigating one semiotic domain at the time. This layered approach 
will give an overarching perspective of the various semiotic fields of signs and 
meanings within each church; however, it will also describe the dialogue that 
takes place within the context of conversion.   
 Fourth, in addition to a semiotic approach, this study includes an historical 
perspective on broader developments in the evangelical movement. Because of 
the transnational character of evangelicalism and its prominent role in the 
English-speaking world, this historical dimension traverses Dutch religious 
boundaries.   
 Finally, this research links up with the emerging field of 'anthropology of 
Christianity' wherein Christianity is increasingly viewed as a cultural 
phenomenon (see Cannell 2006; Coleman 2000, 2006; Droogers 1994, 2003; 
Engelke 2007; Hann 2007; Keane 2006, 2007; Meyer 2010; Robbins 2004, 2007; 
and Versteeg (2010 [2001]). Existing assumptions of what Christian experiences, 
practices or beliefs might be are therefore challenged by taking into account, 
among other things, the geographic diversity, the specific manifestations of 
Christianity within socio-cultural contexts and the variety in epistemological 
orientations (Lampe 2010).7  
                                                                                                                           
meaning making, and includes linguistic and other communicative systems, cf. 
Chapter 3. 
7 Hann critically discusses the emergence of an anthropology of Christianity and 
rightly observes that most studies carried out thus far focus on missionary 
encounters. Studies in Western Europe and North America tend to focus on 
groups viewed with suspicion by the dominant institutionalized Christian 
denominations like fundamentalist evangelicals (Hann 2007:384) and ‘shy away 
from mainstream religion at home’ (Hann 2007:385). However, this critique 
could be raised to the discipline of anthropology at large as having a bias which 
focuses on the marginalized, the deviant and the underprivileged against the 
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The research program: Conversion Careers in Global Pentecostalism  
This research is part of the interdisciplinary research project, Conversion Careers 
and Culture Politics in Global Pentecostalism: A Comparative Study in Four 
Continents.8 This project focuses on the remarkable success and growth of 
Pentecostalism as a global manifestation of new expressions of Christianity. 
Using qualitative methods, and working with a comparative approach, the 
research team studied a number of cases in four continents; special attention 
was given to various themes that reflected the contemporary and historical 
encounters between Pentecostal churches and their religious converts. In 
Nicaragua, Henri Gooren (2006, 2007, 2010) focused on the relation between 
Pentecostal churches and Catholic churches; in Mozambique, Linda Van de Kamp 
(2010, 2011) directed her research towards conversion and violence in relation 
to the position of women in the postwar period; in Japan, Ikuya Noguchi's 
research concerned new East-East relations in Pentecostalism due to South 
Korean missionaries; in the Netherlands, Regien Smit (2009, 2011 forthcoming) 
investigated conversion practices in two Portuguese-speaking Pentecostal 
migrant churches; and finally, my research focused on conversion in Dutch 
evangelical churches as a Northern counterpoint in a secularized context.  
 For several reasons, I decided to expand my research beyond Pentecostalism. 
First, on the brink of the twenty-first century, while Dutch Pentecostal churches 
were among the most vibrant religious institutions - other types of churches 
were actively growing. At present, older Pentecostal churches still struggle to 
attract newcomers while newly-established branches of Pentecostal churches are 
thriving. Second, in the 1990s, a number of larger evangelical churches emerged 
that began to adopt the Willow Creek model of church growth which focuses on 
                                                                                                                           
dominant powers in society. It is, for example, only recently that anthropologists 
study elite groups. 
8 This project as a whole was mainly funded by the National Dutch Research 
Council as one of granted researches of the national research projects, ‘The 
Future of the Religious Past’. The other funds were granted by the VU University 
Amsterdam and the University of Utrecht. 
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'seekers'. One of these successful 'seeker churches' is located close to one of the 
above-mentioned new Pentecostal churches. In terms of the two churches 
compared in this study, both were founded in the early 1980s and have become 
innovative religious sites of attraction for newcomers. Therefore they offer a 
fruitful comparison of two distinct modalities of evangelical religion. Together 
they serve as unique places of investigation of contemporary religion against the 
background of the remarkable changes of the religious sphere over the last fifty 
years in Dutch society, which will be discussed in the following section.  
 
Religious changes in the Netherlands since the 1960s 
At the beginning of the 21st century, debates about religion, modernity and 
secularization began to gain new momentum in the Netherlands (against all 
predictions of renowned sociologists in the 1960s). Secularization was commonly 
understood to imply a process of religious decline in the wake of modernization; 
as a concept, however, secularization has lost much of its salience in the 
changing face of Europe.9 New perspectives on the place of religion in Europe 
were formulated, in part as a response to the influx of religious immigrants but 
also in light of the adherence to religious conservatism in European society. 
Secularization theories (at best) provided an explanation for the decline of 
membership of religious institutions and, as such, are limited in that they point 
to the de-institionalizing of religion (Hervieu-Léger 2001). They do not provide 
insight into actual processes of religious change from the perspective of people 
involved; neither do they take into account the changing ways in which believers 
relate to religious institutions.  
                                                      
9 For an overview and discussion of secularization theories, see Knibbe (2007:2 
ff.) and Yamane (1997). 
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 In the Dutch context, a major shift in the religious field has taken place since 
the 1960s. Overall, affiliation with mainline churches has severely declined10 
since the 1990s, and the religious participation of those who do remain loyal to 
these churches is still decreasing. Currently, only one out of five individuals (who 
consider themselves religious) attends a religious gathering at least once a 
month (Schmeets 2009:3). One could argue that this shows the increasing 
irrelevance of institutional religion. However, as Davie (1990) points out, the 
shifting relation between believers and religious institutions resembles a more 
general societal trend of how people relate to voluntary and civic organizations 
in modern times. Rather than having indifference towards religious institutions 
themselves, the lack of church membership seems instead to reflect new 
patterns of belief. Particularly during important moments of transition like 
childbirth, marriage and death, the continued existence of institutions is 
reinforced. According to Davie (2001:106), this reveals the changing attitudes of 
believers, wherein religion is formerly perceived as an 'obligation' is now related 
more to consumption and thus caters to one’s own needs. This also makes clear 
that secularization - in terms of institutional decline - is not intrinsically 
connected to the loss of religious beliefs at the individual level. The current state 
of religion in the Netherlands is thus characteristic of a combination of both high 
levels of religiosity and low church affiliation. According to Sengers, we can speak 
of ‘free floating religion with a high number of seekers’ (2005:13). 
 In public debates, a ‘return of religion’ is often assumed. But this discourse 
echoes the ways in which religion was culturally constructed in the Dutch 
context, especially in intellectual circles (Kennedy 2005:29). However, recent 
                                                      
10 Figures in the national statistics report (CBS) of 2009 point to a decline of 
institutional religion from 81% in 1960 to 62% in 1990 and to 58% in 2008 
(Schmeets 2009:7). In 2008, 58% of Dutch people identified themselves with a 
religious denomination: 29% with Roman Catholicism, 19% with Protestantism 
(Protestant Church in the Netherlands (PKN), 4% with Islam, and 6% with other 
religious organizations. The number of self-defined atheists is a more or less 
constant 10-15% of the population (Sengers 2005). 
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studies which aim to redefine present-day religiosity underscore the 
‘transformation’ of religion that has taken place (Borgman 2006:34; Sengers 
2005; Van de Donk, Jonkers et al. 2006). I want to highlight two important and 
related insights with regard to this transformation process: the decline of 
traditional religious authority, and the subjective turn of modern culture (Taylor 
1991; Van Harskamp 2000; 2005).  
 The cultural revolution of the 1960s has had a profound influence on the 
long-lasting, authoritative structures of modern society. Processes of 
individualization eroded the persuasive power of collective institutions as 
churches in the formation of religious subjects. People started to think of 
themselves as autonomous agents, relying more on their own inner sources of 
authority and responsibility. This is not to say that traditions were considered to 
be irrelevant; rather, many people did not consider themselves to be under the 
control of traditions or institutions (Van Harskamp 2005:47). As traditional 
religion found fewer modes of legitimization, and in light of the dramatic decline 
of church membership and participation, individuals were much freer to make 
their own choices about how to be religious. Still, as Roof has shown, 
individualism is not the antithesis of religion (1993:28). It is more accurate to say 
that the place of religious authority has shifted from that of institutional control 
to the authenticity of individual experience.  
 The individualization of society gave rise to processes of subjectivization 
within the domain of modern culture; this in turn led to a change in how 'self-
hood' was perceived. As Taylor has shown in his extensive work, The Sources of 
the Self (1989), and more recently, A Secular Age (2007), the modern 
understanding of the autonomous and disengaged individual is the outcome of 
an historic process in which the Protestant Reformation was a decisive moment 
in early modern history (1989:185). He argues that the Protestant declaration 
that salvation comes solely through personal faith gave way to a detachment of 
the sacred from the material (rituals and practices) among both institutions and 
clergy. As a consequence, emphasis on the individual enforced a movement 
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towards personal and inward experiences of faith and created conditions in 
which a romanticist understanding of individuality and subjectivity thrived 
(Taylor 2002:10). In Taylor’s words, it has ‘helped to fix a sense of self which gives 
off the illusion of being anchored in our very being, perennial and independent 
of interpretation’ (Ibid. 1989:185).  
 While this self-orientation thus has its roots in Romanticism, it was only 
through the 1960s' cultural revolution that ‘expressive individualism’ became a 
mass phenomenon (Taylor 2002:80). The revolution enhanced the emergence of 
a 'culture of authenticity', wherein ‘the understanding of life [...] that each of us 
has his or her own way of realizing one’s own humanity, and that it is important 
to find and live out one’s own, as against surrendering to conformity with a 
model imposed from the outside, by society, or the previous generation or 
religious or political authority’ (Taylor 2002:83).11 The loss of the authoritative 
power of external references gave way to this ‘turn to the self’ and a focus on 
'inner life' as the place where we ‘figure out who we essentially are, in order to 
know what to do, how to plan our lives and how to direct ourselves’ (Knibbe 
2007:6). As a consequence, it is because of this turn to people’s own subjectivity 
that personal and subjective experiences can be rendered the locus of the 
sacred. This transformation of religion, the reclaiming of the more subjective and 
experiential aspects of religion, is perhaps best captured by Roofs’ summary of 
his findings among the American ‘baby boom generation’, which he describes as 
‘seeker-religiosity’: 
 
‘The concern is to experience life directly, to have an encounter with God, or 
the divine, or simply with nature and other people, without intervention of 
                                                      
11 From a different angle, other scholars have argued that modernity actually 
gives way to the need for religion, since disenchantment and differentiation of 
society in the end leads to contradictions. The modern project of creating a 
perfect and safe world leads to new insecurities and risks in life (Beck 1992; Van 
Harskamp 2000, 2008). 
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inherited beliefs, ideas and concepts. Such striving is understandable, not 
simply because secondhand religion can be empty of meaning, but because 
only personal experience is in some sense authentic and empowering. 
Individuals are inclined to regard their own experiences as superior to the 
accounts of others, and the truths found through self-discovery as having 
greater relevance to them than those handed down by way of creed or 
custom. Direct experience is always more trustworthy’ (Roof 1993:67). 
 
According to Hunter, the increasing attention for the individual and the 
legitimacy of human subjectivity are important features of contemporary 
American evangelicalism, in his words described as a ‘fascination with the self’ 
(Hunter 1987:69-71). While I realize that an analysis of American evangelicalism 
cannot be uncritically transposed to the Dutch situation, the fact remains that 
Dutch evangelicalism has had a longstanding relationship with the American and 
the British evangelical movements at large, as will be discussed in chapter 2. 
Also, the history of the two selected churches reveals the importance of 
relations between churches and movements in the English-speaking world. 
 The transformation of religion gave way to new and informal arrangements of 
religious structures and organizations. Based on their findings in Britain, Heelas 
and Woodhead distinguish between two types of emerging religious institutions: 
fairly independent organizations (e.g. new spiritual outlets), and relatively de-
traditionalized, ’new’ forms of churches and small groups that tend to transform 
religious organizations from within (Heelas and Woodhead 2001:53). While the 
authors characterize these religious organizations by the absence of dogmas, 
doctrines and narratives associated with traditional religion, and by religious 
leaders as non-directive facilitators, this suggests a discontinuity that I believe is 
pushed too far. What at face value might be absent or seem irrelevant is often 
stored at a deeper level in narratives and performances.  
 Still, the emergence of independent and nondenominational evangelical 
churches does point to new institutional arrangements that are no longer under 
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the control of traditional religious institutions, and thus more suitable for 
enhancing transformative modes of Christianity. While the amount of evangelical 
churches and number of people involved remains unclear, against the 
background of the decline of institutional religion, the establishment of new 
evangelical churches is striking.12 
 
Research questions  
My study explored the following research question: ‘How do new believers, who 
join new evangelical churches in the Netherlands, i.e. an evangelical seeker 
church and a Pentecostal/Charismatic church, understand the meaning of 
conversion?' During fieldwork, through my central focus on conversion, 
additional topics of inquiry were adopted. As newcomers expressed their 
reasons for being attracted to the churches, they often fashioned their stories 
against the background of former church experiences. Their motivation for 
moving to an evangelical church was often the outcome of negative experiences 
in former mainline churches, and the feeling of having found a positive place of 
belonging. However, not all newcomers were socialized in Dutch mainline 
churches; a smaller group had no former religious background. Their stories 
revealed what aspects of religion are today appealing, convincing and selectively 
appropriated within the context of late modern society.  
 I started my research with an investigation of conversion theories but was 
dissatisfied with the often presumed causal link between converts and their 
                                                      
12The WRR report of 2006 (Van de Donk, Jonkers, Kronjee and Plum eds. 
2006:107) estimates a total number of 890 evangelical and Pentecostal churches 
with a total of 148,000 members, including 88,000 Pentecostal members. Other 
numbers of Pentecostalism in the Netherlands are more optimistic (Van der Laan 
and Van der Laan 2007:214) and estimate around 900 Pentecostal churches with 
120,000 members. The WRR report rightly mentions the difficulty of estimating 
the size of the evangelical and Pentecostal churches since not all churches 
register formal membership. Investigating the number of the newly established 
evangelical and Pentecostal migrant churches is difficult as well, as membership 
is problematic when undocumented persons are involved. 
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membership in religious groups. As will be discussed extensively in chapter 
three, I suggest these theories to be ill-suited to the Dutch social context as they 
fail to take into account processes of individualization which can prevent people 
from making long-lasting commitments to institutions. Thus I shifted to a 
narrative approach in order to acknowledge that, although individuals move in 
and out of religious institutional boundaries, they carry along narratives that 
embody their basic beliefs about how the world works (Ammerman 2007). In 
people's narratives I expected to hear stories of conviction, belief-systems and 
relations with religious institutions; surprisingly, I confronted a linguistic barrier. 
While many spoke of their experiences, surprises and emotions generated 
through visits to the church and attendance in the Alpha course (an introductory 
course to Christianity), they often had difficulties expressing their own 
understanding of what faith was all about, even more so with regard to 
conversion. As a consequence, I shifted my focus again from the stories 
themselves to the interaction between stories and the different domains of 
meaning and practices newcomers were engaged in. As a result of listening to 
these stories and engaging in participant observation, I distinguished several 
semiotic domains that are interrelated but embody different narratives that can 
be investigated separately for analytical purposes. I therefore propose that an 
understanding of conversion arises from narrative dialogues taking place 
between newcomers and all that is presented to them. While verbal language 
plays an important role, these narrative dialogues are also communicated 
through other semiotic forms. These can be distinguished as semiotic domains of 
meaning, like the material design of a building, the sound of music, the 
movement of bodies, and the taste of food.  
 The selection of these semiotic domains is inductively derived from the 
narratives of newcomers, but in retrospect, the domains themselves also reflect 
successive experiences of newcomers through past and present participation in 
churches. Domains that are successively described and analyzed in the following 
chapters, and that remain at the heart of this book, include: the material domain 
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of worship space, the aesthetic domain of worship music and the discursive 
domain of language. A semiotic approach is also applied in understanding the 
ways newcomers learn conversion by attending the Alpha course. Chapter nine 
discusses the issue of conversion and the ritual of baptism; this topic was the 
cause of many conflicts within the lives of newcomers and serves as a boundary 
marker between evangelical churches and mainline churches.  
 
In order to address the above, the final question posed in this research is: 
 
How do newcomers in two contemporary evangelical churches in the 
Netherlands, comprehend the meaning of conversion and what kind of meanings 
of conversion are generated through the semiotic practices within contemporary 
evangelical churches?  
 
In order to answer the main question, the following sub-questions are: 
 
• What kind of theories of conversion are relevant to study evangelical 
conversion in the late-modern context of the Netherlands?  
• What kind of implicit narratives of conversion can be derived from the 
material design and use of evangelical worship space in the two 
evangelical churches? 
• What kind of narratives of conversion are offered and embodied 
through music and singing as aesthetic forms in the two evangelical 
churches? 
• What kind of language ideologies and discourses of conversion are 
encountered in the context of the two churches and what is their 
significance for newcomers?  
• How is conversion taught to and learned by newcomers through the 
Alpha course in both churches?  
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• What is the place of and significance of the ritual of believers’ baptism 
by immersion for newcomers over against the traditional practice of 
infant baptism in mainline churches?  
 
 
Methodological notes and reflection 
 
In contrast to many anthropologists, I conducted my research by staying ‘at 
home’. In practice, ‘being in the field’ meant that I spent most of my evenings 
and part of the weekend at church meetings, on the premises of the church or in 
people’s homes. In addition to participant observation, I focused on conversion 
narratives through life history interviews. The narratives helped anchor the ways 
in which I organized other material collected during fieldwork. Through these 
stories, I constructed distinguishing characteristics of what the two churches 
have to offer to newcomers. Together with my own experiences in the two 
churches, making the comparison between the two settings was very fruitful as 
it served as a springboard for theoretical reflection.  
 In order to avoid a too 'situational' description of my ethnographic project, I 
embedded different themes into an historic perspective. Through literature, 
focused both on the development of the evangelical movement at large and 
Dutch Protestantism in particular, I show how the present is rooted in an 
historical development of ideas, practices and structures. In this way, I combine 
synchronic and diachronic as well as global and national perspectives.  
 In each church, I spent a fieldwork period of ten months. In the theater 
church I worked from September 2005 until the end of June 2006. I conducted 
my research in the powerhouse church from the end of August 2006 until the 
end of June 2007. In both churches, I attended most of the church meetings. I 
also participated in courses and seminars aimed at newcomers, including the 
Alpha course, given in both churches. Besides the formal meetings in the 
churches, I attended women’s meetings, birthday parties, and other informal 
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social gatherings. I also visited national seminars and conferences of the Dutch 
Willow Creek Association and the Dutch council of Pentecostal churches 
(together with the pastor of the powerhouse church). I went to conferences held 
in the churches and visited other religious conference sites with church visitors, 
such as the healing service with the nationally renowned pastor, Jan Zijlstra, and 
the national evangelical conference called ‘Opwekking’ (Revival).13  
 Generally, I felt accepted into the different groups and settings in both 
churches. Often I noticed that the ‘presence and investigation of a researcher’ 
was experienced as important to respondents, for newcomers as well as church 
members.  
 
The impact of life history interviews  
I used open-ended life history interviews with newcomers and church members 
in both churches to gain insight into the role of religion throughout one’s life. For 
each church group, I conducted about twenty five, in-depth life history 
interviews by visiting people at their homes. To my surprise, I had no difficulty 
finding people who were willing to be interviewed. In fact, while people seemed 
to have busy lives, among some, I noticed an explicit eagerness to participate. I 
could visit each person almost within a week after my request.  
 Listening to the life histories was far more intense than I had anticipated. 
Although l selected the interviewees to reflect a mix of newcomers and core 
members and to balance gender (male and female respondents) and age, I did 
not know what kinds of stories I would be entrusted to. Thanks to the anonymity 
I guaranteed interviewees, people easily shared with me their experiences of 
grief, hurt, disappointment, and loss. This affected me as a listener. At the 
beginning, the expression of emotions, accompanied by tears that came with the 
                                                      
13 This three day conference is the largest Christian conference in the 
Netherlands with more than 50,000 visitors in 2009. ‘Opwekking’ is annually 
held during the weekend of Pentecost. 
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act of telling, caught me by surprise. Some accounts led me to question the 
ethical consequences of this form of research. Painful memories from the past 
were recalled and brought back to life through the act of telling, which made me 
wonder what possible negative effects the interview might have had on the 
interviewees. In due course, I consulted a psychotherapist to discuss my concern, 
but was assured that telling a life story is often an integrative rather than 
negative experience. Furthermore, I was advised not to encourage people to tell 
something that they have not told to anyone before. In follow-up conversations 
with interviewees, many confirmed that, although painful, telling their story had 
been a positive experience.  
 In addition to related sometimes personal traumas, respondents talked 
extensively about their family and the religious climate in which most of them 
grew up. Varying between the ages of 30 and 60, respondents reflected on the 
role of the church in their upbringing and family life. The often failed 
socialization process of attending the churches of their parents (while growing 
up) was noticeable.  
 In my relationships with the interviewees, I was initially bothered by the lack 
of reciprocity; while people invited me to their homes for several hours and 
talked openly about their lives, I felt I had nothing to offer in return but listening. 
However, the willingness to participate and the experience of mainly listening to 
people without interruption made me aware of the unique setting of the life 
history interview. How often is it that a person takes the time to listen to 
someone else's story unconditionally? Or, more generally, is there a place in 
social life where people tell each other these stories?14 The formal setting of 
therapy or professional counseling appears to resemble the interview setting I 
experienced. From the perspective of reciprocity, I realized that I did have 
something to offer to the interviewees that may be scarce in contemporary 
                                                      
14 The success of small groups in churches needs to be mentioned here as well. 
As Wuthnow has shown (1994:295), support groups fulfill an important role in 
meeting the need of storytelling. 
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society: my time, interest and full attention. I would always send a ‘thank you 
card’ the day after the interview, including a few personal notes. Upon the 
request of the respondent, I offered a transcribed version of the interview.  
 
Reflexivity 
As most academics will agree, the personal interest of the researcher plays at 
least some role in the selection of their research topics. In my case, there is an 
undeniable connection between the topic of my research and my own life story. 
Being raised in a Dutch Pentecostal church left me a legacy of experiences that 
shaped my sensibilities for religious expressions and experiences. My study of 
the anthropology of religion later provided me with concepts and perceptions to 
reflect upon, analyze and comprehend in relation to my own religious 
background, from a social-cultural and political angle. Over time, stimulated by 
the experience of living abroad in different cultural settings and engagement in 
various churches, I gradually moved away from a Pentecostal expression of faith. 
Through my theological studies prior to the start of this research, I have become 
increasingly aware of the different cultural formations at play in the history of 
Christian tradition. Still, I regard myself as an evangelical Christian, though more 
in terms of commitment rather than clear-cut beliefs. 
 In the study of religion, there is still a tendency to think that it is problematic 
for researchers studying religion to be religious themselves (something I also 
experienced in discussing my work with other scholars).15 I was regularly asked 
whether I was religious and how that affected my research. It made me realize 
how easily one of the basic methodological debates in anthropology is recalled in 
the dichotomous schema of the insider/outsider problem in ethnographic 
research. This discussion often boils down to the question of who is most fitted 
                                                      
15 Coming from Europe, I noticed a profound difference in the way this issue is 
discussed among scholars in the United States when I attended the SSSR annual 
conference in 2006 and 2007. 
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to understand religion: the objective, secular outsider - who might never truly 
understand the experiences of believers - or the subjective, religious insider, who 
might be too close, take things for granted and risk being caught up in loyalty 
conflicts with other people in the religious system. My position in the field seems 
most problematic in this respect: can a Dutch Christian anthropologist study 
other Dutch Christians (cf. Gellner 2001:339)?  
 While the issue of clear-cut boundaries between the position of outsiders 
and insiders has been extensively discussed in the literature (see Appadurai 1988 
and Neitz 2002), the study of religion does raise difficult questions for 
ethnographic research. This is in part due to the non-empirical nature of religion 
but even more to the contradiction with rationalist truth claims still found in the 
social sciences (Coleman 2002). A way out is proposed by Droogers’ model of 
methodological ludism (Droogers 1996), which suggests that an alternative for a 
positivist framework of science in the study of religion may lie in the use of 
several different models simultaneously. Based on the assumption that humans 
have the capacity ‘to play’ (homo ludens) he invites researchers from an etic 
stance to share (temporarily) the ontological and epistemological emic positions 
of those in the ‘field’. As a result, religious researchers are challenged to juggle 
alternate perspectives than their own. The appealing aspect of this methodology 
lies in the avoidance of both reductionist approaches to the study of religion 
(reducing religion to non-religious social facts) and the opposite: a religionist 
approach. Still, as I experienced in practice, this proposal of playfully dealing 
with different realities was more complicated than it seemed in theory.  
 During my fieldwork, especially within the context of the Pentecostal 
powerhouse church, I noticed how I regained certain bodily sensibilities from my 
Pentecostal past. I observed being physically drawn into a mode of participation 
which was beyond my intention, not only as a researcher but also as a believer. 
The possibility of a more distant stance as a researcher was at times hindered by 
the role of emotions, the recollection of memories and even dreams that were 
triggered by just being in the field. I realized that juggling with different 
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perspectives presupposes a rather cognitive understanding of religion which 
underestimates other dimensions at play in the formation of religious subjects. 
Clearly, this view underscores the problematic (often Protestant informed) 
cognitive approach of religion as being all about beliefs. I felt that, without 
acknowledging my experienced limitations of a more distanced position, my 
involvement in the production of knowledge would be flawed. Continuous and 
critical reflection on my own experiences, attitudes and bodily involvement, in 
my personal journal as well as in my regular conversations with other 
researchers and supervisors, made me aware of how different kinds of 
knowledge are mobilized in different contexts. In fact, I regard these different 
experiences of being in the field as important ‘data’, beyond cognitive 
knowledge, that involve my own bodily experiences. And I include them not as 
forms of self-exposure but rather as ways to expand the insight and 
understanding of the subject matter.  
 My relation to the theater church was of a different nature. After living 
abroad for a number of years, as a family, we had joined the theater church in 
2001. The extensive youth program played an important role in finding a church 
as our children reached their teenage years. The Willow Creek connection, at 
that time new to me, led me to investigate Pritchard’s study on this approach 
(Pritchard 1995). This made me aware of the strengths and weaknesses of the 
seeker church model and raised my interest in the application of an American 
church model in another cultural context.  
 My personal involvement is reflected in the presentation of the material, as I 
chose to write myself into the text at times. However, my own experiences are 
far more included and reflected upon in the context of the powerhouse church 
rather than the theater church. While I acknowledge that this could reflect my 
personal bias, the fact remains that the two churches differed extensively in 
terms of what expectations they had of participation from their visitors. In the 
powerhouse church, active engagement and intense (bodily) involvement were 
more implied from my position as a believer and researcher than in the theater 
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church. In fact, in the powerhouse church I experienced a lot of social pressure 
to expose myself and talk about my personal life. Also, because of the more 
experiential environment of that church, I often observed a highly emotional 
atmosphere for myself as well as the people I studied. This made me write about 
the powerhouse church in a more self-reflexive way. Conversely, in the theater 
church I felt that my privacy was more respected and that I had more control 
over my degree of participation. While not consciously intended, this difference 
is reflected in the more distanced way of writing about the theater church. 
  
Access to the field 
In preparation for my fieldwork, I intended to distance myself from the theater 
church formally by withdrawing my church membership. However, when I 
submitted my request to the church council16 to conduct my research in the 
church, my membership turned out to be a major issue. To my surprise, I had to 
remain a member in order to gain permission for my research. ‘You cannot leave 
the Body of Christ for pragmatic reasons’, one of the elders commented. This 
incident confronted me with my own implicit understanding of the nature of the 
church (which is far broader than the local church) and my loose understanding 
of membership against the high value it was given by church leadership. On 
behalf of the project, and after consulting my supervisors, I continued my 
membership. Permission was eventually granted with certain restrictions.  
 In comparison, gaining access to the powerhouse church was rather easy. My 
proposal was well accepted and the leadership of the church was most willing to 
cooperate and facilitate my research. I spoke openly about my relation to the 
theater church, though that was not regarded to be an issue. From their 
perspective, the research would contribute to ‘declare the great things God is 
                                                      
16 First I contacted the pastor and discussed my research proposal with him. He 
told me that my request had to be decided by the board of elders. My 
relationship with the pastor was therefore not harmed by the discussion with 
the elders. 
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doing in our midst’, I was told. The unconditional and uncomplicated reception 
of my research proposal made me feel responsible to point out possibly less 
desirable outcomes of the project. This was, however, not perceived as a serious 
concern. The warm reception and informal conversation would be the hallmarks 
of my experience in the powerhouse church.  
 
Position in the field  
The presentation of ‘self’ is most delicate and part of the researcher’s method of 
being in the field. This goes beyond reflection on one’s own subjectivity. As 
Madison states:  
 
[ ] ‘it is this concern for the Other that demands we attend seriously to our 
position as researchers. Ethnographic positionality is not identical to 
subjectivity. Subjectivity is certainly within the domain of positionality, but 
positionality requires that we direct our attention beyond our individual or 
subjective selves. Instead, we attend to how our subjectivity in relation to the 
Other informs and is informed by our engagement and representation of the 
Other. We are not simply subjects, but we are subjects in dialogue with the 
Other’ (Madison 2005:8,9).  
 
Especially in the study of a conversionist religion like evangelicalism, whether or 
not the researcher is perceived as a genuine believer has profound 
consequences for one’s position in the field. Since I was able to present myself as 
a believer as I knew the language codes and accompanied behavioral practices, I 
was refrained from being viewed and approached as a potential convert as Susan 
Harding has described (2000:40).17 Nevertheless, I had other issues to deal with.  
                                                      
17 While Harding recalls being approached as a ‘lost soul on the brink of 
salvation’ (2000:40), by writing my book, especially in the Pentecostal church, I 
was approached as being an advocate of the gospel.  
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 My identity as a ‘believer’ was often overshadowed by my professional role 
as a researcher. I was usually taking notes or asking ‘obvious’ questions that I 
should ‘know’ as a believer.18 At times, I was observing more than participating 
in religious settings. My performance enhanced the need for continuous 
confirmation of my identity as a believer. Even more so, I was cautious in giving 
my religious opinions during conversations with believers. I realized that some of 
my beliefs would either not be understood or labeled as 'liberal' rather than 
evangelical. In my conversations with newcomers at both churches, I spoke little 
about my own convictions and foremost presented myself as a researcher. Still, 
in personal conversations, people did ask me at times whether I agreed with 
what was being taught or done in the churches. I usually presented myself as a 
believer who had a lot of questions herself, which was an honest attempt to 
negotiate my identity as both believer and researcher.  
 Questions with regard to my position of being a 'genuine' believer were in 
part the consequence of the personal boundaries I defined before the start of 
fieldwork. Knowing the characteristics of the field quite well through my own 
religious past, I decided that I would refrain from active participation in praying 
sessions and not let people pray for me by the laying on of hands.19 Situations 
like these, I assumed, would create a blurring of boundaries between researcher 
and believer; thus felt it would be too complicated to handle. In contrast to what 
might be assumed of my religious affiliation, being a Christian actually created 
limitations in terms of my participation in the field. I realize that drawing these 
lines of restriction had much to do with me and my religious past.  
 
 
                                                      
18 In answering my questions, respondents often assumed a shared implicit 
knowledge of my position as a believer. To counter this effect, I often asked 
respondents how they would answer my question to an outsider.  
19 On one occasion, I did allow people to pray for me by the laying of hands 
during the Alpha weekend in the powerhouse church, see chapter 8. 
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Outline of the book 
 
The structure of this book is as follows. In chapter two, I discuss the formation of 
the evangelical movement in the Netherlands, showing how its current 
manifestation arose from a combination of historical undercurrents rooted in 
Dutch Protestantism, the declining social fabric of the Dutch pillarization 
structure of the 1960s and the influx of foreign missionary movements after the 
Second World War. In chapter three, I present an overview and critical discussion 
of conversion theories and models in relation to conversion narratives collected 
in the field. I argue that the concept of conversion is too often used in an 
essentialist way, and that models of conversion reflect implicit understandings of 
how converts relate to religious institutions by becoming members. In the wake 
of late modernity, the category ’membership’ is no longer suitable as an indicator 
of conversion as people relate to religious institutions in a variety of ways. Also, 
conversion models often reflect a Protestant understanding of religion in terms 
of beliefs. To study religion today I argue for a semiotic approach of conversion 
that takes into account semiotic domains of meaning – thereby including though 
also going beyond a focus on language. Chapter four introduces the theater 
church and the powerhouse church through an ethnographic account of a 
regular Sunday worship service, complemented by the distinct histories, 
transnational networks and descriptions of church identities. In chapters five, six 
and seven, several semiotic domains of meaning are addressed. Chapter five 
considers how implicit narratives of conversion can be derived from the 
architectural design and use of evangelical worship space. I discuss how each 
church transforms what appears to be mundane worship space into an 
environment in which people experience being ‘touched by God’. In chapter six, I 
look into the important role of music as mediating practice in generating 
religious experiences. By comparing what at first seem to be similar 
contemporary styles of worship, distinct differences in religious orientation are 
encountered. Music and singing as semiotic forms invite and transform 
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worshipers as they are actively engaged in embodying narratives. Chapter seven 
focuses on the distinct language ideologies in the two churches as embedded 
narratives of conversion. This chapter highlights the different overarching 
narratives present in each church that reveal profound differences in the 
understanding of conversion, both in terms of continuity and discontinuity and in 
relation to contrasting perceptions of the converted ‘self’. In chapter eight, I 
describe and discuss the ways in which newcomers learn conversion through the 
Alpha course. While both churches use the same format of the Alpha course, the 
way this course is executed reveals not only the differences between the two 
‘social imaginaries’ encountered within these churches but also the internal 
tension present in conflicting understandings of conversion. Chapter nine 
addresses current debates in Dutch Protestantism about different baptism 
practices. As most newcomers to evangelical churches originate from mainline 
Protestant churches, many re-evaluate their infant baptism when they become 
involved in new evangelical churches, where baptism by immersion follows the 
conversion experience. I discuss different modes of baptism and argue that 
baptism by immersion - as a mode of performing the conversion experience - 
signals the need for a more sensorial and embodied mode of Christianity. This 
chapter also highlights the fundamentally different understanding of the efficacy 
of rituals in the two churches. Because of the emphasis on efficacy of rituals in 
the context of the powerhouse church, I argue that Pentecostal spirituality 
comes close to a sacramental and Catholic view of the world. Finally, in the last 
chapter I present a summary of the findings of this research, focusing specifically 
on how conversion practices are shaped within the context of Dutch evangelical 
churches today; these results will then be discussed in relation to debates about 
present-day religiosity.  
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The successful broadening of the increasing influence of evangelical 
movements […] was one of the most important changes in the area of 
worldviews of the last decades, also in our country. 20    
  
        
                                                      
20 ‘De succesvolle verbreding van groeiende invloed van evangelische 
bewegingen […] vormden een van de belangrijkste veranderingen van de 
afgelopen decennia op levensbeschouwelijk terrein, ook in ons land’ (Becker, De 
Hart et al. 2006:106). 
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CHAPTER 2   EVANGELICALISM IN THE NETHERLANDS  
 
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter offers an overview of the characteristics of the evangelical 
movement at large and provides an historical overview of evangelicalism in the 
Netherlands. From a transnational perspective, I discuss several renewal 
movements throughout Dutch church history to demonstrate the continuing 
mutual influence of Dutch Protestantism and distinct renewal movements 
abroad. I argue that evangelical elements in Dutch Protestantism are already 
found in the early development of Dutch Pietism, but that the late emergence of 
evangelicalism as a movement - in comparison to the Anglo-Saxon world - 
exhibits the historical-contextual arrangement of the Dutch socio-political and 
religious sphere. In the final section of this chapter, I discuss the rise of Dutch 
evangelicalism in the twentieth century and the current relation between the 
evangelical movement and mainline churches.  
 
 
Evangelicalism: definitions and discussions 
 
What is currently understood as evangelicalism is the outcome of a transnational 
and historical development within the broader umbrella of Protestant 
Christianity. From an historical perspective, the evangelical movement is made 
up of a conglomerate of different Christian currents that are intertwined in a 
unique way. The separate historical strands of Christianity thus appear in 
alternating configurations throughout various contexts and temporal periods 
within evangelicalism. Therefore, the movement itself is often considered to be 
an undercurrent in Western Christianity, greatly distanced from official, clergy-
controlled church politics, and particularly meaningful at the level of lay leaders 
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and individual believers. In order to understand the complexity of this 
movement, a closer look at its different historical roots is necessary.  
 Evangelicalism is deeply rooted three historical currents. First, it is anchored 
in the tradition of the Protestant Reformation of the 16th century. Second, the 
seventeenth-century Puritan and Pietistic movements constituted strong 
experiential influences to the broader movement. In eighteenth century Britain, 
at the intersection of Pietism and Puritanism (Grenz 2006 2nd.ed.:53), John 
Wesley gave rise to Methodism, placing conversion at the centre of the broader 
evangelical movement. By this time, the term evangelicalism was used to 
designate a set of practices, convictions, habits, and oppositions that resemble 
what in continental Europe was described as Pietism and spiritual renewal 
movements. A third influential current is found in the evangelical awakenings in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as the 'Holiness movement', followed 
by the rise of Pentecostalism and the Fundamentalist-Modernist debate in the 
twentieth century in the United States.  
 Whether Pentecostals must be considered to be part of the broader 
evangelical movement is an issue under debate. Noll argues in favor, stating that 
Pentecostalism descends from nineteenth century evangelical leaders who 
emphasized holiness and the work of the Spirit (like the Keswick Movement in 
Great Britain). Furthermore, he underscores that Pentecostalism has been 
strongly shaped by a particular interpretation of John Wesley’s concept of 
'sanctification', which was especially promoted by Fletcher (Anderson 2004:25). 
He therefore links the experience of sanctification with the ‘baptism with the 
Holy Spirit’ (Noll 2003:18). Anderson adds a third link between evangelicalism 
and Pentecostalism in recognizing that the nineteenth century 'divine healing 
movement' had a distinct influence on the development of Pentecostalism 
(2004:30-33). However, Pentecostals themselves are more inclined to emphasize 
discontinuity with evangelicalism, their characteristic doctrine of the outpouring 
of the Holy Spirit is understood as a sign of living in the end times. Cox defines 
the dramatic view of history as a ‘millennial sensibility’ to describe the 
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Pentecostal eschatological expectation of the second coming of Christ.21 In the 
course of this book, questions pertaining to distinct features of Pentecostal and 
evangelical practices and ideologies will recurrently be raised, though historically 
it is clear that Pentecostalism emerged out of the broader evangelical 
movement. 
 The historian David Bebbington is often cited for his fourfold key ingredients 
(Noll 2003:19) of evangelicalism, which he labels (1) conversionalism, the call for 
individual change and transformation, (2) activism, especially observed in the 
commitment to evangelism and mission, (3) a high view of the Bible as the Word 
of God, and (4) crucicentrism, a focus on the atoning work of Christ on the cross 
(Bebbington 1989). Still, these qualifications emphasize evangelical beliefs more 
than distinct practices and habitus. According to Noll (2004:40) Bebbington fails 
to recognize a unique quality of evangelicals: their willingness to set aside - even 
evangelical - authority and tradition in appropriating faith for themselves. This 
was particularly visible during the nineteenth century, when evangelicalism 
worldwide moved to this understanding of self as evangelical authority (Ibid.:41); 
however, the issue of religious authority in evangelicalism dates all the way back 
to the Reformation when religious authority was primary main issue.  
 Therefore, from a sociological perspective, evangelicalism as a movement 
displays features of a revivalist and reactionary movement; with its call for 
renewal and conversion, it challenges the regnant status quo of mainline 
churches though at the same time criticizes the surrounding world and culture. 
Striking is the repetitive desire to really understand and practice true Christianity 
(Noll 2003:61). This call for authentic faith is a common theme in the history of 
evangelicalism. In addition, evangelicalism as a movement is especially 
characterized by its transnational ties and influences, which has led to its 
creation of an invisible community, over time and across borders, with a distinct 
identity and spirituality (Klaver 2008:147). 
                                                      
21 This motif has been recurrently addressed in the history of the evangelical 
movement as well as in the Christian tradition at large (Boyer 1992:77,78).  
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 From this perspective, evangelicalism is a movement with a particular type of 
spirituality that transcends historic religious traditions as well as denominational 
boundaries. While evangelical spirituality is firmly rooted in the Bible as the 
Word of God, it is also strongly connected to personal, individual religious 
conversion and conviction. Evangelicals are orthodox Protestant believers 
experiencing and expecting the presence of God in their everyday life. Attention 
to the immanence of God is even more present in the charismatic and 
Pentecostal movement. The specific attention paid to the Holy Spirit as present 
in the lives of believers induces an even greater appreciation of individual 
religious experiences.  
 The evangelical movement is also predominantly marked by a strong 
'missionary' drive. The sense of conviction and urgency to proclaim the gospel 
message induces the continuous search for and use of new media and means of 
communication.22 This zeal contributes at the same time to the dynamic 
relationship between the evangelical message, its forms and surrounding cultural 
context.  
 The expansion of evangelicalism, especially over the last two centuries, has 
raised pertinent questions concerning the relationship between religion and 
modernity. It is precisely the success of evangelicalism that counteracted the 
secularization thesis of the expected decline of religion in the Western world. In 
suggesting that ‘evangelicalism is the characteristic Protestant way of relating to 
modernity’ (quoted in Lewis 2004:2), Martin Marty implies an interconnection 
and symbiotic relationship between the development of modernity and 
evangelicalism. Bebbington’s argument that the Enlightenment provided the 
essential, novel ingredient for the Great Awakening in the 1730s (1989:53) is 
even stronger. Emphasis on experientially tried and 'proved' religion was heavily 
influenced by the empiricist, inductive scientific methods of the time. Although 
Wesley and Whitefield are seen as preachers of the heart (rather than the head), 
                                                      
22 Media is here understood in the broadest sense, and includes the body, 
television and numerous varieties of material forms. 
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many similarities exist between the ideals of the Enlightenment and the 
attitudes of evangelical leaders who responded to the new mental world of the 
Enlightenment (Bebbington 2005:118). However, dual influences of romanticism, 
which characterized the same period with an emphasis on will, emotion and 
spirit, also deeply affected the evangelical movement.23 By the end of the 
nineteenth century, motifs of spiritual growth and individual development as 
well as an emphasis on the immanence of God were integrated into, and 
modified by, evangelical beliefs and practices, particularly in the United States 
(Noll 2003:181). Currently, the global evangelical movement can be 
characterized as follows:  
 
‘[ ] evangelicalism today is radically divided among modern, postmodern and 
premodern sensibilities. Early evangelicalism featured a full measure of 
premodern practices – seen most clearly in Methodist exploitation of 
dreams, portents, and special revelations. Yet the drift among Western 
evangelicals in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries was toward 
modern rationalism, logocentricism, and linear thought. Today with the 
prominence among evangelicals of power encounters, charismatic gifts, 
talismanic use of Scripture, prophecy, and affective songs, the premodern 
and postmodern are probably more important in worldwide evangelicalism 
than the modern’ (Noll 2004:35). 
 
 
Evangelical movement and churches in the Netherlands  
 
In the Dutch context, the connotation and content of the word 'evangelical' is 
generally meant to denote groups and churches outside of mainline churches. In 
comparison to the broader use and meaning of the term in the English speaking 
                                                      
23 Colin Campbell (1989 [1987]:186) recognizes Wesley’s ideal of perfectionism 
as a characteristic of Romanticism. Also Taylor (1989:302) suggests a link 
between Wesley and Romanticism with regard to the place of emotions. 
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world, the Dutch meaning of evangelical is more limited.24 Evangelicalism is often 
considered to be a rather recent phenomenon, and often is discussed from 
different perspectives. 
 In public debates about religion, evangelicalism is associated with an 
American form of religion imported after the Second World War. The mass 
meetings organized by the Billy Graham Association in the wake of the Marshall 
Plan, and the establishment of American organizations like Youth for Christ and 
Campus Crusade for Christ, contributed to this image. 
 However, from an orthodox, pietistic and Reformed perspective25, 
evangelicalism is portrayed - and at the same time disqualified - as an Arminian 
form of Protestantism (e.g. De Heer 2010:55). The historical dispute between 
Arminius and Gomarus at the national Synod of Dordrecht (1618-1619), which 
resulted in the ’Dordtse leerregels’ is still being recalled in present day 
discussions concerning evangelicals affecting mainline churches. The quarrel 
over the doctrine of predestination - and the discussions on the notion of free 
will over God’s eternal decree - serve as boundary markers between the 
evangelicals and Calvinist Reformation adherents.26 Of specific importance here 
is the influence of covenant theology in the Dutch Reformed tradition, which has 
functioned (and still functions) as part of the Reformed tradition and reaffirms a 
strong link between the Dutch nation-state and the position of the Dutch 
Reformed church. As a consequence, notable for the Dutch situation is the divide 
over baptism practices between evangelical and mainline churches; this impasse 
                                                      
24 According to the Dutch theologian, C. Van der Kooi, most of what is called 
Reformed (Gereformeerd) in the Netherlands would be regarded as evangelical 
abroad (Zwaag 2006:3). 
25 Strict Dutch pietist Calvinist churches are characterized as ‘bevindelijk’, such 
as the Gereformeerde Gemeenten (GG), the Gereformeerde Gemeenten in 
Nederland GGN (binnen verband) and GGNbv (buiten verband) and the Oud 
Gereformeerde Gemeenten (OGG). 
26 Den Boer shows in his dissertation (2008) the mythic and constructed nature 
of Arminius’ theology among strict Reformed theologians today. 
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relates to the evangelical practice of adult baptism by immersion against infant 
baptism (cf. chapter nine).  
 Historical accounts often situate the beginning of Dutch evangelicalism in the 
nineteenth century, citing emerging evangelical churches like the first Baptist 
church in 1845. The absence of evangelicals in earlier periods of Dutch 
historiography is striking when one takes into account the early roots of the 
movements in sixteenth century Pietism and the revival movements of the 
seventeenth century. According to Bebbington, these movements grew into a 
growing web of international communications, binding up various countries. 
They enhanced the flow of individuals migrating to different parts of the world 
and accompanied the flow of literature and ideas circulating globally by the 
nineteenth century (Bebbington 2005:263). This explains, he argues, why parallel 
developments in different parts of the world could take place. Despite the wide 
range of diverse evangelical expressions, the unity of the movement across 
national borders is, therefore, most striking. 
 This raises questions of transnational ties and influences of earlier religious 
movements on the Dutch religious context, especially when one considers the 
importance of international trade relations in the development of the Dutch 
nation state. In what respect have developments in the larger international 
evangelical movement - for instance, the rise of Methodism in England or the 
Great Awakening in the United States, influenced religious life in the 
Netherlands? And do opposition groups who challenged the status quo and 
power of the clergy in Dutch church history bear traits of so-called evangelical 
groups in other countries? In the next section I will investigate these questions 
from the perspective of early reform movements in Dutch Protestantism. 
  
Dutch reform and revival movements in the past 
Since the establishment of Dutch Protestantism in the sixteenth century, several 
reform movements have characterized the Dutch religious landscape. The first of 
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which, the pietistic movement in the seventeenth century, was part of the 
Further Reformation27 within the Dutch Reformed Church. The Further 
Reformation movement displays a strong emphasis on inner experiences of faith 
and 'true' piety, viewing religion as a matter of the heart, spirit and conscience. 
Another important feature of this movement is the emphasis on self examination 
(inducing self reflection) strongly advocated by the encouragement of 
orthopraxis: strict and moral living by the Ten Commandments. Interestingly, in 
this era and movement, a missionary zeal is already observable and expressed in 
the devoted mission to Jews and ‘heathens’. Finally, the Further Reformation can 
said to be characterized by a 'world avoiding' attitude rather than an embrace of 
new trends and popular culture (Van Lieburg 1994:414-417). In this movement, 
it is the turn to the individual and personal faith that is most striking.28 
 The Further Reformation movement was also a movement of protest and had 
the potential of a separatist movement, its primary aim being to further deepen 
the Reformation in the Dutch Reformed Church. Separation from the Reformed 
Church was prevented, however, for strong covenantal, theological and political 
reasons.29 The Further Reformation movement did however enhance a pious 
                                                      
27 Further Reformation in Dutch is translated as ‘Nadere Reformatie’, as is used 
by Van Lieburg. The term does pose a problem since ‘nader’ means ‘nearer’ and 
‘more intimate’, thus implying a ‘more precise’ Reformation. Beeke (1993:300) 
proposes to use ‘Dutch Second Reformation’. Op ‘t Hof suggests that ‘Nadere 
Reformatie’ originates as a Dutch translation of the English Further Reformation 
by the Dutch founder of the ‘Nadere Reformatie’, Willem Teelinck, as a result of 
his visit to England (Op 't Hof 2005:53). For further discussion on definitions of 
the ‘Further Reformation’ movement see Beeke (1993) and Op ‘t Hof (2005). 
28 While I argue in this section a turn to the individual ‘self’ through time, 
individuals were still subjected to the authority of the church and tradition and 
the God given-order (Van Harskamp 2005: 48). According to Charles Taylor, it was 
the 1960s that brought new dimensions of religious individualization, and a focus 
on the ‘self’ as the locus of the sacred (Ibid).  
29 Despite the similarities between English Puritanism and the Dutch Further 
Reformation, Beeke argues that the Dutch movement was less interested in 
reforming the government and organization of the church than were the English 
reformers (1993:304). Initially a theocratic Calvinist ideal characterized the 
Further Reformation movement but this zeal was lost in response to separatist 
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subculture which included the development of conventicles, the holding of 
house exercises and prayers with family members and pious friends, with whom 
people spoke and sang about their faith (Van Lieburg 1994:426).30 The Dutch 
Further Reformation movement was strongly influenced by similar movements in 
England and Germany. This is particularly visible in the amount of translated 
works from Anglo-Saxon Puritan writers, with conversion stories forming a new 
literary genre. The importance of storytelling and narrative tradition reflects the 
increased individualization among Pietists. The spread of conversion narratives in 
oral and written form functioned as a plural reservoir of ideas, theories 
concerning experiences of faith and the attribution of faith in order to 
understand one’s own ‘state of conversion’.31 
 The age of the Great Awakening, with Wesley and Whitefield as leading 
figures, has had an unbalanced effect on Dutch religion, most visible in the so-
called Nijkerkse ’Beroeringen’ (1749-1751) (meaning ‘trouble’) a revival 
movement in a Dutch Reformed Church led by Kuypers. By this time, books and 
pamphlets concerning the Great Awakening and, in particular, the Scottish 
Revival, were translated and distributed in the Netherlands. Van Lieburg argues 
that the Dutch Awakening in the middle of the eighteenth century was 
connected to developments in the Anglo-Saxon world32 and suggests that the 
                                                                                                                           
sub-movements, such as the followers of Jean the Labadie (1610-1674). The 
creation of a house church in Amsterdam by Labadie, with the claim of restoring 
the pure church, led to a deep crisis in the Dutch church at a national level 
(Beeke 1993:316; Van Lieburg 1994:421). As a result the heritage of the Further 
Reformation movement is found more in its emphasis on inner piety of believers 
than societal and ecclesiastic changes and reforms. 
30 Interestingly, these characteristics of the ‘conventicles’ are also shared by the 
small group movement in evangelical churches today. 
31 Since the eighteenth century, in Dutch Reformed Pietism, these stages or 
states of conversion became more rigid and standardized in the so-called 
‘vierschaar opvatting’ translated as ‘tribunal experience’ which was considered 
to be the final confirmation of divine grace (Van Lieburg 2004:75-77). 
32 Van Lieburg demonstrates that Jonathan Edwards was informed about the 
Dutch revival in Holland in 1751 (Van Lieburg 2008:330). 
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revival should be approached as an intersection of traditions within the context 
of the confessional state (Van Lieburg 2008:319).  
 Dutch evangelicalism also has its roots in nineteenth century renewal 
movements, of which the Dutch Réveil movement has been most influential. 
Réveil was a pietistic movement for church renewal and societal reform, led by 
an elite group of wealthy and socially influential people. Leaders of this 
movement were personally in contact with leaders of similar movements abroad, 
such as the English and Scottish Evangelical Revival and the ‘Erweckung’ in 
Germany. 
 The Réveil movement represented a form of protest against the optimism of 
the Enlightenment era and its emphasis on the unlimited possibilities of mankind 
to make a better world. At the same time, it was a response to a more liberal 
form of Protestantism within the Dutch Reformed church (Van Eijnatten and Van 
Lieburg 2006:262). Sympathizers of this movement cultivated an inner piety and 
stressed the transformation of the inner man as the route to community 
transformation. However, in addition to these ideas, the Réveil movement 
developed activities directed to the interlinked purposes of mission and social 
concerns by setting up Sunday schools and extensive social projects33 in the 
battle against poverty and marginalization in society.  
 Several members of the Réveil movement were sympathizers of the the 
newly-formed Evangelical Alliance in London in 1846 (Van Eijnatten and Van 
Lieburg 2006:291). Out of this movement, and outside the official boundaries of 
the churches, new evangelistic associations sprang forth and a number of foreign 
mission societies were founded by orthodox Protestants, who took initiative for 
those tasks which they felt were neglected by the churches (Houkes 
2009:107,108). Following evangelical groups in the English speaking world, 
                                                      
33 Until today the evangelical society ‘Vereniging tot Heils de Volks’, founded by 
Jan de Liefde in 1855, offers social and spiritual help to the marginalized and 
poor in the inner city of Amsterdam. 
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mission activities offered a free space outside of the church hierarchy.34 In the 
second half of the nineteenth century, new independent religious institutions 
were established in the Netherlands by the ‘free evangelical’ Baptists (through 
German influence), the Darbists and the Salvation Army (both through English 
influence). 
 Noteworthy, in contrast to the Anglo-Saxon world, the Dutch precursors and 
early revival movements that gave way to the development of the evangelical 
movement at large are generally viewed by Dutch church historians through the 
lens of Dutch national church history only – not the transnational religious 
landscape (Klaver 2010:390). It was only very recently acknowledged that 
distinct movements known as the Further Reformation, the Nijkerkse 
‘Beroeringen’ and the Réveil movement were related to similar movements 
abroad, and thus part of larger transnational networks (Houkes 2009:293 nt.28; 
Van Lieburg 2008:336).35 Yet given the fact that, in contrast to the English-
speaking world, evangelicalism did not flourish in the Netherlands and the rest 
of Northern Europe, particular contextual circumstances were certainly at play. 
David Martin was one of the first to link political and religious developments in 
his explanation of the European exception (Martin 1990). In Europe, 
Protestantism was tightly connected to the central institutions of the state. In 
turn, the lack of differentiation in social spheres restricted evangelical groups 
from organizing religious networks on a voluntary basis. Furthermore, the 
nineteenth century development of the so-called ‘verzuiling’, the pillarization of 
                                                      
34 Out of these mission enterprises, successful national ‘mission festivals’ 
(zendingsfeesten) were organized. The first held mission festival in 1863 
attracted over 6000 visitors. These festivals were inspired by similar mission 
gatherings in Germany (Missionfeste) that were modeled after the older 
phenomenon of American camp meetings, characteristic of the Great Revival at 
the beginning of the 19th century (Houkes 2009:117). The ‘evangelical character’ 
of these Dutch mission festivals is noteworthy: the interdenominational 
character, the emphasis on conversion and emotional experience of faith, the 
introduction of revival songs and the emphasis on mission (Ibid. 2009:118). 
35 Further research is needed to investigate these movements from a 
transnational perspective. 
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religious-political communities, which in effect created separate social worlds 
along confessional and ideological lines,36 offered little social space for religious 
movements based on individual preferences (Van Rooden 2003).37 This structural 
ordering of Dutch society continued until the 1960s.38 
 From the early development of Dutch Protestantism on, evangelical 
sensibilities have been most visible at the level of lay believers, expressed in 
hymns and spiritual songs and found in spiritual autobiographies outside the 
direct control of church officials. The presence of this pietistic subculture 
challenged the authority of the church, which was partly replaced by the 
autonomy of one’s conscience and therefore self reliance (Exalto 2005:158). 
Over time, this development gave way to the formation of a new Protestant self, 
emerging as the outcome of the duality between predestination-oriented 
theology and an increasing individualization of religion.  
 
Dutch evangelicalism in the twentieth century 
Until the Second World War, one could hardly speak of evangelicalism as a 
movement in the Netherlands.39 The presence of evangelicals, although small in 
number (Boersema 2005:164), was found among so-called ‘free churches’ such 
                                                      
36 Pillarization was the outcome of the religious and political struggle between 
Catholicism, (Neo)-Calvinism and Socialism. 
37 It is not a coincidence that Revival movements flourish at the frontier or in 
areas of radical social transformation. Revival needs a context of limited official 
religious control (Van Rooden 2001:135). 
38 The unique ordering of Dutch society in socio-religious subcultures, raises 
difficulties in comparing the recent Dutch religious history with religious 
developments throughout Europe and North America in the same period. While 
the dramatic downfall of religion is often related to the end of the period of 
pillarization in the 1960s, during the period of ‘pillarization’, ‘religion and faith 
became more and more “merely” sources of inspiration for believers, instead an 
all-persuasive force in people’s lives’ (Van Harskamp 2005: 44). Cf. Kennedy 
(2005) and Van Harskamp (2005). 
39 The growth of the evangelical movement in the second half of the twentieth 
century has been described in several theses (see Boersema 2004; Roeland 
2009; Stoffels 1990; Vellenga 1991). 
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as the Baptist Union, the Free Evangelical churches and the Salvation Army 
established in the second half of the nineteenth century. After the turn of the 
twentieth century, the first Dutch Pentecostal church was founded in 1907 by 
Polman, who had been in touch with the American Faith healer Dowie and 
received the Pentecostal experience in England. Again, the spread of revivalist 
movements in Wales as well as in the United States had its impact on the Dutch 
religious sphere (Van der Laan and Van der Laan 2007:29ff.). Worth mentioning is 
the great impact of Johannes de Heer, who was inspired by the revival in Wales 
(1905). He published a collection of revival songs which gained popularity among 
lay Protestants and were used in extra-liturgical settings as youth associations.40 
Through this hymnal, evangelical sentiments were made accessible and 
distributed among a large audience.  
 In the 1950s, American religious organizations entered the Netherlands with 
a biblical message of hope in order to revitalize the church. The evangelist Billy 
Graham, followed by faith healer T.B. Osborn, attracted thousands of people in 
large scale mass meetings. New was the attention to young people and 
connection with the rise of an emerging 'youth culture', evidenced in 
organizations like Youth for Christ and Campus Crusade for Christ. Even more so, 
in the 1960s, evangelical organizations gained increasing influence and visibility 
in the Netherlands. These developments were an important stimulus for the rise 
and establishment of evangelical and Pentecostal churches and the founding of 
evangelical, faith-mission organizations. 
 The next phase, in the 1970s and 80s, displayed a period of growth and 
consolidation. A number of new evangelical organizations were founded, such as 
the Evangelical Alliance and the Evangelical Broadcasting Company (EO). Both 
contributed to increasing contact and exchange between the different 
evangelical groups and churches. With the growth of the movement, the need 
for highly qualified professionals resulted in the establishment of Bible schools 
                                                      
40 See chapter 6 on music. 
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and Christian colleges.41 In this period, the long-established polarization between 
evangelical groups and churches and Protestant mainline churches shifted to a 
cautious attempt at conciliation and exchange. It was not by accident that this 
process took place against the background of increasing depillarization and 
erosion of traditional denominational structures of mainline churches. In order 
to turn the tide of secularization, attempts for cooperation42 emerged in two 
areas: a national campaign for evangelizing the Netherlands called ‘Er is Hoop’ 
(There is Hope) and a joint action against increasing liberal legislation of moral 
issues like abortion (Wallet 2006:6). 
 In spite of the rapprochement and cooperation in this period, the growth of 
distinct evangelical organizations and groups led to a more visible rise in plurality 
within the movement. Three distinct factions can be distinguished. First, we can 
distinguish those evangelicals who were mainly concerned with the inerrancy of 
the Bible and aligned with conservative evangelicals in the United States. By 
means of extensive apologetics they attempted to found the truth of the 
Christian faith and the Bible with rational and scientific methods. Their undivided 
attention to creationism as an alternative scientific explanation for evolution 
theory was part of a larger, shared and defensive evangelical attitude towards 
larger societal developments, most visible in the movement's opposition to the 
legislation of abortion.  
 However, these more rational-minded evangelicals were greatly distant from 
the second faction of evangelicals, which was found in the Pentecostal and Full 
Gospel churches.43 Because of their strong emphasis on ecstatic experience, 
                                                      
41 Among them included the ‘Evangelische Hogeschool’, the ‘Brandpunt 
Bijbelschool’ (later changed to the Evangelische Theologische Hogeschool), the 
‘Centrale Pinksterbijbelschool’ (later changed to the ‘Azusa Hogeschool’) and the 
‘Bijbel Instituut België, currently known as the ‘Evangelische Theologische 
Faculteit’ (Leuven, Belgium). 
42 At the national and local levels, early attempts at cooperation caused 
conflictual situations (Kristensen and Visser 1997:41). 
43 In the 1960s, moderate Dutch Pentecostal churches sought cooperation with 
the American Assemblies of God. Other Pentecostal churches were cautious of 
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healing and the miraculous, the Pentecostals held a rather isolated position in 
relation to established churches of the period as well as other evangelicals.  
 A novel development of the 1970s was the rise of charismatic renewal 
movement within the boundaries of established churches, which resulted in the 
founding of the ‘Charismatische Werkgemeenschap Nederland’ (Charismatic 
Working Community) in 1972. This third faction, influenced by the Pentecostal 
experience, continues to maintain a strong ecumenical character and, as a 
movement, consciously focuses on its position within mainline churches. While 
in terms of spirituality this group clearly resembles the Pentecostal movement, 
because of its central focus on the theological tradition of the church, it has 
moved towards the margins of the evangelical movement.  
 In spite of the differences and even polarization among these different 
factions, an important influence in bringing believers together was the role of 
the organization ‘Opwekking’ (Revival).44 Having its roots in the Pentecostal 
movement, ‘Opwekking’ has organized the annual ‘Pinksterconferentie’ 
(Pentecostal conference) since 1971. Initially this conference attracted believers 
from different Pentecostal churches, but over time it has encompassed an 
important meeting place for evangelical Christians from a variety of groups and 
churches. The annual distribution of twenty contemporary worship songs called 
‘Opwekkingsliederen’ (‘Revivalsongs’, further mentioned as ‘Opwekking’) has 
been of great importance to the development of the evangelical hymn culture, 
which will be further discussed in chapter five.  
 At the end of the 1980s, the evangelical movement began to move into new 
directions. An interesting shift within the movement took place in the 1990s, 
when the characteristic defensive positioning of evangelicals (e.g. towards 
societal or ethical issues) changed to a more open-minded and constructive 
                                                                                                                           
adopting a too structured form of organization and started a federation of 
churches called the ‘Volle Evangelie Gemeenschap’ (Full Gospel Community) 
(Van der Laan and Van der Laan 2007:105). 
44 The organization ‘Opwekking’ emerged out of the evangelistic revival 
meetings of the evangelist Ben Hoekendijk (Ibid.:108-113). 
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attitude towards society. In his description of the Dutch evangelical movement, 
Stoffels (1990) rightly suggests that an ‘evangelical notion of crisis’ and strong 
eschatological emphasis on millennialism were important distinguishing qualities 
of Dutch evangelicals in the 1980s. However, with the fall of the Berlin wall and 
the end of the Cold War, the theme of the second coming of Christ had lost its 
prominence and was replaced by a more optimistic and constructive attitude 
towards surrounding culture and society.45 Together with increased self 
awareness due to the growth of the movement, evangelicals became gradually 
‘at ease in the world’ (Klaver and Roeland 2010:45). 
 This shift from a negative to more positive and optimistic stance towards the 
outer world coincides with a second development within the evangelical 
movement: the transformation, in evangelical discourse, of the inner life. The 
increasing attention to counseling and pastoral care, often a mixture of biblical, 
psychological and therapeutic language, also contributed to focus on personal 
development and authenticity and ‘becoming the person God intended you to 
be’. In evangelical spirituality, the subjective inner experience became an 
important locus for the presence of God. This alteration should be understood in 
terms of a shift in focus towards the work and power of the Spirit within the 
broader evangelical movement as well as mainline churches.  
 A third phenomenon of evangelical churches in the 1990s is the increasing 
attention to church growth and church planting in response to a period of 
limited – or even stagnated – growth. Evangelism was no longer considered to be 
one of many church tasks or something left to specialist evangelistic 
organizations; it became an important issue of reflection for evangelical churches 
themselves. From the United States, alternative ways of ‘doing church’ were 
                                                      
45 This is, for instance, visible in the development of the evangelical dominated 
Christian political party, the Reformatorische Politieke Federatie RPF (1975-
2000), which presented itself initially as a ‘testimonial political party’. After the 
merger with another Christian political party (GPV) the newly founded party, 
Christen Unie (Christian Union), became one of the governing political parties in 
the Dutch cabinet between 2007 – 2010. 
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introduced by the Willow Creek Community Church46 of Chicago. Liturgical 
innovations were offered through a new perspective on the perceived needs of 
those outside the church, who were categorized as ‘seekers’ and the 
‘unchurched’. Another new and innovative initiative from abroad was the 
introduction of the Alpha course from England in 1994. Developed in London at 
the Anglican Holy Trinity Church (Brompton), the Alpha course offered a new 
method for attracting seekers through the design of a ten week course on the 
basics of Christianity. The Alpha course was broadly accepted by evangelical 
churches as well by Protestant mainline churches.47 In the wake of the Alpha 
Course, the New Wine movement was introduced in the Netherlands. This 
movement also has its roots in the Anglican Church and, interestingly, like the 
Alpha course, was influenced by John Wimber’s reformulation of the Pentecostal 
understanding of the power and gifts of the Holy Spirit.48 The New Wine 
movement resulted in a new impulse to re-vibe charismatic renewal within 
mainline churches through pastor meetings and summer conferences. Among 
Pentecostal churches, the influence of American preacher John Wimber,49 
followed by the Toronto Blessing,50 stimulated increased attention to the 
miraculous power of the Spirit in evangelism and church growth. After the turn 
of the century, church growth was, for a short period of time, promoted through 
the G12 cell church movement, inspired by the megachurch of César Castellanos 
from Bogota, Colombia.  
                                                      
46 The Willow Creek Association established a Dutch national office in 1995. In 
2004 a national office of Purpose Driven of Rick Warren was established. It had 
limited success in comparison with the Willow Creek Association (cf. note 2).  
47 The introduction of the Alpha course was initiated by a pastor from one of the 
mainline churches, who established a cooperation with the evangelical alliance 
for the introduction of the Alpha course in the Netherlands.  
48 Spirit baptism is no longer confined to a second experience after conversion 
but can occur at the moment of conversion.  
49 John Wimber founded the Vineyard churches in the United States in the late 
1970s. He visited the Netherlands in 1991. 
50 See note 4. 
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 The influence of these new organizations, and their innovative approaches 
and ideas regarding church growth, renewal and evangelism, spread beyond the 
evangelical sphere. For mainline churches, they offered a hopeful message of 
turning the tide of apostasy and secularization. Conferences like the Leadership 
Summit of the Willow Creek Association were attended by pastors across all 
denominations, leading to the establishment of new networks of related 
churches. Since the 1990s, increasing evangelical influences have been observed 
within mainline Protestant churches. This is most visible in the introduction of 
contemporary worship music, so called ‘small groups’ and the Alpha course. 
However, this development has also caused strong reactions and debates within 
these mainline churches. A new term coined, evangelicalisering 
(‘evangelicalization’ [Klaver 2010; Klaver and Versteeg 2007]) has emerged as an 
important concept with which to address the threats and challenges of 
evangelical ideas and practices to mainline churches.  
 All of these above-mentioned changes - since the 1990s - the increasing 
importance of inner experience, a more open attitude towards culture and 
society and the emphasis on church growth - are characteristic features of the 
two selected independent evangelical churches of this study. Experience plays a 
major role within both churches, though not all experiences are embedded 
within the same discourse and practices. What they do share is the emphasis on 
personal conversion as prerequisite to becoming a believer.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In this chapter, I presented an overview of the transnational processes and 
historical factors underpinning the development of evangelicalism in the 
Netherlands. I argue that, throughout the Dutch Protestant church history, 
evangelical elements have not only been present, they have also resulted in 
widespread undercurrents of evangelicalism within Dutch Protestantism. 
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Different from the English-speaking world, the institutionalization of 
evangelicalism in the nineteenth century was hindered due to the Dutch 
structural ordering of society in religious-political subcultures, which lasted until 
the 1960s. The rise of the evangelical movement can be explained in terms of an 
interconnection between the influx of American evangelical mission 
organizations, the already existing breeding ground of evangelical spirituality and 
the increasing processes of individualization since the cultural revolution of the 
1960s. Recent trends in contemporary evangelicalism display an increasing 
subjectivization of religion observed in the emphasis on experience and the 
introduction of new methods and practices geared towards the conversion of 
newcomers. This raises the question of how conversion is understood and 
achieved in contemporary evangelicalism. In the following chapter, the concept 
of conversion will be critically discussed from the broad range of conversion 
theories and the conversion narratives encountered in both churches. As I will 
argue, conversion today calls for an approach that takes a more dynamic concept 
of religion into account. 
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What we need are ways of thinking that are responsive to particularities, 
to individualities, oddities, discontinuities, contrast and singularities, 
responsive to what Charles Taylor has called ´deep diversity´, a plurality 
of ways of belonging and being, and that yet can draw from them - from 
it - a sense of connectedness, a connectedness that is neither 
comprehensive nor uniform, primal or changeless, but nonetheless real.
   
 (Geertz 2001:224) 
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CHAPTER 3  CONVERSION: STORIES AND THEORIES  
 
 
Introduction 
 
In this chapter, I present an overview and critical discussion of conversion 
theories in relation to conversion stories encountered in the theater church and 
the powerhouse church. I was confronted with a large number of idiosyncratic 
stories that reflected a refusal to follow prescribed models of conversion. In light 
of this, I argue that the concept of conversion, similar to the concept of religion, 
should not be viewed in essentialist terms as it is a dynamic and complicated 
concept subject to historical transformations and cultural appropriations. 
Particularly in view of the transformation of religion today, a narrative approach 
seems a more suitable method of studying the phenomenon of conversion; 
however, this chapter will lay out arguments against a sole focus on language. I 
argue that a semiotic approach offers a more comprehensive and dynamic 
framework with which to study conversion today, as it captures discursive and 
non-discursive domains of meaning.  
 
 
Stories 
 
Marc’s story 
Home was not a safe place for me, it was never warm, and so I went to other 
places with friends. When I was fifteen, I started drinking, I started with 
whiskey, we were acting like the tough guys, me and my friends. We had a 
kind of club, went out on our motorbikes, worked on the bikes. One day, we 
went to Italy together. Almost every night we drank a bottle of whiskey with 
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the five of us. So I started to drink, I have been drunk so many times, I got 
busted a few times. 
  
As Marc continues his story, he describes the various jobs he has had: a car 
salesman, a stockbroker engaging in some illegal activity. In regard to this latter 
position, he explains that he also began experimenting with drugs and smoking 
dope. His life changes when he meets Margot and falls in love with her. Margot 
turns out to be a Christian and has strong moral opinions, such as celibacy before 
marriage. They date for a while, but Margot eventually breaks it off because 
Marc is not a Christian. Because of Margot, Marc investigates what Christianity is 
all about.  
 
Anyway, I didn’t see my Margot for a couple of months, I was really engaged 
with faith, and in one way or another, the more I tried to convince myself 
that the Bible was not true, I could no longer fool myself. Her mother advised 
me to see a certain woman. I visited her and she said: I think you already 
believe, so let us pray and confirm your faith. So I prayed with her, I don’t 
know whether it was the real sinner’s prayer, but I left her knowing I was a 
Christian. The next day I called Margot and said, I have to tell you something, 
when can we meet? I told her what had happened but she said: you cannot 
fool me. 
MK: what do you mean by ‘I already believed’? 
Well, that the Bible is true and Jesus the son of God and creation, no 
evolution, those basic things. I did not know a lot of things, but I just was no 
longer able to get around it anymore. But how it happened? I have no idea, a 
lot, yeah, that has been the Holy Spirit, nurtured by.. those sort of things. In 
the past, you know, the father [of a friend] has been a signpost, along the 
way there have been one or two. When I look back yeah, there were 
Christians, a colleague or so. Apparently, they must have left a deep 
impression on me since everything seemed to fall into place, after I cut the 
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knot. Since my conversion, I remember very well, whether that was at that 
lady’s home or later, it was like the wheels interlocking together, a kind of 
synchronization, everything fell into place, almost something mechanic I 
sense. All at once I saw the things and thought, huh? Has that been here all 
the time? The first time I prayed, I asked God for rest. Every time I used 
drugs, when I drank or had sex, whatever, it was to silence the terrible 
gnawing unrest deep within me. The pain, I remember so well that I when I 
prayed, that it just came over me, deeper than every other experience I have 
had, so real. God confirmed it in a supernatural way, and made me feel it. I 
guess I needed that, I longed for feelings, I am a very sensitive person, and so 
many things were broken, distorted and not developed in my life. I had such a 
strong need for kicks and feelings. 
 
After his conversion, Marc and Margot get back together, and two years later, 
they marry. Since Margot’s Dutch Reformed Church is not appealing to Marc, 
they enter the theater church. Here they become active members and are 
baptized by immersion.  
  Thus far, in stressing radical change and a totally new beginning, Marc’s story 
resembles the ‘classical’ example of evangelical conversion narratives. Marc's 
former life is tainted by his unhappy childhood and abuse of drugs and alcohol, 
and is told in great contrast to his life after conversion. Still, there is a second 
part to his story.  
 A few years later, Marc and Margot both work full time. Next to his job, Marc 
studies at night and in the weekends to get his MBA, but his faith weakens and 
his life becomes stressful. He loses jobs on several occasions due to conflicts 
caused by his impulsive behavior, he says. Eventually, he seeks professional 
psychological counseling in order to deal with his past. In spite of therapy 
sessions, his situation seems to worsen and Marc becomes desperate.  
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At a certain moment, Margot’s mom said – she made a divinely inspired 
remark – you should talk to Dick [from the powerhouse church]. I respected 
that man and you see I had no alternative and was so desperate. So I went to 
see him, I did not have to pay him, and after an hour he said: I think we need 
to bind some demons. I said: what? I didn’t know anything about these 
things. The Holy Spirit and the spiritual world were at great distance for me. 
But that didn’t matter since I was so desperate. I trusted him and that was 
enough. He bound the demons – I don’t know which ones – but I 
experienced at the moment he did, very quietly in his attic room, that it 
became quiet in my head. I thought, that is weird. There is something in me 
responding but it is not me. When I came home I told Margot all about it, 
which was to her surprise. I never felt like talking about the counseling 
sessions with her, about the shit from the past. The next week I would see 
Dick again. Margot sensed I was different. During the night I woke up with a 
severe attack of fear. I woke up Margot and told her: we need to pray, this is 
too scary for me. So she prayed and I calmed down. The next morning I called 
Dick and told him what had happened and asked him what to do. He told me 
to come to the powerhouse church for a ‘prayer of deliverance’.  
 
Marc tells me how, by means of a checklist, he confesses all kinds of acts and 
incidents of his past, asks forgiveness and receives cleansing by the blood of 
Jesus. Curses against him are broken. His former training in karate and other 
activities of his past are detected as bonds with evil powers. Family members are 
also seen as part of the curse affecting his life. For instance, a close relative who 
had acted as a medium, and another relative had sworn an oath in the German 
army during the war, are seen as imminent threats to his religious awakening. 
After a prayer session of two hours, Marc feels as though a weight had been 
lifted from his shoulders.  
 Over the following weeks, Marc visits the powerhouse church, where he 
receives more prayer. When a preacher speaks about the feeling of rejection 
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during childhood, Marc gets very emotional and his body starts shaking – he 
begins to cry. During this incident, Marc experiences what he calls 'inner healing', 
a deep sense of acceptance by God. Both experiences result in more balanced 
and controlled behavior in Marc’s life. A few months later, during a service in the 
powerhouse church, Marc receives the Holy Spirit and starts speaking in 
tongues. Eventually Marc and Margot leave the theater church and move to the 
powerhouse church permanently. 
 From Marc’s perspective, his initial conversion experience, in addition to later 
experiences such as deliverance, inner healing and the reception of the Holy 
Spirit, is considered distinct in terms of meaning and effect. Still, although the 
first part of his story reflects a transition to faith and the entrance into a 
community of believers, the successive religious experiences recalled by Marc in 
the second part of his story raise a crucial and conceptual question: how can one 
interpret personal experiences of conversion in relation to a more general 
concept of conversion? Is it possible to distinguish a pattern or order of 
experiences believers go through along their journey of faith? How should one 
begin to understand the change from one religious community to another?  
 The complexity of defining religious conversion is even better illustrated by 
the story of John. At the time I met John, I thought of him as an active believer 
and one of the core members of the powerhouse church. He was one of the 
leaders of the Alpha course, an introductory course covering basic Christian 
beliefs, organized by the church for potential new believers. During the Alpha 
course, John told me that he was going to be baptized in a few weeks. I was 
relatively surprised and later found out that he was not a member of the church 
but rather in the process of considering becoming a member. However, a few 
months after his baptism, John moved to another Christian fellowship. What 
follows is part of his story. 
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John’s story 
John is in his early forties, married and father of three children. He was raised in 
a small Dutch farm town, and his parents belonged to the Dutch Reformed 
Church.  
 
We never talked at home about things, yes we discussed the weather, but we 
did not talk about sad things or beliefs. What my parents believed? I had no 
idea, they never talked about it. I thought you had to earn love in life, I was 
the youngest and got a lot of rejection, and at a young age you seek 
fulfillment in alcohol, you try anything - but of course it did not work.  
 
John gets married and is confirmed in his local Dutch Reformed Church. For John, 
this did not have any special meaning; just tradition, he says, as it is expected by 
the family. He starts his own business and, after ten years of very hard work, has 
accomplished his goal in life: a good business, a new car and no financial worries. 
However, at this point in his life he also finds himself in a crisis:  
 
I should have been happy but I encountered this emptiness inside while I had 
been slaving away for more than ten years. I discovered it had led to nothing; 
I became depressed since I had no more purpose in life. 
 
John decides to return to his church and starts attending services again. At a 
certain moment, the pastor asks him to become an elder and he agrees. During 
the installation ceremony as an elder of the church, something remarkable 
happens to John: 
 
During the laying on of hands, I became filled with the Holy Spirit; however, I 
did not know at that time that it was the Holy Spirit. [...] Afterwards I heard 
that my face was radiating joy. Yes, I was being filled, it just happens to you, 
and suddenly you get spiritual insight [...]. And then you come home and you 
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start reading the Bible, it is like reading Donald Duck! It sounds silly but I 
understood what was written! [...] but because I didn’t know anything about 
the Spirit and had no relationship with God and because I was not focused on 
God, yeah, then the angel of light [John refers to a biblical image of the Devil 
as mentioned in 2 Cor. 11:14] comes around, [...] and you start doing things 
on your own.  
 
John’s religious experience results in such a deep bout of depression that he 
even considers suicide. People from the church are not able to understand John, 
and his life gets even worse. 
 
I was so tired and so fed up that I said to God: God if you really exist, let me 
get ill and die. That night I drove to the auction of flowers [where John sold 
his flowers], turned the radio on and there was a cassette in the car. And 
what I hear is that God loves me. That really touched my heart. Wow! And 
then I realized: if God exists and loves me, then I am valuable. My wife and I 
we still do not know how the tape got there. But that was the turning point. 
God loves me and in a couple of days I was no longer depressed. 
  
Through a prayer group in his village, John gets in touch with Pentecostal 
believers. A year later, he visits the national Pentecostal conference, ‘Opwekking’ 
(Revival). 
 
..and then you meet Jesus, and you find out that he is the only way. I had the 
desire to make that decision but I was so ashamed of what had happened 
before. You get that thought: you had received the Spirit but you did not 
handle it well. I was afraid to return because I was so ashamed. 
I did not understand why this had happened. The Word says that when you 
accept Jesus that the Spirit will come and God is faithful, but He... sometimes 
things just happen differently. Saul also was not seeking God, but God just 
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grabbed Saul out of the blue and I think that this also happened to me - that 
the Holy Spirit just came out of the blue. I didn’t know how to handle it, but it 
was necessary for my life and that of others. [...] It was awful for us but 
others met Jesus and got insight, and they started praying for us and in the 
end we became believers. It had to be this way.  
 
As a consequence of his religious experience, John’s relationship with his Dutch 
Reformed Church becomes tense. The rules and regulations of the church cause 
friction because he gains insight into what he calls ‘controlling spirits’. Eventually, 
John and his family leave the Dutch Reformed Church and move to the 
powerhouse church. There, John and his wife participate in the Alpha course 
and, during the following course, assist the Alpha team. By this time they decide 
to be, and soon are, baptized by immersion. 
 While it seems obvious that John would fully join the powerhouse church, he 
feels that God is guiding him in a different direction. During a men’s conference, 
John meets Jack, one of the former pastors of the powerhouse church, who 
started a new church in the area. John is invited to join Jack on a mission trip to 
Kenya. After the trip, John senses that God is directing him to Jack's house 
church. John and his family decide to leave the powerhouse church. 
 John’s story raises interesting questions about the complexity of one’s 
personal religious journey. Notable are the intense religious experiences John 
talks about; while his story is told as a conversion narrative, the first intense 
religious experience he mentions does not fit the evangelical pattern of 
conversion of, for example, ‘I once was lost but now I’m found’. On the contrary, 
the first experience, articulated as 'receiving the Spirit', led to a severe crisis in 
John’s life. Again the question emerges of how to theorize different religious 
experiences that people recall in relation to the concept of conversion itself. 
While Marc’s story displayed a sequel of experiences understood, in his 
perspective, as conversion, deliverance, inner healing, and receiving the Spirit, 
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John’s story begins with a direct interaction with and experience of the Spirit. 
Given these two examples, a logical sequence of experiences cannot be derived.  
 A striking feature of John’s story (that also raises important questions) is the 
miraculous presence of the tape. How can one reconcile these elements in one 
conversion story? Another issue concerns John’s religious journey in relation to 
his commitments to a religious group. When John recalls his experience meeting 
Jesus, for example, he situates himself at the site of a conference which is not 
confined by the boundaries of a particular religious community. As the story 
develops over time, John participates in a local powerhouse church as one of the 
leaders of the Alpha course, though he is not baptized or committed to the 
church in terms of formal membership. In the end, he and his family commit 
themselves to a small house church of his friend Jack on the basis of inner 
conviction and calling.  
 While listening to these and other conversion stories, I gradually noticed the 
importance of individual experience as opposed to beliefs as determining factors 
of conversation. In this regard, Jolanda’s story was among the most remarkable 
and memorable narratives. I met Jolanda at the membership course in the 
theater church. She is an outgoing and expressive woman in her mid-thirties. 
When she tells her story, the traumatic experience of losing her father at a young 
age is an important theme.  
  
Jolanda’s story 
At the age of 23, I married Jack and we had our own house built five years 
later. He was a nurseryman, and we quarreled a lot. In that period I often 
went to my father’s grave and said: Dad, if you are here, please help me 
because I cannot make it alone. I thought I felt he was near but I did not have 
anyone I could go to. I was very lonely and then you experience later on 
[does not finish sentence] … I cried a lot in those days, and then I would 
stand on the balcony and watch the sky [Jolanda is moved to tears] and I 
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thought, where is he? That is how I felt, I missed him so much and then, I 
really wanted something for myself, I was 28 years old and got pregnant and 
thought: this child is mine, also from Jack, but it is someone I can give love 
and from whom I will receive love. But of course it does not work that way.  
 
After the baby is born, Jolanda goes through a difficult time. The baby needs a 
lot of extra healthcare and, due to these and other circumstances, Jolanda's 
marriage eventually fails. She moves to another town where she meets a new 
boyfriend, Chris. Over time he moves in with her.  
 
Then one day we went to the beach. In the afternoon we went shopping 
along the boulevard and visited an antique shop, next to the white church. In 
the corner I noticed a Bible on a standard. I walked toward the Bible and said: 
Oh how beautiful! It was a very old Bible from the year eighteen hundred 
something. Can I have a look? The lady noticed how I admired this Bible and 
the names of deceased family members written in the front of the book. She 
said: do you like it? I replied I wanted to buy it and asked for the price. But 
then she said: you don’t buy a Bible but you receive one, you can take the 
Bible with you. That was so special! [...] 
Later that night in bed Chris asks me to read from the Bible. So I just opened 
it and started to read. I did the same thing every night for about two weeks 
and we said to each other: wow, very interesting, but we did not understand 
it all.  
Sometime later, again we went to the same beach. I was sitting in a folding 
chair and Chris was in the water with my child. When they came back, I was 
moving my toes through the sand and felt something and told Chris: there is 
something between my toes. Then I move my feet up and there was this little 
note which said: ‘God is always with you’ [she becomes very emotional] … 
and I was so moved by these words ... I said: how is this possible? We fell 
silent … [again apologizes for her tears] because we were reading the Bible 
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for two weeks, and it set our hearts at rest, and this was a kind of sign, a 
miracle, God is always with you, it said. I was so.. the rest of the day I was 
quiet ... and moved [Jolanda can hardly speak because of tears] and then ... 
now the best part is yet to come … we went home and there ... we went to 
sleep and in the middle of the night I woke up and it gave me a terrible fright 
because I heard someone rattle the mailbox. The sound was so clear and I 
was very frightened and pulled the blankets off of me and said: Chris, there is 
someone at the door, something is wrong with mama! I don’t recall the time, 
we went down the stairs together since you don’t know what you will find. 
We opened the door, you look and there is no one. I said, I know for sure, I’m 
sure, there is someone, something, maybe he walked away. We paced the 
room for some time but nothing happened. We went back to bed, and then I 
knew I was being called [her voice changes becomes high-pitched and gets 
very quiet] - and that someone was at the door. I really experienced it that 
way, yes, someone was knocking at the door, it was so clear! Look at me 
crying! But it was so beautiful and clear, yes I felt I was being called. The 
rattle was so clear and there was someone calling me, although I did not 
know at that time, I only found out later that there is something in the Bible 
about him knocking at your door. 
 MK: You did not know about that? 
No, I had no idea, but I felt at that moment, it is God or Jesus calling me to 
open up: I clatter at your door, you may open it for me, open yourself to me. 
Then, the next morning, there was an invitation from the Reformed Churches 
(in the Netherlands) on the mat. The church held an open day which could 
cause some inconvenience of extra cars parked in our street, but at the same 
time, we were welcome to have a look at the church. We went and we felt 
very touched and cried. We could not even sing along.  
 
Later on, friends invite her to visit the theater church. According to Jolanda, this 
is where she comes 'home' and feels she belongs.  
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Discussion 
The conversion narratives of Marc, John and Jolanda lead to at least four topics 
of inquiry. First of all, their stories call attention to the miraculous, the 
unexplainable events that direct them in eventually becoming believers. Second, 
it was not until after I left the field and compared stocks of narratives that I 
noticed the recurrent emphasis on material objects. In Jolanda’s story, several 
objects fulfill a crucial role in her narrative: the Bible she found at the antique 
shop, the little note discovered in the sand on the beach and the clattering 
sound of the mailbox in the middle of the night. Like the cassette tape in John’s 
story, material things fulfill an important mediating role and are, without 
question, understood as part and parcel of God's intervention in believers’ lives. 
Apparently from the perspective of the convert, the presence and intention of 
God can be found in mundane objects and circumstances.  
 Next to the importance of material objects, in the third place I was struck by 
the intense emotions that accompanied the act of storytelling. Jolanda’s 
response was no exception; during interviews, converts recalled intense 
experiences from their pasts. It was in the act of telling that these experiences 
were re-lived and experienced in the present. While listening to the wide range 
of conversion stories, intently gazing into watery eyes and watching tears rolling 
down cheeks,51 it became very clear to me that emotions played an important 
role in religious conversion. Notable in this regard is emotive experience of 
music, a recurring theme of conversion stories; music appears to be an 
important medium for the generation of embodied religious experiences. 
 Here I hesitate to write embodied religious experiences; by including 
emotions in the study of religious conversion, the first question that comes to 
                                                      
51 I acknowledge that words and tears are often entwined in an religious 
imagination which raises the interesting question of a 'politics of tears'. Patton 
and Hawly argue in their book Holy Tears (2005:1,2) that tears are richly charged 
with symbolic meaning and ritual efficacy, that they create a sacred presence, 
open the inner eye, and act as gatekeepers to a level of emotion which offers a 
nontextual basis for reflection. 
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mind is: what makes an experience religious in the first place? More precisely: 
when do believers interpret their experiences as 'authentic' religious experiences 
and how do they distinguish between ordinary experiences and divine action? 
What does this experiential, emotional expression of believing - as encountered 
among evangelicals and Pentecostals - say about believers' understanding of 
conversion and religious transformation? How are these experiences generated, 
and how do people learn to interpret their emotions in particular ways?  
 A fourth issue derived from the above conversion stories concerns the 
relationship between converts and religious communities. Notable in each story 
is the relatively marginal role of the church in overall conversion experience. This 
seems to demonstrate that believers can easily exchange one religious 
community for another deemed more fitting to their needs. However, in other 
stories, a wide range of opinions and arrangements between believers and the 
church was displayed. Much data I collected pointed to the brittle and complex 
nature of the relationship between believers and institutions; this alone made 
me cautious in understanding conversion as part and parcel of membership in a 
religious group.  
 The three stories presented thus far reveal the complexity of how conversion 
is understood from a believer's perspective. At the level of the individual, 
different stories and meanings circulate and vary considerably within any one 
community of believers. Yet the pressing question is what in spite of this 
variation can be identified as a shared repertoire, recognized as being authentic 
and constitutive of the identity of evangelical/Pentecostal believers and their 
communities. Before looking into these issues, I will give a brief overview of 
theories on conversion and discuss the relevance and the limitations of current 
approaches to the subject, drawing upon evidence from the field.  
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Conversion theories revisited 
 
Sociological research on conversion displays a wide range of theoretical 
orientations and empirical scope. Early studies rooted in Christian tradition 
describe conversion as an individual change of religion, thus putting emphasis on 
the inner transformation of the convert (see James 1985 [1902] and Nock 1933).  
For a long period of time, conversion was the topic of psychological research, 
wherein it was seen as a dramatic and radical event leading to the adoption of a 
new system of meaning. To understand and explain the phenomenon of 
conversion, personality traits, conscious and unconscious conflicts and problems 
were addressed as possible explanations for the change in attitudes and 
behavior of converts. 
 During the 1960s, in response to the rise of new religious movements and 
sects, conversion drew the attention of the social sciences. An initial emphasis 
on the individual convert shifted in the direction of the broader social 
organization of religious groups and their means of attracting members. Social 
networks involved in the conversion process became the focus of attention in 
conversion studies (Lofland and Stark 1965). Still, much research focused on the 
'supply' side of conversion and analyzed the various conversion models 
employed by religious groups, such as phases, stages and factors involved in 
conversion; this left the 'demand' side of conversion (e.g. motivations for 
conversion) less studied. 
 In time, images of the passive convert - whether psychologically predisposed 
or socially conditioned - were increasingly subject to critique, and by the 1980s, 
the active convert model was adopted. In particular, from the perspective of 
'rational choice' theories, conversion models (Stark and Finke 2000) portray 
individuals as active agents, weighing and calculating the benefits of one 
religious group over another. However, the scope of economic rationality in 
understanding religious belief and behavior is limited. In his critique of the 
rational choice model, Bruce (1999) points out two limitations: first, the absence 
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of the agent’s own identity and history, and second, the assumption that all 
potential converts have equal access to religious groups. In this view, both the 
presumed freedom of choice on the part of the actor and the modern approach 
to religion as consumerism are constrained by and embedded within cultural 
contexts that create boundaries which restrict agency. It is therefore necessary 
to take into account the vast religious transformations that took place in 21st 
century Europe and the Netherlands in order to accurately investigate and 
understand contemporary processes of conversion. Current societal changes, 
related in part to the increasing individualization and privatization of religion, 
influence daily religious practices, the formation of religious identity and the 
relationship between believers and institutions. 
  Therefore I argue that the search for a universal model of conversion which 
describe the different stages or phases converts go through, including factors 
that determine the outcome of such processes (Gooren 2007; Rambo 1993), has 
limited value in terms of understanding conversion in such a highly individualized 
social context. The often used conversion model of Lewis Rambo (1993), who 
describes a seven stage model of conversion,52 presupposes a convert's 
unfaltering commitment to a religious group; this is inherently problematic as 
such relationships between believers and religious institutions are no longer self-
evident. This indeed calls for a different approach to understanding religion 
today.  
 Recent debates on how to define the category of ‘religion’ (see Asad 1993; 
Droogers 2008; Keane 2008) raise similar questions and issues related to 
conversion. Most important among these is the query as to whether the 
                                                      
52 In his seven stages model, Rambo distinguishes as follows: against the 
background of a certain context (1), a period of crisis (2) leads eventually to a 
quest (3) for meaning. In the encounter (4) with advocates of religious groups, 
the potential convert seeks out what it is he wants, which can result in an 
intensifying interaction (5) and lead to a commitment (6) to a new religious 
group. Throughout this process of change, there are consequences (7) of 
conversion that are expressed differently in the lives of converts. 
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conceptual category of conversion is coherent in different contexts: across 
religious traditions and throughout time. What happens to a concept's internal 
coherence when it is taken out of one context and installed in another? What is 
lost or implicitly assumed in universally constructed definitions? For example, 
the understanding of conversion within distinct Christian traditions differs 
remarkably. In evangelical tradition, conversion implies personal decision and 
free choice; this contrasts sharply with Hijweege’s findings (2004) on conversion 
practices among Dutch Calvinist Pietists, who render an extremely passive 
understanding of conversion.  
 Hence I propose that the concept itself needs to re-analyzed within the 
context of the hermeneutics of conversion within different religious traditions. 
Each religious tradition shapes its own script and model of conversion, and has 
its own criteria for genuine and authentic expressions of conversion. Moreover, 
one should recognize and include the fact that traditions are dynamic 
constellations of beliefs and practices situated in particular times and places 
(Chester 2003:6). Also, from an historical perspective, the shift in meanings, 
metaphors, practices, and body techniques within a religious tradition needs to 
be taken into account, and cannot be taken for granted. Even if religious words 
and rites are maintained, and beliefs, feelings of belonging and religious 
behavior remain, the relationship between different elements within each 
religious constellation is subject to change over time. As Luig (in Chester 2003:15 
n.46) mentions: ‘neither Christianity nor conversion can be taken as a timeless 
and homogeneous concept, but rather they are products of specific socio-
cultural and historical circumstances, and therefore undergo historical 
transformations and cultural appropriations.' In my view, the above statement 
makes clear that a universal model and understanding of conversion borders on 
an arbitrarily general and potentially reductionist approach to religion. In order 
to study the interaction between believers, religious social groups and religious 
traditions, it is necessary to critically assess the various models, schemas and 
concepts involved and ground such an analysis in empirical research. 
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 In the findings of my research, conversion turned out to be a very contested 
concept in the sense that different church traditions, religious leaders and 
believers held distinct (though sometimes implicit) views and opinions of how 
conversion takes place, which criteria for 'genuine' conversion should be used 
and how one should lead one’s life accordingly. The opinions of church leaders 
and material in church programs aimed at potential converts did in part 
resemble conversion theories such as Rambo’s. However, these conversion 
theories and models were of little use to analyze and understand the wide range 
of idiosyncratic conversion stories I collected through life history interviews with 
new believers. Most faith journeys did not follow a linear path or series of 
phases, as illustrated by the narratives of Marc, John and Jolanda. Also, the 
nature of newcomers' stories, and articulation of conversion experiences, 
convinced me that conversion theories, models and definitions reflect implicit 
assumptions about the relationship between converts and religious institutions 
that may not hold up in reality.  
 
 
Conversion and commitment 
 
Conversion is often described as a ‘rite de passage’ in which the individual is 
acknowledged as moving from one status and social environment to another 
(Austin-Broos 2003). One enters a new community and adopts specific forms of 
behavior whilst participating in ritual life. Though in most studies it is assumed 
that conversion is a form of re-socialization and as such a conscious choice of 
becoming part of a new social group. This is said to be observable in affiliation 
and membership of a religious group, church or congregation (Kelly 1988; Snow 
and Machalek 1984; Stark and Finke 2000). This leads to the question of how 
conversion is defined: as a concept to describe entry into a religious 
commitment, or as a broader form of engagement between a new believer and a 
clearly defined religious group?  
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 I suspect that conversion in terms of membership reflects a particular 
understanding of how religious institutions construct their boundaries and 
identity, and mirrors an understanding of religion in terms of denominational 
structures. Indeed, the connection between conversion and affiliation or 
membership is useful in relation to particular religious institutions,53 though 
against the background of current societal changes, a more critical 
understanding of the ways in which converts relate to religious communities is 
needed. Religious institutions with more fluid organizational boundaries, like the 
new evangelical churches, operate in a social context dominated by 
voluntarism54 which has profound consequences for the relationship between 
the religious institution and believing individual.  
 Concepts of commitment in relation to conversion therefore need rethinking 
beyond dichotomies like member/nonmember or believer/skeptic in order to 
consider how religious institutions may offer more than one arrangement of 
involvement and commitment. This point is evident in the case of John, whose 
active involvement in the powerhouse church (as one of the leaders of the Alpha 
team) must be seen within the context of his lack of membership and baptism. 
This shows that the church does not operate by strict categories of membership - 
which is not to say that anything goes. Other less observable or implicit 
conditions for participation might be at hand. In addition to the possibility of 
different modes of commitment and belonging offered by institutions, converts 
relate to institutions in various other ways, some not exclusively for attaining a 
sense of community.  
                                                      
53 In most traditional religious institutions, such as the Reformed and Roman 
Catholic Churches, a distinct concept of conversion is not part of their dominant 
religious discourse since entering the religious community is usually based on 
birth and infant baptism. Incidentally, new believers from different backgrounds 
enter these churches at a later stage in life but are addressed as new believers 
rather than converts. 
54 Roof describes ‘new voluntarism’ as a shift in church involvement. This is ‘a 
matter of choice and less a socially ascribed or cultural expectation’ (Roof 
1993:110). 
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 It was through the conversion narratives that I was forced to think of 
concepts of community and belonging beyond the confines of church boundaries 
to other religious sites and locations. In addition to the supply of religious 
services and activities outside of church walls, converts often mention the 
impact of media forms on their religious journey. Through television and the 
Internet, new forms of (virtual or imaginary) religious communities are, often 
temporarily and fluidly, constructed.  
  It is here where the distinct interests of converts and church leaders go in 
different directions. While conversion and commitment is desired by church 
leaders in the form of membership and church growth, new believers display a 
somewhat cautious attitude towards making formal commitments to an 
institution. However, both perspectives and opinions are part of everyday 
practices within churches and therefore affect each other; the individual and the 
social are intertwined but should not be assumed at forehand.  
 The observation that conversion experiences are not necessarily followed by 
a commitment to a church (in the form of membership) calls attention to other 
possible modes of belonging, identification or alignment with particular forms of 
community.55 This also calls for a different theoretical approach. My own 
position as a researcher made me even more aware of the complex ways in 
which various modes of belonging come into play, and how the identity of 
believers is negotiated and established.  
  
                                                      
55 The often used metaphors of the religious market and religious consumerism 
suggest that non-committed visitors of an institution cannot be serious. 
However, Wuthnow suggests that shopping for a congregation and valuing 
spiritual growth actually go hand in hand (2003:38). 
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Conversion, language and narration 
 
In the field, I was particularly cognizant of the importance of language as a 
means of assessing the possible converted state of a believer. Because of my 
own background and knowledge of evangelical/Pentecostal language, I could 
easily draw upon familiar concepts and phrases in order to discuss conversion 
from an insider's’ perspective. As I entered and exited the field, navigating 
between engagement with the academic world to being with my family and back 
to the field again, I was constantly aware of the different language codes in use 
in these multiple worlds. However, it was not only a matter of vocabulary; in 
both churches, in order to relate to other believers, I was expected to tell a story 
in which the relevance and authenticity of my faith would be displayed and put 
to the test. While this emphasis on authentic stories was much stronger in the 
powerhouse church than in the theater church, the narrative nature of 
evangelical religion was prevalent in both cases. This draws the attention to the 
field of language: how do people speak about their faith and their conversion in 
particular? 
 In empirical research, it is initially through the stories56 of believers that 
conversion experiences can be accessed. Snow and Machalek (1984), followed 
by Staples and Mauss (1987), emphasize the socially constructed and dynamic 
character of conversion accounts. As is illustrated by the narratives of Marc, John 
and Jolanda, a recurrent motive in the narratives of recent converts displays 
themes of rejection and acceptance. The narratives show that therapeutic 
                                                      
56 Some researchers distinguish stories from narratives, as is done by Stringer 
(1999:108 n.3). Narrative is used as an ongoing process without a specific 
beginning while ‘story’ can be used to define that which is bounded. In these 
terms, narrative is made up of a series of stories; while narrative relates to ‘life’, 
the story relates to and reflects on specific ‘events’. In my case, I did not find this 
distinction helpful in the analysis and understanding of the stories I listened to. I 
therefore use narratives and stories as interchangeable concepts. 
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language  present in everyday life 57 is often used by believers to describe 
religious encounters. Interestingly, in the conversion narratives of core members 
of the church, who underwent conversion earlier, a different emphasis is 
observed. For instance, in the narrative of Mary, a core member of the 
powerhouse church, the beginning of the Gulf War played a decisive role in her 
return to the church.  
 
When the church service was finished I went to the minister and asked him: 
aren´t you afraid? Because it will be war and the whole world will be part of 
it, and we will all die and it will be the end of the world. Aren’t you scared? 
He said: scared? No, I am not scared at all, why would I be afraid? But are you 
a child of God? I said: am I a child of God?  
 
 Mary and other believers frame their conversion experiences along themes 
of being lost and saved, thus configuring the meaning of conversion in terms of 
an eternal perspective. It is therefore important to note that conversion 
narratives reflect the time and context in which people experienced their 
conversion. Still, in the act of telling, experiences in the past can be subject to 
and filtered by the context and time in which they are told. Therefore many 
conversion stories are both reconstructions and reinterpretations of past 
experiences, through the lens of the present. 
 While conversion could be primarily understood as a ‘change in one’s 
universe of discourse’ (Snow and Machalek 1984:170) it not only refers to a 
change from one religion to another. Conversion also concerns the possibility of 
marginal beliefs gaining importance and moving from the periphery to the 
center. The outcome of these latter processes might be the same as those for 
adopting a rather different universe of discourse. A narrative perspective then 
draws attention to conversion as a biographical reconstruction by means of 
                                                      
57 For instance, the daily TV show of Dr. Phil on Dutch television illustrates the 
accessibility and production of therapeutic language. 
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adopting a new, socially constructed frame of reference in which one’s past, 
present and future are simultaneously reconfigured. However, I would suggest 
that conversion as biographical reconstruction should not be restricted to a 
certain time and place; rather it can accommodate different situations or 
experiences in which these processes can unfold.  
 Conversion narratives can take on many different shapes and meanings. 
However, it is in the act of storytelling that an active convert's own perspective is 
exposed. More importantly, in the act of storytelling, the dialectical relationship 
between structure and agency and identity formation and belonging, are 
encountered and bridged in particular ways. Jackson, in his book The politics of 
storytelling (2002), proposes a focus on the ways in which storytelling mediates 
between the different domains; in this regard, he is interested in how storytelling 
provides strategies and generates experiences that ultimately help people 
redress imbalances and correct perceived injustices in their lives. Therefore 
narratives contribute to a sense of agency and empowerment as, in the process 
of telling a story, people reclaim and construct both purpose and coherence in 
their lives. However, ‘the narrator of the story is never the sole author of his life 
story, for the story comes into being within an already existing web of 
relationships’ (Arend in Jackson 2002:23). This point underscores the importance 
of narrative analysis; studying narratives not only reveals how religious identities 
are framed and constructed, it also illuminates the religious journeys of 
believers, showing how narrators cross social and spatial locations (Ammerman 
2007; Riessman 2002). The mobile nature of stories people carry with them 
through life and through institutions points to the fact that, through narratives, 
the separate domains of biography, history and society intersect (Riessman 
2002:697). In narratives, ‘people strive to configure space and time, deploy 
cohesive devices, reveal identity of actors and relatedness of actions across 
scenes. They create themes, plots and drama. In so doing they make sense of 
themselves, their social situations and of history’ (Bamberg and McCabe in 
Riessman 2002:698).  
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 While it might seem that a narrative approach focuses on individuals and the 
formation of their identities, at the expense of the structural/institutional 
aspects, this need not be the case. Characteristic of conversion narratives is a 
synthesis of both individual, particular life histories and plural, dominant 
discourses surrounding the convert. These dominant discourses often contain 
threads of prominent religious discourses of the time. However, no institution or 
religious group can maintain its own purity, since believers can be part of 
multiple social and religious contexts. Therefore, I believe a narrative perspective 
to be a most useful tool for re-examining and investigating the relationship 
between converts and institutions; this approach also avoids and moves beyond 
the notion of fixed institutional boundaries and exclusive categories like 
member/not member.  
 It is however important to distinguish between different types of discourses 
and narratives. Within any one religious group, a common discourse or language 
circulates which is shared by members of the group. Official discourses are also 
present evident in authoritative interpretations of the religious tradition and 
performed in sermons, prayers, songs, and rituals (Stringer 1999:69). The 
interplay between these two discourses is complicated by the fact that, on both 
levels, reflection on and interpretation of available written texts (such as the 
Bible) and secondary literature takes place, which nourishes the whole range of 
religious concepts and convictions. These written texts, understood as third 
discourse, are also sources which authoritative and common discourses draw 
upon within the religious group. As a consequence, conversion accounts can be 
said to reflect an interplay between life histories, authoritative discourse and 
common discourse available within a religious community. In analyzing these 
conversion accounts, the dialogic nature of the relationships between these 
discourses is deserving of attention (Hughes 2003:5; Stringer 1999:75). In this 
way, the content of specific meanings generated in certain contexts are not only 
at stake; the different ways in which meanings can be generated within a 
particular context can also be compromised. In practice, distinct processes of 
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mediation direct the possibilities for interpretation and meaning. At the same 
time, these processes are related to structural power relations between the 
religious group and the convert; the symbolic power relations reflected in the 
dominant religious metaphors and shared belief system within the group also 
gauge interpretation (Droogers 2003).  
 When an individual conversion story is viewed as an attempt to rewrite one’s 
biography and reconstruct one’s identity, it is important to consider the impact 
of the authoritative conversion narratives on this process. Given the fact that 
converts can import resources and schemas due to the permeability of 
institutional boundaries, it is unlikely that conversion experiences can be 
reduced solely to the authoritative interpretation of a community or the 
conversion account itself. The existence of an authoritative discourse articulates 
which interpretations of conversion are not possible (Chester 2003:23); therefore 
it does not exclude the possibility of originality within individual interpretations. 
The different ways life stories are constructed highlight, on the one hand, the 
creativity of actors involved, but on the other, the constraints and limitations 
that a particular ‘dominant narrative’ entails. At the same time, the community 
of listeners to whom conversion stories are told will have a profound influence 
on the structure and content of the newly created story. This is particularly the 
case when tensions arise between the life experiences of believers and the 
possibility of reinterpreting authoritative discourses in the religious group. 
Eventually, this can lead to a rift between the believer and the religious 
community when one can no longer connect one’s own life story to the 
discourses offered within a community.58 This is illustrated in Marc’s story, when 
he speaks about his encounter with Dick from the powerhouse church.  
 
                                                      
58 Two situations are possible: either the dialogue between discourses ends or a 
new dialogue partner joins the conversation. Power relations will determine the 
outcome of these processes. 
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So I went to see him, I did not have to pay him, and after an hour he said: I 
think we need to bind some demons. I said: What? I didn’t know anything 
about these things. The Holy Spirit and the spiritual world were at a great 
distance for me. 
 
It is at this point in Marc’s story that an alternative religious discourse is 
introduced that was apparently not available to Marc in the theater church. Due 
to the difficult situation of his life at that moment, a different explanatory model 
was accepted, resulting in an ontological and theological shift in his perception 
of reality. This in turn led to a re-scripting of his past in terms of the demonic 
bondage perceived to have affected his life. Eventually, through this meeting and 
the accompanied experiences, his faith became renewed, as well as his outlook 
on his future. Ultimately, Marc exchanged the theater church for the 
powerhouse church.  
 
In the theater church people told me that they had never seen anyone being 
converted in their life. And I thought it was normal, but when I was just 
baptized with the Spirit, in a few days I experienced eight out of the nine 
manifestations of the Spirit through me. Grace, tongues, interpretations of 
tongues, miracles, signs, everything emerged and I thought, wow this is 
awesome. I started practicing right away, especially prophesying, I am ready! 
[…], and suddenly people came to Christ and were healed and delivered, 
That’s the way it is supposed to be, for every Christian. I do believe – and God 
has confirmed it several times – that I am called for a ministry of signs and 
miracles, a ministry of power. You see, the power of God is very important. 
 
 During the first phase of my research in the theater church, I was quite 
content with my focus on language and narratives. From the sermons I could 
collect a number of themes, dominant metaphors and recurrent stories, and in 
the small group meetings I listened to all kinds of personal stories. I expected 
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that, through the life histories, I would have access to members' religious beliefs, 
opinions and experiences; however, when listening to the first set of life 
histories, I became frustrated by the lack of religious language, concepts and 
reflection on and articulation of people’s faith. While their religious experiences 
would stand out in their narratives, people often had difficulty expressing these 
experiences with words. Sometimes they used the lyrics of a song that was 
meaningful to them, or a particular Bible verse, to describe their emotions. 
These observations made me aware of my own limited focus on how I 
understood the role of language. I assumed too easily that the meaning of 
conversion could somehow be condensed into words, concepts, narrative 
structures, and plots, ignoring the fact that in most instances narratives and 
religious language are sung and spoken. Tones, sounds of voices, silent pauses in 
between words, music accompanying words, images supporting texts: all these 
aspects I tended to ignore by concentrating on the semantic value of language. 
When I moved to the powerhouse church, I was even more aware of the limited 
value of the semantic meanings of words. In spite of my background, I soon 
discovered that speaking their language was not enough in order to be accepted 
as one of the Pentecostal believers. I was often asked all kinds of personal 
questions. It was clearly not enough to say that I believe in, for example, the gift 
of tongues when people asked me; no, they asked me whether I spoke in 
tongues. People wanted to pray with me, lay their hands on me, prophesize over 
me. All these experiences led me to the next step in developing my approach to 
conversion: language as performance.  
 
 
Narratives as performance 
 
The narrative turn in conversion studies has been a fruitful shift towards relating 
religious transitions to the convert’s own accounts. Useful in this regard has been 
the notion of 'conversion as biographical reconstruction', a concept first coined 
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by Snow and Machalek (1984) but later modified by Staples and Mauss 
(1987:137), who emphasized the subjective nature of conversion and stressed 
the constitutive aspects of narratives. Staples and Mauss (1987:137) essentially 
argue that, through language and rhetoric, individuals transform themselves. 
Stromberg carries this argument further in his detailed analysis of conversion 
accounts among American evangelicals, suggesting that, through the use of 
language in the conversion narrative, a process of increased commitment and 
self-transformation takes place (Stromberg 1993:14). He argues that the 
conversion narrative is a repeatedly performed, ritual act that takes the form of 
testimonies; as such, the narrative gradually transforms the believer’s life and 
constitutes the conversion experience. Stromberg suggests a close resemblance 
between conversion and rituals: ‘a ritual creates a particular social reality; in the 
case of the conversion this social reality is a particular identity’ (Ibid:16).  
 The efficacy of words and language has been an important theme in the 
anthropology of Christianity. Acknowledging the value of Stromberg’s work, the 
complex and multiple ways in which language is part of Christian practices calls 
for a diverse approach and more in-depth analysis of semantics. Studies on 
evangelical Christianity often focus on language as text; this manifests, for 
instance, in discussions on how the Bible as the 'Word of God' is articulated and 
understood in relation to conflicting norms in society, such as issues of gender-
bending or homosexuality (Griffith 2000; Moon 2004). While this is indeed a 
relevant issue, the domain of language involves much more than written text. 
Language as a semiotic form is always meditated by some prevailing local 
assumptions about what language is and how it functions. In his groundbreaking 
work on the subject, Silverstein has defined language ideology as ‘any sets of 
beliefs about language articulated by users as a rationalization or justification of 
perceived language structure or use` (Silverstein 1979:193). The important 
question in the evangelical context is, therefore: what cultural conceptions of 
language exist, how do these operate and what do they bring forth? The 
importance of the performative aspects of language in relation to evangelicals is 
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most clearly displayed in Harding’s often cited account of her conversation 
experience with Reverent Campbell (Harding 2000:57). It is the power of spoken 
language as oral performance that compels her  to say that the use of certain 
conversion language in everyday conversation contributes to bringing about 
conversion itself, or in other words, speaking is believing (Ibid.:35). As Keane 
points out, in such cases converts do not subscribe to doctrines but rather 
extend their ability to speak, as they can use scriptural language with authority 
(Keane 2008:122). The effect of religious language is therefore most significant in 
the formation of religious subjects. The individual is empowered and able to 
extend one’s boundaries of vocabulary with authoritative and divinely inspired 
speeches or texts. In his writings on Swedish charismatics, Coleman 
demonstrates how, in the context of conversion, words appear to become 
embodied and even materialized in both the self and the surrounding 
environment (Coleman 2000:117-119). Noteworthy is his observation that 
ideologies of language rarely concern language alone; language is indeed part of 
larger semiotic processes. He suggests that conversion is a quality of action as 
much as it is a mechanism for bringing outsiders into the community of 
believers59 (Coleman 2003:30). As a consequence, both perceptions and 
practices at the individual level as well as that of the religious group, including 
the variety of media and modes of action, are deserving of attention. The 
concept of conversion may then be understood as an ideological category and 
mode of action used to establish both the religious identity of believers and the 
group as a whole. In this sense, any focus on potential believers should also 
include an examination of social processes and ideological representations that 
reignite new transforming experiences in believers' lives. 
                                                      
59 Here, community should not be understood within the confines of a local 
congregation only. Evangelical Christianity is most capable of the formation of an 
imagined global community of believers. The biblical metaphor of the church as 
the ‘Body of Christ’ (for instance in I Cor. 12) supports this view of a universal 
invisible church. 
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 The important insight that language, as performative action, brings forth a 
metamorphosis in both individuals and communities leads to the question of 
how to capture the experiential side of conversion. While conversion does entail 
new vocabularies and ultimately changes the world in which one lives, a focus 
solely on language neglects questions related to how, and in what contexts, 
these transformations take place. Too often, the study of religion is skewed by a 
Protestant bias which focuses solely on language and inner beliefs (Asad 1993; 
Keane 2007); this ignores the fact that access to linguistic forms involves various 
processes of mediation and materialization which are historically and culturally 
situated.  
 
 
The limits of language  
 
At the end of my interview with Jenny, suddenly the roles between 
interviewer and interviewee are reversed. She asks me, how does God speak 
to you? In words, images or dreams? The question takes me by surprise and 
makes me feel uncomfortable. Right away I wonder why I unconsciously react 
that way. My own experiences from the past are felt again, and although I 
can reflect on them, I cannot prevent the emotions attached to these 
memories from emerging. I feel forced to expose myself as a doubtful 
believer, but I know too well that my questions will not be understood. Also, 
my answer would hurt Jenny’s feelings, since I would raise serious doubts 
about the story she told me. I mumble something about intuition and try to 
let her talk again. To my relief Jenny goes on with her story.60 
 
Clearly, as underlined in the sections above, an approach to conversion that 
focuses solely on changed beliefs and worldviews is inadequate. This is not to say 
                                                      
60 Reflective notes 16-01-2007. 
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that I disregard the importance of beliefs - or that doctrines of a religious 
tradition should be neglected. On the contrary, doctrines61 matter in the sense 
that they inform believers about the world but also direct them in the world 
(Keane 2007:32), as will be shown later.  
 In analyzing conversion stories, I was confronted with the fact that 
remarkable religious experiences were emphasized far more than perceived 
shifts in beliefs.62 This forced me to think about the relationship between 
changes in beliefs or opinions and actual experiences. Could it be that 
experience is an important precondition for an eventual shift in beliefs? In other 
words, is it because of experience that a shift in beliefs take place? From the 
narratives encountered during this study, I observed the constitutive role that 
intense emotions played in relation to religious experiences. While language and 
speech are not absent from these experiences, they seem secondary to the 
emphasis given to bodily experiences. Interestingly, the accompanying words 
and discourses about beliefs seem to come from a source beyond the present 
situation: appearing independent and therefore entextualized.63  
 Marc’s conversion narrative illustrates the ambiguous way in which 
experiences and beliefs are interrelated: connected but at the same time 
distanced. When Marc told his story, he briefly commented on how he already 
felt, in a way, that he believed before the moment of his conversion. I asked 
Marc what he meant by ‘believing already’, and his answer was surprisingly curt:  
 
                                                      
61 Doctrine is often understood as unchangeable statements or propositions. 
From an anthropological perspective, doctrines are reflections of how people 
understand God, the world and themselves at a particular point in time and in a 
specific context, and therefore have their own dynamics. 
62 Also Stringer (1999:91) mentions that, in his research among Baptists, people 
hardly spoke about their beliefs; rather, a particular knowledge was assumed and 
implicit. However, he states that it was always present. 
63 The concept ‘entextualize’ is often used in contrast to ‘contexualize’ and refers 
to the framing of words out of context in such a way that they render universal 
statements or truths (Keane 1997a:62). 
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Well, that the Bible is true and Jesus the son of God and creation, no 
evolution, those basic things.   
 
It was not until I transcribed his words that something seemed to be missing in 
his comment. Marc made no reference to his own life story or his situation at 
that particular moment. Instead, he reproduced evangelical phrases often heard 
in sermons, songs and Bible quotes.64 However, when he continued his story and 
spoke about his religious experiences, his tone and voice changed immediately:  
 
The pain - I remember so well that I when I prayed, that it just came over me, 
deeper than every other experience I have had, so real. God confirmed it in a 
supernatural way, and made me feel it. I guess I needed that, I longed for 
feelings, I am a very sensitive person, and so many things were broken, 
distorted and not developed in my life. I had such a strong need for kicks and 
feelings. 
 
These two fragments of his story not only display a great difference in content 
but also show a remarkable discrepancy in style. When Marc answered my 
question, he talked quickly, in a monotone way, and expressed his beliefs in brief 
statements - rationally, almost disengaged, as if this knowledge was too obvious 
to even mention. However, when he referred to his conversion experience, he 
spoke in an affective, deeply engaged and embodied way. His emotions came to 
the surface, connections were made with his past, and in the act of telling, the 
impact of that moment was re-felt in the present. Interestingly, Marc was not the 
only one experiencing this transformation; it had an effect me as a listener: he 
drew me into his story right at that moment. As a result of his experience, Marc 
explained that he began to have a new perspective on life and understanding of 
his identity:  
                                                      
64 Interestingly, in these statements he also reproduces stereotypes concerning 
evangelicals in general that circulate in society. 
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[...] everything seemed to fall in place, after I cut the knot. Since my 
conversion, I remember very well, [...] it was like the wheels interlocking  
together, a kind of synchronization, everything fell into place, almost 
something mechanic I sense.65 
 
This example raises the issue of how to value the often assumed importance of 
beliefs in the evangelical/Protestant tradition; this concerns the evidence of 
claims to an authority that transcends a particular context. While beliefs are not 
totally absent in this case, Marc stresses his subjective, inner experiences, 
articulated in embodied affects, postures and emotions that seem to 
authenticate his experience. The question then is how can one relate 
disembodied, de-(con)textualized statements of faith with bodily, engaged and 
emotional experiential aspects of conversion?  
 It is often argued that human experience is always mediated by language 
and, as such, always understood through the study of discourse (Csordas 
1994:11; Yamane 2000). However, when conversion is extended to an embodied 
quality of action, or a performative style and practice, domains of non-discursive 
meaning, such as gestures, bodily actions or even the use of objects, are also 
involved. Indeed, it is through narratives that we have access to the constructed 
meaning of conversion from the point of view of the convert. The ritual qualities 
of the conversion narrative - as performative practice - in turn have a 
constitutive role in forming the religious subject. However, in order to study 
conversion as a complex of performative, embodied practices, it is necessary to 
consider language as just one of many other semiotic forms. With regard to the 
experience of the divine, the question remains: what kinds of forms make 
certain experiences interpretable 'religious' as well as replicable within a 
religious community (Keane 2008; Meyer 2010)? As Keane argues (2008:114), in 
                                                      
65 The mechanic metaphor he uses is not chosen at random. Marc was trained 
as a car salesmen and mechanic. 
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studying 'lived' religion, what we observe are not ideas or experiences but rather 
the circulation of symbolic signs: words, movements and aesthetic forms, like 
music. Ideas and experiences are therefore always embodied in some kind of 
material form. Recent developments in the anthropology of Christianity (Engelke 
2007; Engelke and Tomlinson 2006; Keane 2007; Robbins 2007) offer new 
theoretical pathways to link different semiotic domains, thereby rendering a 
particular understanding of self as embedded within certain regimes of power, 
authority and truth, as will be discussed in the next section. 
 
 
A semiotic approach of conversion  
 
As I have argued, it is necessary to approach conversion processes from a 
perspective that takes into account distinct domains of signification, like 
language, material forms, the body, and other mediating practices which actively 
contribute to and are intrinsically part of the transformative experience of the 
convert. This implies that meaning is not out there to be studied in a vacuum; 
rather, it is part of a relation between human beings and their natural and 
cultural environments, and an ongoing process of action, signification and 
embodiment of knowledge (through experience). In this regard, Charles Peirce, 
the American founder of Pragmatism, has influenced the work of a number of 
anthropologists focusing on meaning-making and signification66 due to his 
semiotic theory (see Geertz 1966; Keane 2007; Parmentier 1997; Turner 1967).  
Peirce’s theory of signs is often discussed in relation to Saussure’s similar 
perspective on semiotics as they both address the same questions though differ 
in their underlying approach. Saussure’s Continental, structuralist sémiologie 67 
                                                      
66 Parmentier argues that the work of Geertz and Turner can be seen as 
preliminary semiotic projects in anthropology (1997:13,14). 
67 Saussure referred to the science of signs as ‘sémiologie’, not as semiotics. The 
Peircean term semiotics is often used as an English equivalent but it is not the 
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of signs focuses on the binary relation between signifier and signified, taking the 
linguistic sign as a point of departure. He situates semiotics in the realm of 
grammar and speaking (Sayyid and Zac 1998:257). Unlike Saussure, Peirce offers 
a more dynamic approach which stresses the fluid character of signs; he 
introduces a third element in the act of signification, the interpretant. According 
to Peirce, the meaning of signs is constructed as part of a collaborative dialogue 
between a sign’s producer and its interpreter, thus ensuring that meaning is 
irrevocably dialogical in character (Hughes 2003:62). A sign, then, is not a thing 
in itself but always emerges out of a relationship between signifier and signified, 
which can take different forms or modes of being. Peirce´s contribution to the 
study of signification is foremost in the ways he explores the structure of 
semiotic codes and classifies sign relations.68 He distinguishes between three 
types of sign relations: iconic signs, based on the perceived resemblance with 
references of past experiences (as images of the mind); indexical signs, based on 
causal relations or correlations between signs (for instance: smoke signals fire) 
which emerge in present experiences; and symbols,69 based on arbitrary 
conventions like language and consisting of real facts that something will be 
experienced, if certain conditions are satisfied (Engelke and Tomlinson 2006:16; 
Hughes 2003:122; Keane 2003:419,420).  
 Drawing upon the work of Peirce, Webb Keane (1997a, 1997b, 2003, 2007, 
2008) uses a semiotic approach to contribute to a more nuanced understanding 
of material aspects of culture and religion. He argues that the opposition 
between idealist and material positions can be transcended by focusing on how 
signs relate - in different ways - to objects in the world as well as each other. 
                                                                                                                           
same. Peirce and Saussure did not know of each other’s work (Manning 
2003:190). 
68 Geertz's interpretative approach to symbols as vehicles of meaning does not 
provide a strong analytical tool and focuses more on textually mediated self-
understanding. 
69 In Peirce´s theory, the concept of symbol is used as a subclass of signs; thus 
the symbol as used in interpretative anthropology should be understood as signs 
in Peirce´s vocabulary. 
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From Silverstein’s concept of language ideology, Keane (like Peirce) moves 
beyond the assumption that language is the definitive model for signification. He 
includes the material and other non-discursive semiotic forms in his 
characterization of what he calls 'semiotic ideology':70  
 
Like language ideology, then, semiotic ideology is a reflection upon, and an 
attempt to organize, people’s experiences of the materiality of semiotic form. 
Not only language, but also music, visual imagery, food, architecture and 
gesture and anything else that enters the actual semiotic practice function 
within perceptible experience by virtue of its material properties (Keane 
2007:21). 
 
Importantly, Keane makes a connection between a model of signs and an 
underlying semiotic ontology (Keane 2003) in order to escape the much debated 
divisions between spirit and matter and ideas and things. Keane rightly points 
out that the relationships between animated subjects and inanimate objects are 
not universal ‘because different ontologies underwrite different sets of possible 
signs’ (Keane 2003:439). Thus the way words, things and persons relate to each 
other and how they are understood to be situated in the world, how people 
draw lines between the body and the material, between animated subjects and 
inanimate objects does not apply in the same way to all people ‘because 
different ontologies underwrite different sets of possible signs’ (Keane 
2003:439). While these insights echo older anthropological approaches like 
Geertz’s, Keane concentrates on language, material things and agency. He argues 
that by his approach, the interconnectedness of ideas and material domains 
becomes visible. Interestingly, conversion practices offer particular contexts 
where dynamics of contrasting semiotic ideologies can be observed at play. Basic 
ontological assumptions about what beings inhabit the world and what counts as 
                                                      
70 Ideology is not to be understood as false consciousness or systematic 
deception as is in other domains of knowledge (Keane 2007:17). 
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possible agents are questioned. Moreover, Keane articulates his theoretical 
framework by looking more acutely at religious doctrines, suggesting that they 
are not only about the world, they function - often in practical and concrete 
terms - within the world.  
 While Keane’s concept of semiotic ideology includes music and other 
aesthetic forms, he does little to explore the domain of emotional expressions, 
bodily experiences and the sensorium of religion. However, if the multi-sensory 
aspects of signification are taken into account, the importance of physicality in 
the transmission of meaning must be included as well.  
 The attention given to distinct relational aspects of the ways signs are 
produced and consumed offers new pathways in the study of religion beyond 
language. It opens the promising possibilities of including the non-discursive, 
such as material aspects of religion. From the perspective of embodied semiotic 
forms, the contradiction between language and practices in the study of religion 
seems to disappear. Departing from the conviction that every event of 
signification represents an analyzable structure, and all meanings are mediated 
and therefore materially contingent, the concept of embodied semiotic ideology 
offers a framework to comprehend and capture dimensions of everyday, lived 
religion. Moreover, I regard Keane’s approach useful in terms of going beyond 
the common understanding of conversion as a change of worldview. As I have 
mentioned before, religion comprehends much more than a set of beliefs and 
convictions. Charles Taylor’s compelling concept of 'social imaginaries' hints at a 
more embodied understanding of being in the world. It moves beyond an 
anthropological concept of human beings as thinkers, or even 'believers', and 
offers a non-reductionistic conception of the human person as, in the words of 
philosopher James K.A. Smith, ’fundamentally and primordially lovers’ (Smith 
2009:40ff). Smith suggests humans are ‘desiring creatures’ and even ‘embodied 
agents of desire’ (Ibid.), thus recognizing that human beings are not just ‘thinking 
beings’ (Ibid:41).  
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 From this perspective, a particular semiotic ideology at play in Marc’s 
narrative can be observed. In view of the fact that Marc reproduces his beliefs in 
a fragmented, disengaged and non-self-referential way, one can argue that belief 
- as a cognitive form of knowing - is actually insignificant. Yet because these 
belief statements are entextualized, it is more likely  that the speaker’s intentions 
are less significant71 and that the act of speaking in itself is meaningful. However, 
when the dialogical nature of signs is upheld, the dynamic ways in which words, 
beliefs and doctrines operate within the larger domain of signs, such as material 
and aesthetic expressions and actions, call attention to the dynamic relationship 
between the individual and the collective. In practice, people need to be listened 
to and observed in different contexts: in worship, small groups and or during 
personal conversation. Marc's belief statements, although fragmented in nature, 
exist in the light of other statements; rather than being the outcome of 
theological reflection, they may come into being in the presence of other signs, 
including material objects, which facilitate contact with the sacred. In relation to 
evangelical and Pentecostal believers, particular understanding of the authority 
of the Bible as normative text deserves special attention. 
 The experiential and embodied response in Marc’s story also reveals a 
distinct understanding of the body and knowledge. While some epistemological 
canons such as reason are seen as encompassing a primordial means of relating 
to the world, oneself and the transcendence, it is necessary to view Marc's 
experience in relation to an 'open' body, wherein human physicality and the 
senses are embraced and comprise integral components of 'knowing'. Important 
to address therefore is how particular modes of knowing and understanding the 
body are related to words and beliefs, and how religious subjects are formed.  
 
 
                                                      
71 The more a ritual is entextualized, the less actors’ intentions matter (Engelke 
and Tomlinson 2006:13). 
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Prospect 
 
The concept of 'embodied semiotic ideology', which is understood as an heuristic 
device, enables me to compare different meanings of conversion arising within 
the context of the two evangelical churches studied. However, what semiotic 
forms are suitable for comparison, and how are they configured, valued, 
ordered, and recognized within each religious group? The analysis of life histories 
together with participant-observation led me to differentiate between semiotic 
domains of worship space, aesthetics (through a focus on worship music) and 
language ideology. These domains of meaning offer semiotic forms that together 
constitute a particular semiotic ideology, encountered in each church, that not 
only reflects a particular understanding of conversion but also reflects 
perceptions of conversion among new believers.  
 While a comparison will be made along these three domains, I do not assume 
that each has an equally important role to play in meaning-making. The relative 
importance of each domain may differ among newcomers and within the distinct 
churches. What I want to investigate is how these different domains of meaning 
are related to each other, and how they together contribute to a particular 
configuration that can be distinguished as an identifiable semiotic ideology. I 
suspect that, in my investigation of these dimensions, particular body politics will 
come to the foreground. But before looking into these distinct domains of 
meaning, the following chapter will introduce the theater church and the 
powerhouse church. 
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I just can’t wait until it is Sunday again, I am counting the days 
throughout the week. 
     (Jolanda, theater church) 
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CHAPTER 4  WELCOME  
 
 
Introduction  
 
This chapter introduces the two research sites, referred to as the 'theater church' 
and the 'powerhouse church' (see chapter 1). In order to get a ‘taste’ of the two 
different worlds at stake, I will open with an ethnographic account of a regular 
Sunday morning worship service, which can be seen as an ideal type of my 
attendance and observations of the church services.72 I then give a brief 
overview of the history of the churches and provide a general description of 
their organization and activities; furthermore, I will discuss how the churches 
relate to the outer world. In this way, I also sketch a general background of the 
context newcomers enter into and become engaged with. In turn, the distinct 
characterizations of each church will reveal the underlying semiotic domains 
present, a point which I will come back to in the following chapters.  
 
 
The Theater Church 
Welcome at the theater church 
On the outskirts of the newly built, suburban town, in an open field, a large farm 
building hardly attracts any attention. However, every week, the quiet tranquility 
of Sunday morning is dispelled by the large number of cars waiting in line for the 
parking area. Men wearing fluorescent jackets direct drivers to designated 
                                                      
72 The construction of an ideal type is often used as a tool in comparative 
research to describe the characteristics of a particular phenomenon. As a 
consequence, an ideal type, different from a fieldwork report, does not describe 
a concrete situation but is constructed out of a large number of observations and 
does not have to correspond with all the characteristics of the actual 
phenomena. 
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parking spaces. With friendly smiles and welcoming gestures, they greet the 
procession of cars, which are mostly occupied by couples with children. In front 
of the farm building, a terrace and roundabout is surrounded by a well-
maintained landscape: plants, bushes and roses. Other than the large, bold 
letters on the front of the farm building displaying the name of the church, no 
other reference signifies the purpose of the building. Upon a closer look, in front 
of the main entrance, smaller signs attached to poles indicate the presence of 
other premises; for instance, behind the main building, a separate building 
houses Sunday School services for children.  
 At the entrance hall of the main building, volunteers greet everyone entering 
the building: ‘Welcome at the church’. These volunteers wear badges with their 
names and function. They are part of the ´welcome team´, which is designed to 
answer any questions and help direct newcomers in the church. They inform 
parents that the children73 have their own program to attend during the adult 
service. At the rear of the entrance hall, facilities for the youngest children, from 
infants up until the age of three, are available. The colorful and professional-
looking area, together with a well-organized system of registration and 
enthusiastic volunteers, contributes to the impression that child care is taken 
seriously in this church. Every parent is given a number that corresponds with his 
or her child which, in case of emergency, will be projected onto large screens 
during the worship service.  
 As the doors open into the main worship hall, other members of the 
welcome team hand out programs to visitors. Next to the order of service, the 
weekly church bulletin displays activities taking place over the following weeks 
and provides general information about the church. It also includes some empty 
pages at the end for taking notes. A few personal announcements, such as the 
birth of a child or death of a family member, are mentioned as well.  
                                                      
73 Since 2006, the 12-17 year olds have their own youth service as well. 
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 Characteristic of the worship hall is the theatrical setting; about seven 
hundred chairs face a large stage in the front of the room, and daylight is shut 
out by the absence of windows. By means of an impressive light system, a 
friendly atmosphere is created, and on both sides of the stage, two projectors 
display the words, ‘Welcome in the Church’ onto white walls doubling as screens. 
The stage is about three feet above the floor. The colorful and abstract designs 
combined with a complex set of lights, draw the attention of visitors to the stage. 
The stage arrangement suggests that its setting was carried out by a 
professional.74 The presence of the drums, a piano and additional electronic 
devices like microphones, loudspeakers and monitors give rise to newcomers' 
expectations that there is more to come.  
 Right on time, the doorkeepers close the entrance of the worship hall. The 
lights go dim and, concurrently, voices grow quiet. The service is about to begin. 
The musicians enter the stage and, slowly, the light on the stage increases while 
the rest of hall remains dark. When the band - consisting of a piano, drums, 
base, guitar, saxophone, and flute - starts to play, the quality of the musicians 
and the musical arrangement itself catches the ear. Sounds fill the room and the 
leading theme of the opening song of the church is introduced. A few minutes 
later, the music fades away as the vocals enter the stage. Standing in the 
spotlight, in front of the musicians, one of the singers greets the audience with 
the following words:  
 
 Good morning! Let us all rise and sing our first song together. 
 
As the music gets louder, the voices of the vocalists on stage blend with those of 
the audience. The sound of nearly seven hundred voices, standing and singing 
together, marks the beginning of the church service as an intense participatory 
event.  
                                                      
74 The stage builder, who is a member of the church, has his own stage building 
company. 
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 At the end of the song, Anne, who leads the service, enters the stage and 
opens the service with a short prayer. In this moment of silence, a word of 
thanksgiving, a desire to meet God this morning and request that all might 
experience being touched by Him, are expressed. After the word, ‘amen’, the 
lights are turned up and the audience is directed to sit down. Ann warmly 
welcomes the people and gives a  special welcome to first time visitors, with the 
words: 
 
Thank you for taking the step to visit our church; we realize that it takes a lot 
of courage to make that decision and we hope you feel at home with us. We 
are used to greeting each other as well, so please let us all stand up and 
welcome each other this morning.  
 
The noise increases as people stand up and shake hands with those around 
them. ‘Have a good service’, the regular visitors utter. A few minutes later, 
everyone is seated again and Anne goes on with family news. New babies, 
anniversaries and, incidentally, the death of a church member are announced 
and accompanied by pictures projected onto the wall. New fathers or recently 
married couples are asked to stand as they receive a round of applause from the 
congregation. 
 The service continues with a period of praise and worship. The lights become 
dim again and the band starts to play. The audience rises and joins the singers in 
moment of praise and worship. The text of the lyrics are projected onto the 
walls. As everyone sings, some people raise their hands, others close their eyes 
and move slightly, but most of the people sing without expressive bodily 
gestures. Due to the words projected onto the walls and the band and vocalists 
on stage, the attention of the audience is directed to the front. While standing in 
the spotlight, the vocalists, engaged and singing expressively, gesturing with 
often raised arms, encourage the audience to raise their voices. Because of the 
musical arrangements, the songs flow from one to the other. The lack of pauses 
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or interruptions in between the mere three or four songs contributes to a sense 
of intense involvement. At the end of the last song, the music continues while 
the audience is directed to sit down. The leading vocalists leave and go 
backstage, and by the time the musicians finish the last song, the pastor walks to 
the center of the stage. The time of worship is followed by the intercessory 
prayer by the pastor. The stage lights dim and a spotlight marks the position of 
the pastor, who opens the prayer with these words:  
 
 Let us continue our worship 
 
In his prayer, the pastor begins with words of thanksgiving and moves on to an 
interceding prayer for people in need, asking God to comfort those who mourn 
and suffer and to heal and strengthen those who are ill. He eventually prays for 
the world in need, for peace in Jerusalem, and ends with a prayer for everyone 
present. Specifically, the pastor asks God to touch everyone, and makes special 
reference to new visitors:  
 
Maybe you are here from a different church, but we pray that you will come 
one step closer to God. We thank You for everyone who has come, Your eye is 
upon each person today, and even more so, You carry us in Your heart, let us 
experience that this morning, that you will touch our hearts. 
 
After the prayer the light increases and the pastor announces the offering: 
 
This is the moment to relax, while the offering is designated to the general 
fund of the church. Newcomers should not feel obliged to give since you are 
our guests. 
 
While the offering bags are passed through the rows, the band plays an 
instrumental improvisation of a contemporary worship song. The people in the 
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audience chat and talk while the band plays. While it seems that not everyone is 
listening to the band, the audience responds with applause when the band is 
finished. The lights get low again and a video clip75 is displayed on the screens. 
The sudden darkness in the space, the intense light in the front of the room and 
the loud music filling the hall immediately draw the audience into another world. 
Although only a few minutes of time pass, the attention of everyone present is 
turned towards the same direction. The impact of sound, light and short stories 
in the video clip evokes emotional responses among the audience. The theme of 
the sermon is laid out in this short moment, and the audience is ready to receive 
the message of the morning.  
 The service resumes as the pastor begins his sermon which takes up a large 
part of the morning; usually the sermon is between half an hour and three 
quarters of an hour. To keep the attention of the listeners, PowerPoint slides are 
used to complement the sermon; they display the Bible references used by the 
pastor and additional illustrations, pictures or images. A moment of quiet prayer 
closures the sermon. The listeners are encouraged to give a personal response to 
God in answer to the message they just heard. After a few minutes, the pastor 
closes with a short prayer. The pianist plays an introduction to the final worship 
song and the singers enter the stage. After the song, the pastor says a few 
closing words. He pronounces the benediction, and the service is finished.  
 After the service, coffee and tea are served in the fellowship hall. Most 
people choose to stay a while and talk or socialize with others, and parents pick 
up their children at designated areas. While the visitors of the early service leave 
the parking area, a new round of attendees enters the church premises for the 
second service of the morning.  
                                                      
75 Several times clips from contemporary movies were shown which introduced 
the general theme of the sermon. Some of the films used included: Lost in 
Translation (2003), Christopher Columbus the Discovery (1992) and Amistad 
(1997). 
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The theater church: the Willow Creek connection 
In the early 1980s, the theater church was founded by the senior pastor in a 
rapidly expanding, suburban town near Amsterdam. The pastor studied theology 
abroad and conducted part of this studies at the Fuller Theological Seminary in 
California, one of the leading American evangelical seminaries. After his 
graduation, he returned to the Netherlands with a clear vision for church 
planting, supported by the Southern Baptism Mission Board. The expected 
demographic expansion of the town and absence of evangelical churches among 
a number of mainline churches were important reasons for selecting the town. 
Over the years, the church grew out of a small Bible study group and developed 
into an independent Baptist church which came to attract 1,500 visitors 
(including children) on a regular Sunday morning in 2006.  
 Historically, the church's affiliation with the Willow Creek movement,76 
established during a Willow Creek conference in Paris in the early 1990s, has had 
a profound influence on the development of the church. The so called ‘seeker 
church’ concept, as developed by Willow Creek movement, entails a renewal 
strategy for changing the church as an instrument of evangelism. The aim of 
being a church for the unchurched is reflected in new forms of liturgy and rooted 
in the design of worship space. As a result of the conference in Paris, the church 
was among the first to adopt the Willow Creek model in the Netherlands.77  
 The exposure to the Willow Creek Community Church came at a significant 
time in terms of the identity formation and institutionalization of the church, 
which came at the end of the first decade of its founding. By this point, the 
church had gone from being a pioneer project to a group of more than 200 
visitors. While the church was called an independent Baptist church from the 
beginning, no legal or formal registration had taken place until the adoption of 
the Willow Creek model. As a congregation, the church went through an 
                                                      
76 See footnote 3, chapter 1. 
77 Two other Dutch evangelical churches adopted the Willow Creek model as 
well during this time. 
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intensive process of consultation and identity formation involving the drafting of 
constituting documents78 outlining regulations for leadership, membership and 
baptism. In short, this process of linking Baptist heritage with the Willow Creek 
seeker concept gave new direction to the identity and practices of the church. 
One result was that Sunday morning services became more focused on reaching 
those who had never attended church (or 'seekers'). In order to build faith of 
believers, new biweekly worship services were held every Tuesday night (called 
‘gemeenteavond’, litt. ‘churchnight’). Following the Willow Creek model, it was 
decided that baptism and communion should no longer be held on the Sunday 
morning but rather as part of the midweek night service.79 This distinction 
between the two types of worship services reflects the conviction that seekers 
and believers have different needs which cannot be met at the same time.  
 Initially, only small adjustments were made to the worship services. 
Gradually, dramatic sketches and the use of multimedia were added to the 
program. More effort was put into the Christmas services, held at the local 
theater hall of the town for several years. The Christmas service has become a 
well-known, annual theatrical event in the local community, attracting many 
people from outside the church. This annual event has become an important 
tool for establishing initial contacts with people in the local community. The 
church argued that positive experiences during the Christmas service would help 
entice potential visitors to come to regular Sunday morning services.  
 Over time, the Willow Creek church model had spread throughout the larger 
congregation. Church members were encouraged to attend national Willow 
Creek conferences, and some even attended the conferences held at the Willow 
Creek Community Church in Chicago. The existing structure of Bible study groups 
shifted to that of small groups, which came to form the basic structure of the 
church for pastoral and mutual care.  
                                                      
78 These formed part of the pastor’s  thesis for his Doctorate of Ministry degree. 
79 The first couple of years, this service was held weekly on Tuesday nights. After 
a couple of years, this changed to a monthly Wednesday night service.  
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 In 2001, a major change occurred which created new possibilities for 
modeling the church after the Willow Creek concept. For a long time, the church 
had searched for a larger location because it became increasingly difficult to seat 
the growing numbers of visitors, despite the two identical Sunday morning 
services. A local farmer and friend of the church offered that his farm be used for 
the coming ten years. The farm storehouses, formerly used for the storage of 
sugar beets, needed a complete architectural redesign in order to serve their 
new purpose. Unfortunately, the rectangular design of the main building set 
distinctive limits on the possibilities of spatial arrangements. The decision to 
create a large stage in the front, including a back stage area, and to invest in 
professional light and sound equipment was inspired by the example of the 
theatrical architecture of the American 'megachurch'. Next to the main worship 
hall, a variety of other facilities were included, such as premises for the nursery, 
a children’s ministry, meeting rooms, and a large kitchen.  
 The new location fulfilled the desire of church leaders to make every Sunday 
service like the Christmas service. This approach turned out to be successful and 
has been a great stimulus for new visitors. Already one year after the opening of 
the new building, the church had to add a second service to Sunday morning. 
 
Church with a mission: the unchurched 
The primary mission of the theater church is to communicate the gospel to the 
unchurched. This strong emphasis on evangelism is foremost visible in the 
format of the seeker service. The theatrical arrangement of the Sunday service 
contributes to an attractive and eventful church experience in order to fulfill this 
mission. Members and regular visitors of the church are regularly encouraged to 
bring their relatives and friends along. In the vision document of the church, it is 
clearly stated that all believers are commissioned to preach the gospel. However, 
since not all believers have the gift of evangelism, the church aims to enhance 
this mission by organizing church services that attract those outside the church.  
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 An important presupposition, according to the church’s vision document,80 is 
that the unchurched differ in values and needs from believers. Therefore the 
church attempts to adapt itself to the life and world of those it wants to reach 
and consciously seeks common ground in communication. As a consequence, the 
Sunday service will not always offer what believers would like to receive. In order 
to attend to the needs of believers, other meetings and forms of gathering are 
offered. 
 Less visible, though most relevant in terms of involvement, is the extensive 
number of small groups. Over sixty81 small groups, with an average of ten 
members in each, meet biweekly at the homes of believers. Activities within 
each of the groups differ extensively. While some groups are devoted to in-depth 
Bible study, others emphasize fellowship and social exchange. In general, mutual 
help and pastoral care are the two key purposes of the small groups.  
 While small groups and regular Sunday services are found in most evangelical 
churches, the monthly midweek service clearly displays the influence of the 
Willow Creek concept. The character of these church services differs significantly 
from the Sunday service, and reveals an important break with the larger 
Christian tradition. The fact that communion and baptism rituals are not 
performed during Sunday service but during the monthly, midweek services 
points to the growing marginalization of these rituals. The rationale behind this 
decision lies in the church's emphasis on making the character of the Sunday 
service more inclusive and accessible to seekers. As one of the leaders in the 
church explained: ‘Baptism and communion might be confrontational and 
confusing for first time visitors’.82 In practice, attendance during the midweek 
service is rather meager in comparison to Sunday morning; the turnout on a 
regular Wednesday night is about a quarter of that on Sunday morning.  
                                                      
80 Internal church document 2006. 
81 In 2006. 
82 Personal conversation with one of the church leaders. 
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 In my conversations with members and long time visitors of the church, 
people often expressed that they were too busy to attend the midweek service. 
Most of the committed members participate in the biweekly, small group 
meetings and are often active as volunteers in one of the church ministries. As 
an extra Wednesday night was too much to fit into people’s busy schedules, the 
lack of added value of attending these midweek service was conveyed as well. 
An extra meeting during the week was moreover felt as an additional obligation 
rather than a spiritual matter. 
 During the year, two courses are offered which are geared at two different 
target groups. The first of which is the Alpha course. This catechetical method, 
originated from the U.K., was introduced to the Netherlands in 1996. The theater 
church has offered this course since 1998, and it is geared towards new visitors 
who are interested in the basics of the Christian faith. Twice a year, the Alpha 
course is offered in the church: after the summer and a few weeks after 
Christmas. A second course, also held twice a year, is the so-called ´introduction 
course’. This course is tailor-made for potential new members so they can get to 
know the church and its mission. Most of the participants of this course are 
former members of other churches. After the end of the course, the participants 
can indicate whether they want to become an associate member of the church. 
Associate members can benefit from primary pastoral care, which is expressed 
primarily in the small groups and is the responsibility of the group leader. In the 
event of more complex pastoral needs, a pastoral team is available for 
counseling and professional help.  
 
Commitment, membership and baptism at the theater church 
Different from most churches, and quite uniquely, the theater church recognizes 
two distinct categories of membership: associate and full membership. Initially, 
the category of associate membership was introduced as a temporal period for 
people to familiarize with the church better before one decides to accept full 
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commitment as member of the church. In practice, however, the status of 
associate member has become an entrée pass for small group participation. 
Although not all visitors want to be part of a small group, a large group of 
newcomers became associate members in order to participate in the small 
groups. At the time of fieldwork, the church was confronted with a large influx of 
new associate members though it had not trained enough small group leaders to 
keep up with the demand for small groups.  
 In spite of the rather successful endeavor of the theater church to recruit 
associate members, the route to full membership is not self-evident. An 
important reason for not becoming a full member relates to the fact that the 
church requires adult baptism by immersion as a condition for full membership. 
For those with a background in one of the mainline churches with a tradition of 
infant baptism, the question of baptism is often a difficult matter. Interestingly, 
baptism and membership are understood as two separate issues in this church. 
While baptism is a condition for membership, the act of baptism does not make 
believers a member of the church. The baptized believer can become a full 
member on request. Full membership is confirmed by a small ceremony in the 
presence of the congregation in one of the midweek services.83  
 Since the church offers the option of associate membership, a large group is 
not inclined to change their status to full membership. There is also a lack of 
incentives. In terms of benefits, full membership is only an asset when one 
aspires to certain positions within the church, such as small group leader or 
elder: generally positions with a certain amount of pastoral responsibility within 
the church. However, in practice many people do not have leadership ambitions. 
 Church leadership recognizes the fact that the cultural climate prevents 
people from making a commitment to the church as an institution. Occasionally 
the need for commitment is addressed in sermons, though in general the 
                                                      
83 During one of the church meetings it was discussed - as a matter of concern - 
that many baptized associate members were not inclined to become full 
members. 
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attention to seekers and emphasis on choice and individual freedom overshadow 
attempts to communicate a need for commitment. As a consequence, in terms 
of numbers, the figures of the theater church show a completely different 
picture from that of mainline churches. On a Sunday morning there are about a 
quarter to a third more attendees than (full and associate) members.  
 Despite the two categories of church membership offered in the theater 
church, the numbers do not correspond with actual forms of commitment 
encountered in the church. Newcomers to the church also have other 
possibilities of involvement besides that of membership. From the conversion 
narratives encountered in this church, several new believers recalled the 
importance of having the opportunity to participate in the church as a volunteer.  
 Rob’s first visit to the church was on a Saturday, when he offered to help with 
some maintenance work as a token of appreciation for the help and support his 
wife received through the church. While working with his hands together with 
other men from the church, Rob had the opportunity to get to know some 
people affiliated with the church. The kindness he received and acceptance he 
felt eventually made him decide to visit to the church on a Sunday morning. In 
another case, Anneke, who was invited by her sister to the church, liked the 
church so much that she offered her help and became part of the welcome team 
within a few months. As part of the team, Anneke made friends who could help 
her talk about faith and answer any questions she had.  
 In both stories, the opportunity to participate as a volunteer resulted in the 
establishment of meaningful and significant relationships with believers; though 
while the experience of belonging to a community was clear, their own faith was 
not – and sometimes even absent. Opportunities for volunteer jobs for outsiders 
are not unlimited; a number of jobs are open to everyone, like the parking team, 
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the gardening team and the building team, though for tasks with pastoral 
responsibilities, associate membership - or even full membership - is required.84  
 The extensive networks of small groups, together with the different teams of 
volunteers, are important tools used to connect newcomers to the church. In 
2006 about 70% of the adult members and associate members were actively 
involved in one or more activities in the church. A variety of motivations 
contribute to the active participation of these volunteers: people are proud of 
the church, they like to be part of a professional and successful organization and 
feel needed and appreciated; but most of all, people express the intrinsic 
motivation of being part of the mission of the church: to spread the good news.  
 
The theater church: the world, tradition and culture  
The theater church foremost stresses its clear mission to reach the unchurched. 
This mission is enhanced by the bureaucratic, organized nature of the church, 
with has few paid staff members and an extensive network volunteers and 
groups which help provide and arrange a number of services and activities that 
attract new visitors. The institutional arrangement and, in particular, the 
liturgical order of the Sunday service reflect general ideas about the category of 
believers they want to reach. A double focus can be observed here in terms of 
target groups.  
 The theater church positions itself as a contemporary Christian church that 
acknowledges the needs, lifestyle and preferences of seekers. The attention to 
cultural factors is most visible in the cultural styles observed in the Sunday 
service: contemporary music, the use of multimedia and relevant messages. At 
the same time, the church aims to communicate an uncompromised evangelical 
message. In this way the theater church reflects a particular relation to the outer 
                                                      
84 I noticed several exceptions to the official requirements for volunteers. For 
instance, not all the members of the worship team were members or associate 
members. Due to personal circumstances or because of their great (musical) 
talents, exceptions were made. 
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world and surrounding culture through its positive affirmation and particular 
borrowing of elements from popular culture. Innovative forms are understood as 
neutral containers that can be filled with the unchanging core message of the 
gospel. From a semiotic perspective, however, this divide between form and 
content should be questioned, as I will discuss in the course of this thesis. How 
Christianity is conveyed is also part and parcel of the innovative ways in which 
the message is presented.  
 The church itself displays certain presumptions about first time visitors; 
namely, that they have personal or ideological objections to church culture and 
Christianity more generally. This is reflected in the positive affirmations given to 
first time visitors, which emphatically stresses their courage to visit the church. 
This in turn suggests that perceptions of negative images of the church in society 
have to be broken down and dealt as part of the seeker service. Next to 
presupposed distrust of religion in society in general, the theater church also 
positions itself in relation to traditional mainline churches. The church 
deliberately eschews 'traditional' church tradition in the design of the church 
building, style of music, topical messages, use of language, and attention to 
individual needs through extensive small group programs. In the Dutch religious 
sphere, the theater church clearly offers an alternative way of being religious 
though also attempts to uphold an orthodox, evangelical message which is 
mediated as authentic within the larger Christian tradition. 
 The use of contemporary media and forms stresses continuity with 
contemporary culture for those with no prior experience to church and Christian 
tradition. In essence, the church primarily caters to the needs of those with an 
'anti-church' attitude. 
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The Powerhouse Church  
Welcome at the powerhouse church  
At the edge of a modern business complex built next to a main road, a large sign 
displaying the name and the logo of the powerhouse church signifies the 
entrance to the parking area of the church premises.85 The powerhouse church 
owns and is housed in a former school building which, over the years, has been 
transformed into a multifunctional church complex. Attached to the building is a 
Christian day care center which is open during  week days. Finding a parking spot 
on a regular Sunday morning is easy in the large parking area.  
 At the main entrance, two volunteers greet the visitors with a handshake and 
a few welcoming words and hand out the weekly church bulletin. In the bulletin, 
general information about the church is provided and upcoming activities are 
announced. Information about the service is limited to a brief introduction of the 
preacher that morning.  
 Inside the building, the large and bright entrance hall is filled with 
excitement: people greet each other warmly with hugs and kisses, or talk 
expressively with gestures and laughter, while children play and run around. The 
little bookshop in the corner of the hall is already open, and the large display of 
books immediately draws the attention. Babies and toddlers are looked after 
during the full service at the daycare center, while all other children join the 
congregation during the first part of the service.  
 In the entrance hall, the sound of the worship band is heard from a distance. 
Before the service starts at ten o’clock, the worship band has its final practice 
and sound check in the main hall. From the entrance hall, people gradually enter 
                                                      
85 Different from the theater church, the name of the powerhouse church 
signifies a clear link to spiritual renewal. It calls itself a community and not a 
church. As is common among evangelical and Pentecostal churches, the Dutch 
word ‘gemeente’ or community is often used instead of ‘kerk’. For outsiders, the 
word ‘gemeente’ is not always clear since the word ‘gemeente’ also refers to the 
municipal, the local political community. 
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the main hall, a large and light auditorium shaped room with a large stage in the 
front, which is filled with musical instruments and sound equipment. The main 
hall can seat about seven hundred people, including the space on the balcony.  
 Around ten ‘o clock, the band stops rehearsing and begins to play an opening 
song as people enter the room. At the end of the song, one of the elders, Frank, 
enters the stage and announces the beginning of the service. The room is still 
not very quiet, as many people finish their conversations and children play 
around. Supported by the extensive sound system installed throughout the 
different premises in the building (including the toilets), Frank calls the people 
lingering in the entrance hall to enter the main hall as the service has already 
started. When the worship band repeats the first song, it is clear that the service 
has begun: an atmosphere of joyous celebration is created by an upbeat song 
and the explosion of sound that enters the room. Conversations are impeded 
and hearing oneself singing becomes quite difficult.  
 The text of the song is displayed in Dutch and English and projected on a 
large screen, centered above the stage. Part of the audience stands and sings 
enthusiastically while moving their bodies and raising their arms into the air. 
Some elderly people sit in their chairs and remain seated while singing. A group 
of teens sits in the back rows. They play with their mobile phones and seem to 
be more engaged with each other than the time of worship. While the 
congregation sings and praises God, more people enter the worship hall.  
 Frank welcomes the congregation and asks people to greet each other. 
Everyone hugs, kisses and talks animatedly and walks around for a few minutes. 
Frank mentions someone’s birthday, and invites a member of the church to give 
a testimony of the conference he attended last week.86 After the time for 
testimonies, a few announcements are made, such as the start of the Alpha 
                                                      
86 In this moment of sharing testimonies, stories of mission trips abroad, 
conferences and local outreach programs were shared. In these stories, the 
miraculous intervention of God stood out. Healing and deliverance were 
common themes in this regard.  
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course. Frank mentions the need for volunteers to help the Alpha team and 
people who will cook.  
 Next he asks the audience: ‘who is a first time visitor?’ A few people raise 
their hands and are given a form to fill out. They are invited to visit the welcome 
corner after the service. Frank’s job is finished, and the worship leader comes 
forward with the words:  
 
 Let’s take the time to give ourselves to God.  
 
She continues with a prayer in which she expresses words of gratitude to God 
and the desire to praise God.  
 The worship team starts with a celebrative song, which is repeated a number 
of times. The audience comes alive again as people stand, clap and move, and 
some walk to the aisles in order to have more room for jumping and dancing. At 
the end of each song, the band continues to play while the worship leader utters 
words of prayer with closed eyes and moving voice. The people in the audience 
join in with words like ‘Jesus’, ‘hallelujah’, ‘amen’, and ‘yes Lord’. At the back of 
the main hall, a few ladies dance expressively with flags in their hands. After 
about four or five songs, the children are dismissed and leave the hall for their 
own youth service.  
 As the worship continues, the songs change from lively and upbeat to a 
mellower and slower repertoire. The expression of the audience also shifts from 
a more expressive to more introspective mode of bodily expression, as people 
close their eyes or sit, arms folded, closed off in their chairs; some kneel or sit in 
prostration on the floor. In between songs, the worship leader prays and speaks 
in tongues.  
 After more than half an hour of worship, some people in the audience seem 
to disengage from the worship ceremony. They sit and look around, observe or 
write on the bulletin. The teenagers seem especially bored as they sit backwards 
in their chairs, talk with each other and walk in and out of the main hall. During 
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the singing of the final song, the pastor enters the stage with the Bible in his 
hand and takes the lead. The musicians continue to quietly improvise the last 
song. The pastor walks across the stage and reads, with a loud and expressive 
voice, a passage from the scripture. The reading is followed by a prayer for the 
church and the nation and expresses the desire for the glory of God:  
 
Let the churches arise in this nation, let Your glory be seen and Your church 
conquer the nation and let it begin with us, here in this church, with our 
lukewarm hearts. Come Holy Spirit, Come with Your power, let Your Word be 
powerful today, we do not want to remain the same, more of You, more of 
Your Spirit. 
 
While the pastor raises his voice, the sound of the music increases and the 
congregation joins in by clapping hands, raising voices and praying out loud. Not 
everyone is engaged in this expressive act of worship, or shares this experience, 
however. While one part of the congregation is in a trance-like state,87 others 
look around or stare at the bulletin. The pastor says:  
 
God is moving through time, so we also need to move since we are his hands 
and feet.  
 
Than the pastor waits, expectantly. A man walks to the front of the hall and 
whispers something to the pastor. The pastor gives him the microphone and he 
is given the opportunity to share something with the congregation. 
 
                                                      
87 By trance-like state I mean a bodily posture with the raising of arms, swaying 
of the body and closure of eyes, which looks - from the outside - as through the 
person is in a different state of consciousness. 
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I was very touched. This morning I read in Benny Hinn’s book how he was 
overwhelmed by the Holy Spirit while he attended a healing service with 
Kathryn Kuhlman. This is what God wants us to experience too, God is here.  
 
A woman also walks up to the front and says: 
 
The Lord showed me a large fire, a campfire with people standing around it. 
There were people walking in the fire, they were shining and changing. I 
believe God asks us: are you standing aside or will you enter the fire? It is up 
to us to decide: to stand aside or to be carried away and let everything be 
burned away. 
 
The pastor responds, saying: 
 
I don’t know what to say, it is just wonderful to experience this peace and 
love from God, the silence, God wants to meet us. He does not force himself 
upon us but wants to meet us in a gentle way. We are here to enjoy His 
presence, wow! And He enjoys us too. 
 
After a moment of silence, he continues: 
 
Lord, what do you want to do? Holy Spirit, what is it that you want to do in 
our midst? We don’t want to run our programs, like saying it is already ten 
past eleven, we still have to pass around the offering. Jesus, Holy Spirit, blow 
upon us, Jesus, Jesus. 
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Another lady walks to the front and reads a passage from scripture (Ezechiel 
21:2,3)88 that speaks about fire from heaven. The pastor eventually closes with a 
prayer emphasizing God’s intimate way of dealing with each person on earth. 
 After this time of worship and prayer, a few announcements are made and 
the offering is announced: ‘we are going to give’. The band plays an upbeat, 
happy song while little baskets are passed through the rows. 
 Next, the pastor preaches for about forty-five minutes. Because of his 
informal style of speaking, with the use of anecdotes and stories, the pastor’s 
message seems accessible and practical. Occasionally, PowerPoint slides are used 
to support the sermon. At the end of the sermon, the pastor prays and invites 
the audience to respond to his message. The band leads the congregation in a 
worship song and people are invited to come forward in order to be prayed for. 
Sometimes there is an explicit call for conversion, but often conversion and re-
dedication are mentioned at the same time. While some of the elders pray with 
those standing in front of the church, the service is closed with a blessing 
followed by a final song.  
 Afterward, coffee and tea is served in the fellowship hall. Most of the people 
stay a while and enjoy the time with each other. In the welcome corner, a few 
church members are available to converse with newcomers. The little bookshop 
is as busy as always after church. 
 
 
                                                      
88 The Bible verse in Dutch: “Luister naar de woorden van de HEER! Dit zegt God, 
de HEER: Ik steek je in brand, en het vuur zal al het levende en dorre hout 
verteren. De laaiende vlam zal niet doven, alle gezichten, in noord en zuid, zullen 
erdoor worden verschroeid en alles wat leeft zal weten dat ik die vlam heb 
aangestoken. Het vuur zal niet doven!’ (NBV). In English: I will pull out my sword 
and have it ready to kill everyone, whether good or evil. 4 From south to north, 
people will die, 5 knowing that my sword will never be put away (CEV 1999). The 
Dutch Bible translation used here mentions fire while older Dutch Bible 
translations refer to the sword, like the English translation. 
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The church as powerhouse: the revivalist church 
The powerhouse church was founded in 1981 and initially emerged from three 
different Bible-study groups present in the Dutch Reformed Church of the local 
town. The founders of the church often stress that the origin of the church was 
not a conscious decision. In the 1970s, several people within the local Dutch 
Reformed Church had been influenced by the charismatic renewal movement 
and visited healing and deliverance services held in The Hague.89 The local 
Christian youth center, run by a couple from the Dutch Reformed Church, was 
blooming and attractive to many young people from the church but also outside 
the church. At first, this group was tolerated as long as they did not propagate 
their ideas too much. However, with the arrival of a new minister, they were 
asked to leave the church because of their evangelical/charismatic ideas and 
practices, such as adult baptism and anointing the sick. According to one of the 
three founders of the church, the division came as a surprise. He was convinced 
of the possibility of church renewal from within. The foundation of the new 
church had a lot of social consequences within families of the local town. Parents 
often stayed in the Dutch Reformed Church while their children opted for the 
new church.90  
 From the beginning, the new church had an international outlook on the 
world. The founders of the church were - through visits to migrated relatives in 
the United States and Canada - also familiar with Pentecostal and charismatic 
movements abroad. The location of the church, close to the airport, contributed 
to the establishment of international relations as renowned preachers from 
overseas often combined their stopover at the Dutch airport with a visit to the 
church.  
                                                      
89 One of the leading figures of the charismatic renewal movement, reverend 
Kraan, and his charismatic ‘Oase meetings’ in The Hague were mentioned by the 
founders of the church (Van der Laan and Van der Laan 2007:192).  
90 One of church members remembered how, as a teenager, she was no longer 
allowed to see her friend who went to the ‘new church’, saying ‘People in the 
town spoke badly about the situation’. 
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 Over the years, the leaders of the church showed a receptive attitude 
towards international renewal movements and new expressions of the Spirit. For 
example, they attended national conferences with Derek Prince in the 1980s and 
John Wimber in the 1990s. When news of the revivalist phenomenon in the 
Toronto Airport Church of John Arnott spread to Europe, several leaders of the 
church visited Toronto. As a consequence, in the mid-nineties, the Dutch church 
became a center of national attention as one of the main places where the so-
called Toronto Blessing was to be experienced. Over a period of 18 months 
(1995, 1996), Sunday night revival meetings were held, accompanied by unusual 
behavior from the audience; ‘holy laughter’ and ‘being slain in the Spirit’ were 
expressed as people shook uncontrollably and could not remain standing. 
 The Toronto Blessing caused controversy among national Pentecostal leaders 
and resulted in a division between older Pentecostal churches (aligned with the 
Assemblies of God) and independent, ‘new’ Pentecostal churches.91 The 
powerhouse church, as an independent Pentecostal church, clearly distinguishes 
itself from ‘old Pentecostalism’, which is understood as a ‘traditional’ and 
denominational variety of Pentecostalism.92 
 In spite of the excitement and large number of people who visited the church 
during the Toronto Blessing, the revival was perhaps a blessing in disguise. Some 
church members also had serious doubts about the genuineness of the unusual 
                                                      
91 The Dutch Assemblies of God churches published a position paper in their 
journal Parakleet (Ameron, Barendse and Kock 1996) which raised serious 
doubts as to whether the Toronto Blessing was the work of God. 
92 During fieldwork, the church considered aligning with the national network of 
Pentecostal churches, a conglomerate of the Assemblies of God (AoG) churches 
and ‘newer’ Pentecostal churches. In a church meeting, people recalled the role 
of the AoG with regard to the Toronto Blessing with mixed emotions and hurt 
feelings. Pastor Hans expressed this difference clearly to me when we visited a 
national Pentecostal leader’s conference together. During the worship service, he 
commented on the particular practices and styles of ‘old Pentecostals’. This was, 
for instance, also observed in the way the songs were announced, namely by the 
number in the songbook, while the lyrics were projected on a screen. He also 
linked ‘old Pentecostalism’ to the predictable content of prophecies of the time. 
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phenomena that took place. These individuals sometimes left the church or 
opted for the nearby, non-charismatic theater church. Some went there 
temporarily only to return later, whereas others remained with the theater 
church.  
 As the revival in Toronto showed signs of floundering, the Dutch church 
shifted its attention to a revival movement in Pensacola, Florida; the church was 
also visited by prophets and apostles loosely connected or aligned with the New 
Apostolic Reformation movement.93 Over time, the three founders attempted to 
reorganize and expand their own leadership team according to the concept of 
the fivefold ministry,94 understood as the biblical model for church leadership. In 
the process, several changes were made; eventually, as the church became 
influenced by the G12 church growth model of Cesar Castellanos95 in Bogota, 
Colombia, the democratic team leadership model was challenged by the 
oppositional authoritarian church leadership model of having just one strong 
leader. As a result of several crises and conflicts in leadership, some leaders left 
                                                      
93 The New Apostolic Reformation movement has been initiated by Peter 
Wagner (http://www.globalharvest.org/index.asp?action=apostolic, accessed 
05-08-2008). 
94 The concept of the five-fold ministry is based on Ephesians 4:11, "It was he 
who gave some to be (1) apostles, some to be (2) prophets, some to be (3) 
evangelists, and some to be (4) pastors and (5) teachers”. Biblical church 
leadership is understood as team leadership of five men representing these five 
gifts. 
95 Castellanos visited the Netherlands at a national G12 conference for church 
leaders in 2002. The G12 model was introduced as the biblical model for church 
growth and promised a rapid multiplication of church members. Critics called the 
G12 model a multi-level marketing technique. While plans were made to 
establish a national G12 network, cultural differences between Colombians and 
the Dutch turned out to be unbridgeable, as the interim pastor commented 
years later. The G12 network has an official website (http://www.visiong12.com/, 
accessed 05-15-2008). 
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the church and started their own churches in the neighborhood. One of the 
founders started a Dutch Apostolic Ministry.96  
 In the year 2003, a pastor and friend of a Pentecostal church in the area was 
asked to formally become the interim pastor of the church. He was supportive of 
the G12 model and envisioned an eventual merger between the two local 
churches into a new, large church building. However, the implementation of the 
rigid G12 model caused a lot of resistance among the congregation. The local 
church did not fully support the proposed integration into one megachurch, and 
over time, the project turned into a fiasco. At the beginning of fieldwork 
(September 2006), the interim pastor resigned for health reasons.  
 After different attempts to revive and renew the church - in a way haunted by 
the glorious legacy of the Toronto blessing - the church was in crisis again. The 
youth pastor, Hans, was asked to be the new pastor of the church. Over the 
years, he expanded and transformed the youth ministry into a lively and 
comprehensive youth church with biweekly services on Sunday nights. Hundreds 
of young people from different parts of the country attended these services, 
which were characterized by lively worship practices, a high quality band and 
radical preachers. The nomination was well accepted by the congregations. As a 
second generation member, Hans grew up attending the church and was well 
known and liked by most of the people. The fact that his father, while one of the 
founders, had taken a different course, was not an issue. Hans clearly distanced 
himself from his father’s views and opinions. 
 
Church with a mission: national center of revival fire and power  
The identity of the powerhouse church is foremost grounded in a self-
identification as God's center for the revival and renewal of other churches and 
                                                      
96 The Dutch Apostolic Ministry regularly organizes conferences with Ana 
Mendez, John and Carol Arnott (founders of the Toronto Airport Church) and a 
variety of charismatic ministries. 
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the nation itself. The reach of this calling is not only confined to the nation but 
also stretches to Europe and the rest of the world. Revival is intrinsically 
connected to the presence and power of the Holy Spirit. Different from the 
theater church, the powerhouse church does not have a mission statement or 
yearly plans.97 ‘Our mission is clearly based on the Bible and we don’t need to 
add anything to that’, as the pastor explained to me. Pastor Hans clarified that a 
clear mission statement can be a hindrance as it does not allow the Spirit to lead 
the church in different directions. ‘Flexibility and spontaneity are important 
values since the church is not a theater performance’, he said.98 As a 
consequence, the church as an organization is characterized by informality, a lack 
of formal procedures and regulations and a strong emphasis on mutual trust and 
personal relationships. Or, as it is to be understood from an emic perspective, 
the church offers an open environment in which the Spirit can lead and inspire 
believers in different ways.  
 The revivalist character of the church is visible in the themes and structure of 
the Sunday service. The time of worship, the sermon and the practice of the 
altar call are guided by the desire for the presence and power of God and His 
Spirit, and the devotion to God of believers. No specific measures are taken for 
newcomers. The experience of first time visitors can be rather intense. As Ellen 
recalls:  
 
My neighbor had invited me for her baptism at the powerhouse church. They 
scared the hell out of me. Where am I? I wondered. This is not okay, I 
thought, people in trance, and what it is called again? Tongues or so?  
 
                                                      
97 In discussing this text with pastor Hans in January 2010, he explained the 
resistance to year plans and structure as a reaction to the context of that time, 
as the church had recently abandoned the highly structured G12 model. Year 
plans and mission statements were implemented later on. 
98 It was not clear to me during the interview whether the pastor mentioned 
this as a critique of the theater church. 
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While the church considers the presence of the Spirit of God sufficient as a 
compelling force for converting potential believers, in practice, individual 
members of the church invite their non-Christian friends and family to the Alpha 
course - which is organized by the powerhouse church twice a year. This is 
regarded as a safe environment for religious seekers. Through the Alpha course, 
participants get acquainted with people from the church and with some of the 
church practices. A visit to the church service later on is therefore more 
accessible. The Alpha course is followed by the course, ´Growth in Discipleship´ - 
which is a sequel to the Alpha course. Both of the courses are specifically aimed 
at newcomers in the church.  
 Other possibilities for church members to invite their friends and relatives to 
the church manifest in certain social activities. Men’s breakfast meetings had 
been organized in the past but no longer convened during the time of fieldwork. 
However, women were active in organizing a diverse array of activities, such as 
day-outings, high tea and, at the time of Christmas, creative workshops.  
 Like the theater church, the powerhouse church has a number of small 
groups. These are called cell groups, which points to the language introduced 
when the G12 church model was implemented. At that time, already existing 
small groups were transformed into a hierarchical structure of cell groups 
consisting of twelve people and based on gender. As a result of the G12 period, 
some men and women only cell groups still exist, but most cell groups are now 
mixed gender. In these small groups, recent sermons are discussed around 
questions found on the church website. In practice, however, the small group 
leader also has the authority to discuss other issues.  
 During the time of fieldwork, a special course for church members was 
offered. The course, entitled, 'Pastoral Counseling', was organized to train more 
people from the church to carry out pastoral tasks. The course was designed and 
administered by a couple from the church who run their own pastoral counseling 
clinic. Throughout the years, they had gained expertise through different courses 
and ministries. 
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 In addition to a number of courses offered, throughout the year, several 
thematic conferences are held at the church. These conferences often host 
national or international guest speakers, frequently from the U.K., Canada and 
the United States, and largely focus on (inner) healing, deliverance and the 
prophetic. Since these conferences are usually held on a Friday and Saturday, 
conference speakers are often invited to speak in church the following Sunday 
morning. In general, these conferences attract a wide audience from other 
churches indifferent parts of the country. As the church also rents out the church 
building to independent organizations or other churches for their conferences, it 
is not always clear whether and to what degree the church is actually involved. 
This is even more complex given that Pastor Hans’ father occasionally rents the 
church premises for one of his apostolic conferences. In practice, interested or 
curious church members are found attending conferences held at their own 
church which are not organized or officially the responsibility of the church 
leadership. 
 Besides the distinct activities and groups organized by the church, notable is 
the number of church members who are involved and actively part of ministries 
understood as independent network-organizations: some local, others national 
and even international. For example, in addition to the couple who have a full 
time counseling practice (mentioned above), one woman runs a national prayer 
organization; others are involved in a children’s home in Africa, and an elderly 
couple twice a year conducts mission trips to Eastern Europe with a team of 
volunteers.99 At the level of individual believers, a wide range of entrepreneurial 
enterprises may be found, all part of the larger Pentecostal/charismatic field.100 
                                                      
99 While I tried to make a list of these ministries and organizations, it was 
difficult to trace them. Some only had a website and it was not clear what 
further activities sprang forth, while others were involved in their ministry on a 
full time basis and made a living out of it. 
100 The entrepreneurial qualities of believers in spiritual matters coincide with 
the relatively large number of church members having their own secular 
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Interestingly, these ministries were not officially recognized as part of the church 
but rather as the individual calling of people. However, during the Sunday 
services, some groups of people are called to the front of the hall to update the 
church about mission trips, give a testimony or promote an upcoming event.  
 The powerhouse church can therefore be characterized as an innovative and 
revivalist church open to new charismatic currents. The emphasis on renewal is 
enhanced by the entrepreneurial spirit among the congregation and the ideology 
of the spontaneous and unexpected ways in which the Spirit might lead the 
church and individuals. The boundaries between the church as organization and 
the individual enterprises of members or regular visitors are therefore fluid. The 
lack of formal structures is also visible in the ways membership functions within 
the church.  
 
Commitment, membership and baptism at the powerhouse church 
The powerhouse church recognizes formal church membership on conditions of 
adult baptism and moral life style choices. These latter aspects are not explicitly 
found in statements but based on an implicit understanding of a 'Christian' 
lifestyle. If someone wishes to become a member, one of the elders of the 
church visits the person at home and has a conversation about the church and 
what people might expect from the church. A few times a year, a meeting is 
organized for potential new members.  
 For those active in the church, membership is not highly valued; many 
consciously chose not to become members of the church, and others revealed a 
long-term lack of interest in becoming members of any church, throughout their 
lives. Negative experiences in former churches are often noted in relation to 
motivations for not considering membership. Also, the merger process among 
                                                                                                                           
business. For example, the area is known for its nurseries and flower businesses, 
which contribute to international trade relations. 
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the Protestant churches caused former members of mainline churches to 
reconsider their membership, as Marian states: 
 
I resigned from the Dutch Reformed Church as the time of the merger into 
the Protestantse Kerk in Nederland (PKN).101 I did not agree with the baptism 
practices and was against the possibility of gay marriages. This is against the 
Bible. Now I am not a member of any church. I don’t think it is necessary, I 
am a very engaged in the church, I agree with 99,9% of what they do, but I 
am just part of the universal church of Jesus Christ. In many churches you 
need to be confirmed to be part of the church, but at the powerhouse church 
there are no conditions. The freedom, I really like it. 
 
For others, membership is simply unimportant or even irrelevant. Because of the 
open and informal atmosphere within the church, formal membership is not 
experienced as a condition to feel 'part' of the church community. No formal 
conditions are set forth for being part of a cell group. In general, only leadership 
positions, such as being an elder or cell group leader, require official 
membership.102 Janice, who entered the church six months ago, said: 
  
They really give you the feeling that you belong here, whether you are a 
member or not, that is not an issue. 
 
For those who were members, many had difficulty explaining why membership 
was necessary or important. When I asked a member of the welcome team why 
                                                      
101 In 2004 - for an overview of Dutch Protestant churches see Appendix I. 
102 In practice, these requirements were not strictly executed. One of the 
leaders of the Alpha team, Frank, had asked his close friend Mark to be part of 
the team although he was a member of the theater church. Because of his 
divorce, the elders of the theater church had asked Mark to temporarily abandon 
his tasks at the church.  
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one should become a member of the church, he pondered for a while before 
answering:  
 
Well, when you are a member of the church you will be asked to clean the 
church every six weeks.103  
 
Like the theater church, the powerhouse church considers membership and 
baptism two separate issues. Baptism by immersion is a requirement for 
membership, though the baptism ritual does not automatically turn the person 
into a member. Several times, members of mainline Protestant churches were 
baptized on request since this was not possible in their own church. The 
leadership of the powerhouse church most willingly offered the baptism ritual, 
to people who were just in need of a church where the ritual could take place. 
The fact that the powerhouse church caters to baptism needs of those outside 
the congregation points to the implicit belief that baptism is foremost an 
individual act rather than a communal ritual.  
 
The powerhouse church: the world, tradition and culture  
The powerhouse church presents itself as a national center of revival positioned 
at the forefront of a global renewal movement of the Holy Spirit. The history of 
the church reveals a tenuous relation with mainline churches and church 
tradition in general. According to the founders of the church and others who 
initially started the church, specific structures, traditions and rituals can hinder 
the expansion of the work of God and the movement of the Spirit. As a 
consequence, the powerhouse church positions itself over and against other 
churches, particularly mainline churches but also older Pentecostal churches. 
The emphasis on renewal and the search for a ‘fresh anointing of the Spirit’ 
constantly challenges the status quo of the church and encourages an affinity for 
                                                      
103 The pastor was not amused when I told him this comment. 
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new movements, ideas and practices on a global scale. As a result, the church 
positions itself not only dualistically against traditional Christian religion, which it 
considers too ritualistic, asleep or even dead, but also continuously tends to 
question or even critique its own internal state.  
 Moreover, because of this dualistic position toward other churches, the 
church tends to identify itself with renewal movements and churches abroad. 
However, the church is not affiliated through formal alliances with particular 
churches; rather, it maintains loosely structured connections based on informal, 
individual relations between church leaders. The location of the church (close to 
the national airport), family relations across the Atlantic (due to migration) and 
transnational business relations (for instance, the flower industry) between key 
church leaders all enhance and support the possibilities of establishing new 
transnational relations and revivalist currents. This global outlook on the world is 
further stimulated by recent and rapid developments in new media, such as the 
Internet, and the widespread possibilities for international travel.  
 The emphasis on renewal results in a highly activist-oriented attitude among 
church members and a wide range of evangelistic activities that spread beyond 
the confines of the church. Through different forms of evangelistic activities, the 
church reaches out to the world. This is not only understood as a means of 
attracting newcomers to the church but also as a way to support, encourage and 
bless other churches - beyond the national borders. As a center of spiritual 
renewal, the church is called on to share the blessing and anointing of the Spirit 
entrusted to the church. This is, for instance, illustrated in the case of a female 
member of the church who established the organization, Prayer Station 
Ministries. Following the concept of the 'Prayer Station' developed by the 
mission organization, Youth with a Mission (YWAM) in New York,104 biweekly 
prayer teams of two offer prayer in the streets of central Amsterdam. By publicly 
praying for the needs of people to be met, they entrust that God will answer in 
                                                      
104 (http://www.ywam-ny.com/, accessed 11-01-2010). 
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such a way that, eventually, people will be changed and come to faith. As in New 
York, the team members wear brightly colored shirts with the words, ‘Gebed 
Helpt’ (litt. translated as ‘prayer helps’), and the English words, ‘Prayer Changes 
Things’. Not all team members are present on the streets. Part of the team 
assembles at a church or on other premises. They operate as a ‘spiritual air force’ 
(geestelijke luchtmacht), praying and interceding as ‘prayer warriors’ and thus 
offering support for those who offer prayer on the streets. In order to experience 
the power of God in healing, provision or conversion, it is argued that those on 
the 'front lines' need prayer support themselves. With the establishment of the 
Prayer Station Ministries, church members were encouraged to be involved, 
though at the same time cooperation with other churches and organizations 
(also YWAM Amsterdam) was called upon. Over time, interdenominational 
teams in different cities have been established.105  
 The example above shows how the church operates as an organization as 
well as a network, and this has an impact on other churches and organizations. 
Through different outreach activities, it aims to transform the lives of individuals. 
However, as the members of the church have an open understanding of the 
boundaries of the church, and as they promote a broad vision of how to spread 
the Kingdom of God in the world through various manifestations of His power, 
bringing people into the church itself is not a primary goal. Rather, the church is 
perceived to be part of the larger domain of the Kingdom of God, which is 
present and recognized in the manifestation of the power of the Holy Spirit. As 
the case of the Prayer Station shows, the concept of the Kingdom of God is used 
as a spatial metaphor as well as war metaphor, and represents a dualistic view of 
the world as it assumes and evokes the opposite domain of the Kingdom of 
darkness.  
                                                      
105 The website (http://prayerstation.activeforjesus.com/prayerstation.swf, 
accessed 11-01-2010), states that Prayer Stations are active in nine Dutch cities. 
The website gives information about the international spread of Prayer Stations. 
It emphasizes interdenominational cooperation and stresses the importance of 
the unity of the body of Christ. 
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 The church's outlook on the world is therefore clearly defined along these 
two conceptions of Kingdom of God/Kingdom of darkness. In everyday discourse, 
believers' outlook on the world appears to be deeply affected by this opposition; 
this is particularly expressed in the attention to the rise and increasing influence 
of new spirituality - as, for example, observed in the popularity of the Harry 
Potter books and movies, and the acceptance of meditation techniques in the 
professional sphere. The consequences of this outlook on the world vary 
remarkably among believers; for some, the ideological divide of the world into 
two rivaling kingdoms leads to a constant awareness of the possibility of 
manipulation and infiltration by evil powers in their everyday lives. Others, 
although affirming this view in their beliefs, do not reflect this divide in their 
daily experiences. These differences - between the shared outlook on the world 
and lack of everyday relevance - are generally observed along gender lines. In 
their narratives, women more often than men tend to view their lives in terms of 
spiritual battle. Their strategies to resist and counter evil are far more reflected 
upon and encountered in their daily practices. 
 The powerhouse church offers a distinct spiritual environment for renewal 
and spiritual power. Its relations with the outside world are characterized by the 
particular Pentecostal worldview it upholds, which divides the spiritual world 
into two different domains (mentioned above). However, the boundaries 
between these domains do not reflect actual boundaries within the church. As 
far as their spiritual reality is concerned, believers identify with a transnational, 
charismatic Pentecostal community, a social imaginary which is occasionally 
affirmed by visiting pastors and prophets from abroad, or mission and outreach 
activities outside of the church. As a powerhouse community, believers 
experience being particularly equipped for, and charged with the task of, 
providing service in the world. This service is geared towards the expansion of 
the Kingdom of God and, eventually, bringing people in; however, the expansion 
of the church itself is not the primary goal. 
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Concluding remarks: two distinct environments for conversion  
 
In this chapter, two distinct churches are introduced by means of an 
impressionist depiction of a regular church service on Sunday morning; in turn, a 
brief overview of each church's history, identity, organizational structure, and 
relation to the world is explained. As part of the larger evangelical movement, 
the theater church and the powerhouse church are expected to share and 
uphold a number of evangelical identity markers; as a result, their practices, 
strategies and approaches to attracting and accommodating newcomers share a 
number of similar features. Both churches are independent, they present a 
contemporary form of worship, offer a lively popular music style, use accessible 
language, create an informal and warm atmosphere, and execute the Alpha 
course for newcomers.  
 In relation to mainline Protestant churches, the historic origin of the two 
churches play an important role. The theater church started off as a new church 
installed in a location with no prior evangelical church representation. As such, 
the theater church positions itself as an additional option among other Christian 
churches. In contrast, the history of the powerhouse church reveals a clear break 
with mainline Protestantism, as the founders left the Dutch Reformed Church 
after a conflict. The break from traditional Protestantism seems to enhance the 
emphasis on revival and renewal, as the powerhouse exhibits a unique 
receptivity to transnational Pentecostal renewal movements.  
 Both churches consciously attempt to address and diminish the perception 
that newcomers inherently distrust the church as an institution because of 
possible negative encounters in past church experiences. As a result, in both 
churches, individual freedom tends to be highly valued, particularly with regard 
to issues of membership and baptism. In their contemporary style and forms of 
expression, both churches offer an attractive, alternative mode of Christianity 
which is especially appealing to believers in mainline churches who are 
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dissatisfied with the lack of renewal and change within their own tradition. The 
non-confrontational atmosphere of the theater church creates an environment 
in which one can anonymously visit the church. The professional organization of 
the church, with its strive for perfection and high quality, offers predictable 
performances that contribute to a sense of security. In the powerhouse church, 
it is moreover the unstructured and spontaneous environment that leads to a 
welcoming atmosphere. The stress on spontaneity is strongly connected to an 
understanding of the surprising presence and power of the Spirit. While this 
creates a sense of uncertainty, it underlines the call for authentic faith. 
 The above introduction to both churches reveals that while the theater 
church and the powerhouse church do share certain features, they clearly differ 
in their institutional arrangement and practices as well. In the following chapter, 
I will investigate and compare the first semiotic domain of meaning, namely 
‘worship space’. Following Keane’s understanding of semiotic ideology, I regard 
material aspects - like architecture – as important features in the generation of 
meaning. The relative emptiness of evangelical worship spaces poses the 
question of how buildings evoke particular meanings of conversion. I regard 
these spaces as harbors of ‘silent narratives’ that are, among other forms of 
discourse, involved in the dialogue with newcomers. A comparison of the design 
and use of worship space within the two churches will shed light on the variety 
of meanings that can be generated within the confines of evangelical expression 
and understanding.  
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But we're involved with something that has a huge mystery to it. Are we 
going to wipe out all the mystery so we can be in control of it? Isn't 
reverence at the very heart of the worship of God? And if we present a 
rendition of the faith in which all the mystery is removed, and there's no 
reverence, how are people ever going to know there's something more 
than just their own emotions, their own needs? There's something a lot 
bigger than my needs that's going on. How do I ever get to that if the 
church service and worship program is all centered on my needs? 
  
(Peterson 2005) 
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CHAPTER 5   SACRED SPACE AS IMPLICIT NARRATIVES  
 
 
Introduction  
 
The public presence of evangelical worship spaces differs remarkably from that 
of traditional church buildings, which are most often found at the heart of cities 
and towns and visibly or audibly marked by towers and bells. Evangelical worship 
spaces are often hardly noticed or recognized in public space; many churches are 
found in marginal areas (such as industrial zones) or temporarily occupy school 
auditoriums on Sunday mornings. By comparing the interior design of traditional 
church buildings with that of evangelical worship spaces, a second and perhaps 
even more striking contrast is visible. In their design, traditional churches stress a 
clear distinction between the domain of the sacred and the profane by creating 
unfamiliar spaces which evoke emotions of reverence, veneration, awe, and 
wonder. Yet this distinction between the sacred and the profane seems to be 
absent from the design of evangelical churches, which appear to embody a 
mundane space, a sense of ‘indifference’ and continuation of the ordinary and 
familiar (Hughes 2003:156). 
 Evangelicals easily adapt their worship spaces to locally available spaces, such 
as school auditoriums, theaters or vacant stores, which reflects the implicit 
evangelical understanding that God can be worshiped anywhere and is not 
confined to a particular location or bound by spatial limitations. However, in 
spite of their relatively individualistic understanding of space, buildings are 
imbued with meanings and the space in which the congregation meets has great 
significance (Albrecht 1999:128; Kilde 2002:9). Religious buildings and their 
spatial arrangements reflect implicit narratives of how one is to experience and 
encounter God and how power relations within the community of believers 
should be distributed. Spaces play a dynamic role in the ways ‘individual 
believers experience spiritual, emotional and psychological power or well-being 
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from both proximity to divinity and interaction with other believers’ (Kilde 
2002:11). As Hughes states: ‘the building itself is a manifestation of the 
immanentist convictions of those who constructed it’ (2003:156).  
 This chapter examines what implicit meanings of conversion can be derived 
from the design and use of evangelical worship space as a physical and material 
environment - understood as a distinct semiotic domain - in which conversion 
takes place (or at least is encouraged). I will discuss the ways meanings are 
imbued, contested, produced, and added within the arrangement of the worship 
space on Sunday morning, in both the theater church and the powerhouse 
church. Or in other words, how is ‘neutral’ space transformed into sacred space, 
and how is the presence of God mediated through the use of particular media 
forms? I start with a brief sketch of the main characteristics of contemporary 
evangelical worship space. From there, a historical account of the development 
of evangelical worship space with regard to conversion is presented. In the main 
section of this chapter, the worship space of the theater church and of the 
powerhouse church are successively described and discussed. At the end of the 
chapter, by making a comparison of both churches, the overall question of the 
relationship between worship space and meaning-making will be addressed.  
 
 
Evangelical sacred space  
 
From an evangelical perspective, discussing the sacred aspects of worship 
settings or raising questions related to the architectural design of the church are 
not obvious matters of debate. Evangelical church buildings display foremost a 
neutral setting as multifunctional spaces, both from the exterior to the interior. 
However, the contrast between evangelical worship spaces and traditional 
mainline church buildings is striking. In their design, the buildings of both the 
theater church and the powerhouse church create an ‘irreligious’ environment. 
Through this continuity with everyday space, both churches attempt to present 
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an accessible church with a hospitable and welcoming atmosphere for 
newcomers, creating a sense of commonality and intimacy. However, the feeling 
of ‘indifference’ induced by the particular material design of the church building 
reflects, at the same time, the evangelical understanding that God is immanently 
present and intimately involved in the experience of everyday life. The absence 
of Christian symbols and lack of reverence for God in the architectural design 
suggest an unmediated access and direct connection between believers and the 
divine, thus denying the necessity of mediation through material objects and 
images. However, processes of mediation are always at play in the domain of 
religion (Meyer 2006; Stolow 2005). The Christian image of God as supernatural 
Being does require some media forms in order to be experienced and 
understood by believers; thus other forms of media will be discussed.  
 The empty, neutral design of the evangelical church buildings could be 
interpreted as a radicalization of the outcome of the Protestant Reformation, 
which shunned material expressions of God and substituted the predominantly 
visual and sensual aspects of worship with linguistic forms. In spite of the 
‘empty’ atmosphere inside the buildings, which often lack stained glass windows, 
paintings and statues, and showcase minimal Christian objects or paraphernalia 
(of, for example, a cross), evangelical churches are filled with the latest 
technologies – such as extensive lighting systems, projectors, video screens, and 
professional sound systems meant to facilitate the reception of what is 
performed on stage.  
 One of the most striking features of worship spaces in contemporary 
evangelical churches is the layout of the stage or platform in relation to the 
congregational space. The large stages at the front of the congregations are 
particularly suited to musical performances. The integration of new technological 
equipment has become not only a characteristic feature of evangelical worship 
space but also a necessary material condition to support and evoke a particular 
liturgical space. In practice, the extensive exhibition of musical technology 
visually affects the status of the pulpit or preaching. Hence, one could argue that 
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the status of preaching is visually relativized in comparison to music and the arts. 
Clearly, the presence of musical instruments and extensive electronic equipment 
contrasts sharply with the Protestant liturgical space centered around the 
pulpit;106 thus reflects a main focus towards spoken word concentrated in 
doctrines, creeds and biblical knowledge. In contemporary evangelical churches, 
however, the emphasis on music and the arts is, next to preaching, a vital 
element of the overall worship service.  
 In contrast to more traditional religious institutions, both the theater church 
and the powerhouse church share a number of the above described features of 
evangelical worship space. However, as I will demonstrate further on, their 
distinct arrangement, use and signification of space differs remarkably.  
 Though before looking into the distinct spatial arrangements and design of 
the two churches, I will start with a brief discussion on developments within 
evangelicalism with regard to the use of space. Today one can readily observe  
that the use of evangelical worship space is rooted in the Protestant tradition 
and, most importantly, the evangelical understanding of conversion. In this 
chapter, I argue that, through their material design, evangelical worship spaces 
reveal the cultural shift of the sacred to the ordinary, as Taylor (1989) has 
suggested, by enforcing an emphasis on the individual and the inner experience 
of God. 
 
 
Evangelical space in historic perspective 
 
The liturgical difference between mainline and evangelical churches rooted in 
the history of American revivalism in the nineteenth century. In her book, When 
                                                      
106 In some of the mainline Protestant churches, next to the central place of the 
pulpit, a table serves as the so called liturgical centre in the arrangement of the 
worship space. 
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the Church Became Theater (2002:133), Kilde profoundly demonstrates the 
interrelationship between worship space and religious meanings. With regard to 
evangelicalism, she shows that the use of amphitheaters for revival meetings 
brought about an important shift in evangelical liturgy which goes back to the 
‘camp meetings’ of the nineteenth century American frontier.  
 Several historians (Bloom 1992; Conkin 1990; Lathrop 1998; Moore 1994) 
stress the importance of the Cane Ridge Revival in 1801 as a crucial turning point 
in the development of American evangelical practices and liturgy. This camp 
meeting was held at the new frontiers as a sacrament meeting in the tradition of 
the ‘communion meetings’ of lowland Scotland and Ulster. This event included 
several days of preaching and examination, which culminated in the admission to 
the communion service by the leading ministers. However, during this event, the 
actual communion service (for the small group that was admitted) was 
overshadowed by the revival preaching and emotional conversion taking place, 
which was characterized by ecstatic behavior107 among large crowds who were 
not screened. As a consequence, the Cane Ridge revival, often described as the 
cradle of the Second Great Awakening, marked the growing marginalization of 
the communion sacrament and gave way to the importance of personal decision-
making in the history of American evangelicalism. The relevance of Cane Ridge 
and its successive camp meetings is foremost in the emergence of the pragmatic, 
experiential faith which can be seen as a break from earlier European religious 
practices and doctrinal formulations (Bloom 1992:140). The revivalist period of 
the Second Great Awakening focused on the individual conversion experience 
and thereby reinforced individualism and emotionalism (Thomas 1989:67). Three 
important shifts took place, which would become distinct markers of American 
Protestantism: the demise of Calvinism, the beginning of desacramentalization of 
evangelicalism and the importance of experience and emotionalism as an 
                                                      
107 The accounts of the bodily expressions that were observed during the Cane 
Ridge Revival like jerking, barking, running and falling are featured in 
Pentecostalism until today. 
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outward expression and mark of inner change in convictions and beliefs (Bloom 
1992). 
 The shift away from Calvinistic predestination and limited atonement to an 
emphasis on the potential of human decision-making and free will had profound 
consequences for the understanding of conversion. As an individual decision and 
act of will, conversion became the requirement for becoming a Christian in the 
evangelical tradition. This emphasis on human potential in conversion led to an 
alteration of conversion practices and techniques. 
 Exemplary of this change was the pattern of 'making converts' initiated by 
American revivalist Charles Finney (1792-1875), who introduced new methods of 
‘soul winning’ in the mid-nineteenth century. Finney argued that innovative 
forms should be used in order to make the message relevant, and these should 
be geared towards distinct audiences. He acknowledged the attraction to new 
forms of entertainment and pragmatically modified his evangelistic practices to 
adapt to surrounding trends and popular culture. A growing belief in human 
ability increased the understanding of conversion as an individual choice and 
human action over and against divine intervention.108 The importance of 
entertainment, music and performative preaching, as laid out in the publication 
of Finney’s lectures entitled, Lectures on Revivals of Religion, in 1835 (see Wolffe 
2007:77), shaped the new liturgical order within American evangelical religion 
(Lathrop 1998:530).109 Not only theatrical techniques were implemented; the 
use of amphitheater space for services (resembling revival tents) enhanced the 
shift toward a double focus in liturgy, which is still found in evangelical churches. 
Next to preaching, the emphasis on music and the arts became vital elements of 
the worship service. While the use of entertainment and theatrical techniques is 
                                                      
108 Finney was a Presbyterian ordained minister. His modification of Calvinism 
caused a lot of resistance (Bebbington 2005:154). 
109 Finney introduced new ways to be ‘religious’, by integrating elements from 
popular culture as theatrical techniques for the creation of audience response. 
At the same time Finney was strongly opposed to theaters because of perverted 
morals on stage (Moore 1994:50). 
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often described as an innovation upon the Willow Creek seeker church 
movement, these practices clearly have their roots in Finney’s revival techniques.  
 An innovative aspect of Finney’s approach was his systematized theory of 
religious action, in which the 'anxious seat' or bench110 - situated in front of the 
hall and meant for near-converts who felt convicted, emotional or distressed by 
the preaching - served as a visible and material expression of how to become a 
Christian. As Finney explained: ‘In the days of the apostles baptism answered this 
purpose. [ ] It held the precise place that the anxious seat does now, as a public 
manifestation of their determination to be Christians’ (Finney 1835:248). At the 
end of the sermon, his listeners were encouraged to respond by coming forward 
to the anxious seat where they would be subject to further encouragement and 
prayer in the public presence of other attendees (Wolffe 2007:75). With the 
central place of the anxious bench, Finney gave way111 to the later evangelical 
practice of the ‘altar call’, or ‘invitation’: calling people to the front of the hall as 
a public demonstration of their conversion. This practice would become a 
‘trademark’ of later, renowned evangelical preachers like Billy Graham.  
 Addressing the use and design of worship space, the phenomenon of the 
anxious bench demonstrates the importance of including material aspects in the 
study of religion. The anxious bench - as material object - signifies a particular 
understanding of the relation between God and human beings. Moreover, the 
bench not only embodies a shift in perceptions about the evangelical self as 
having the capacity of free choice and personal decision, it also represents the 
increasing attention to inner emotions and affections as an index for the 
presence of God. Both issues - the representation and understanding of the 
relation between God and human beings, and the processes of mediating and 
                                                      
110 It is uncertain whether the anxious bench was introduced by Finney or that 
he adopted this practice from the Methodists (Wolffe 2007:79 n. 21). 
111 Finney toured in England in 1849-1850 and spread his views to a wide 
audience, thereby contributing to an understanding of conversion as a matter of 
free choice. The practice of the mourners bench was, for instance, taken up in 
the meetings of the Salvation Army. 
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authenticating the presence of God - are still most relevant in the discussion of 
worship space in contemporary evangelical churches.   
 
 
The Theater Church  
A theatrical design 
In the previous chapter, I described how the theater church's move to the farm 
and town outskirts in 2001 enabled the church to redesign their worship space. 
A characteristic feature of the innovative theatrical design of the main hall is the 
exclusion of daylight. Like a regular theater hall, this facilitates the use of the 
extensive lighting system and special effects and the projection of (moving) 
images. Similar to the beginning of a theatrical play, the start of the worship 
service is visually communicated as the hall lights go dim and the stage lights are 
turned up.  
 The architectural design of the main hall as theater is also visible in the 
dualism between two separated areas: the large congregational space and the 
stage. In contrast to the large public space, the stage functions as a restricted 
and secluded area as only contributing volunteers of the worship team, the 
pastor or person leading the service, or the musicians have access to the stage 
during the service. While the space can also be entered from the main hall by a 
few stairs on one side of the stage, it is only the pastor or the person leading the 
service who makes use of these stairs. 
 At the beginning of the service, the worship team enters the spotlight from 
backstage; like a theater, the backstage area gives access to three separate 
rooms: one used by the pastor (or the guest speaker) and the director of the 
service, one by the worship team, and a spare room for storing music books and 
appliances. From the backstage area, the main stage is accessible from all rooms.  
 In between moments of prayer and announcements, the worship team 
leaves the stage and waits backstage until they have to lead worship again. By 
the time the sermon starts, members of the worship team enter the main hall 
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through a side door and sit at the front row. For the final prayer and song at the 
end of the sermon, they silently walk through the side onto stage to participate.  
 In the theater church, the use of the stage demonstrates a highly controlled 
production, which is the outcome of the church's strive for perfection and 
quality. Still, as a consequence, the distance and disparity between the audience 
and those on stage is heightened, which contributes to the audience’s 
experience of watching a performance. This is most visible in the annual 
Christmas service, which attracts a few thousand visitors. Some visitors 
described it as a Christmas show.112 
 Next to the theatrical setting, the building exhibits a form of emptiness, an 
unadorned space lacking any visual representations. No references to Christian 
symbols or images are found on the premises of the church building. As Lennart 
commented on his first visit to the theater church: 
 
A week after I met my girlfriend, I went to her church. But when you are used 
to a Catholic Church, you think, what is this? No images, nothing, I didn’t like 
it at first. But after a few months I thought it was great. You start reading the 
Bible and then you read that you are not supposed to make images. Then you 
realize that this church does exactly what the Bible teaches - not the Catholic 
Church. 
 
The only visuals in the worship space are found in the background of the stage. 
Still, the abstract and nonfigurative shapes contribute to a modern and 
contemporary impression of the environment. This is further amplified by the 
distinct light techniques used during the worship service that enhance different 
configurations of shapes and colors.  
                                                      
112 A first time visitor compared the Christmas service with the productions of 
one of Dutch leading musical producers, saying: ‘It is just like Joop van den Ende’. 
Another visitor was very surprised to discover only afterward that she had been 
in a church service. 
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 The absence of images, like the theatrical setting, also emphasizes the 
minimal role of Christian traditions in the service. The conscious effort to present 
the church as contemporary and accessible to newcomers is particularly 
reflected in the spatial neglect of the baptism and communion rituals. Notable is 
the absence of a baptism font in the design of the hall. During baptism services, 
a mobile baptism font is used and set in front of the stage. In order to enhance 
the visibility of the act of baptism, the act is projected on the wall by means of a 
video camera.  
 The mobile character of the sacraments is also observed in the execution of 
the communion ritual. In preparation for the communion service, which is held 
regularly113 in one of the midweek services, a small table with a plate with bread 
and tray with cups filled with wine and juice is placed on stage. Only once during 
the time of research did I observe a prominent Christian symbol during any given 
worship service. In the Good Friday service (which has the character of a 
midweek service and takes place at night) a large wooden cross was placed to 
the right of the stage. Very different from the Sunday service, the night was 
focused on remembering the suffering and death of Christ; this was further 
supported by the visual presence of a cross and the act of communion.  
 Generally, the midweek services exhibit less theatrical aspects than the 
Sunday services. Since these services are primarily geared towards members and 
regular visitors of the church, the atmosphere is more relaxed and informal. 
Although a script is used, the band has, for instance, less time for preparation 
and is inclined more to improvisation.  
 The difference in the use of space and transformation of space into a 
theatrical experience on the Sunday morning reflects an underlying assumption 
within the church of how newcomers are initially attracted to religion and how 
they should be encouraged to make the change from interested visitor to 
converted believer. The conscious effort to break away from what presumably 
                                                      
113 In general bimonthly, but in practice less than six times a year. 
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stands for Christian tradition and what might hinder newcomers from becoming 
a Christian is most striking. 
 
Creating defining ‘divine’ moments  
The symbolization and metaphor of the church 'as theater' in the spatial 
arrangement of the building is also reflected in the ways church services are 
created. Like theatrical performances, the weekly worship service is executed 
with a detailed script which is designed by the program team: the pastor, music 
director, drama director, and program director. Together they plan and arrange 
the church service around a particular theme. Foremost is the central message of 
the sermon, while the other parts of the service are designed to amplify this 
message. This is initially accomplished through the selection of worship songs, 
though additionally through film clips, drama skits or other creative ways which 
contribute to getting the message across. One point of departure is the question 
how an unchurched, or first time visitor, will experience and understand all what 
is said and done.  
 Every Thursday night, the service of the following Sunday is rehearsed by all 
cooperating volunteers and directed by the appointed director (not the pastor) 
who is in charge of the production. Following the design of the service by the 
program team, a script drawn up with a strict timetable which, down to the 
minute, directs all those involved in the Sunday morning service: the light crew, 
sound technicians, the visual crew, the musicians, vocals, the pastor, and 
occasionally - the drama team. The worship team rehearses all the songs on 
stage while other volunteers, such as the sound and light crew, go through their 
instructions on the script. Videos or film clips, pictures and other visuals are 
tested and prepared for the Sunday service. All of this is ultimately executed in 
pursuit of high quality performance, as reflected in the comprehensive 
preparation which takes place during the rehearsal night. 
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 The performance of the singers is a recurrent topic for discussion between 
the program team and those on stage. Interestingly, these discussions often 
concern bodily matters. The prescribed dress code on stage is often joked about, 
since matching colors and new color schemes emerge every season and demand 
that volunteers invest in their wardrobes. The instructions given by the program 
team also concern the bodily gestures of those on stage. Singing with the eyes 
closed is perceived as a hindrance for communication with the audience, and the 
raising of the arms is only allowed as long as it is done moderately. One of the 
band members commented: 
 
I have to say, the worship service is not very spontaneous; it is firmly directed 
and led. Apparently it works - it’s reliable and creates security, which makes 
me feel good. But at the same time it’s just like a theatrical performance.  
 
For some of the individual members of the worship team, this issue gave rise to 
inner conflicts. Could one worship God in an authentic way when detailed 
instructions are given out beforehand? Would that not turn the time of worship 
into a performance? In the words of Jenny: 
 
J: This church of course is not unconstrained. In my opinion there is not 
enough freedom for the Holy Spirit.  
MK: Can you give me an example, how can you tell? 
J: Well, by the use of a script. First two songs, later three, and then I think, I 
don’t know whether this is right. Sometimes when I am singing, you just feel 
such a presence, and then you would like to sing the song again, but no, we 
would run out of time. That makes me think. The Spirit is present, but 
because of the time schedule we don’t make room for the Spirit.  
 
Generally, however, the instructions are - although not always wholeheartedly - 
followed and accepted by the members of the worship team because of the 
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shared overall mission of the church. Their desire for authentic and sincere self-
expression - as an inner response to God - was submitted to the shared higher 
calling of presenting the gospel in a contemporary, accessible way. As Margot, 
one of the musicians, said: 
 
I really like the mission of the church. On Sunday morning, the service is 
easily accessible, so you can bring people along, people who don’t know God. 
It is well organized and I like that. Just as in my business, when things are not 
well organized, you end up with chaos.  
 
The careful planning of the worship service as theatrical production is foremost 
the outcome of the overall vision of the church, which aims at attracting 
newcomers and creating an environment that enables seekers to encounter God. 
Therefore the design of the program reflects a particular understanding of what 
visitors like and do not like, what might be offensive and acceptable, and how 
one is to experience the divine. The narratives of newcomers indicate that this 
approach is not without success.  
 The program teams give particular attention to the creation of moments of 
intense emotional arousal. These intense moments are often encountered 
during the time of music and especially in the form of a solo performance on 
stage. As the worship leader expressed:  
 
As a program team, we hope to appeal to the emotions of people but at the 
same time we also know that it is unpredictable. And you cannot measure it 
in some way. An important criterion, I believe, is whether people experience 
being in a safe environment. I have been in situations - not in this church - 
where people were pushed from the stage to do things they would never do 
in a different context. When we create emotional moments we focus on the 
inner self and not on outer expressions [...] people’s emotions are just the 
front door, and then we hope that this opens the door to their mind and will 
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lead to a rational choice to follow Jesus. If it’s only an emotional choice, then 
there is no difference in being touched by secular music. Those feelings are 
gone after a day. 
 
Other ways to create these moments are through the use of film clips and 
dramatic skits. In spite of the absence of religious imagery and symbols, visual 
images do play an important role during the worship service. They are displayed 
on the screens, in video clips and pictures, or used as illustrations during the 
sermon, in addition to the performed skits. However, because of their temporal 
presence, these images suggest a form of immediacy that is different from the 
non-temporal presence of material objects. The video clips in particular - moving 
images supported by words and music, convey the feeling that something is alive 
and present in the here and now. These moments create possibilities for 
identification with everyday life, communicating a key thought wrapped in a 
short narrative. During one church service, a clip from the movie, ‘1492, The 
Conquest of Paradise’ (1992) was used, showing Columbus eventually catching 
sight of land through the dense fog and later stepping out of his ship. The 
fragment supported the theme of the sermon: ‘the unknown does not tempt,’114 
and encouraged the audience to take steps of faith into unknown and uncertain 
directions.115 Due to the event-like character of these media experiences, the 
church has the capacity to draw people in and, in such a way, the distance 
between subject and object seems to be reduced. As Roof suggests, the use of 
fast moving images has the power to reconstruct a ‘sense of reality’ (Roof 
1993:135). As a result, multimedia experiences contain a high potential of being 
signified as authentic experiences. Like the video clip, the drama skits have the 
                                                      
114 In Dutch: ‘onbekend maakt onbemind’. 
115 Another time a short fragment from the movie ‘American Beauty’ was 
played, showing the family in a fierce argument at the dinner table. In this case 
the sound track was replaced by background music because of the coarse 
language. The body language of the actors was powerful enough to address the 
question of communication. 
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potential to evoke the experience of being in a different world and reality. The 
impact of the skits on attendees is heightened by the identification with real life 
situations and a humorous plot-line.116 As Arnold recalled, in his first visit to the 
theater church: 
 
When I think of the first Easter service, the drama skit had such an impact on 
me. The drama play is all I remember. Sometimes a skit is more important 
than the preaching, I presume. It’s true, it has always stuck in my memory.  
 
The immediacy of the temporally constructed aesthetic experiences, mediated 
through drama skits and video clips, reinforces the understanding of an 
unmediated access to and experience of the divine.  
 
Mediating the ‘unmediated’ experience 
From what has been discussed so far, two paradoxes can be observed in the 
creation of sacred spaces in the theater church. First of all, one can observe the 
paradox emerging from an interaction between the production of deliberately 
created, temporal and aesthetic experiences by the program team - and the 
reception of the program as immediate and unmediated, divine experiences by 
the audience. Visitors speak of spontaneous and surprising emotional 
experiences during the service and signify these experiences as ‘being touched 
by God’. However, the experience of immediacy is a result of careful planning 
and programming, and is the outcome of mediation through music and new 
media wrapped in idioms closely related to popular culture. A second paradox 
can be observed here. While the audience is invited to take part in emotional 
engagement and inner reflection, the volunteers who participate on stage are 
                                                      
116 The skits were only performed a few times during the year. However, the 
drama team practiced weekly in order to attain a high quality semi professional 
performance. 
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discouraged from registering their inner emotions and urges, and even have to 
suppress what they might feel as a result of being touched by God. While 
immediacy, authenticity and individual experience are stressed as far as the 
audience is concerned, the volunteers are urged to accept the mediated, 
controlled and planned script of the service. Their cooperation was motivated by 
the strong rationale of the overall mission of the church: to be an attractive 
church to outsiders who would potentially find faith in Jesus.  
 However, particularly for the volunteers with a charismatic background, the 
lack of spontaneity creates tensions. The desire to express their feelings and 
have the freedom to improvise during the time of worship is related to a 
different understanding of how the Spirit leads. The emphasis on immediacy and 
unmediated access to God and the Spirit, from a charismatic discursive 
perspective, implies a different style of worship involving a more loosely 
organized service than that of the theater church. According to the pastor and 
the program team, it is the Spirit that leads them in carefully preparing the 
service; however, as a consequence, the volunteers have little or no influence on 
modifying the designated script. Their individual contribution is to execute their 
gift or talent in the best way possible; however, while praying for inspiration and 
guidance from the Spirit just prior to the start of service is regarded as 
important, some members of the program team suggest more needs to be done 
in the week preceding the service. The design of the seeker service - as a 
theatrical experience - reveals the intrinsic tension between the controlled 
spontaneity of the program and the emphasis on unmediated, immediate 
experiences of God.  
 This 'controlled spontaneity' is also observed in the limited and somehow 
restricted bodily participation of the audience. The body movements of the 
congregation are in part directed from the stage, as people are asked to stand, 
sit, shake hands with those around them, applaud as a welcoming gesture for 
the guest speaker, or congratulate a couple with their anniversary. During the 
time of worship and singing, expressive bodily gestures, such as the raising of 
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arms, swaying and other body movements, or the clapping of hands, is only 
performed by a small number of attendees.  
 The careful preparation of the service and execution of artistic excellence 
have profound effects on the emotional engagement and concentration of the 
audience. Different parts of the service smoothly follow from one scene to the 
next, while short instrumental improvisations on the piano bridge and connect 
different parts together. However, in every service, a moment of interruption 
emerges ironically in the moment of silence at the end of the sermon during the 
pastor’s closing prayer. During this moment, the audience has the opportunity to 
respond in a personal, silent and responsive prayer – which is mediated as a 
form of decision-making or commitment. This consciously created moment 
clearly resembles the evangelical format of the altar call, but without the outer 
bodily expression.117 It is often during the time of worship and in the time of 
quiet prayer that people recall having been moved and touched118 by God. 
However, despite the sensory perception of touch from God, physical touch 
between humans as such is absent from the practices of the theater church. As 
believers attempts to give words to their experiences, the notion of touch is 
often used as an expression of a symbolic or divine physicality, thus lending the 
experience emotional significance and involvement. The near absence of outer 
bodily expressions, with the exception of the oft-requested closing of the eyes, 
increases the feeling that external space is shut out during this time of silent 
prayer. This is even amplified by the orchestrated light effect, as the lights are 
turned down low during this moment. One is encouraged to turn one’s eyes 
inward and focus on the inner self, thoughts and emotional state. This call for 
                                                      
117 Only once during fieldwork did the pastor ask the audience to raise their 
hands in response to an explicit call for conversion while everyone was asked to 
keep their eyes closed. This was the Sunday morning after a sudden death of one 
of the core members of the church. See chapter 7. 
118 Both expressions ‘geraakt zijn’ (being moved) and ‘aangeraakt worden’ 
(being touched) were often interchanged and used at the same time. In contrast 
to English, in Dutch these expressions are closely related as they both contain 
the same verb ‘raken’. 
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silence induces a mode of introspection and reflection that creates the 
possibility of reaching a ‘defining moment’. It stresses the implicit understanding 
of the capacity of each individual to make choices and commitments, though 
without the need for confrontational, mediating practices, such as the overt altar 
call or the laying on of the hands. In a conversation with the pastor, he explained 
the reason for the absence of these practices, which he considered to be 
charismatic in nature: ‘charismatic practices are in a sense Catholic practices 
since they reintroduce the clergy as a form of mediation between the believer 
and God. The Protestant concept of priesthood of all believers implies an 
unmediated access to God’.119  
 The absence of mediation by means of observable religious symbols or rituals 
in the spatial design of the worship space, as well as the absence of expressive 
bodily practices along with the highly controlled production of the worship 
service are all interrelated features of the theater church, and reveal a 
paradoxical understanding of religious mediation. The sacred is addressed in a 
personal way - through the individual mind and emotions. Genuine faith is 
expressed through immediate devotion to God. However, the implicit belief that 
defining moments can be enhanced by means of theatrical techniques and 
performative formats reveals an important way in which mediation is purported 
to take place in the church. According to the pastor and his team, it is their job 
‘to dig the trenches in order for God to fill them’. Reflection on how this ‘digging’ 
is carried out and what kind of trenches are suitable for filling is hindered by the 
emphasis on unmediated encounters between human beings and God. At least, 
the unmediated perspective does not acknowledge the human effort invested in 
designing these encounters with the divine. For instance, it does not take into 
account the important role of the pastor himself: the way he talks to the 
audience, his use of particular language, his gestures, his voice, and the use of 
the moment of silence. All the different parts of the service are potentially 
                                                      
119 Field notes February 2004. 
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involved in the process of mediating the divine as they are geared towards 
enhancing and framing a particular response from the audience.  
 The design of the worship space in the theater church evokes different 
narrative responses from the audience. The church building, which resembles an 
empty, secular space, stresses the immanent presence of God who enters the 
ordinary lives of potential believer. But at the same time, through the theatrical 
design and accompanied techniques, the worship space is readily transformed 
during the service by means of visual and aural sensory stimulation, leading 
visitors into a world of surprises, hopes and aspirations, and providing them with 
the potential to rise above oneself and experience being touched by God. This 
context, consciously created in an intense, sensuous way, is followed by the 
sermon and culminates (paradoxically) in a moment of silence: the call for 
conversion implies a reflection on one’s inner thoughts, moods and aspirations, 
and evokes a personal and private inner response.  
 The above analysis of material forms focused specifically on the spatial 
design of the theater church and organization of the program. It reveals how 
spatial design and spatial practices are related to larger frameworks of religious 
meanings. These material aspects not only facilitate, support and direct 
corporate religious practices; at the same time, due to the design and use of 
such materials, they also reflect and impose implicit religious meanings.  
 
 
The Powerhouse Church 
An auditorium design 
The worship hall of the powerhouse church is large and squarely shaped and 
accommodates about seven hundred peoples. Different from the theater church, 
daylight flows into the building through a number of windows situated high on 
the left and right walls (when facing the stage). While a large rail with 
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professional lights is attached to the ceiling in front of the platform, professional 
lighting equipment is not used at regular church services.120  
 The chairs are arranged in a radial formation of three blocks, one large 
middle section and two smaller sections, on the both sides of the room so that 
the congregation has an optimal view of the platform from different positions. 
The large, rounded platform, taking up most of the front of the church, is 
accessible by four pairs of stairs consisting of three or four steps each. On the left 
side of the stage, a large wooden cross is attached to the wall behind the stage. 
On the right, four large, similar though differently colored banners draw the 
attention. On the banners, the following terms are displayed: 1.) Winnen (Win), 
2.) Versterken (Consolidate), 3.) Toerusten (Disciple), and 4.) Uitzenden (Send).121 
These four themes summarize the G12 church growth model which, at the time 
of research, had been abandoned by the church. However, the banners were not 
removed and, as material representations, continuously reminded the church of 
its (for some painful) past. On the walls on the two sides of church, in between 
the windows, small cloth banners decorate the hall. These banners were 
handcrafted by several women of the church. They bear a variety of images: 
doves, flames, and other representations of the Holy Spirit. 
                                                      
120 The lighting effects are only used during the youth church service on Sunday 
nights. 
121 These four themes are translated from the original English version of the 
G12 model, called the 'Ladder of Success' - which is a summary of this G12 
program:  
1. WIN - New believers are won by personal evangelism, through open 
cells (small groups) and celebratory church meetings. 
2. CONSOLIDATE - The new believer is consolidated through the pre-
encounter with Bible studies and encouraged to attend the encounter 
weekend. The main purpose of this retreat is to have an encounter with 
God, laying aside one’s past and putting on a new self.  
3. DISCIPLE The disciple is then trained in the School of Leaders and by 
being part of a cell group.  
4. SEND The leader launches an new open cell group and invites family, 
friends through open evangelism.     
 (Castellanos 2005:259ff.) 
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 The projection screen right above the center of the stage covers the 
baptismal font which is built into the front wall of the church. Adult baptism - or 
believers’ baptism by immersion - is an important ritual in the church, yet the 
baptism font remains rather hidden. Only during a baptism service is the screen 
temporarily removed. Also, communion, which is celebrated on the first Sunday 
of the month, has no visible, fixed ritual place in the building. Tables for 
communion are temporarily prepared and set just in case. Both spatial 
arrangements of baptism and communion suggest (as in the theater church) a 
de-emphasis on traditional Christian ritual practices in this church. However, I 
observed that the ritual of communion was often practiced and highly valued. 
While the church celebrated communion on the first Sunday of the month, 
communion was held during several other circumstances as well. For example, 
the Alpha team held communion during their time of preparation, and some of 
the smaller groups celebrated communion at every meeting. The absence of a 
fixed spatial presence of the communion ritual, in this case, points to the 
democratic, flexible and transportable understanding of communion, as it is 
practiced both in various communal gatherings and in the privacy of homes.  
 Notable in the arrangement of the main hall is the large amount of open 
space in front of the platform, in between the seating sections and at the back of 
the hall. The openness of the spatial arrangement gives worshipers the freedom 
to move around during the worship service. At the beginning of the service, 
people mingle with one another and move around, while during the time of 
praise and worship, they dance or move through the aisles in order to find more 
room for bodily expression. During up-beat songs, worshipers sometimes like to 
jump up and down to the beat while swaying with their arms. For this type of 
worship, with extensive bodily expression, the space in the rows is not suitable. 
In general, in addition to dancing, people often walk over to hug someone if they 
feel like it - pray with someone in need or walk over to a person to say sometime 
encouraging.  
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 The space in the back of the hall is often occupied by a few women holding 
flags in their hands. Before the service starts, and during the time of praise and 
worship, they enact their role as ‘prayer warriors’ - understood as a ministry to 
actively pray against the powers and evil spirits that might enter the hall and 
disturb or sabotage the work of the Spirit. While waving their colorful flags, they 
proclaim the defeat of evil spirits by calling on the name and the blood of Jesus. 
The different colors of the flags correspond with particular meanings, the color 
red representing the blood of Christ and gold the Kingship of Christ. According to 
the themes of the songs, the women choose corresponding colored flags. While 
walking around, they pray in a silent way, moving their mouths as they utter 
prayers in combination with speaking in tongues or using regular language. 
Clearly the spatial arrangement of the chairs and aisles in the worship hall 
facilitates and presupposes active bodily participation and movement among the 
audience.  
 In contrast to the theater church, the relation between the audience and the 
platform - while also revealing a spatial distinction in the room - is marked by a 
reduced hierarchy due to the wide and open arrangement of the worship space. 
The platform is filled with a set of drums, microphones, amplifiers, monitor 
speakers, and several microphones for the group of vocalists.122 In the middle of 
the platform, a wooden stand serves as pulpit or lectern. Though due to the use 
of wireless microphones, the worship leader, the vocalists and the pastor or 
preacher (and virtually all participants on stage) are free to move around the 
platform. During the service, it is the movement of those engaged on stage that 
stands out. As a spectacle, the audience watches people walk, bend, jump, and 
even kneel on stage. The visible bodily expressions accompanying times of 
praise, worship and even performative speech, such as preaching and 
testimonies, have a profound influence on the congregation. Active engagement 
                                                      
122 Close to the back rows of the middle section, a large sound desk is used 
during the services. 
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and participation is regularly encouraged and portrayed as a mediating practice 
to encounter the divine.  
 At the end of the sermon, the large open space in front of the platform fulfills 
a special role. In response to the call for conversion, repentance or healing, the 
space in front of the platform is where congregants symbolically have an 
encounter with God. It is also the place where the preacher, most often pastor 
Hans, steps down from the platform and, together with other leading members 
of the church, physically gets in touch with the congregants by the laying on of 
hands. The practice of the ‘invitation’, offered as a participatory moment for the 
audience, is often referred to as time for ministry. Here a modification of 
Pentecostal practices is observed. The more traditional ‘altar call’, aimed at 
conversion, has been extended to a more general opportunity to receive prayer. 
The call for conversion is often mentioned as the initial call to the audience, but 
almost directly, it is followed by a broad range of other issues for which one is 
encouraged to receive prayer. This so-called ‘ministry time’ is performed by the 
laying on of hands. Upon request, one can be anointed with oil when praying for 
healing. 
 During special services like conferences, but also a few times during the 
Sunday service, the leadership anticipates in times of prayer the possibility of 
people ‘falling in the Spirit’. This is expressed by assigning people the role of 
‘catcher’, standing behind the person who was being prayed for. In case the 
person does fall, there is someone to support the person and gently lower 
him/her to the floor. The open space in front of the platform facilitates the falling 
into the Spirit.  
 The spatial arrangement of the worship hall and accompanied material 
objects indicate the anticipation of active participation on the part of worshipers 
during the service. A wide range of bodily expressions, from dancing to 
prostrating on the floor, was possible due to the open organization of space. As 
mentioned in chapter one, the implicit norm of active participation - which was 
facilitated through the material design of the worship space - had profound 
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consequences for my role as observer and my interpretation of the field. As I will 
describe in the following sections, I consider the sensorial experiences 
characteristic of the powerhouse worship service important forms of knowledge 
that should be included in the description and analysis of the field.  
 
Kinesthetic sacred space 
As each church creates its own specific context in which to worship and shapes 
this setting into a ‘world’ of its own, I was mostly affected by two distinct 
features of the powerhouse church service. In the first place, the movement of 
bodies - among congregants as well as people on the platform - was deeply 
affecting, as was, second of all, the noise and general lack of silence. Both 
movement and noise were things that stood out foremost in my physical 
experience in the church. 
 Upon entering the worship space, I already encountered the importance of 
movement in the ways people greeted me. While I often tried to sit in one of the 
back rows, people would walk over to me, hug me and grab my arms and hands. 
One time, when the band started to play a celebratory song, two ladies sitting 
next to me grabbed my arms and flung them into the air. I was reminded by 
them, as a joke, that as an anthropologist I was here for participant observation 
(as I had explained to them before)! Because of the loud volume of the band, I 
could hardly hear what they said to me, though their demonstrative actions 
revealed clear messages. While it actually made me feel uncomfortable, at the 
same time, it demonstrated the importance of participation.  
 Active participation is not only encouraged but moreover expected in the 
powerhouse church. While, from the platform, no verbal instructions are given 
as to whether one should sit or stand, the worship team's performance on stage 
is exemplary of the expected participation of the congregation. Not only the 
worship team on the platform, but also the pastor and other leading people of 
the church act as important models upon which to base participation. As the 
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leaders of the church sit in the front row of the hall, the way they sway their 
arms, stand up, jump, or display other gestures is easily observed by the rest of 
the congregation. Particularly at the various transition moments, when the 
liturgy switches from speech to singing, the pastor and elders in the front rows 
are among the first to stand up and engage actively in the singing. Watching the 
leader’s backs, the congregation receives a clear signal of expected behavior. In 
other words, those inhabiting the platform and front rows fulfill a mimetic role 
with regard to the rest of the congregation.  
 However, the leaders of the church are not only important informative 
models of expected behavior; as Albrecht argues, ‘perhaps the most significant 
visual symbol in Pentecostal worship services is the sight of fellow worshippers. 
Instead of sacred icons fashioned in wood [...] these congregants are encircled by 
fellow believers. Together they represent living, active, human, embodied icons. 
They fill the ritual space with visuals that draw one another into an awareness of 
God’ (Albrecht 1999:146,147). The worshipers portray and embody - through 
their performance - their desire for an encounter with God, but at the same 
time, signify the presence of God through their expressive behavior. While 
images are scarce in the main hall, the worshipers themselves serve indeed as 
images in the here and now: through their bodily expressions and movements, 
they fulfill an iconic representation - to each other - of the presence of God. 
Active participation, especially expressive movement, is one of the ways in which 
neutral space is thus transformed into a sacred space. 
 This social dimension of Pentecostal worship is crucial for the ways in which 
newcomers experience and understand the service. Although new visitors often 
express feelings of alienation and amazement, at the same time, by being 
present and surrounded by worshipers who embody and claim being in the 
presence of God, it is hard not to be affected by this behavior (Luhrmann 2004; 
Mahmood 2005). This positive affirmation of the body as the locus of 
experiencing God is shown in the expression of positive emotions like joy, 
happiness and outward behavior. By contrast, not demonstrating particular 
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bodily expressions raises questions with regard to the inner state of the person. 
This implicit pressure of expected behavior is however not openly discussed or 
reflectively addressed.  
 The practice of the invitation - although primarily geared at the conversion of 
the unbeliever, but in practice an opportunity for personal prayer for the larger 
audience - embodies a clear remedy to solve the troubled inner state of a person 
concerning spiritual matters such as unfaithfulness, lack of commitment and 
physical or mental distress. When and how often one is to make use of the altar 
call is a delicate matter and surrounded by unwritten rules. For example, 
Hanneke, a new convert, told me how she was pushed to go forward by her 
friend (a core member from the church) when she was not feeling well. Hanneke 
felt uncomfortable being pressured and decided not to respond to the invitation. 
However, afterward she was troubled by the question of whether she had 
missed a divine encounter and opportunity to feel the healing touch of God. 
While she instantly doubted the idea that God would be confined to a particular 
time and place, her response reflects the ambiguous Pentecostal understanding 
of the relation between a particular place or moment and the presence and 
power of God.  
 The relation between movement and the Holy Spirit’s power was even 
further demonstrated during the few times most people of the congregation 
came forward during altar calls. The congregation was admonished to make a 
new commitment of faith, which was presented as an important condition for 
allowing God to do the great things He intended to do through the church. 
Thereafter, these altar calls were evaluated as instances of the mighty presence 
of God. Again, the observable bodily response of the audience, through leaving 
their seats and entering the ‘inbetween space’ (i.e. between the platform and 
designated space of the audience) was interpreted as an important indicator of 
the nearness and presence of God. By contrast, no response at the time of the 
altar call contributed to a sense of uncertainty with regard to the pastor and the 
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spiritual state of the congregation, as the Holy Spirit might be hindered from 
moving in a powerful way.  
 Still, among those implicit rules, the number of people who participate by 
responding to the altar call is not inherently indicative of the presence of God. 
Within the congregation, it is common knowledge that some members always 
seem to be in distress and in need of prayer. ‘Some people are just in need of a 
lot of attention’, I was told several times. A more frequent response among new 
converts is well accepted and understood, though for long-time visitors or 
members, different mores are applied. From the perspective of spiritual growth, 
one is expected to deal with one’s problems personally and more privately. An 
exception is however made for instances of serious illness and life threatening 
circumstances.  
 What is observed as a personal response and voluntary act of the individual 
believer is more complex than it seems. Next to the sincere motives to respond 
to an inner prompting by accepting the invitation for prayer in front of the 
congregation, the person - at the same time - considers his or her public 
reputation within the community. Not making use of the opportunity of being 
prayed for suggests an attitude of not being open to being touched by God, 
which might exhibit a sense of religious pride. Yet by responding every week, one 
runs the risk of being criticized for responding for the wrong reasons.  
 Next to movement, I was struck by the importance of sound and noise as 
spatial features. In contrast to most other churches, the absence of silence 
during a Pentecostal service cannot go unnoticed. The continuous presence of 
sound, foremost observed in the importance of music but also in words (both 
will be extensively discussed in the next two chapters), is significant. In between 
songs and prayers, as well as during the sermon, the Pentecostal space is filled 
with the uttering of sacred expletives, such as ‘Jesus’, hallelujah’ and ‘yes Lord’. 
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At times, the importance of sound - such as shouting - was explicitly mentioned 
at one of the services,123 as the following incident reveals:  
 
During the time of praise and worship, the worship leader, Bob, stopped the 
music abruptly since the congregation did not perform the song in the right 
way. While the words of the lyrics expressed: ‘I will shout unto you O Lord’124, 
and the congregation did shout ‘Whoa!’ in between the phrases, Bob was not 
satisfied. More enthusiasm but moreover more noise was expected as the 
right way to perform the song. The band started to play again, and the 
congregation performed the song with loudness and full engagement.  
 
In that same service, an unusual and only one time observed event took place. 
Bob, who also conducted the sermon and spoke about the meaning of worship, 
showed the congregation a shofar, an ancient Jewish musical instrument made 
from the horn of a ram. He said: 
 
For a period of six months I carry this close to my heart that I blow on the 
shofar, just like the situation at Jericho. I asked the Lord when [it would 
happen] and He told me that I should do this during a break in the sermon. I 
believe that the Lord will give a breakthrough. Let us stand and shout. When I 
blow the horn, let us call upon Him. 
 
As Bob blew the horn, the congregation produced an enormous sound. People 
clapped, shouted hallelujah’s, called upon the name of Jesus, and proclaimed 
victory with their arms high in the air.  
 This incident exhibits a particular understanding of noise, namely that a 
degree of loudness causes certain effects. Bob mentioned that the auditory 
                                                      
123 September 10, 2006. 
124 In Dutch: Ik wil juichen voor U mijn Heer (whoo) met blijdschap in mijn hart 
(Opwekking 589, Elisa Krijgsman ©Reli Music Productions 2002). 
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performance would tear down the walls of people’s hearts. He added that this 
form of worship is a vehicle for being anointed by God; through worship, the 
barriers between God and humans would be removed and the encounter with 
God would be enhanced. Like movement, the auditory presence of sound itself 
operates as a vehicle to enhance the presence and power of God. Or to put it 
differently, through sound, and in particular praise, the worship space is opened 
up, which results in a direct connection with divine space. This is found in 
expressions like the ‘opening up of the heavens’ and often mentioned in worship 
songs as the desire that ‘the glory of God would fill the house’ or ‘open the 
floodgates of heaven’. At the same time, sound in itself operates as an index of 
the presence of God. This points to the importance of sound and noise in 
worship with regard to the element of space. In contrast, quiet moments are 
hardly observed in worship: even at moments of introspective prayer - most 
likely during the altar call - the band plays softly in the background. When I 
discussed the observed absence of silence with Bob, he confirmed this by saying 
that, for him, silence is not equivalent to the absence of sound - but rather to the 
quiet background music.  
 Therefore a strong emphasis on sound as an index of the presence of God has 
consequences in terms of understanding silence. In short, silence results at least 
some degree of uneasiness. This is not to say that silence is necessarily 
understood as the absence of God, but in this context, silence is perceived as an 
empty space susceptible to the presence of evil forces.125 As long as the worship 
space is filled with utterances of praise, powerful words and scriptural language, 
counter forces will be hindered from manipulating or disturbing the presence 
and power of God.  
                                                      
125 Within Pentecostalism different meanings of silence are present. For 
instance in the Vineyard movement silence is associated with waiting for God 
(Versteeg 2001). I suggest that the strong emphasis on spiritual warfare is related 
to the uneasiness with regard to silence in the powerhouse church. 
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 From what has been discussed so far, the use of sound and the sight of 
moving bodies seem to be primary ways through which the transformation of 
mundane space into a sacred place occurs. Sound contributes to a greater sense 
of the actuality of the moment, existing only in the present and therefore 
temporal in nature (Ong in Walhout 1994:441). In turn, sound is the outcome of 
a collective endeavor, which reflects a collectiveness but at the same time 
creates a lived reality of collectivity that goes beyond the everyday experiences 
of individual members (Csordas 1997:110). Sound, together with movement, 
creates a dynamic ‘event’ which cannot be fixed in time or repeated. Therefore 
movement and sound are powerful ways to enhance a sense of acute awareness 
and immediate experience. With regard to the visual, which is addressed 
through the importance of the iconic presence of other worshipers, the aspect of 
movement is perhaps most significant. These moving images invoke a sense of 
having a real, immediate and divine encounter and religious experience.  
 Nevertheless, visual representations are also encountered and mediated in 
different ways. The Pentecostal spiritual gift of prophecy - understood as 
receiving the ‘Word of God’ - was often expressed through the description of 
mental imprints or pictures in the minds of believers. Again, the body as locus of 
divine mediation is put forward.  
 
Pentecostal visual rhetoric 
In an average Sunday service, prophetic images are occasionally expressed at the 
end of praise and worship, during which time congregants have the opportunity 
to express - in front of the congregation - what they experience as a ‘word’ or 
‘visual impression’ from God. In spite of the emphasis on the spontaneous, the 
pastor monitors these impressions as one has to speak to him first and ask 
permission before one can address the congregation. In practice, permission is 
usually given to congregants without hesitation.  
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 While the pastor has a mode of regulating spontaneous, divine expressions, 
visiting pastors are a different case. This became very clear during the visit of 
Prophet Ken from Canada. His prophetic performance reveals how the perceived 
invisible spatial world is represented through the evocation of images, as the 
following case illustrates. 
 Prophet Ken had befriended the powerhouse church over five years ago. 
During his first visit, he gave several prophetic messages that were recognized as 
genuine and as the Word of God at the time. He was ‘acknowledged’ as an 
adviser but moreover as a prophet of the powerhouse church. While Ken is the 
pastor of a rather small local church in Canada, he is simultaneously recognized 
by the powerhouse church as being part of a loosely organized, transnational 
network of prophets and apostles who associate themselves with the ‘Apostolic 
Reformation Movement’.126 Since Ken’s last visit - which was more than two 
years ago - several changes in leadership have taken place in the powerhouse 
church.  
 One Sunday morning, Ken was scheduled to preach though canceled at the 
last moment, saying that he did not feel led by the Spirit to do so. One of his 
team members stepped in to preach instead. The congregation was clearly 
disappointed, though the following Monday night Ken was scheduled to preach 
at the ‘prophetic night’ that was organized in occasion of his visit. The 
congregation had high expectations, as the visit of a prophet is a rare occasion 
though also because he had not preached on Sunday. Ken had brought along a 
native Canadian worship band who led the church in an extensive time of 
worship for about an hour. The congregation easily adapted to the different 
musical style, with extensive use of drums and monotone rhythms (which I as an 
                                                      
126 Ken’s connection with the Apostolic Reformation Movement was assumed 
on his performance and relational network. For instance, on the Internet, his 
name was mentioned in relation to Todd Bentley of the so-called ‘Lakeland 
Revival’. As far as I could investigate, the organizational form and actual 
associated members of the Apostolic Reformation Movement remain very 
unclear. 
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anthropologist associated with the evocation of trance experiences). During the 
sermon, Ken emphasized the importance of the prophetic in the ‘end time’ 
church and what he called ‘revelation knowledge’. He gave several examples of 
this kind of knowledge, mentioning various manifestations of the Spirit as 
observed while visiting other churches, both abroad and in the Netherlands.  
 
I was in the church in Amsterdam and I saw a very large snake, its body was 
all the way down the aisle to the back of the church. He was happy since his 
tail was going up and down. I told the pastor what I saw and she [the snake] 
became scared. After that night, the church split in two, the Lord warned 
them [the congregants] that something was wrong. I have seen that snake 
many times in churches. In Vancouver I saw the snake around the building. I 
told the pastor what I saw in the spirit. The pastor confirmed that something 
was going on in the church. 
 
At the end of the sermon Prophet Ken discussed the church directly:  
 
God wants to break the Jezebel spirit in this church, God is going to rearrange 
the leadership in the church. The snake in this church is slowly being 
defeated. God is breaking the spirit that causes sickness, this must be a place 
where the spirit can move freely. God calls for a forty days fasting and prayer, 
then the leadership will hear from the realm of the Spirit. God is about to do 
something powerful in this church.  
 
At the end of his sermon, Ken called the leaders of the church forward and laid 
his hands on pastor Hans. He prayed for Hans with a loud voice and proclaimed 
that Hans received a new authority as a leader and shouted: 
 
The victory is yours, the power of the spirit of Jezebel is broken, and we 
release the power of the (Holy) Spirit over you.  
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During this time the band started to play and the noise of the drums increased 
while the rhythm grew faster. Pastor Hans’ knees were bending and his body 
bent forward. Ken blew over his head and yelled at him:  
 
 The Spirit of the Sovereign Lord is upon you, receive a fresh anointing! 
 
Suddenly Prophet Ken shouted that he saw the Lion of Judah rise in the spirit, for 
the first time in five years. The audience clapped their hands and shouted with 
joy. Ken continued with the words: 
 
At this moment, God heals the hearts of the people who have left the church. 
God will bring those people back! The Lion rises and shakes his mane and 
roars over the country. At this moment, new leaders are released, bold and 
not afraid of the powers. There is a new sound in this church. Something has 
changed in the spirit. This church was started with a call to the nation. That 
has been taken away. Only repentance will bring this back. 
 
In this instance, an intensification of the earlier argued iconic representation of 
believers was observable. Hence, the prophet became a ‘living icon’ (De Witte 
2005:323) in a double sense: he not only embodied the presence of God but also 
mediated the power of the Holy Spirit by displaying the spirit of discernment, 
diagnosing and seeing things in the invisible realm. He was not only capable of a 
form of sight in the spiritual world but also operated as a ‘spiritual warrior’ who 
fought against the powers of darkness, conquering them and restoring the 
spiritual state and calling of the church.  
 The prophetical imagery detailed above reveals a transformative narrative 
structure in Ken's preaching. The emphasis on change is intrinsically present as, 
in this case, the church itself was perceived as being at the center of a social 
drama to change Dutch society. The diminishing role of the church as a revival 
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center was diagnosed through the presence of evil in the form of an evil spirit, 
identified as the spirit of Jezebel, and in the materialized form of evil in the 
presence of a snake in the midst of the congregation. The image of a snake had a 
strong emotional appeal of fear and the threat of death, and portrayed evil in a 
grotesque and dramatic way. This made me wonder about the reception of these 
images. How do believers understand such images? And is such a representation 
of images accepted as being genuine and authentic? 
 From an outsider's perspective, the image of the snake suggests mere 
metaphor, indicating the infected spiritual state of the church. The former crisis 
among the leadership in the church seems to be symbolically played out as an 
infiltration of demonic powers within the church. And through the performance 
of the prophet, the spiritual state of the church is renewed and healed. However, 
as Poewe put forward with regard to Pentecostal imagery, ‘while the academia 
seems preoccupied with text and genre, and the rarefied world of the metaphor, 
many at grass roots level have returned to experience, ‘life’ and a language 
empowered by metonyms’ (1989:375). The intensity of the congregation's 
engagement during the performance of the prophet suggests a sense of mere 
reality. The chasing of the snake was only made possible through communal 
action, as most of those present clapped their hands, shouted aloud and spoke 
in tongues, producing an intense cacophony of sound. The transformation from 
image to the Lion of Judah, supplemented with the roar of the lion, was received 
with even more enthusiasm and resulted in a celebratory atmosphere. Through 
intense collective participation, the roar of the lion seemed to blend with the 
noise of the congregation.  
 Afterwards, a number of people expressed to each other how wonderful the 
night had been and what a great man of God the prophet was. But not everyone 
shared these feelings. When I asked around about the meaning of the spirit of 
Jezebel (which was new to me) I noticed that most of the people in the audience 
were quite familiar with this form of rhetoric imagery. I was told that the spirit of 
Jezebel stands for deceit, witchcraft and pride, and is most often diagnosed as a 
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religious spirit affecting the church.127 From the response I received, it was clear 
that what I had experienced that night was, for most of the attendees, nothing 
new.  
 When I talked to Pastor Hans later that week, he expressed his discomfort 
with Ken’s performance and the fact that names of former leaders were 
mentioned. Hans knew that the prophet had been informed about some issues 
of the past beforehand. Ken’s prophetic insight that another act of reconciliation 
with former leaders was needed was not shared by Pastor Hans, as this had 
already extensively had been taken place. A few days later, Hans sent an email to 
Ken with questions about the performance, though he received a vague answer 
in response. Ken mentioned the Biblical story of Naaman and the prophet Elisha, 
where it says that one should not ask a prophet why he said nor did certain 
things.128 According to Ken, he just did what God told him to do. The following 
Sunday, Pastor Hans told the congregation that the leadership of the church 
takes prophesy seriously but that prophesies always have to be screened by the 
leaders of the church. With reference to the Apostle Paul, who writes that ‘our 
prophesying is imperfect’, Ken’s prophetic performance was clearly questioned 
by the church. Moreover, it was revealed that Ken had ignored earlier requests 
of the church leaders to discuss directive prophesies with them before the 
performance; his neglect was perceived as a token of disrespect by church 
leaders. 
 Several conclusions can be drawn from the prophet's visit. First, the use of 
space during this event clearly reflected the regular worship pattern. Because of 
the diagnosis of the presence of evil within the church community, the pastor 
himself had to go through a type of conversion ritual - not in the sense that he 
                                                      
127 The Jezebel spirit and the Lion of Judah are often mentioned in the rhetoric 
of the Apostolic Prophetic Movement. This Jezebel spirit is primarily understood 
as a counterforce against the prophetic spirit and is based on an interpretation of 
the Bible verse in Revelation 2:20. The image of the Lion of Judah is found in 
Revelation 5:5. 
128 The story of Naaman is found in II Kings 5:1-19. 
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had sinned himself, but in order to restore the condition of the church. Pastor 
Hans thus had to come forward and intensely prayed for to put things right. The 
usual role of the pastor was reversed, as he had to submit to the prophet. The 
prophet was essentially in charge as the spiritual leader, and the pastor was the 
one in need of the power and presence of God. It is important to note here that 
the dialectic between platform and audience is not confined to fixed roles, as 
this incident shows. While it is usually the pastor who prays and ministers to his 
congregants, in this case, it was the prophet who ministered to the pastor. The 
switching of roles is made possible by an implicit understanding of the hierarchy 
in spiritual leadership positions. In spite of the Pentecostal theological conviction 
that the power and fullness of the Spirit is accessible for all believers, leadership 
positions are in practice often surrounded by notions of extra spiritual power 
and anointing of the Holy Spirit.  
 Second, the limitations of the use of images in a Pentecostal setting are 
illustrated by the prophet's performance. The fact that this imagery was, for 
most of the attendees, ‘nothing new’ clearly points to processes of routinization 
of certain practices. It is precisely the longing for something new and the desire 
for something ‘fresh from the Spirit’ that is challenged here. In terms of 
enhancing certain effects and mobilizing accompanied moods and motivations 
(Geertz 1966), the visual rhetoric Pentecostal discourse is not unlimited; this 
extends to unforeseen boundaries in experiencing ‘the real’ or even 
promulgating a metonymic understanding of images as part and parcel of the 
same domain of reality. The accepted and legitimized stock of images is primarily 
confined to a Pentecostal interpretation of biblical images. But due to the 
ongoing desire for new expressions of the Spirit, the Pentecostal hermeneutic 
practices display a very creative and associative means of canonizing new visual 
rhetoric.129  
                                                      
129 For example, during a conference organized by the Dutch Apostolic 
Reformation ministry (04-09-2008), which was held in the powerhouse church, 
an American Pentecostal preacher explained the appearance of gold dust in his 
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 The problem of routinization with regard to prophetic images was 
encountered when I attended a national conference for Pentecostal pastors with 
Pastor Hans. After the time of praise and worship, several renowned pastors 
came forward to utter prophetic messages. When one pastor mentioned that he 
saw ‘in the spirit’ a large dark cloud above the Netherlands, Pastor Hans 
whispered to me: ‘you’ll always hear these prophecies, they are the same every 
year’.  
 The filling of Pentecostal space with visual imagery through the gift of 
prophecy is therefore a delicate matter for those who execute this spiritual gift. 
The acceptance of the authority and authenticity of messages from God, 
displayed in the form of visual representations, depends on a creative interplay 
between accepted biblical and common Pentecostal imagery and the particular 
context and situation. The Pentecostal inclination to understand images 
metonymically puts the prophet at risk. As a specific message recognized as the 
‘right word at the right time’ will enhance the reputation of the prophet, the 
opposite is also true. Since Prophet Ken’s directive message was not accepted, 
his (informal) role as prophetic adviser to the church was terminated following 
this visit. On the other hand, as the example of the conference shows, through 
the use of more general images open to multiple interpretations, prophets run 
the risk of being labeled predictable and not authentic when ‘nothing new’ is put 
forward. In practice, a prophet has to be a religious virtuoso, juggling various 
different visual images, creatively taking into account the repertoire of biblical 
images (often mentioned are biblical images of the Holy Spirit as fire, oil, water, 
in relation to processes of cleansing and purification) and, at the same time, 
being aware of the audience being addressed.  
 The attitude of the believers also shows a form of playfulness. During the 
prophetic night, most of the attendees fully participated in the event and 
spiritual encounter; however, afterward the seriousness of the event was 
                                                                                                                           
Bible as a sign of the glory of God. He related the gold dust to the movement of 
the angels walking up and down the streets of gold in heaven (Klaver 2008). 
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relativized and even criticized. Thus a purely metonymical understanding of 
Pentecostal uses of images and symbolic forms, as argued by Poewe (1989), is 
too one-sided. Believers easily cross the boundaries between ‘real’ and ‘mere 
representation’ and show a form of playfulness in worship; this game is taken 
seriously, though players move easily in and out of different spheres and spaces 
of what is understood as reality (Droogers 1999).  
 
 Sacred Space and Pentecostal bodies  
The transformation of the powerhouse worship hall into a sacred space thus 
depends primarily on the mobilization of the congregants’ bodies. The 
arrangement of the worship space facilitates and enhances the movement of the 
worshipers while the available technology, such as musical instruments but 
especially the sound equipment, amplifies the production of sound. The creation 
of sacred space does not solely depend on the availability of certain material 
conditions; rather, it is based on movements, sounds and images generated by 
physical bodies filled with the Spirit of God. The Pentecostal emphasis on the 
'inner space' of believers, which is targeted for transformation and being filled 
with the Holy Spirit, provides insight into how outer space is approached. 
However, the physical gathering of Pentecostal believers does not imply that the 
inner dwelling of the Holy Spirit is self-evidently manifested in worship space. 
Pentecostal worship practices reveal that expressive, observable and enthusiastic 
behavior must be both stimulated and worked upon, as this is an important 
index for the active presence of God. Paradoxically, what appears to be 
spontaneous expression is regulated by a doctrine and planned practice of 
experience, thus rendering certain outward expressions social norms while 
facilitating the inward transformation of believers.  
 In turn, during the altar call, the order of liturgy offers an outwardly visible 
means of conversions, thus underlining the importance of the individual, 
participatory and moving body. But what appears to be an individual and 
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personal religious response is also socially mediated. The dialectic relationship 
between platform and audience, materialized in the ‘inbetween space’ in front 
of the platform, reflects the social and spiritual hierarchy between leaders and 
followers. While from a Pentecostal understanding the presence of God cannot 
be fixed to a certain place, it can be powerfully attached to and be passed on 
through the physical bodies of spiritual leaders. As a bodily practice, the altar call 
is utmost a mobile and reproducible spatial practice.  
 
 
Discussion: conversion of space  
 
The architectural design and use of worship space in the two church buildings 
provide important insight into the semiotic domains at play, which dictate 
implicit narratives of how and where one is to experience God. Characteristic of 
evangelical church buildings is multifunctional design of the spaces and lack (or 
minimal presence) of visible Christian symbols and ritualistic elements, such as 
the communion table or baptism font. These ‘empty’ spaces display the visual 
embodiment of what Taylor (1989) describes as the turn to the subject, which in 
turn supports the migration of the sacred to the inner self and body. It is because 
of the lack of material expressions that the building is a mere mundane space 
that has to be worked upon and, through active human endeavors, transformed 
into an environment in which believers can potentially experience encounters 
with the sacred. 
 This raises the question of how boundaries between the ordinary and the 
extraordinary can be crossed, and what kinds of mediating practices are 
rendered to transform ordinary places into sacred spaces. In this respect, Hughes 
(2003:257) speaks of ‘edge or limit experiences’ (cf. Turner on the margin and 
the liminal [1969]) that, while different from everyday experiences, ‘represent 
the powerful intensification of otherwise thoroughly recognizable phenomena’. 
According to Hughes, ‘such experiences yield to what are perceptible religious 
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effects as awe, horror, wonder or ecstasy’ and ‘reveal a quality of vulnerability, 
an exposure to depth and possibilities which is or are occluded in that 
ordinariness’ (Hughes 2003:264).130 In the historic, mainstream church buildings 
this sense of awe and wonder is most obviously observed and experienced in the 
size of the building, the height of the ceilings and interior - that visually and 
materially separates religious space from that of the mundane. While in 
traditional church buildings the transcendence of God is implied, the mundane 
character of evangelical churches buildings stresses the immanent presence of 
God. 
 In spite of their relative emptiness, the worship spaces of both churches are 
filled with extensive technical supplies, such as semi-professional sound and 
lighting equipment, and exhibit a wide range of contemporary musical 
instruments. The material arrangement of the stage visible underscores the 
importance of contemporary music as a necessary and integral mediating 
practice. This indicates a shift away from a Protestant prioritization of the Word 
of God as sole mediating practice.131 The representation of musical instruments 
on stage and the advanced technological appliances demonstrate the important 
role of the material in generating subjective religious experiences through the 
fostering contemporary aesthetic styles. 
                                                      
130 While Hughes’ theological viewpoint implies a sacramental understanding of 
the world, this is done so in a critical way. He stresses the need to address the 
actuality and power of disenchantment embedded in the everyday experiences 
of modern and late modern worshipers, as the affirmation of ordinariness as the 
realm of God’s manifestation is often accepted uncritically. A ’theology of the 
intensification of ordinariness holds that ordinariness is capable of disclosing the 
divine, but not, as it were, in and of itself, not naturally, not by wishing it so, but 
through deliberate strategies of ritualization, elaboration and 
intensification´(Hughes 2003:298 n. 144). 
131 Although music and singing have been integral aspects of worship 
throughout the history of Protestantism, the use of musical instruments has 
been and still is, among some Protestant groups and churches, a matter of 
dispute. New however is the emphasis on music and singing as an additional 
mediating practice to experience the divine. 
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 In the theater church, the use of theatrical techniques and the high quality of 
the performance draw visitors into different worlds of imagination, thus 
rendering a perspective beyond their own everyday lives and subjective 
experience. Through the use of aesthetics, an affective, ‘feel good’ atmosphere is 
consciously being created that addresses and intensifies the audience’s 
emotions. While the attendees go through the worship experience collectively, 
particular techniques stress the individual experience of the worshiper; as each 
attendee has a different emotional boundary, the spiritual experiences among 
congregants varies substantially. As a consequence, the attendees often talk 
about being touched by God though in the absence of physical contact. The 
presence of the sacred is primarily signified in the intensity of inner emotions, 
revealing an inner boundary of intimacy and vulnerability. Noteworthy, the 
evangelical call for conversion is no longer expressed in a public confession or 
decision, but is rather internalized as a personal, private and inner response 
during the moment of silence at the end of the sermon. The notion of personal 
choice is upheld, though out of respect for one’s privacy - and as a consequence 
of creating a non-confrontational church atmosphere - a public expression seems 
not to be essential.132  
 In the context of the powerhouse church, the transformation of mundane 
space into sacred space depends on the distinct bodily behavior of the 
worshipers. Access to the sacred is primarily mediated through the physical 
presence of other worshipers and signified by the distinctive, active and 
expressive participation of the body. As the believers are to be filled with the 
Holy Spirit, the sacred inhabits the body specifically. At the same time, the 
interior space of the believers is connected and has access to divine space. The 
Pentecostal understanding of bodily inner space resonates therefore with the 
use of physical outer space in Pentecostal practices. The individual and/or 
collective Pentecostal body operates as an icon of the presence of God through 
                                                      
132 However, the public expression and confession of faith is regarded essential 
during the ritual of baptism, cf. chapter 9. 
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expressive movement, the production of sound and visual imaginary. Not 
coincidentally, these three aspects are linked to the Pentecostal roots found in 
Act 2, where the Spirit is observed as wind, sound and visual representation in 
the form of tongues of fire. In this context, the experience of the ‘limit’ is 
fostered by the public expression of the physical body, as conversion is embodied 
in the altar call as a public ritual. This demonstrates the importance of a personal 
decision expressed in the mobilization of the body. While inner conviction, 
emotions and acts of will are recognized as being involved as well, as a social 
event, conversion entails the migration of the body towards the front of the 
church, where it is then positioned in the dialectic space between the stage and 
the congregation. Here the convert meets the pastor or pastoral representative, 
who prays together with the convert and guides the person through a conversion 
prayer. The space in front of the stage is not perceived as sacred or ‘holy ground’ 
simply by virtue of its location; rather, this space becomes sacred by means of 
the presence of the congregants, whose bodies serve as icons of the Holy Spirit's 
power. Therefore the material design of the worship space and accompanying 
technical appliances are there to support the expressive body rather than serving 
as necessary conditions for the transformation of mundane space into sacred 
space. As a consequence, the use of Pentecostal space has a profound mobile 
and transportable character.  
 
 
To conclude  
 
In this chapter, I discussed the features of evangelical worship space as distinct 
semiotic domains of meaning and depicted how the experience and the 
presence of the divine is enhanced through unique forms of mediating practices. 
In contrast to mainline church buildings, the perceived empty and adorned 
character of evangelical worship spaces negotiates a new compatibility between 
divine and human realities (Kilde 2002).  
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 In analyzing space in both churches, I address the problematic issue of the 
immediacy of religious encounters between the believer and the divine. The 
material design and the use of worship space reveal implicit narratives of how 
one is to experience God. Striking in both contexts is the observed relation 
between the physical, outer worship space and the inner space of the body. In 
fact, this reflects an understanding of the self as having a permeable boundary 
between outer and inner space, rather than being buffered self (Taylor 2007:38-
40). It also reveals an emphasis on the inner space of the body as the location of 
personal encounters with the sacred. Still, the comparison of the two churches 
reveals remarkable differences in the ways in which the body is addressed and 
embedded within a larger framework of meaning.  
 The theater church attempts to negotiate between religious and secular life 
through its use of material culture, balancing between the desire for 
entertainment and the desire for participation of the audience. Noteworthy is 
the open attitude to willingly integrate elements of surrounding popular culture 
into the worship service as means of supporting and communicating an overall 
message. This reveals, on the one hand, a conscious orientation towards the 
world of newcomers and willingness to implement contemporary aesthetic 
forms. On the other hand, it also demonstrates a positive and affirmative 
understanding of the ‘world’ as God’s creation that is still in reach of the 
presence of His Spirit.133 With regard to the conceptualization of conversion, this 
outlook on the world has profound consequences for ways in which potential 
converts are approached, particularly with regard to how the church perceives of 
their past. As will be demonstrated in more detail in the following chapters, the 
                                                      
133 Implicitly the theater church departs from a theological position that affirms 
God’s goodness of creation and the world and brings in a sacramental 
understanding of the world. 
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affirmation of the presence of God in the world renders an emphasis on 
continuity rather than discontinuity in one’s journey of faith.134 
 In contrast, the powerhouse church exhibits a rather pessimistic view on the 
world, which is reflected in the ways the church building is perceived to be under 
the threat of evil forces. The analogous relationship between the physical 
worship space and the bodies of the believers is striking. Both are viewed to be 
engaged in a cosmic battle between good and evil, and are continuously in need 
of protection which can only be safeguarded by being filled with the power of 
the Holy Spirit. This awareness contributes to the establishment of clear 
boundaries between the ‘world out there' and the internal community of 
believers.135 It also renders an understanding of the symmetry between good 
and evil. In this respect, boundaries enforce an emphasis on discontinuity in the 
powerhouse church's understanding of conversion. Sacred space is foremost 
located in the Pentecostal body, which serves as an icon of the presence of God 
and as a medium of the power of the Holy Spirit. As a consequence, the stress 
                                                      
134 This view on the world resonates with the earlier observed open attitude 
towards other churches in the larger Christian tradition. 
135 This imaginary is also important in order to understand the participation of 
the church in Pentecostal/charismatic transnational networks of related 
ministries and leaders. These networks are primarily based on personal relations, 
with those who are recognized as embodying a certain kind of divine presence 
(as displayed through the extraordinary - such as spiritual gifts of prophecy or 
healing) often initiating mass conversions. The modes of bonding within these 
networks depend on the recognized religious authority, an identification that 
continuously needs to be reaffirmed. As the visit of the prophet showed, some 
performances by such leaders lead to the questioning or doubt of the embodied 
presence of God (in emic terms, understood in terms of ‘anointing’). Thus the 
relationship can be at risk and easily be broken. Striking is that, in terms of 
accountability, this critical evaluation is only made after the performance. The 
receptivity and expectancy of the extraordinary in the here and now and the 
locus of the divine space - designated to the Pentecostal body - contribute to the 
practice of correction. Although church leaders might denounce the 
performance of a preacher afterward, the question is what effect thus has on 
those who were present at the service. Because of the power of memories and 
bodily sensations, one cannot easily go back to the situation before participation 
in a event or service. 
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put on the expressive body - as locus of the divine presence and power of God - 
leaves little room for other forms of mediation.136 
 Finally, the discussed domains of worship space demonstrate the importance 
of material objects in providing the necessary conditions for aesthetic mediation 
through worship music. In the following chapter, the profound importance of 
music and singing in facilitating the experience of the sacred for newcomers will 
be discussed.  
 
 
 
 
                                                      
136 The powerhouse church discourse leaves little room for the presence of the 
Spirit in the outer world (e.g. everyday experience). The rhetoric of spiritual 
warfare also seems to overshadow this possibility. 
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Rhythmic entertainment 
 comes before conceptual thought. 
Music comes before language. 
(Warner 2008:185) 
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CHAPTER 6 WORSHIP MUSIC AS EMBODIED NARRATIVES  
 
 
Introduction: music as lived experience  
 
Music and singing turned out to be important themes in the narratives of 
newcomers, both in the powerhouse and theater church. When converts spoke 
about intense religious experiences, they often recalled the time of praise and 
worship during the service. Since most of the new visitors and recent converts 
had former experiences in mainline churches, the difference in musical styles 
and repertoire was a recurrent topic people made note of during interviews and 
after church services. In this regard, the contrast with mainline churches is 
obvious: not only is the organ replaced by a full band, the performative style and 
repertoire of songs exhibit a rupture with former church traditions. For those 
with no church background, the contemporary style and performance of the 
music often came as a total surprise, contrasting sharply with their preconceived 
ideas about church services and Christianity in general.  
 However, people not only spoke about music - they also readily integrated it 
into their everyday lives. Often when I entered the homes of interviewees, I 
could hear worship music coming from their living room; in their cars, people 
would sometimes turn on the latest worship CD and sing along while driving. 
And often before and after church meetings, worship music was heard 
throughout the various buildings on the premises. 
 The observed presence of music and ways in which music was brought up in 
the narratives of new believers indicated to me that music and singing comprise 
important media for experiencing the divine. This raises the general question of 
how experiences of music and singing, due to their sensational appeal, invoke 
the presence of God and can be persuasive in the establishment of a connection 
between a potential convert and God. However, in order to bring this inquiry 
back to the overall question of this thesis, in this chapter, I will address the 
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following sub-question: what kind of narratives of conversion are offered and 
embodied through music and singing as aesthetic forms in the two evangelical 
churches? 
 In order to answer this question, I will compare the contextual arrangement 
of music and singing in the theater church with that of the powerhouse church. 
Both churches offer, in terms of their worship practices, aesthetic forms and 
discourses that provide worshipers with access to distinct semiotic domains of 
meaning that enable visitors to both situate themselves within narratives and 
embody them at the same time. I will start off with a brief overview of the 
historic shift in the use and understanding of evangelical music and the eventual 
rise of worship music in evangelical practices. Next a theoretical discussion on 
music as aesthetic form will detail the distinct features of my approach to music 
and singing in each church. From there, ethnographic accounts of music and 
singing in the theater church and the powerhouse church are presented, 
followed by a comparison of various aesthetic domains regarding conversion. I 
will demonstrate how each church creates a musical world of its own, with a 
different configuration of words, music and performance. As such, different 
narratives are evoked through music and singing, reflecting each church’s 
relation to the Christian tradition, the world and potential converts. 
Furthermore, I will show that the ways in which newcomers respond and relate 
to music, words and singing depends on their religious and musical socialization. 
I will close this chapter with a discussion of the importance of aesthetics as one 
of the main modes of bonding in the evangelical community at large.  
 
 
From revival songs to praise and worship  
 
Monique (43 years old), raised in the Reformed Churches  in the Netherlands 
(Liberated): 
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I’ve always loved singing. On Sunday nights we would visit the nearby nursing 
home where they would sing the Johannes de Heer137 songs. I loved it. At my 
Reformed primary school we had to learn Psalms every week. And you had to 
sing the Psalm in front of the class. When it was my turn, I often missed the 
first line and then I got all confused. You know, it was just a matter of 
language, I could not memorize these words, it was not my language, not the 
language you speak every day, so I could not remember the words. But the 
Johannes de Heer songs, I do remember them so well (Monique starts 
singing): Ik wil zingen van mijn Heiland138 (I will sing of my Redeemer) 
 
Music and in particular revival songs have been an intrinsic part of the 
evangelical movement. Over the centuries, different revivalist movements, such 
as the Methodist tradition of John Wesley, the Salvation Army of William Booth 
and the Pentecostal movement, have brought about a new repertoire of hymns 
and revival songs.  
 In the Dutch context, the hymnal of Johannes de Heer, published in 1905, has 
been of great importance in terms of spreading evangelical repertoire. This 
hymnal, comprised of well known Psalms and hymns, includes an extensive 
number of translated English revival songs, such as those composed by Sankey139 
and from the Salvation Army repertoire. Initially this hymnal was used in 
evangelistic tent meetings and conferences, though over time it became the 
main hymnal used in free evangelical and Pentecostal churches.140  
                                                      
137 Johannes de Heer was inspired by an English hymnal called, Victory Songs. 
The first print of the Joh. de Heer hymnal (1905) comprised 675 songs; over 50 
songs by Sankey and 50 Salvation Army songs (Elsman 1995:38).  
138 From the hymnal of Johannes de Heer 657, ©Joh. de Heer & Zn. Dutch 
version of: ‘I will sing of my Redeemer’, written by Philip P. Bliss, 1838-1876, 
music by James McGranahan, 1840-1907. 
139 I.D. Sankey was the musical companion of the American revival preacher, 
D.L. Moody. 
140 Through their contact with the Assemblies of God and the International 
Church of the Four Square Gospel in the United States, Pentecostal churches also 
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 The introduction of new media became an important factor in spreading the 
popularity of these songs. From 1924 until World War II in 1940, the hymnal 
became well known through radio broadcasts of Johannes de Heer himself 
(Elsman 1995:74), who accompanied his evangelistic messages with his own 
songs. With the invention of the gramophone, these songs also became available 
through vinyl records. These were used in extra-liturgical settings, such as youth 
associations and camp meetings, and widely popular among lay Protestants,141 
who often sung in the private sphere of their own homes. The pietistic inspired 
‘Jesus-centered’ songs emphasized the redeeming power of the cross, affirmed 
the personal presence of Jesus and expressed a more affective spirituality. These 
types of songs point to the mystical and experiential supplementary function of 
music, and complement the liturgical psalms which mostly spoke about acts of 
God in the world (Smilde 1989; Veenhof 1992). Although the impact of these 
songs remains a matter of discussion,142 through the hymnal of Johannes de 
Heer, evangelical sentiments were made accessible and distributed among a 
large audience.143 
  In spite of the wide acceptance and popularity of these songs, only one 
Johannes de Heer piece was added to the psalm and hymnal book of the Dutch 
Reformed Church in 1938144 (Elsman 1995:141). Apparently, the different 
                                                                                                                           
used a second hymnal called 'Glorieklokken' with a large number of translated 
Pentecostal songs (Van der Laan and Van der Laan 2007:82). 
141 Print publications of the songs exceeded one million, and the most recent, 
28th edition was published in 1991 (Elsman 1995:140). 
142 The Dutch hymnologist Smelik (1997) disagrees with Veenhof and Smilde 
and concludes (in his dissertation) that there is no proof of the supplementary 
function of the Johannes de Heer songs. Smelik’s critical assessment of the 
‘Opwekking’ lyrics (2006) reflects the position of professional trained church 
musicians who (in my view) tend to underestimate the importance of popular 
music and language. 
143 Little research on the history of Dutch Protestantism has addressed the topic 
of evangelical and pietistic songs outside the official church order. 
144 The new hymnal, Liedboek voor de kerken (1973), which replaced the 
former two separate hymnals of the Dutch Reformed Church and the Reformed 
Churches in the Netherlands, does not contain a Johannes de Heer song. 
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Protestant churches145 were able to uphold their liturgical traditions and church 
orders free from evangelical lay influences, as these songs were not integrated 
into the hymnal repertoire of Dutch mainline churches.146  
 As the situation after World War II was increasingly affected by the process of 
depillarization, the Protestant hymnal culture was challenged in different ways. 
Through the rise of new media like radio, television and records, new and 
different musical styles became accessible for the masses. In the wake of these 
developments, the spread of gospel music was enhanced; the greatest influence 
came from the United States, where an influx of new gospel songs was brought 
along by the American Christian youth organizations (particularly, for instance, 
Youth for Christ).  
 The growth of evangelical churches and organizations in the 1970s 
introduced a new repertoire of Christian music and performative style. This 
transformation in Christian music had its roots in the rise of youth culture; during 
this period, a counter-cultural group of young American Christians called the 
'Jesus People' was exemplary. The mixture of emerging counter-cultural youth 
culture with evangelical religion brought about an expression of evangelical faith 
clothed in the idiom of popular culture (ff. Roeland 2009:37). Consequently, an 
extensive evangelical subculture sprang forth, initially consisting of Christian 
artists and music industry, but later transforming evangelical congregational 
worship by producing a continuous, new repertoire of congregational worship 
songs, which spread across national borders.147  
                                                      
145 Smaller, dissenting Reformed churches, such as the Liberated Reformed 
churches in the Netherlands, have not accepted the Liedboek voor kerken of 
1973 and have their own hymnals. 
146 This echo’s Bourdieu’s point that aesthetic interpretation functions to display 
social superiority (Frith 1998:18). 
147 Hosannah Music was one of the early producers of cassette tapes with 
congregational worship songs in the 1980s. The American singer Keith Green was 
among the first musicians who wrote and recorded so called ‘worship songs’ in 
the late 1970s. During his concerts, he combined the role of being a Christian 
pop star with being a worship leader, leading his audience in communal worship. 
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 In the Netherlands, the evangelistic organization ‘Opwekking’ initiated the 
spread of new worship songs through the annual release of recently written (or 
translated) repertoire since 1972 (Smelik 2006:174). These songs were initially 
available in live recorded format, first on cassette tapes, followed by CDs (which 
were later accompanied by song books), music books and, later on, 
transparencies (with the introduction of overhead projectors) and CD ROM 
software (multimedia projectors).  
 At first, these songs were well accepted by and integrated into 
Pentecostal/charismatic and evangelical churches. They were sung alongside the 
hymnals of Johannes de Heer, though over time the new ‘Opwekking’ hymnals 
gradually replaced the older revival songs. In the repertoire of ‘Opwekking’ opus, 
a relatively small number of tradition revival songs and ‘classic hymns’ are 
included which even led to the encouraged replacement of older hymnals. 
Gradually, ‘Opwekking’ became the main repertoire of the evangelical 
movement at large. Only recently, further developments led to the selective 
adoption of ‘Opwekking’ repertoire in mainline churches during Sunday morning 
services. Although challenging to the formal church liturgy, these songs are 
gradually included in order to meet the need of evangelical-oriented church 
members and newcomers, and to make more contemporary repertoire available 
to the younger generation. While the acceptance of ‘Opwekking’ serves as an 
important indicator of processes of evangelicalization within the mainline 
churches, it also appears to be a response to counter the appeal of burgeoning 
evangelical churches to members.  
 Characteristic features of the ‘Opwekking’ repertoire include the easily 
accessible tunes and the contemporary language and style, which make the 
pieces more suitable for accompaniment by guitar or praise band than organ. In 
spite of the annual release of new songs, the 'Opwekking' stands firmly in a long 
tradition of historic revival songs from the time of Wesley onwards. Over time, 
many of these revival songs have been clothed in the idiom of popular music. In 
this regard, the novelty of ’Opwekking’ as an expression of Christian popular 
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music should not be overestimated. New however is the interconnectedness 
between the rise of popular youth culture in the 1960s and worship music, which 
has had a profound influence on the larger evangelical movement. The 
identification with counter-cultural movements suggests a form of societal 
protest that resonates with one of the general characteristics of the evangelical 
movement: the search for revitalization within the church and critique of not 
only Christian traditions but also surrounding culture.  
 Yet the evangelical revival song tradition was also influenced by a second 
feature: the rise of the Pentecostal/charismatic movement in the 1970s. With 
the spread of charismatic religious discourse, the lyrics of new evangelical songs 
have changed from initially emphasizing confession, redemption and the 
expectancy of the second coming of Christ to expressing individual, emotive 
relationships with God and the importance of experience in the here and now. 
As a result, the evangelical tradition of revival songs has been transformed into a 
new genre of contemporary ‘worship music’: an outcome of the synthesis 
between popular music and the Pentecostal/charismatic experience. Still, the so-
called time of ‘praise and worship’ has become a defining medium in evangelical 
liturgy. Although not all evangelical churches have adopted charismatic theology 
and practices, with regard to the incorporation of certain repertoire and musical 
styles of worship music, there has been a notable influence of charismatic types 
of worship within the broader evangelical movement (Koenig 2008).  
 The acceptance and widespread transmission of contemporary worship 
music demonstrates the transnational148 and trans-denominational character of 
the evangelical movement. Throughout different parts of the world, popular 
                                                      
148 During a visit to a charismatic church in the Philippines in 1990, I was struck 
by the way the time of worship was performed. The order of worship songs and 
the way they were arranged closely resembled the American Hosanna! worship 
tape I had bought in New Zealand in 1987. Walking across a tourist market in 
Johannesburg in 2007, at several little shops I heard music from different 
Christian worship songs such as, for instance, work from the well known 
American Christian performer, Michael W. Smith. When I talked to one of the 
shop owners, she turned out to be a Pentecostal believer. 
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evangelical worship songs - in English or translated - are readily circulated and 
are taken up even beyond the domain of evangelical and Pentecostal/charismatic 
churches. With the emerging Christian music industry,149 particular churches and 
movements (all in the English-speaking world) have become innovative centers 
of worship music. In the 1990s, the American charismatic Vineyard Church 
Movement has had a profound influence on the understanding of worship as an 
intimate encounter with God (Versteeg 2001). Over the last decade, the 
charismatic Hillsong megachurch in Sydney, Australia, has become an major 
resource and distributor of new worship songs.  
 The repertoire of ‘Opwekking’ reflects the diversity of transnational 
influences on evangelical music over time. For instance, a number of Vineyard 
and Hillsong songs were translated from English, as were a number of songs of 
popular Christian singers and worship leaders.150 As these new songs have 
changed, the musical repertoire and performative style of evangelical churches 
have also shifted. This includes broadly speaking the use of musical instruments 
and idioms that resemble contemporary styles of popular music, but more 
importantly, a certain evangelical view on worship and music as mediating 
practice, as will be demonstrated in the ethnographical part of this chapter. 
 This shift in meaning raises the question of whether worship - as divine 
encounter - coincides with and reflects the evangelical emphasis on the return to 
'self' and normative claim of authenticity in individual experience (Taylor 1989). 
Dueck’s observation that ‘rather than Christian popular music being understood 
as a totally exceptional move to accommodate to culture, Christian musical 
practice should be understood as a history of relationship to broader cultural 
trends and expressive practices’ (Dueck in Adnams 2008:50) is in my view 
precisely what needs to be explored.  
                                                      
149 Important production companies are based in the U.S. (Vineyard, Integrity 
Music) and the U.K. (Kingsway), but also in Australia (Hillsong Music) (see 
Roeland 2009). 
150 For instance, Graham Kendrick, Matt Redman and Tim Hughes. 
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 Considering the worship practices in the two evangelical churches of this 
study, different musical contexts are observable. These domains include: the 
access to, production and distribution of Christian music in the broader 
evangelical subculture; the tradition of Christian church music; and the 
overwhelming presence of popular music in society. As both evangelical 
churches are embedded within the larger evangelical milieu and share the same 
social order, they have access to the similar resources and are informed by 
common cultural trends. The narratives of newcomers in the churches reveal the 
importance of music and singing as constitutive practices for religious experience 
and the construction of meaning. This underscores the importance of paying 
attention to what happens in worship, rather than the importance of what is 
being said (Chaves 2004:11). I therefore will approach music and singing from a 
phenomenological perspective, considering the ways in which people sing, make 
music, perform music, and select the songs they wish to sing. In the following 
section, I will discuss my main theoretical framework with regard to music and 
singing. 
 
  
Music as aesthetic form  
 
Being aware of the complexity of the topic, I will restrict myself to the social 
dimensions of music. Worship music, approached as a semiotic domain, 
encompasses an extensive field of investigation into social processes. In the first 
place, the interpretation and experience of music encompasses more than just 
the mind; sound and rhythm are bodily sensations and have the capacity to 
penetrate the realm of corporeal existence. Furthermore, the central role of the 
body draws attention to embodied processes of learning and socialization and, in 
particular, the sound formation of the body. As Ong (1967), Classen (1993), 
Howes (2003), and others have observed, the senses are socially and historically 
organized and influenced by the period of time people live in. The attention to 
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sensory perception as a cultural as well as a physical act (Classen 1997:401) in 
anthropology (also called the anthropology of the senses) emphasizes how 
people’s sensory experiences are specific to social situations.151 In this respect, 
the larger socio-cultural development of the sensorium, as well as the contextual 
nature of sensory experiences, is at play in the sound formation of the body. In 
the context of the two churches, this leads me to focus on the ways in which the 
body is mobilized through music and singing. Rather than noticing the 
similarities in musical styles of evangelical worship and popular culture, I want to 
emphasize how evangelical churches create a distinct religious sensory 
environment through the integration of a contemporary musical idiom and the 
use of electronic media.  
 In addition to the importance of the social formation of the body and the 
senses, music is intrinsically connected to performance (Frith 1998; Small 1995). 
As one cannot speak of music without enactment and performance, processes of 
meaning-making will be determined by all those involved in the act of music-
making. Small (1995) captures the performative aspects of music as action in the 
use of a verb rather than noun by introducing the word, musicking. In his words:  
 
‘The act of musicking brings into existence among those present a set of 
relationships, and it is in those relationships that the meaning of the act of 
musicking lies. It lies not only in the relationships between the humanly 
organized sounds that are conventionally thought of as the stuff of music, 
but also in the relationships that are established between person and 
person within the performance space. These sets of relationships stand in 
turn for relationships in the larger world outside the performance space, 
relationships between person and person, between individual and society, 
                                                      
151 However, this approach might run the risk of ‘essensualizing’ cultures 
(Stroeken in Hsu 2008:436) at the expense of addressing particular social 
situations which elicit often specific sensory experiences (Hsu 2008). 
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humanity and the natural world and even the supernatural world, as they 
are imagined to be by those taking part in the performance’ (Small 1995). 
 
The social and relational aspects are not only evoked and imagined as 
expressions of longing and desire, but clothed with the experience of being real 
in the event of musicking. As Small continues: 
 
’We do not just learn about relationships but we actually experience them in 
all their beautiful complexity. The musicking empowers us to experience the 
actual structure of our universe, and in experiencing it we learn, not just 
intellectually, but in the very depths of our existence, what our place is within 
it and how we relate, and ought to relate, to it’ (Ibid.1995).  
 
In other words, Small stresses that, through ‘musicking’, we experience the world 
as it is, and through the experience, we learn about the world as it should be. 
This understanding of music as enactment implies that music - as embodied 
performance - encourages the formation of identities. As such, instances of 
collective sensual arousal are crucial to social bonding and community building. 
Durkheim has already spoken of the ‘collective effervescence’ (1995 [1912]) in 
this regard. 
 A third aspect with regard to worship music is the question of how one is to 
approach songs. As singing involves an inseparable relation between music and 
words, songs deserve separate analytical attention. Percy, in discussing the lyrics 
of Vineyard songs, concludes that the texts serve as an ideology of submission 
which creates a communal feeling of receptivity to those involved in teaching 
(Percy 1996:67). From a different perspective, based on extensive ethnographic 
research in a Dutch Vineyard church, Versteeg points to the relation between 
worship music and the ideology of the pop musical form (2001:119). Following 
Frith (1998), he argues that the meaning of worship is not primarily found in the 
text of the lyrics but is produced in the performance. In the case of the Vineyard 
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worship music, he convincingly shows the congruence between the romantic 
ideology as found in pop songs and the charismatic Vineyard discourse as, what 
Frith terms, ‘formulas of love’ (1998:161).  
 While I agree that with Versteeg (2001) in noting that the role of language is 
relativized or at least subjected to the musical genre (as in the case of the 
Vineyard music), it is also important to consider the role of performance in 
mediating language. Clearly, lyrics cannot be meaningfully understood through 
content analysis alone, and the Vineyard style is just one particular type of 
worship music among others. I therefore prefer a more open approach, like that 
of Adnams; in his study on congregational singing, Adnams mentions that ‘many 
things happen to words when they are sung’ (2008:116). He focuses on the 
different ways words of songs are appropriated by individual worshipers, 
showing how the singing of hymns - as opposed to contemporary worship songs 
- presupposes a different relation to texts. Different types of songs posit a 
particular intentionality of the singer. In fact, the meaning of words can even 
turn negative if texts are perceived as being inauthentic or not biblical. From a 
different angle, Sample (1998) shows how the meaning of words is affected by 
the use of electronic culture152 in popular music, suggesting that meaning 
emerges as an outcome of the convergence between different sensorial 
experiences. In fact, the meaning found within popular music remains open-
ended to some degree. Music may represent different things to diverse 
audiences and in various distinct contexts (Gracyk 2007:45 n. 11).  
 These three aforementioned dimensions of the semiotic domain of music, 
namely the body, performance and the relation between words and music, lead 
me to focus on intersections between different dimensions simultaneously. In 
doing so, I consider the fact that the meaning and relevance of lyrics are 
                                                      
152 Sample describes electronic culture as a conglomeration of image, sound 
(rhythm) and visualization mean to engage with the world in the particular way; 
all three of these are understood in terms of how they have taken shape within 
the last fifty years (1998:85). 
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contextually arranged in relation to the other performative features. From the 
perspective of semiotic ideology, I therefore argue that the meaning of words 
should be related to the overall semiotic arrangement within a particular 
context. In the following ethnographic accounts of the two churches, I regard the 
experience of music and singing as being embedded within a number of 
narratives that dialogue with the worshiper. This constellation goes beyond the 
lyrics; the worshiper is physically surrounded by particular sounds that have the 
potential of bridging different domains of meaning. Moreover, as the worshiper 
is presented with a particular order of songs, certain parts are stressed through 
repetition. The worship is thus performed within a particular configuration of 
musicians, vocals and the audience, in addition to wide range of material 
expressions (or media). All of these different aspects have the potential to evoke 
emotions, moods and memories, and are involved in the dialogical process of 
meaning-making through music. 
 
 
The Theater Church 
From spectator to partaker 
In the theater church, music is taken seriously as the perceived needs of the 
unchurched are prioritized. Quite unique in comparison to Dutch churches in 
general,153 the church offers a part-time paid position to the worship leader, 
Jamie. The strive for a high qualitative musical performance is displayed in the 
extensive rehearsals of the worship team, the use of musical arrangements and 
the dedication and commitment asked of musicians and singers. 
 The church regards music as an important point of contact and identification 
between the everyday life worlds of visitors and the religious environment of the 
                                                      
153 Only a few Dutch evangelical churches have part-time positions for 
musicians or worship leaders. Although it is common for mainline churches to 
pay the organist, evangelical churches usually do not financially support their 
musicians. 
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church. Newcomers are expected to sense the theater church regards their 
musical tastes and experience as important. Drawing upon preconceived ideas of 
the musical tastes of visitors and their understanding of texts, the repertoire of 
the worship songs is carefully selected by the worship team, and texts are at 
times modified according to the perceived needs of newcomers.154  
 Deliberately, musicians mix musical fragments from popular songs into the 
worship repertoire, though some classical music, traditional hymns or Psalms 
also emerge in the arrangements of the contemporary worship songs. The 
conscious, creative and adaptive process of mixing particular musical fragments 
in the Sunday morning arrangements contributes to the (un)conscious sense of 
recognition and familiarity - though also of estrangement. For those who are 
socialized in traditional mainline churches, the musical idiom of the theater 
church is interpreted as highly contemporary and sometimes recognized as 
resembling mainstream pop music. In terms of musical idioms, the theater 
church's musical repertoire stands in sharp contrast to the music and 
performances of mainline Protestant churches. 
 Recurrently, newcomers with or without a former church background 
recalled how they were overwhelmed and emotionally moved by the music 
during their first visit to the theater church. Henk (41 years), who left the 
Jehovah Witnesses at the age of 24 had since been unchurched until two years 
ago, remembered his first visit as follows: 
 
I sat down at the second row and the band started to play. What happened to 
me at that moment, I don’t know, it is hard to describe. I started to cry, all 
kinds of things happened to me, the music was great, and I felt I lost all the 
weight I was carrying around. Or it was like this: the concrete tile I was 
carrying was removed at once, or perhaps it crumbled down. It was just … it 
                                                      
154 A couple of times, evocative lyrics were changed to more ‘accessible 
language’ for newcomers. For instance, a phrase like ‘the blood of the lamb’ was 
simply avoided or changed. 
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felt from the inside – what I have never felt in my life before – that something 
from the inside was shining through me. I don’t know how to describe it but 
it was very emotional and overwhelming. 
 
Claudia (39 years), raised with no church background but recently began visiting 
several churches in her search for faith and meaning, said:  
 
I remember so well, when I just got here, that I wanted so badly to sing 
along, but all I could do was cry. I was so choked up. Those songs, they really 
touch you. It’s just one line, or maybe just a glance from someone. I said, 
Lord I want to sing along but I can’t. I started crying just from singing the first 
line.  
 
Monique (42 years), having roots in the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands 
(Liberated), commented:  
 
All I remember from our first visit is the music and the singing. It was so free 
and expressive, you could sing along with all your heart. And all those people, 
such a warm welcome we received. The way the message is presented is such 
a relief. I don’t miss the psalms and the organ at all. We never went back to 
our former church. I don’t even think they miss us. What has changed is that I 
can express my love for God in church, which is allowed here. In the past, I 
only could do that at home.  
 
In these three narratives, the emotional appeal of music stands out, which draws 
the attention to cultural processes of learning and the socialization of the body. 
Monique, although socialized in an orthodox Calvinist church where the Geneva 
psalms, accompanied by the organ, dominate the worship, easily discarded the 
sounds of her former church in favor of the evangelical music, which she 
describes using strong, emotional language. In contrast to her former church, 
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Monique experiences space for and acceptance of her expressions and inner 
feelings. Jack, also a former member of the same denomination, recalled his 
frustration with the liturgical order in his previous church; he mentioned one 
experience during which attempted to sing the ‘Opwekking’ with the children 
one Sunday morning. While it was eventually permitted, the children had to wait 
to sing until the closing benediction. In this way, the church service was officially 
over and the song did not affect the liturgical order.  
 After visiting the church more often, the emotional effect of the time of 
worship shifted, according to Claudia.  
 
Now I can sing along most of the time; of course, it still does happen every 
once in a while that I get choked up and have to stop singing. 
 
This could imply that, due to regular attendance of worship - or processes of 
routinization - the initial experience could vanish over time. Some newcomers 
who had to learn the new repertoire of songs experienced that their level of 
interaction was hindered by mastering the melody and ideas of the words. 
However, once a song is learned, one embodies the music without specifically 
noticing (Adnams 2008:110). In the context of worship, knowing a song - though 
forgetting that one is engaged in singing - is paradoxically a necessary condition 
for fully engaged singing. Through processes of learning, the worshiper is being 
changed, and through the taught body, new potential experiences might become 
available. On the other hand, some of the long-term visitors did mention that 
due to the predictability of the service, including the time of singing, it was 
difficult to get something out of the worship period. Clearly, the use of aesthetic 
elements that potentially lead to an emotional response in the audience is a 
delicate matter and, as over time it may not resonate with everyone, runs the 
risk of losing its effect through processes of routinization. 
 From the narratives of newcomers, it is hard to unravel the relationships 
between music and lyrics, as the following comments of Michelle, who spoke of 
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her initial visit to the church, illustrate. Raised a Catholic, she found the theater 
church with her fiancée in their search for a church in which they could be 
married. The strict Calvinist Reformed Church of her husband was not an option, 
according to Michelle.  
 
When I started to visit this church, I was - in the first place - touched by the 
music. I really had to get used to the sermons, they took so long! In the 
Catholic Church, it was only fifteen minutes. But now it is the combination: I 
love to sing but I also listen to the sermon. I do need both. At home I always 
listen to worship CDs and instantly I am connected to God. That really helps 
me. When I am down, which is not often, I turn on a CD, sing along and then I 
start feeling the words, which makes me feel better. 
 
For Michelle, the pleasure of music and singing contrasted with her initial 
difficulty of listening to the sermons. While music is not detached from the 
words, both lyrics and sound are experienced as intrinsically connected to each 
other; Michelle expresses that ‘feeling the words’ made her feel better. Like 
Monique, the importance of emotional expression, and the self-awareness 
involved in the act of singing, is part and parcel of the daily experience of faith. 
While music and singing clearly create sensorial experiences with the potential 
to evoke an emotional response, it is less clear what role the particular discourse 
in the lyrics plays in generating these experiences. 
 After church, newcomers as well as some long time visitors and members 
often talk more about the music and singing than the sermon itself. This is not to 
say that the attendees regard the sermon as less important than the music. 
When asked, core members will clearly stress the importance of the sermon as 
the preaching of the Word of God. However, in terms of memory and emotional 
appeal, the impact of music during the church service is far more easily recalled 
than the message of the sermon. Michelle’s response shows that, for 
newcomers, the direct appeal of music in terms of experience and emotional 
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engagement - just as understanding and listening to a sermon - requires a 
process of learning through repetition.  
 The learning process of worship music leads me to suggest that newcomers' 
initial experiences with music will differ according to their former church 
background and socialization. For those with no religious upbringing, the texts of 
the songs are unfamiliar and even alienating. However the familiar musical 
idioms used successfully bridge the gaps between the world of faith and the 
everyday realities of new visitors. This experience of familiarity contributes to 
the feeling of security, safety and acceptance. For those from mainline churches, 
their acquired habitus or bodily disposition will contribute to a focus on the text 
rather than the musical idioms. While they might unconsciously recognize the 
musical idiom from popular music, the texts of the song resonate more with 
familiar religious discourse.  
 
Performance and sound 
The number of songs that were sung on an average Sunday morning seemed 
rather limited in comparison to other evangelical churches. In terms of time, as 
the church service lasts about an hour and a half, communal singing lasts only 
about eighteen minutes, one-fifth of the total time of the service.155 In addition 
to the opening song and an occasional closing song, the time of singing is 
concentrated in a succession of three or four worship songs. Except for the initial 
announcement of the time of worship, the songs are blended together by 
connecting interludes, including key and rhythm changes. The music team 
attempts to create a sense of flow during the worship through the use of 
interweaving musical arrangements, the key selections of songs and the lack of 
announcements between the songs.  
                                                      
155 The interviewees often expressed their desire to sing more songs in the 
Sunday morning service. 
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 As presented on stage, the worship team leads the congregation as a team. 
There seems to be no distinct role for the appointed worship leader, Jamie, 
although his role is prominent in the preparation of the worship teams during 
the time of rehearsal. However, as he is part of one of the three worship teams, 
on stage Jamie easily attracts the attention of the audience due to his expressive 
personality and outstanding musical and vocal skills, as demonstrated in solo 
performances. In spite of the highly structured and well organized format of the 
service, Jamie exhibits a more loose and relaxed way of dealing with order. When 
he leads the service, he uses informal language and jokes, which contributes to 
an open and personal style156 of relating to the audience. His musical and 
personal qualities make him very well liked by the congregation. He regularly 
performs a solo, often right before the start of the sermon. At these instances, a 
tension was felt among the audience: should one applaud him for the 
outstanding performance or uphold the silence as a form of sacred reverence? 
This uneasiness shows that the theatrical setting and techniques, although not 
intentional, render a type of performance usually found in pop culture.157 
 The music in the theater church resembles various musical genres, such as 
easy listening, folk rock and ‘feel good’ music. Visitors who are used to listening 
to popular music in everyday life158 easily connect with the repertoire of 
contemporary worship songs. The musical schemas of late twentieth century 
popular songs, in terms of chord progressions, phrase structure, the length of 
the song, and chord progressions (Levitin 2006:117), show a great resemblance 
                                                      
156 Jamie’s Pentecostal background played an important role in his 
performance. As he tried to operate within the confines of the church’s format of 
worship, he felt at times limited in expressing himself on stage. He eventually left 
his position at the church to become a full-time performing musician and singer. 
157 Jamie was particularly popular among the youth of the church. I noticed that 
they proudly identified themselves to outsiders as belonging to ‘Jamie’s church’.  
158 Even though people differ in their tastes for music genres, I suggest that the 
musical attunement of the body is in part the result of an unconscious process, 
as one is subjected to listening and incorporating popular music genres found in 
public spaces such as shopping malls, lobbies and waiting rooms. 
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with the worship songs. As most people have been socialized in the era of pop 
music, they easily incorporate these musical styles as a ‘rule’ as they are familiar. 
A few times, the distinction between contemporary popular music and worship 
music did fade away, as a secular song of the famous national artist Marco 
Borsato was performed as a solo in the service. The words of the lyrics posed a 
general question about the meaning of life, and the musical idioms of the song 
fit perfectly with those of worship music.  
 Since upbeat and fast rhythms are seldom encountered in the theater church, 
the musical styles endorsed by the worship team do not invite the audience to 
engage in expressive bodily gestures such as clapping, tapping feet or even 
dancing. Also, in part due to the moderate expression on stage, only a small 
portion of the congregation raises their arms or closes their eyes. Interludes like 
‘hallelujah’ or ‘thank you Jesus’ are not heard during the time of worship, as this 
is not a common practice in this church. The participation of the body in worship 
is generally limited to standing, singing, reading the lyrics projected onto the 
screens and following the team on stage. During the time of worship, the lights 
are dimmed, which limits the visual experience of worshiping in the presence of 
others - with the exception of the worship team on stage. Moreover, the 
collectively produced sound audibly indicates the presence of others. The 
interplay of reduced light and the accessible, ‘feel good’ music creates an 
atmosphere of intimacy and encourages a focus on one’s inner feelings.  
 In every church service, the band offers an instrumental musical performance 
during the collection. Interestingly, in contrast to all other moments when music 
is heard, the lights are bright and the focus of the audience is not solely directed 
to the stage, as attendees have to find their wallets. The band offers different 
musical interpretations of sometimes well known or new worship songs in 
different musical styles, like jazz, lounge or pop. Here there is an emphasis on 
music as entertainment and a moment of relaxation, and the band often receives 
an applause from the audience as a token of appreciation.  
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Lyrics and the meaning of words 
From my own experience as a participant, I had the impression that a small 
number of favorite songs were often repeated during the services. However, 
when I took an inventory of the actual songs sung during a series of Sunday 
morning services, the variety was much larger than I suspected.159 This raises the 
question of how my own perceptions of the lack of musical diversity can be 
explained. I suggest that the consistent musical style and the consequent 
overarching themes of lyrics contribute to this discrepancy.  
 In the theater church, all songs were selected from ‘Opwekking’ which, at the 
time of research, contained about 630 songs. Regularly, the opening song was 
chosen from among the few traditional hymns in the songbook. In particular, on 
special occasions, such as the dedication of babies when guests were expected, a 
conscious connection with the larger Christian tradition was warranted (for 
example the hymn, Holy Holy, Holy160 and Great is Your Faithfulness161). Also 
during the Easter and Christmas services, these links were specifically made 
through the song repertoire. However, the performance of the songs and the 
musical arrangement differed from more traditional churches. The continuity 
was moreover found in the text and the melody rather than the rhythms (often 
very different) and the performance of vocals and the band. By the use of more 
traditional songs, the church implicitly suggests that an evangelical church is not 
that different from other Christian churches, except that its mode of expression 
is adjusted to contemporary surrounding culture. 
 The selection of the songs is moreover determined by the overall theme of 
the service. All the different parts of the service - the songs, video clips, sermons, 
                                                      
159 I counted 85 different songs in 25 Sunday morning services. Only two songs 
were sung five times, four three times and the rest twice or just once. 
160 ‘Holy Holy Holy’, lyrics by Reginald Heber 1783-1826, music by John B. Dykes 
1823-1876. In Dutch: Heilig Heilig Heilig, Opwekking 39 (text Jan Visser ©Lexicon 
Music/Universal Songs 1972). 
161 ‘Great is Thy faithfulness’, lyrics by Thomas O. Chisholm (1866-1960), music 
by William M. Runyan (1870-1957. In Dutch: ‘Groot is uw trouw o Heer’, 
Opwekking 123 (©Hope Publ. Comp./ Universal Songs 1951).  
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or other means of communication - together communicate an overall narrative 
or thought. As evangelical churches generally do not use a liturgical calendar, the 
theming process creates connections between separate parts of the worship 
service and is even used between successive worship services. Although in the 
sermon this message is most explicitly laid out, the themes of the songs 
introduce, inform and intensify this message. Within the conscious and careful 
design of the service, the song selection is an integral part of that practice.  
 Several themes stood out in the selection of the songs I encountered during 
the worship services. Foremost, the faithfulness of God was recurrently 
proclaimed. A range of songs stressed the steadfast love of God, the never failing 
presence of God (as symbolized in impersonal metaphors likening God to an 
anchor, rock and light). Though the emphasis on the faithfulness of God and His 
omnipotent presence, the transcendence of God was warranted.  
 The second overarching theme encountered concerned the intimate 
relationship between the believer and God. This was expressed in the emphasis 
on the unfailing, eternal and unconditional love of God. Metaphors 
accompanying these notions were expressed through more personal images of 
God as understanding and caring Father, meeting the needs and anxieties of 
believers. Although generally referred to in the male gender, some narrative 
images depicted God as a 'mother' who embraces and carries her children home 
through difficult times.162 Key phrases in these songs express the desire to be in 
the presence of and worship God; others simply affirm the greatness of God who 
knows what desires lie in the heart’s of believers. Through these more personal 
and intimate images, the immanence of God is recurrently upheld. For Sylvia, 
who left the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands (Liberated), the attention to 
the needs of believers was a totally new experience. 
                                                      
162 In evangelical tradition, language about God as mother is rare. However, 
some affective worship songs have the potential to evoke a female image of God. 
For instance ‘Ik wil heel dicht bij U zijn’ Opwekking 581 (Marcel Zimmer©Celmar 
Music 1999), literal translation ‘I want to be very close to you, as a child on his 
daddy’s lap’. 
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 In my former church it was all about God, but here, it is also about me.  
 
 Third, a convertative theme was encountered through songs that stressed the 
importance of surrendering to God and accepting Jesus as Savior of the world - 
including references to guilt, forgiveness and redemption through the death and 
resurrection of Christ - as preconditions for finding purpose and fulfillment in 
life. References to Jesus and God were far more frequent than to the Holy 
Spirit.163 The more charismatically inclined discourse of ‘Opwekking’ was 
obviously infrequently selected and sometimes even avoided.164  
 While different themes in the lyrics of worship songs can be distinguished, 
the question remains whether lyrics can be considered to be narratives. Do the 
lyrics display a basic narrative structure and emplotment? As in most of the 
songs taking a narrative approach might easily result in the over-interpretation 
of presented material, I suggest approaching lyrics as fragments of narratives 
which may refer to larger biblical narratives, such as those of Christian tradition. 
Implicitly, lyrics contain doctrinal statements as narrative fragments point to a 
larger and more comprehensive framework of understanding. As such, these 
fragments are potentially markers of how believers experience and understand 
their faith in everyday life. Furthermore, these fragments could be seen as 
alternative modes of expressing the confessional statements of faith. The public 
and collective aspects of the confession are upheld, though rather than speaking 
the creeds, believers sing the basic doctrines of their faith.  
 However, these fragments or more comprehensive doctrinal statements do 
not operate as a gateway to overarching Christian narratives for all attendees. To 
                                                      
163 References to the Holy Spirit were more often found in the Trinitarian image 
of God as: Father, Son and Spirit. 
164 The latest release of ‘Opwekking’ was generally avoided for communal 
singing exercises. Charismatic themes, difficult rhythms and bad translations 
were among the reasons cited for not choosing these songs. Furthermore, new 
songs were slowly integrated into the service by a soloist on the worship team. 
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what extent these fragments evoke different and perhaps suppressed domains 
of meaning will likely differ remarkably for those with or without a religious 
upbringing in the Christian tradition. Former members of different Reformed 
churches easily identified the theater church as a ‘Bible believing church’ where 
Jesus was confessed as ‘Lord and Savior’. Visitors with no church background 
were more inclined to recall how they were 'moved' by the music - at the same 
time impressed by the artistic performance - and how they felt accepted and 
loved by God.  
 The compelling messages derived from the songs are closely related to the 
themes of the sermons, as will be discussed more extensively in the following 
chapter. Yet the songs do evoke notions of guilt, forgiveness, suffering, and the 
meaning of the cross in terms of atonement and substitution – themes given far 
more attention than in the sermons.  
 As I asked interviewees to mention their favorite worship songs, two pieces 
stood out in particular: an interpretation of Psalm 139165 and a song which 
emphasizes homecoming at the house of God.166 Both lyrics stress the identity of 
the worshiper as being loved, known, comforted, and accepted as a child of God. 
The subjective, affective and positive affirmation of the self as displayed in the 
text is furthermore intensified by the mellow and ‘feel good’ musical idiom of 
the particular songs. During the performance of these songs, I could observe a 
difference in the participation of the audience. As the music became louder, the 
congregation seemed more engaged and began to wholeheartedly surrender 
themselves to the worship.  
 An analysis of the worship lyrics shows how visitors are given options for the 
ways in which they choose to dialogue with the supply of texts. Different types of 
discourses are being offered, in part stemming from a traditional repertoire of 
                                                      
165 Heer U doorgrond en kent mij, Opwekking 518 (Marcel Zimmer ©Celmar 
Music 1998). 
166 Bij U ben ik thuis, bij U ben ik veilig, Opwekking 625 (Marcel Zimmer 
©Celmar Music 2004). 
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Christian doctrines but supplemented with a personal, affective and therapeutic-
like discourse of affirmation and acceptance. The non-confrontational, feeling at 
home experience is induced by the predictability of the time of worship, a 
musical style that is easily accessible and a stage performance that encourages 
participation but upholds and respects one’s individuality. While the 
arrangements and selection of songs vary over time, the routine musical 
experience tends to be safeguarded from boredom through the excellence of the 
performance. Mere acceptance, warmth and security is offered through the 
careful design of the music and singing experience in the theater church.  
 
 
The Powerhouse Church 
Lively and spontaneous  
An important feature throughout the history of the powerhouse church is the 
attention to worship music. Already by the 1980s, one of the first Dutch Christian 
worship bands had been formed in the church. Soon they had a national appeal 
as the Dutch Evangelical Broadcasting Company (EO) organized a series of 
national praise nights with the church worship band. In the 1990s, the band 
toured through Eastern Europe, which contributed to several mission trips and 
transnational relations between local churches and the Dutch Pentecostal 
church. 
 The innovative and experiential character of the church also emerged in 1995 
from the first Dutch youth church services on Sunday nights. Twice a month, 
hundreds of young people from different parts of the country still attend these 
services which feature a lively worship experience, high quality band and 
outspoken young preachers. Part of the well-trained and gifted musicians of the 
youth church also play in the worship band on Sunday morning.  
 ‘Lively’ and professional are perhaps the best words to describe the music in 
the powerhouse church. The professional sound of the worship band is 
surprising given the spontaneous character of the worship time and lack of 
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detailed musical arrangements prepared beforehand. However, due to the semi-
professional skills of the individual band members, the band regularly gives high 
qualitative musical performances.  
 For newcomers, the lively worship atmosphere of the powerhouse church is 
an overwhelming experience. Rob remembered his first time visit to the church 
very well: 
 
We went to the Pentecostal church on Easter. When we arrived and entered 
the church, I did not know what was happening. It reminded me of U2 or 
Marco Borsato.167 I did understand what they were singing, which was quite 
different from the Psalms. It sure had an effect on me. It was warm, and 
during a certain song, yep, a tear, it really touched me. People around me 
were raising their arms in the air. I thought, whatever you like, but I didn’t 
understand it at all. And ‘the Lord, the King, the Lamb’, all these medieval 
words, not from this day in age. These lyrics we sang […] the King and who 
ever talks about the Lord? Whoever uses these words?  
 
 Interestingly, Rob recalled a sense of being touched in spite of the unfamiliar 
language of the lyrics. Others expressed their appreciation of the excellent 
musical style of the band; however, they recalled their experience of 
estrangement from the unusual expressive gestures of the audience, the 
speaking in tongues and the informal atmosphere of people walking in and out 
of the room. For those with a background in traditional churches, the 
Pentecostal worship service was a totally new experience. In spite of the 
potential resonance with the Christian tradition through the words of the songs, 
the total sensorial event of worship, embedded in an overwhelming musical 
experience and intense visual representation of the moving body, seemed to 
suppress the presence of words and worship discourse. While for Rob, the 
                                                      
167 See page 206. 
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worship music and the particular context as such were sufficient to create an 
emotional response, other newcomers expressed how they had to learn to 
engage during the worship and how they gradually came to appreciate it. While 
music was often mentioned as an attractive feature of the powerhouse church, 
in terms of religious experience, music as well as the time of worship were not 
explicitly recalled as mediums for encountering the divine. In this regard, the 
time of praise and worship was perceived to be just one of many other practices 
that together enhanced divine encounters, as is perhaps most obviously 
observed in the time of ministry. From the perspective of the church itself, 
worship is regarded as a very essential and important part of both the service 
and life of a Christian. As one of the worship leaders expressed: ‘we are made for 
worship, that is our main goal in life, to worship God’. 
 As the powerhouse church has been subject to several charismatic renewals 
and streams, the church's understanding of worship has been influenced by 
different discourses and practices. The sequence of music styles, which range 
from expressive or celebratory to up tempo and then quieter, introspective and 
emotive pieces, reflects the so called 'tabernacle model'168 of Psalm 100. The 
metaphorical movement of the worshiper is pictured by entering the temple in 
Jerusalem from outer courts, moving to the inner courts and eventually meeting 
God in the center of the temple, the holy place. As Tim, the senior worship 
leader, explained:  
 
Leading worship is like taking a group of people on a journey. When the 
people enter the church, we want to encourage them to praise God together 
and at the end of the journey - we want to bring them to the place where we 
can be together with God, to that moment where the song says: ‘when the 
                                                      
168 See for instance the book of Judson Cornwall Let us worship: the believer’s 
response to God (Cornwall 1983). 
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music fades [...] it is all about You’.169 We want to bring them to the throne of 
God, so that your heart is connected to the heart of God. Along the journey, I 
try to include a moment of reflection and confession. Are you ready to meet 
God? Of course, you cannot enter into His presence when things are not 
right. 
 
While the overall goal of worship is to be in the presence of God, several praise 
and worship discourses were found among the believers. Older believers in 
particular were familiar with the effect of praise and worship as means of 
overcoming problems and negative attitudes.170 In a more extended version of 
this narrative, the notion of spiritual warfare171 was stressed as instrumental in 
the use of praise and worship, as it forms powerful weapon against the forces of 
darkness in the spiritual world. In both ways, the utterance of words as part of 
praise and worship has a specifically designated meaning in terms of power and 
the presence of God.  
 With regard to newcomers, the time of praise and worship was not discussed 
by the church as a potential barrier or alienating experience. Rather, since praise 
and worship would evoke the presence of God, it was assumed that newcomers 
could be convinced or touched by God as well, as the room would be filled with 
‘God’s glory’. Newcomers themselves, however, stressed the sense of 
                                                      
169 The song ‘Heart of worship’, (lyrics and music by Matt Redman ©Kingsway’s 
Thankyou Music/ADCAP/Admin. 1999). 
170 The book ‘Van kramp naar kracht’, a Dutch translation of Merlin R. Carothers 
Power in Praise (Carothers 1972), was well received among Dutch Pentecostals 
and charismatics in the 1980s. Praise and worship became an instrument to 
counter difficulties of life and an alternative for petition prayer. Instead of asking 
for the solution of a problem, one should thank God in advance for the solution 
he had prepared. 
171 The relation between praise and worship as a 'weapon' in spiritual battle is 
often based on biblical stories, such as 2 Chronicles 20:1-22. The story recalls 
how the enemy of the people of Israel was defeated through worship. Also 
mentioned are the battle of Jericho in Joshua 6 and the effect of David playing 
harp for Saul I Samuel 16:23. 
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estrangement and even bewilderment at first. As they attended the services 
more frequently, however, most gradually became more at ease and learned to 
understand, participate and appreciate the particular style of worship.  
 
Leading into His presence  
In comparison to the theater church, worship practices in the powerhouse 
church service have the character of a spontaneous celebration rather than a 
careful, orderly and arranged liturgy. The worship is led by one of the worship 
leaders, who fulfills a central role on stage. During the week, the worship leader 
chooses the songs for the following Sunday. This time of preparation is foremost 
understood as a practice of praying and listening for directions from the Spirit. 
Usually, the worship leader does not consult the pastor for the theme of the 
sermon. Yet the Holy Spirit is trusted to lead the worship leader and the pastor in 
such a way that the songs and the sermon fit well together. According to one of 
the worship leaders, this is often the case and an encouraging experience. The 
band members usually know the songs beforehand and practice a few of the 
more difficult passages just before the start of church on Sunday morning. The 
informal presentation as well as the use of everyday language and informal dress 
downplay the central leading role of the worship leader.  
 During the time of praise and worship, the worship leader communicates 
with the audience as he or she frequently encourages attendees to praise God 
with their voices by singing wholeheartedly and enthusiastically. Though at the 
same time, the worship leader also communicates with God, as he or she praises 
God with short interludes between the songs or during singing, and expresses 
short prayers in phrases like: ‘Fill us Lord’, ‘Send your Spirit Lord’, or ‘More, more 
of You’. As Tim, the senior worship leader explained:  
 
You are aware of what God wants to do and at the same time observe 
whether the audience comes along or not. 
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As the order of the songs is prepared prior to the start of service, the worship 
leader instructs the worship team in how to perform the song at a particular 
moment during the time of worship. With small body movements, he or she 
signals the team accordingly for times to repeat the entire song chorus or a 
certain line of a song. According to Tim, the worship leader at the time of 
research, these improvisations depend on spontaneous divine inspiration, which 
is achieved through attuning one's inner voice to that of the Spirit during the 
time of worship. However, in practice the worship leader adjusts his songs during 
the time of worship to enhance a certain response from the audience; this is 
based on a normative understanding of the progressive bodily engagement of 
the congregation throughout the service. As is argued in the previous chapter, 
bodily movements serve as powerful indices for identifying the presence of God. 
Intriguingly, while Tim mentioned that the audience reflects what God is doing 
through his way of leading worship, he mobilizes the audience in such a way that 
visible bodily movements lead to the interpretation that ‘God is moving the 
audience’. The interplay of listening to the inner voice of the Spirit and at the 
same time watching the audience to see what God is doing is primarily based on 
the expectation of a particular bodily response from the congregation.  
 However, one could question how authoritative models of bodily responses 
are generated and informed. As I was searching on the Internet for the composer 
of the song, ‘You turned my mourning into dancing’,172 I came across a YouTube 
film showing a performance of the song in the Hillsong megachurch in Sydney. I 
was struck by how similar the bodily gestures in the Australian church were to 
those in the powerhouse church. In the past, the mimicking of sound has often 
been made possible by the spread of cassettes and later the distribution of CDs. 
However, through the technological emergence of DVDs and the Internet, both 
evangelical music and prescribed Pentecostal bodily performances are globally 
                                                      
172 ‘You turned my mourning into dancing’, by Reuben Morgan, This Is How We 
Overcome ©Hillsong Publishing 1998. 
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enhanced, mediated and shared. My observation was confirmed in my 
conversation with the worship leader. According to Tim, in his preparation of the 
worship services and in the selection of new songs, worship DVD’s, in particular 
the Hillsong productions, were important media for inspiration. I assume 
however, that mimicking formats of bodily expression as displayed on these 
DVD’s is not a conscious process. Rather, since watching such a DVD involves the 
intersection of listening to music and watching a particular form of bodily 
expression, an interconnection between sound and image is being created. 
Furthermore, the image of the ‘mega’, enhanced through ways the Hillsong 
megachurch uses to invite the watcher to be part of a huge audience, evokes 
Pentecostal images of revival and embodies a seemingly tangible presence of 
God (Goh 2008).  
 The worship leader has - next to leading the worship team - the task to bring 
about a transformation in the audience in terms of atmosphere and emotional 
engagement, resulting in the pre-scripted charismatic form of bodily expression 
that is recognized and experienced as an authentic encounter with God by the 
audience. Paradoxically, a particular globally spread aesthetic form becomes 
authoritative as an index for the presence of God and serves as the 
authentication of the desired experience. 
 
Praise, worship and repetition 
In the powerhouse church, the time of worship takes up about half of a regular 
service. The structure of worship time consists of successive progressions of 
songs and music styles. The opening song acts as a call for worship. An upbeat 
song invites and encourages the audience to forget their daily sorrows and 
situation, and directs attendees to focus on who God is: good, faithful and 
worthy of all praise. After these songs, the worship leader directs the audience 
through successive parts or phases of worship.  
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 The musical style of these songs can best be described as soft pop or soft 
rock. The particular sound of the band is dominated by drums, bass and guitar, 
and is transformed and amplified by the audio mixer. Generally, the volume of 
the music is rather loud; as the room fills with sound, little sonic space is left for 
the congregation itself. As a consequence, the worshipers have difficulty hearing 
themselves while singing, which hinders the experience of communal singing. 
Due to the overwhelming sound and energy emanating from the band, the 
musicians resemble typical pop artists performing at a concert. They perform 
according to the aesthetic rules of pop music, creating a complete and powerful 
soundscape (Adnams 2008:225). Here the mixing of popular music and 
contemporary worship practices becomes tenuous; the musicians' performance 
implies certain expectations of the relationship between stage and audience.173 
In this regard, volume plays an important role in managing this power dynamic 
and bridging the gap between stage and audience.  
 The particular worship scheme, which consists of different phases or parts, 
offers the audience a structure for experience. In charismatic worship music, a 
stylistic difference between praise and worship is made by worshipers 
themselves (Versteeg 2001:115). As praise songs are ‘about God’: who He is and 
what He has done, worship songs are sung to God as a direct response from the 
heart of the worshiper. In this sense the worship experience reveals a reciprocal 
relation between God and the worshiper. The overall purpose of worship is to 
experience an immediate and intimate encounter with God: ‘to be in His 
presence’. The differences between praise songs and worship songs are not only 
found in the lyrics but also in the musical style. Praise songs are generally 
uplifting in terms of their upbeat tempos, varieties of rhythms and the use of 
syncopation which easily invite the audience to move, clap, and even dance. 
                                                      
173 Adnams speaks of conflicting authenticities of musical genres (2008:226).  
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Worship songs have a more intimate character, as expressed in emotive language 
and accompanying musical idioms.174  
 As every song can be performed in different ways depending on the 
interpretation of the written music, the worship band tends to emphasize 
rhythms and the upbeat character of songs; this is evident in the heavy use of 
percussion, as it is the drum that catches the ear most of the time.175 Rhythm 
and repetition are important features of the performative style in the 
powerhouse church.  
 The implicit purpose of the time of worship, which holds the expectation that 
worship leads to an experience of divine encounter, requires a high level of 
participation from the audience. Their ‘successful’ response is reflected in the 
performance of the worship leader. However, I often observed that only part of 
the congregation was fully bodily engaged. Among the congregation, newcomers 
as well as long term visitors and members occasionally expressed their 
dissatisfaction about the time of worship. For some, the volume of the band was 
too loud, which became tiresome after a while; others disliked the frequent 
repetition of songs, which led some to decide to come late to church as the 
actual sermon did not start until eleven ‘o clock. Also, for me as the researcher, I 
noticed over time that I began to share this way of thinking and behavior, as I 
occasionally found excuses to be late to church. Starting off Sunday morning with 
an explosion of sound was just too much, I felt at times. And while spontaneity 
seemed to be encouraged by the free expression of the worshipers, the time of 
worship itself became predictable; the  worship leader's encouragement to 
praise God began to feel forced, as if it was an obligation, and if the desired 
response of the congregation was lacking, a sense of guilt and shortcoming was 
induced. 
                                                      
174 According to Tim, the worship leader, the distinction between praise and 
worship songs is not always clear. Consequently, the correspondence between 
language and musical style is not always upheld.  
175 The main drummer was a semi-professional musician and highly gifted 
person. 
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A new song 
The biblical admonishment found in the book of Psalms: ‘Sing the Lord a new 
song’, is literally the adagio of the powerhouse church. Clearly, the latest release 
of ‘Opwekking’ is not sufficient for the worship team, as other resources are 
readily drawn upon; these include the latest song released by the Hillsong 
Church and new songs written by international Christian music artists and 
worship leaders such as Chris Tomlin, Tim Hughes and the band Delirious?. The 
song repertoire observed during the Sunday services displays not only a large 
variety of songs but also a high turnover of new songs. Obviously, in the 
selection of songs there is a fascination for the new. This is intrinsically bound to 
the revivalist identity of the church. After the longing for revival, the need for a 
time of refreshing and longing for a special anointing reflect the types of songs 
chosen; new songs are selected which mirror these phases, as they are 
associated with a particular understanding of how God is present in the here and 
now.   
 The worship songs are often sung in Dutch and English (some only in English) 
and the projection of the lyrics on the large screen is usually displayed in both 
languages. While the bilingual emphasis might suggest the presence of non-
Dutch attendees, this was often not the case. Rather, the English version of the 
lyrics is testament to the church’s international outlook on the world and reflects 
its characteristic global identity.  
 In my investigation of the worship music,176 one particular song theme stood 
out as it was repeated every one out of three services on average.  
 
We will seek your face almighty God 
Turn and pray for you to heal our land 
Father let revival start with us 
                                                      
176 I made an inventory and categorized the songs of 15 Sunday services. In 
these 15 services, 62 different songs were counted and an average of 8 songs 
were sung per service. 
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Then every heart will know your kingdom comes 
 
Lifting up the name of the lord 
In power and in unity 
We will see the nations turn 
Touching heaven changing earth 
Touching heaven changing earth 
 
Never looking back we’ll run the race 
Giving us our lives we’ll gain the prize 
We will take the harvest given us 
Though we sow in tears we’ll reap in joy 
 
Send revival 
Send revival 
Send revival to us (repeat)177 
 
(‘Touching heaven changing earth’, Reuben Morgan ©Integrity’s Hosanna! Music 1997)  
 
This song is exemplary for a number of songs which refer to the canon of revival. 
This first theme found in the above song strongly marks the identity of the 
church as the center for national revival. These revival songs portray God as the 
coming King, descending from heaven and bringing revival, which is connected 
to eschatological notions of the dawning of the Kingdom of God. The image of 
God as King, as ruler of the earth and also as the Creator of the universe, was a 
weekly recurrent theme that stressed the powerful transcendence of God. The 
accompanying musical idiom of this category of songs encouraged an 
atmosphere of joyous and positive celebration. 
                                                      
177 In Dutch: ‘Zend uw Geest Heer, geef ons opwekking Heer’, ‘Send your Spirit, 
give us revival Lord’. 
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 A second theme in a number of songs emphasizes individual transformation 
and conversion. In these songs, Jesus is addressed as the Redeemer of the 
believer’s soul. The new life found was celebrated in festive songs, with phrases 
like ‘you turned my mourning into dancing’, ‘I know He rescued my soul, He has 
set me free, I believe, my Redeemer lives’. More modest songs stressed the 
Crucifixion, suffering and death of Jesus as the penalty for the sins of 
humankind.  
 More difficult to categorize was a third type of song, which emphasized the 
special name of Jesus in lyrics such as ‘there is power in the name of Jesus’, ‘we 
exalt the name of Jesus’, and ‘there is hope in the name of Jesus’. The narrative 
structure of these songs is rather meager as they consist of short phrases which 
are repeated over and over again.178 Eventually, through the practice of 
repetition, these fragments enforce a wedge between the intention of the singer 
and the uttered musical phrase itself, as the powerful cadence enforces a sense 
of flow. While singing these songs, the words became almost independent from 
the music and took on an aura of objective power. From the perspective of the 
worshipers, the proclamation of particular words is related to the church's 
specific understanding of 'spiritual warfare' and the effect of spoken words in the 
spiritual world. This latter category of songs with ‘powerful words’, emphasizing 
the ‘name of Jesus’, seems to point in particular to the understanding that words 
have a quality independent of the intention of the singer. This point will be 
elaborated upon in the next chapter. 
 As a participant observer, the power and repetition of these words clearly 
had an effect on me. After attending just two Sunday services, I noticed how I 
had incorporated certain fragments of the songs into my daily routine. For 
instance, while riding my bike, the oft-repeated sections of the song, ‘The name 
of Jesus’, would spontaneously pop up in my mind without consciously thinking 
about the church or my research. Although I attempted to suppress the musical 
                                                      
178 The extensive repetition of these songs reminded me of mantras. 
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part in my mind, I realized that these fragments had inhabited my unconscious 
memory which could easily be recalled without my intention.179  
 During the worship service, these three categories of songs were, in practice, 
not necessarily patterned according to theme; rather they were mixed according 
to successive rhythms. However, a fourth category of songs, which concerns the 
intimate relationship between the worshiper and God, was most often found at 
the end of the time of praise and worship. While in the other songs the 
worshiper addresses God as ‘He’ or ‘You’, these songs invert this perspective to 
the first person ('I') and metaphorically speak of the love relationship between 
God and the individual. The emphasis on intimacy and love is at the same time 
connected to the holiness of God. While holiness might imply a sense of 
hierarchy and induce reflection on the unworthy state of man, the desire to be in 
the presence of God and the assurance of His acceptance with grace seem to 
overcome this tension. It was in these songs, often the Vineyard songs, that the 
romantic ideology of the pop idiom and the worship songs merged into an 
experience of intimacy, warmth and closeness with the sacred.  
 
 
Discussion I: two aesthetic domains of conversion  
 
Writing the above ethnographic accounts of musical experiences in both church 
worship services was a struggle, as I confronted the inherent problem of 
translating a lived, sensory experience into a static text. Just as my interviewees 
struggled to give words to and express the meaning of their experiences of 
music, I faced the same difficulties. However, as I had conducted research in 
both churches, I was able to compare the distinct sensory environments created 
by each worship service. It made me aware of the similarities and differences in 
                                                      
179 Even while writing this section two years later, the song is instantly recalled 
in my memory. 
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the performative aspects of music and led me to reflect on the ways in which 
music and singing are embedded within larger domains of meaning in each 
church.  
 On the surface, the contemporary music style in the theater church and the 
powerhouse church seem rather similar. Both churches present a musical idiom 
and style which resemble that of contemporary popular music. However, each 
church reflects and advances a particular style of popular music. The 
contemporary, mellow and ‘feel good’ sound of the theater church is quite 
different from the more upbeat, rock style encountered in the powerhouse 
church.  
 A thematic investigation of the worship songs leads to a rather similar 
picture. Apart from the characteristic revivalist theme of the powerhouse 
church, the other three topics, stressing the transcendence of God, the 
immanence of God and the intimate and personal relation between believer and 
God or Jesus, are basically shared. But, as I have argued, a sole analysis of the 
lyrics does not consider how the words of the songs generate meaning for 
believers in certain contexts, and how the meaning of these words is shaped by 
the music, the performance and by the reception.  
 If the time of worship and singing are together regarded as an ‘enactment of 
the universe’, as Small (1995) has argued, the relation between music and 
identity construction comes to the forefront. Music enables worshipers to 
position themselves within imaginative narratives (Sample 1998:101). Believers 
begin to ask themselves, 'Who am I in this aesthetic framework?' 'Who am I in 
relation to those around me?' 'Who am I in relation to God and in relation to the 
world?' The act of singing offers reflection on one’s life while at the same time 
makes possible the enactment of one’s life. However, processes of identify 
formation and meaning emerge in particular socio-cultural settings and are often 
generated in unpredictable and diverse ways (Sahlins 1985:ix).  
 In the context of the theater church, accessibility to newcomers is clearly 
enhanced by the easy listening and ‘feel good’ style of worship music. While this 
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certainly does not cater to the musical tastes of all visitors, the high quality 
performance of the band and the welcoming atmosphere of the theater church 
give clear signals that there is a broad acceptance of people 'as they are'. By 
consciously borrowing elements from popular music – such as musical themes 
and even non-religious songs – the church presents itself as being at ease in the 
world and knowledgeable of the life-worlds of its visitors. At the same time, the 
theater church consciously acknowledges its link with larger Christian traditions 
by embedding traditional hymns in the worship repertoire. These lyrics stress the 
faithfulness of God and His unchanging and everlasting love through the ages. 
However, these more traditional hymns appear to contain elements that refer to 
specific statements in the Christian creeds and confessions.180 While the words 
of these traditional hymns are regarded as meaningful, the new musical 
arrangement gives them a more contemporary sound. In this way, words and the 
musical arrangement amplify a consistent narrative, linking the past to the 
experience of the here and now through the contemporary performance. The 
musical repertoire reveals how the time of worship is intrinsically connected to 
the overall theme of the service, which is designed to support and amplify the 
overall message of the service through the aesthetics. So while the musical 
performance and arrangement display a high quality, the themes of the lyrics are 
consciously selected and regarded as important carriers of meaning. This 
orientation in the selection of worship songs underscores the importance given 
to the meaning of words. 
  The themes of the songs also reveal a consistency with the dominant 
religious discourses of the year. Newcomers often recalled how they experienced 
the church service as being a ‘warm bath’. Their narratives reveal how the songs 
and act of singing contribute to their identification as believers. Expressions like 
the feeling of being accepted, loved and cared for by God displayed the 
                                                      
180 For example, the traditional hymn Holy, Holy Holy, affirms the doctrine of 
the Trinity (see note 160).  
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comforting role and affective impact of music and singing on their lives. The 
emphasis on affirmation rather than a radical call for change also indicates how 
conversion is portrayed in the theater church. Gradual transformation is 
encouraged by taking into account where people come from and where they are 
in their life journey. This reveals in part an understanding of conversion in terms 
of continuity, presuming the presence of God not only in the history of the larger 
Christian tradition but also in one’s individual journey of faith.  
 When we move to the powerhouse church, the emphasis on revival reflects a 
strong desire for change and renewal. This characteristic element of the identity 
of the church is emphasized weekly and reaffirmed through selected songs. In 
spite of the contemporary style of music, some first time visitors expressed an 
feeling of estrangement. Through the words of the songs, the performative style 
and expressive body language of core members, the powerhouse church 
presents itself not only being different from the ‘world’ but also from the 
Christian tradition. The stress on discontinuity disregards a relation between God 
and history and leads to a focus on both the here and now and the future. The 
repetitive call for revival is emphasized in the song texts and addresses the 
importance of change at different levels: individual conversion, renewed 
commitment to the church community and even the need for change at a 
national level.  
 At the level of the individual, the structural ordering of powerhouse worship 
embodies the importance of the recurrent transformation of the individual. 
Guided by the worship leader, each worshiper is expected to move toward the 
‘presence of God’, which potentially leads to a ‘divine encounter‘ by means of 
active and expressive bodily participation. The importance of sound and 
movement, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, together with the rock 
style of the band, tends to suppress the song texts - as hearing one's own voice 
while singing becomes difficult at times. Also, the relation between musical style 
and the use of words is complicated as it is informed by different strands of 
Pentecostal discourse.  
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 While the themes of the songs do not necessarily display a form of cohesion, 
the model of worship reveals a progressive journey to the presence of God; in 
this regard worshipers are directed from a more disengaged appeal to God as 
‘He’, through a more personal address of God as ‘You’, to eventually a subjective 
embodiment of God as ‘I’. As this progression is also accompanied by changes in 
musical style, from celebratory and upbeat tempos to softer and mellower 
sounds, the words and the music blend together, enforcing a particular mood 
and sentiment among the audience.  
 The revivalist theme and practices emphasize the desired identity of the 
church whilst providing insight into the church’s relation to the past. Clearly the 
aftermath of the revivalist period (in this case the Toronto Blessing) posed 
difficulties in terms of establishing the identity of the church. A fascination with 
the new therefore reflects a previous attempt to deal with tensions between the 
desired state of the church and the contemporary context. The continuous 
introduction of new songs underscores the deprecation of traditions and the 
past, and reveals a global orientation, expressed by being in touch with new 
centers of revival through the field of music. Noteworthy is the association of the 
new with the presence of God, which draws attention to the extraordinary and, 
by contrast, runs the risk of desacralizing the mundane and everyday 
experiences of life. The transformation of the church is closely related to the 
emphasis on the transformation of the nation. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, the dualistic and pessimistic view of the world contributes to specific 
understanding of God’s presence in the world. Noteworthy in this respect is the 
role of new media, which enforces a transnational mode of expression that is 
accessible and  normative across Pentecostal/charismatic branches of 
Christianity.  
 The encounter with God is represented by an observable immediacy visible in 
the transformation of bodily expressions among the audience during the time of 
worship. The element of change during worship and the experienced 
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discontinuity with the outer world stress the implicit understanding of how the 
potential convert is approached.  
 To conclude, the worship practices of the theater church and the powerhouse 
church show how evangelical worship music is embedded within larger domains 
of meaning which reflect and constitute different modes of being in the world. 
This is primarily enhanced through a bodily incorporation of an aesthetic style 
that is informed by distinct narratives. The comparison reveals how, through the 
practice of evangelical worship music, newcomers are engaged in practices that 
embody a particular understanding of conversion. As I regard the two churches 
as ideal types within the evangelical spectrum, the above demonstrates how 
conversion can be framed along a continuum, stressing continuity or 
discontinuity, which is bound up with questions regarding the presence and 
absence of God.  
 So far this chapter has compared the worship music practices within the two 
churches; the following sections will consider how the global spread of 
evangelical worship music is related to broader processes of community 
formation.  
 
 
Discussion II: music and community formation 
 
Contemporary evangelical worship music challenges the more traditional 
worship style of mainline churches by reclaiming the active engagement of 
bodily experience and emotions. The Protestant emphasis on the oral and 
literate, which prioritizes conceptual thinking and disembodied beliefs in 
understanding religion, seems to miss the connection to larger cultural changes 
toward a more embodied, enacted and imaginative engagement with the 
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sensory world.181 In their narratives, newcomers to both churches often critique 
the musical style and practices within the mainline churches. Many remarked, 
‘They don’t play our music and they don’t speak our language!  
 As I have argued above, music is a form of embodied knowledge which 
combines the cognitive and the sensorium: it is at once heard, sung, physically 
felt, and emotionally evoked. Yet as the narratives reveal, music as people know 
and appreciate it is also the outcome of the ‘taught body’ that has been 
socialized within a certain cultural environment. This is what both churches do 
acknowledge through their musical style and practices. The importance of 
worship music and singing for new believers reveals how suitable aesthetic forms 
are powerful means of creating commitments and modes of bonding. The act of 
communal singing and bringing a song into being induces a shared, affective 
experience of being part of something larger - beyond individual experience. 
Through the supply of narrative fragments (in lyrics), together with other 
semiotic forms, visitors are encouraged to situate themselves within broader 
narratives and authenticate, enact and embody them at the same time. This 
stresses the importance of music itself as a social process. During the time of 
singing, as a communal act, the implicit question, ‘who are we?’ is most relevant 
in the quest for community. As the conversion narratives reveal, religious 
experiences generated during the time of worship are socially embedded, and 
the encounter with God is situated in the presence of other believers.  
 I argue that the worship experience itself is a very powerful means in the 
formation of a community, which is embodied, sensual and emotionally charged. 
Embodied participation during the time of worship in itself is not only an 
expression of commitment but at the same time operates as a mode of binding, 
as the act itself generates commitment and convictions. Besides the emotive 
                                                      
181 I fully recognize that singing Geneva Psalms with the organ also implies 
bodily engagement. I want to stress the different qualitative modes of sensorial 
engagement.  
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character, this form of community-making is based on shared sensorial 
sensibilities between people rather than formal ties of church membership or 
other ‘official’, observable forms of commitment. This mode of bonding not only 
involves the actual community of worshipers but also has the potential to evoke 
a sense of community within a larger, imagined and relational network. Similar 
to Maffesoli’s understanding of community (1996), which is based on the sharing 
of aesthetic styles (Ibid. 1996:31 ff.), worship music creates an imagined 
community (Anderson 1983) which is stretched over churches, conference sites 
and retreats - and has a global outreach. The concept of ‘aesthetic community’ 
has been introduced by Bauman (2001) to describe the fluid and event-like 
character of new forms of communities closely linked through entertainment; 
these communities are however doomed to disappoint due to their lack of 
binding power (Bauman 2001:71)182. However, in contrast to what Bauman 
suggests, the instantaneousness and fluidity of the worship experience can be 
fruitfully applied to a new understanding of community as powerful modes of 
binding that can be evoked across local communities and even national 
boundaries. The intertwinement of narratives - rooted in the Christian tradition - 
and the aesthetics has the power to move individuals beyond their own horizon 
and merge them into a larger world of faith. I regard the aesthetics of evangelical 
worship style as an important identity marker in the global evangelical 
movement which, as a sensational form,183 ‘governs a sensory engagement of 
                                                      
182 According to Bauman, the bonds of aesthetic communities are ‘to be 
“experienced” on the spot’ , and ‘do not truly bind: they are, literally, “bonds 
without consequences”. They tend to evaporate at the moment when human 
bonds truly matter - that is, at a time when they are needed to compensate for 
the individual’s lack of resourcefulness or impotence’ (Bauman 2001:71,72). 
183 With this concept Meyer stresses the specific ways the spiritual and the 
physical are interrelated and draws the attention to the importance of the 
aesthetics. While the aesthetics is always involved in the realm of religion, Meyer 
focuses on the ways the body and the senses are mobilized in distinct religious 
mediation practices as religious groups and traditions differ in their appreciation 
and evaluation of aesthetic forms (Meyer 2010:749). 
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humans with the divine and each other and generates particular sensibilities‘ 
(Meyer 2009:13).  
 
 
To conclude  
 
In this chapter I have discussed the importance of music and singing as 
mediating practices in the lives of new believers. The relation between music 
and the experience of the sacred reveals how the sacred is closely attached to 
the self. Worship music is thus an important resource for encountering God and 
celebrating an inwardly constituted faith. Music and singing are not only forms of 
mediating the divine presence; as a social process, music enable believers to 
transform the way they understand their place within the world, thereby 
questioning how the world is ordered in terms of relationships between people 
and between an individual and God. I argue that this process includes the 
material world, which is inextricably part of the human understanding of reality. 
In this way, through dynamics of ‘musicking’, Keane’s concept of semiotic 
ideology comes into play. Musicking involves a dialogue between different 
constituting semiotic forms that are contextually arranged and ontologically 
defined. A semiotic approach to worship music reveals how music is embedded 
within larger frameworks of meaning and how worship music directs and 
contributes to framing different meanings of conversion. As I have shown, the 
meaning of lyrics is not only informed by the musical style but also by a distinct 
language ideology. This will be addressed extensively in the following chapter as 
the third semiotic domain of meaning. 
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For every story that sees the light of day, untold others remain in the 
shadows, censored or suppressed.       
         (Jackson 2002:11) 
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CHAPTER 7  CONVERSION LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES  
 
 
Introduction  
 
In this chapter I will discuss how different language ideologies and discourses of 
conversion come into play within the context of the theater church and the 
powerhouse church and their significance for newcomers. As discussed 
extensively in chapter three, I regard language as a semiotic form that is always 
mediated by local assumptions of what language is and how it functions. 
Therefore language ideology involves much more than what is being said or 
offered in terms of dominant discourse. Ideas and beliefs are mediated through 
acts of speech which, as a semiotic form, include not only words but also 
material properties such as movement, gestures and other performative 
qualities. As I will demonstrate in this chapter, the role of language in 
convertative practices varies according to underlying assumptions about the 
relation between speaker, listener and words (including sacred texts).  
 To set the stage, I will start with a very brief discussion on the emphasis on 
language in the evangelical tradition and the focus on biblical text. Successively, 
ethnographic accounts of the theater church and the powerhouse church will be 
presented.  
 For each church, I start with an examination of Sunday morning sermons. 
Although I was not looking for a dominant biblical narrative in each church at the 
time, I later found that each church repeatedly stress one overarching narrative 
from the Bible. I regard this as an important indicator of how conversion and 
faith are understood and portrayed. In the theater church the central narrative 
concerned the parable of the Waiting Father (better known as the Prodigal Son), 
and in the powerhouse church, emphasis was put on the account of Jesus’ 
suffering and death in the Passion Story. Drawing from observations of the 
sermons, as well as the responses of church members and (potential) converts, I 
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will discuss the various church settings in which conversion discourses are 
invoked. 
  In the theater church, next to the dominant narrative of the Waiting Father, I 
encountered an alternate conversion discourse framed according to the 
influential evangelistic booklet, The Four Spiritual Laws, published by the 
American evangelistic student organization Campus Crusade for Christ (further 
mentioned as CCC)184 in the 1970s. In addition to discussing this alternate 
narrative, I will show how different understandings of conversion were presented 
by and contested between church volunteers and newcomers in various church 
settings. Finally, I will discuss the interactive process of adopting and framing the 
meaning of conversion by newcomers.  
 In the context of the powerhouse church, I observed how the Pentecostal 
interpretation of the Passion Story brought about concurring convertative 
practices. I will discuss how, from the overarching Passion Story, linguistic 
formats like questionnaires185 are used as innovative forms of confession. In turn, 
I will address the importance of testimonies as a form of ‘conversion speech’ 
among believers in the powerhouse church. This practice, far less observed in 
the context of the theater church, underscores distinct differences in the domain 
of language between the two churches.  
 Following the ethnographic accounts of the two churches, this chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the different conversion discourses and language 
ideologies observed in each church setting, and how they become relevant to 
potential converts.  
 
 
                                                      
184 Bill Bright, director of Campus Crusade for Christ published this small 
booklet that summarizes the ‘core’ of the gospel message into four propositions, 
deduced from biblical references and illustrated by simple graphic pictures 
(Turner 2008:99), see further appendix II.  
185 For an example of a questionnaire, see appendix III. 
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Conversion language in evangelical tradition 
 
The importance of language in the evangelical tradition can be traced back to its 
Reformation roots. This is reflected in the particular emphasis that Christian 
tradition places on biblical text, its understanding of Christ being the Word and 
the centrality of speech in Protestant ritual life. Heavily critical of the Catholic 
Church at the time, the Reformation movement denounced most forms of 
mediation, whether it concerned the church, saints or sacraments - except for 
scripture. However, the centrality of the Bible - as living Word of God - raised 
new questions and uncertainties. The Reformation brought about the need for 
hermeneutical ways in which to understand and grasp the core meaning of the 
gospel (Grenz and Franke 2001:8), such as creedal statements, confessional 
documents and numerous commentaries on the interpretation of biblical texts. It 
also resulted in a long standing tradition of preachers who, based on their 
extensive education in biblical language, exegesis and other studies, were 
ordained as legitimized and recognized preachers of the Word.  
 In the evangelical revivalist tradition, the Bible as the Word of God has a 
reciprocal relationship with the personal faith experience. This relation is most 
readily reflected in the genre of evangelical conversion narratives developed in 
the eighteenth century (Hindmarsh 2005:2).186 These spiritual autobiographies 
flourished among Pietists, Puritans and Methodists, resulting in an 
autobiographical religious culture in which the conversion experience came to be 
                                                      
186 Hindmarsh speaks of the novelty of this evangelical genre that arose 
especially through the oral church relation required for membership in many 
Dissenters’ churches in England similar to the practice to write a Lebenslaufe by 
Renewed Morovian Brethern of Germany. The spiritual autobiography was 
peculiarly early modern as it required the necessary conditions for introspection 
and individual self-determination (Hindmarsh 1999:914). Hindmarsh echoes 
Charles Taylor’s argument about the development of the modern self in stating, 
‘the evangelical conversion narrative represents an alternative version of modern 
self-identity, one that overlaps in some ways with the modern autobiographical 
identity, but one that also qualifies the notion of self-fashioning’ (Hindmarsh 
2005:6). 
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embedded.187 Hindmarsh’s analysis of eighteenth century evangelical conversion 
narratives still seems remarkably relevant: ‘the first and most important pattern 
in these narratives was biblical’ and ‘the evangelical narratives were structured 
as microcosms of the biblical story of Creation, Fall, Redemption, new Creation. 
Each story was the story in miniature’ (1999:921,922).  
 The commitment to a conservative piety and experiential mode of religion 
altered in the wake of the nineteenth century. With the rise of modern theology 
and the historical-critical approaches to biblical texts, the evangelical concern for 
the Bible as the Word of God brought about a search for correct doctrine, 
located in a material and formal principle (Grenz 2006 2nd.ed.:61). This 
development is most exemplary in the series of pamphlets called The 
Fundamentals, formulated in the United States between 1910 and 1915 by a 
coalition of diverse evangelical groups and intended to stress the inerrancy of 
the Scripture (Coleman 2000:25). A rational approach gained more prominence 
in the evangelical theology of the twentieth century and enhanced the 
formulation of biblical truths in propositional forms. The Bible became 
understood as the self-disclosure of God: entirely truthful in all that it teaches 
and thus containing the truth of God (Henry in Grenz and Franke 2001:14). While 
the project of biblical inerrancy was a response to the rise of historical criticism - 
which rejected many of its findings, in its rational approach, it reveals that it was 
deeply influenced by the same thinking that underpins modern, critical 
disciplines.188  
                                                      
187 In the eighteenth century, through conversion narratives, an experiential 
element became an additional point of reference in theological method. For 
instance, in Wesley’s epistemology, experience was a fourth point of reference 
next to tradition, Scripture and reason.  
188 One of the notable examples of the evangelical commitment to objectivism 
and rationalism was the promotion of creationism in the 1960s and 70s, 
emphasizing the plausibility of the Bible book Genesis account, as a scientific 
account of the beginning of the universe, life and mankind. While this was 
primarily an American endeavor, it was well accepted and embraced by Dutch 
evangelicals and promoted by the Evangelical Broadcasting Company (EO) in the 
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 The inerrancy debate propagated the evangelical claim of the Bible as 
ultimate truth, having a divine source or at least entailing spiritual truths and 
rules. As such, the written text is put out of time and place and, as de-
contextualized discourse, creates a perception that certain phrases or texts are 
self-contained, belong together and are thus reproducible in different contexts 
without having substantive consequences for the discourse itself (Keane 
2008:120). As the strive for biblical inerrancy tends to deny processes of 
mediation and interpretation of texts, in practice it leads to a shared collection of 
citations, an implicit hierarchy of more or less important Bible references, 
passages and verses as common reference points for genuine Christian (Bible 
believing) discourse and practices, which are laid out in numerous evangelical 
books, brochures and pamphlets.  
 The above described development had a profound influence on the 
conceptualization of evangelical conversion. In the course of the twentieth 
century, especially through innovative evangelistic practices emerging in the 
United States between the 1950 and 1960s, new tenets and textual forms of 
how one was to become a Christian emerged, which were also spread and 
adopted in Europe. Notable was the trend to formulate the kernel of the gospel 
in order to communicate the gospel effectively to a large audience. This is 
observed in the aforementioned large revivalist crusades of Billy Graham, who 
presented the gospel in a simple and clear format with a call to conversion. Due 
to the possibility of formulating the essence of the gospel in single statements 
and propositions of beliefs, marketing techniques were deployed to transform 
evangelism into clear-cut strategies and methods.189 This development also 
                                                                                                                           
late 1970s. The EO played a prominent role in the propagation of the creation vs. 
evolution debate through its TV programs and spread of brochures and booklets. 
189 For example, Evangelism Explosion International, a worldwide evangelistic 
organization (founded in the United States in 1962), promotes a universal format 
for evangelism and teaches believers how to share their faith. Through a 
prescribed script of questions and possible answers, the potential convert is 
challenged to accept Christ. The questionnaire is focused on the afterlife and 
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stimulated an extensive circulation of printed materials on how to become an 
(evangelical) Christian.  
 This development can be observed in the great success of the published 
evangelical booklet, The Four Spiritual Laws190, which presents the core of the 
gospel in four propositional statements of faith and concludes with an example 
of a conversion prayer. The instruction given with the prayer reveals a particular 
evangelical language ideology: ‘God is not so concerned with your words as He is 
with the attitude of your heart’. In this case, the intention of the speaker is 
regarded as more important than the exact use of particular words. Although 
this remark displays a form of volition with regard to speaker, in evangelical 
practice the speaker is often guided through a conversion prayer by repeating 
the preacher or other advocates of the gospel. This demonstrates that, although 
the intention of the heart seems to be more important than words, particular 
words and phrases still matter. Though it also emphasizes the importance of 
using words in oral performance: conversion is in this context understood as a 
speech act of confession. Biblical references are used to support this use of 
particular language: ‘So you will be saved, if you honestly say, ‘Jesus is Lord,’ and 
if you believe with all your heart that God raised him from death’ Rom 10:9 
(CEV). This Christian model of speech relates to the intentions of the convert, in 
terms of sincerity and truth, and to the importance uttering particular words.  
                                                                                                                           
starts with the opening question: Do you know for sure that you are going to be 
with God in heaven? 
(http://www.eeinternational.org/pages/page.asp?page_id=23717, accessed 24-
03-2010). 
190 Currently The Four Spiritual Laws has been translated in more than 140 
languages. The numerous translations of the booklet and the mass production of 
prints into a small booklets leads me to suggest that Campus Crusade has had a 
profound influence on - and contributed greatly to - the global spread of the 
evangelical phrasing of conversion. The simple methodological approach 
enhances the accessibility of conversion - as a portable practice which is easily 
learned - and the transportability of the gospel message (Csordas 2009). 
However, as this approach is bound by language, the interpretation and meaning 
of these concepts are not given but mediated through time and context. 
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 Although the objective truth of the Bible has been an important hallmark of 
evangelical debates in the twentieth century, evangelical Protestantism does not 
form a coherent whole in its understanding of biblical literalism (Coleman 2000; 
Engelke 2007; Harding 2000). For example, whereas Harding positions preachers 
as ‘standing in the gap’ between the language of the Christian Bible and the 
language of everyday life (Harding 2000:12), she rightly emphasizes their role in 
the appropriation of religious language for new converts.191 However, in the 
contemporary late modern Dutch context, objective truth claims are no longer 
self-evident, and external religious authority is under debate. Together with the 
increasing attention to the Holy Spirit, due to the rise of the 
Pentecostal/charismatic movement, the relation between subjective personal 
experience and objective biblical truth is continuously challenged.  
 In the following accounts of the two churches, conversion discourses and 
language ideologies are observed in distinct practices. Following Engelke, who 
emphasizes that ‘words and their mediums cannot be taken for the same thing’ 
(Engelke 2007:19), I will address specific language ideologies involved in 
speaking and writing as well as analyze other means of linguistic communication 
surrounding the concept of conversion.  
 
 
The Theater Church: ‘Coming Home’ 
 
The well planned and designed church services on Sunday morning generally 
display coherency in terms of language. The theme of the sermon is introduced, 
amplified and repeated through the lyrics of the songs, the prayers and the 
selected film clips or sketches. In other church meetings, like the courses offered 
                                                      
191 ‘Preachers who are the nodes, the transformers, in the religious knowledge 
networks that articulate fundamentalist communities, are thus pivotal figures in 
moments of dramatic transformation’ (Harding 2000:12).  
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and small groups, which are usually led by volunteers from the church, less 
control can be executed over the supply of meanings and stories. Here I 
encountered different formats of conversion, signaling traces of various 
evangelical methods and language, particularly the influence of The Four 
Spiritual Laws. Using the narratives of new and older believers, I will focus on the 
dynamic process of appropriating language and meaning which I view as the 
outcome of a dialogue between what is being offered and what people bring in 
from their past.  
 
The Waiting Father as overarching narrative 
In the theater church, the senior pastor usually gives a series of three sermons 
on Sundays. As he is usually off duty on the fourth Sunday of the month, a 
selected group of substitute pastors and friends of the church are invited to 
preach. The worship leader, Jamie, preaches a few times during the year as well.  
 The preaching style of the senior pastor is notable for his use of inclusive 
language, always addressing first time visitors as well as regular church 
attendees. It is not primarily the rhetoric style that impresses his listeners but 
moreover his warmth, empathy and ability to address each listener personally 
and make him or her feel welcome and appreciated. As he hardly raises his voice 
or uses dramatic language, his performance can be characterized as consistent 
and trustworthy and his style of preaching more akin to teaching. In interviews, 
people often expressed their sympathy for the pastor, especially for his ability to 
remember their names. While I often heard critical comments about their 
length, the sermons were nevertheless valued as biblical and sound doctrine.  
 As I started my fieldwork after the summer break, the church launched the 
new theme of the year called ‘Love’. To kick off the theme, the pastor preached a 
series of sermons called ‘coming home’, based on perhaps the best known 
parable in the New Testament: the story of the Prodigal Son in Luke 15. The first 
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sermon already began stressing the church’s mission to introduce the gospel 
message to newcomers, as the pastor mentioned: 
 
It is the Father who embodies love; moreover we should talk about the story 
of the loving Father. It is His heart that is your and my home. The aim of the 
church is to help people to find this love and the heart of God, and to feel 
and experience the heart of God. The youngest son did not have a 
relationship with his father. He lived with the image of his father as a lord and 
master. But the story presents an image of the heavenly Father which is not 
based on our achievements but on what Jesus has finished. With whom do 
you identify yourself? The change in the life of the prodigal son begins with 
the fact that he came to his senses (Luke 15:17) and then God could do 
something through His Spirit. We know the happy end of the youngest son, 
but we don’t know the end of the eldest son or daughter. But if you recognize 
yourself in that figure, come home with God. The Father leaves his house to 
find his sons, also to find the eldest.  
 
In his closing prayer at the end of the sermon the pastor said: 
 
Come to the father, whoever you are - the eldest or the youngest - in the 
stillness of our heart we may say yes to You, thank You for Your forgiveness, 
and for Your unconditional love, although many of us do not feel worthy. 
Thank You that You found us worthy to die for. Speak to our hearts in these 
moments of silence. Thank You for Your embrace, Your overwhelming love.
  
 The story of the Prodigal Son is often used in evangelical preaching as it 
resembles the basic structure of evangelical conversion192: the son who leaves 
                                                      
192 The conversion story of Saul of Tarsus in the book of Acts is often used in 
evangelical/Pentecostal preaching. However, this account reveals a crisis model 
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his father, messes up his life, comes to a moment of repentance, and eventually 
returns to his father. In this context, the emphasis was more on the love of God 
than on Jesus or the ´son coming to his senses´. Overall, listeners were not 
approached as sinners (the word was not mentioned during the sermon, except 
in the reading of scripture)193; rather, they were addressed as people who are 
created in the image of God, with gifts and talents, but who have lost their 
way.194 The following weeks I observed a common pattern: the sermon displayed 
a strong inclusive and implicit discourse geared towards newcomers while the 
prayers contained evangelical jargon and phrases referring to common doctrines 
and convictions. For example, from the second sermon:  
 
Jesus shows us the heart of the Father, including all categories of people. He 
came to those who were lost. Do you feel lost? The religious leaders of that 
time did not have that experience, how about you? If you don’t, you 
resemble the eldest son. His heart was far from God because he did not say: 
Lord have mercy on me. Maybe today, you should give your heart to God. 
And say: Today I give myself to You. 
 
The following prayer: 
 
Thank You that we can give our heart to You, that Jesus came and that You 
gave your life for us. This day we commit ourselves to You. Thank You that we 
can come with a broken heart, not clean but with a filthy heart, to You. Thank 
                                                                                                                           
of conversion and stresses radical change, which leaves out the notions of 
conversion as a journey of gradual change. 
193 I will go to my father and say to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against God in 
heaven and against you’ (Luke 15:18). 
194 This message is in contrast to strict Reformed churches where the depravity 
of men is emphasized along the Reformed/Calvinist triad of misery, redemption 
and thanksgiving. 
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You that You look at us in Jesus Christ, that in Him, our hearts are clean, 
cleansed and perfect. This is incomprehensible to us but true. 
 
Notable is the more implicit reference to Jesus in the sermon; this appears, for 
instance, in the statement that ‘the image of God the Father should be based on 
what Jesus has finished’. While in the prayer notions of forgiveness and the 
death of Christ are heard, for newcomers to the church - with no Christian 
background - these references had probably no significance. However, for those 
who were familiar with the Christian tradition, words like forgiveness and 
references to the death of Christ could operate as hooks, opening a field of 
orthodox notions of atonement.195 
 The sermon as an oral or speech performance establishes a particular 
relationship between the preacher and the listener. Through the use of the 
parable rather than an abstract doctrinal issue, the pastor invites his listeners to 
write themselves into the story. Throughout the sermon, the listener is taken 
along from a more anonymous and inclusive we position to a personal and 
individual state. This is most obvious in the question posed in the first sermon: 
‘with whom do you identify yourself?’ By the rhetorical use of questions, the 
engagement of the listeners is encouraged and a personal evaluation of one’s 
position within the narrative framework is enhanced. The fragment of the 
second sermon also shows how the listeners are called to identify themselves 
with the templates of the two sons and are reminded to be a character in the 
story. The appeal at the end of the story underscores that the ‘story is about 
you’. By identifying with one of the main characters of the story, the listener's 
                                                      
195 After the sermon the service ended with a song that stressed the love of 
God and the experience of coming home in the presence of God. The cognitive 
message of the sermon, that one could have an affective and intimate 
relationship with God, was successively amplified through the aesthetics: the 
music and singing offered a potential experience of the intimacy with God 
through the combination of the affective words of the song and the 
accompanying music. 
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perspective is directed toward the Father, to God, with the encouragement to 
respond in silent prayer.  
 This response or inner speech reveals an important understanding of the role 
of language. While generally evangelicals stress the importance of public 
confession and speaking, inner thoughts and inner conviction are remain 
significant and are recognized as a means of taking genuine steps of faith, 
leading eventually to conversion.196  
 The metaphors encountered in the sermons stressed foremost the relational 
aspects of God as ‘Waiting Father’ and are centered on the notion of 'coming 
home'. The emphasis is placed on the gospel as being good news, whereas 
seekers are positively affirmed in their faith journey. This spatial metaphor of 
being on a journey of finding meaning in life is linked to the affective and 
intimate images of the heart: the renewal of the heart, the surgery of the heart 
and faith in the fulfillment of one’s heart’s desire. In these metaphors, 
conversion is being framed in terms of finding rest and fulfillment in life through 
the restoration of one’s relationship with God. In spite of the non-
confrontational address, the leading thread of the sermons is foremost the call 
to a 'change of heart'. This reveals a tension in terms of how to present this 
message to listeners in an appealing way. The above-mentioned notion of ‘filthy 
hearts in need of cleansing’ at least renders a sense of disapproval. The struggle 
of how to transform or translate Christian concepts into current cultural 
language was at times observed. For instance, when the concept of guilt was 
mentioned in one of the sermons, it was commented upon right away: 
 
Perhaps we’d better not use the word guilt anymore, since it has such a 
loaded meaning throughout church history, but use desire instead.197 
 
                                                      
196 Harding’s statement that, among fundamental Baptists, speaking is 
believing, hardly applies in this case (1987:179). 
197 Sermon November 13, 2006. 
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Concurrently, the word conversion was hardly used but framed as entering into a 
relationship with God. However, to establish this relationship, one has to 
surrender to God, to ‘submit one’s life to God’ and give up one’s autonomy. 
 In the course of fieldwork, only twice were personal conversion narratives 
evoked in the sermons198: once by the senior pastor and once by the worship 
leader. Interestingly, their two accounts resembled the story of the two sons. The 
conversion narrative of the worship leader Jamie parallels the emplotment of the 
younger son. In spite of Christian upbringing, Jamie recalled how, as a teenager, 
he was involved in ‘everything God had forbidden’, explained as ‘sex, drugs and 
rock and roll’. The turning point in his narrative was an overwhelming mystical 
experience he had while listening to a song by the Christian heavy metal band, 
Stryper: ‘All of me’.199 
 
All my life searching for the one to share  
The space within my heart  
To stand right by my side  
 
Then you came to me  
Shining as the morning sun  
You gave your love to me  
And I knew you were the one  
 
The one to share my life  
To make all the wrong so right  
                                                      
198 In the church services personal accounts of believers in the form of 
testimonies were absent, except during baptism services. Since these were held 
on weekdays, and attended by a limited number of people, they had little impact 
in the church. The reason for not including testimonies in church services is a 
consequence of the highly controlled and directed format of the services. 
Individual contribution by lay members create a potential risk and uncertainty, in 
their performance, chosen words and mode of expression. 
199 ‘All of me’ was released on the Stryper album ‘To Hell with the Devil’, 1986. 
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We will live as one for all eternity  
You and I  
 
I'm giving you all of me  
Cause you gave me all of you  
I'll love you forever  
For you my love's so strong  
I'm giving you all of me  
Cause you gave me all of you  
We'll stand together  
And our love will always carry on 
 
(All of me ©1986 Hollywood Records Inc.)  
 
Striking here is the absence of explicit religious language; one could interpret the 
song to be a contemporary love song. This shows again that in processes of 
meaning making, a creative mix and match of different discursive domains can 
take place. Through the song, Jamie experienced what he recalls as having an 
encounter with Jesus. He testified to having known he had been converted and 
shortly thereafter underwent drastic changes in his lifestyle.  
 The story of the senior pastor takes after that of the elder son. Being raised in 
the Reformed Churches (in the Netherlands), he had never found the assurance 
of faith until he met someone who explained the gospel to him in a nutshell:200  
 
God does not force his love upon us but acts like a gentleman, He knocks. I 
remember that day so well. That night I surrendered myself to God with the 
words: Yes Lord, I open my heart to You and Your love, for Your grace and 
forgiveness and everything You are when You spoke the words: ‘It is finished, 
also for you’. I accept You as my personal Lord and Savior. What a moment 
that was in my life! And the greatest relief I experienced was from fear of 
                                                      
200 Both the pastor and the worship leader were converted during adolescence. 
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death. Eternal life is not something we receive after this life but you receive it 
right from the start. Is that all there is to it? Yes and no. In spite of the fact 
that the personal yes is a matter of the individual and God, God wants us to 
publicly demonstrate and confirm our decision. That is why He gave us 
baptism. 
 
 At first sight, the distinct conversion narratives of the worship leader and the 
pastor resemble the journeys of the two sons encountered in the overarching 
narrative of the Waiting Father. Their narratives amplify and illustrate the parable 
by drawing upon personal experience; they went on to encourage listeners to 
view their lives in the light of these stories as well.  
 However, the pastor told his conversion story in a particular context. Earlier 
that week, the church community was shocked by the sudden death of one of its 
core members. That morning, the sermon was characterized by a sense of 
urgency, as if it was a serious wake-up call for all those present. Different from all 
other Sundays, the pastor urged his listeners to repent as he used the Dutch 
word for repentance (bekering) twice: ‘bekeer je, bekeer je!’ (repent, repent!). 
The closing prayer that morning resembled the format of a conversion prayer: 
 
Lord, this morning we want to come open our hearts and give ourselves to 
You. Even if it is only one person, let no one leave this room without giving 
his or her heart to You, for the first time or again. Then there will be joy in 
heaven. We want to be quiet since it is a matter between You and each of us, 
personally. As we speak to You, we open our hearts. Forgive my sins, I want 
to live by Your grace, You who have said it is finished, also for me, I will 
answer Your love and accept You and embrace You as my Savior and Lord, my 
Friend and all, Lord please speak to each and everyone’s heart today and may 
we answer Your love.  
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A moment of silence followed and gave the audience the opportunity to respond 
in silent prayer. 
 
Thank You that You promise to enter our lives and that You are our hope and 
strength, our Savior. You the giver of life, of eternal life, in Jesus' name, amen. 
 
In light of the tragic loss and the grief felt among the congregation, the call to 
conversion was framed in the perspective of eternity and life after death. It was 
an assurance for family and friends involved to hear the comforting perspective 
that life does not end here. At the same time, it created a strong appeal for 
those who were not sure about their eternal destiny.201 However, this 
otherworldly perspective was hardly addressed in other Sunday services.  
 That day, at the end of the service, everyone received a booklet to take home 
called: Would you like to know God personally? (a revised version of The Four 
Spiritual Laws).202 In contrast to the usual inclusive and non-confrontational way 
of presenting the Christian message, this booklet revealed an exclusive 
understanding of conversion as a boundary experience and supplemented the 
urgency of accepting Christ in view of the finality of life. An alternative discourse 
of conversion was encountered in the booklet, as the usual non-directive 
narrative approach was replaced with a direct conceptual approach. That day, 
conversion was not portrayed as a process of gradual change but as a decisive 
moment in time, as orthodox evangelical concepts of sin, forgiveness, salvation, 
and eternal life were put forward. At that moment, it seemed an incident related 
purely to the particular context and situation. Yet when I attended distinct 
courses offered for newcomers, I encountered the same ambiguity; this may be a 
                                                      
201 The concept of Hell was however not mentioned in this context.  
202 In Dutch: ‘Zoek je God? Je kunt hem persoonlijk leren kennen!’ (lit. 
translation: ‘Searching for God? You can get to know Him personally’). This 
booklet is distributed by the Dutch Campus Crusade for Christ called Agapè. It is 
a translation of a revised student version of the Four Spiritual Laws. Notable is 
that the Laws have been modified to Principles. 
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consequence of the adoption of textual forms, objectified in printed materials, 
which brings in different discursive fields of knowledge. This latter point will be 
addressed in the following section.  
 
Contested ways of framing conversion 
Next to the sermons on Sunday, conversion was taught during the Introduction 
Course, a course for potential new members to get to know the church better. At 
the time of the research, over 70 people were interested in enrolling in the 
Introduction Course. Offered twice that season, almost 150 persons attended 
the courses. Most of them came from different church backgrounds: from 
mainline Protestant churches, orthodox Calvinist churches, a few former 
Catholics, and some from Pentecostal/charismatic churches.203  
 The seven night course consisted of two nights which focused specifically on 
spiritual renewal and growth and addressing how one becomes (and what it 
means to be) a Christian. Every night began with a plenary lecture of about half 
an hour led by one of the pastors of the church; this was followed by small group 
                                                      
203 At the time of the research, the influx of members from smaller Calvinist 
churches (especially the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands (Liberated) was 
prominent; however, the previous Introduction Course, held six months earlier, 
had a large group of people from a Pentecostal church. This shows that it is hard 
to draw conclusions about the attraction of the church to newcomers with 
regard to their former denomination. Push and pull factors were observed. 
Clearly, a crisis in a church could cause people to leave and search for an 
alternative, as in the case of financial fraud revealed in a nearby Pentecostal 
church. Generally, the theater church turned out to be a good place to recover 
from the pains and disappointments experienced in other churches. For others, 
personal situations caused people to leave their former evangelical or orthodox 
Protestant church, often in the case of going through a divorce. Several people 
told me how they felt blamed for their failed relationship, or felt no longer 
welcome in their church and pressured to leave. The relative anonymity of the 
theater church, due to the size of the church and the non-confrontational 
attitude, made newcomers feel welcome and accepted. They felt they had the 
opportunity to stay connected to God and recover or cope without being judged 
while they were going through a difficult time in their lives. 
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sessions of about 15 people per group, where newcomers discussed various 
topics under the leadership of two church members. 
 In the course manual, the chapter on spiritual renewal contained a section of 
The Four Spiritual Laws booklet with the accompanied question: ‘What does it 
mean knowing Christ and knowing Him as your personal Lord and Savior?’ This 
question was followed an example of a conversion prayer. The second part of the 
same chapter, however, discussed the parable of the Waiting Father, explaining 
the concept of grace and the invitation to come home and whether the reader's 
life resembled more the eldest or the youngest son.  
 During the time of team preparation, several small-group leaders critically 
commented on the material in the course manual. As Jenny said: 
  
The manual is difficult to understand and I do not recognize myself in the firm 
statements and propositions in the text. 
  
Others in the group related to Jenny’s remark, saying that the concept of The 
Spiritual Laws was not appealing, convincing or relevant to framing conversion.  
 In his lecture, assistant pastor Mark did not refer to The Spiritual Laws but 
emphasized the mercy and grace of God. The concept of sin was explained as 
living without God and missing the purpose of life as God intended it to be. The 
conversion language of accepting Christ was connected to surrendering and 
entrusting one’s life in God’s hands and following Jesus.  
 
Spiritual renewal is letting go of your old identity, handing it over to God, and 
God will give you a new identity. That is living by grace. Grace breaks the 
bonds of the past. Often our self-image is negatively determined by our past 
but grace will show you that it is a lie. Jesus says that you are his beloved son 
or daughter. Faith is not about traditions, as most of you have learned in your 
background, but about discovering that He wants to be the Lord of your life. 
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God makes us beautiful people, everyone is precious and of value. We need 
God’s Word to walk in the light and by His grace. 
 
As in the dominant, positive discourse on Sunday morning, conversion was 
explained as gaining a new identity, discovering one's inner self and beauty and 
focusing on the here and now. Moreover, a distinction between the former 
church experiences of listeners was stressed by stating that faith is not about 
traditions but about personal commitment. The small group leaders also 
expressed their struggles with their traditional church upbringing. Kai in 
particular mentioned his difficulty with the subject:  
 
This is for me the most difficult night of the course. It says something about 
where I come from. I thought for a long time, I am born again, I believe in 
grace and what Jesus has done, but still I felt it was not enough and that I had 
to do more for God, have more faith and do more things. Very slowly I came 
to realize that God’s grace is enough. That He wants a relationship with me 
and that is it. I was never sure of my salvation until I turned 35. I still thought 
it depended on me, on what I did. That changed when I opened my heart to 
God. Part of it was the image of God I had grown up with, the punishing God. 
But it also had to do with my character.  
 
For the most part, the small group recognized Kai’s story as they also were raised 
with a distant and judgmental image of God, feelings of inferiority and not being 
good enough for and accepted by God. Former members of Reformed Churches 
in the Netherlands (Liberated) expressed how they felt condemned by God and 
the church. In the words of Monique: 
 
I have chosen for myself, I was falling apart. Here I am, happy again; this is 
what encourages me and what I need. [...] What I experience here is what I 
have missed over the years. I often think, what is the difference? It is the love 
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you feel, it is not that you hear so many new things, but it is spoken with 
love, that you are important and that it is real, that is what I sense here. 
 
Monique comments primarily on the different style and presentation of what 
she considers to be part of the same Christian tradition she was raised with. The 
different approach and atmosphere is experienced in this context as a relief, as 
she feels accepted and encouraged. This makes her reconsider trusting God. Yet 
the theater church presents an important shift in the portrayal of God: from 
being a Ruler and Judge who is never pleased because of the sinful state of man, 
to a loving Father who is trustworthy, cares and wants to be involved in one's life.  
 Not everyone recognized continuity with their former church background. 
Tom overheard some people saying that the theater church did not believe in 
original sin, and asked for clarification. Kai explained:  
 
We do believe in it, but we do not stress it that much. We’d rather emphasize 
the love of God and what Jesus has done; but we do acknowledge the Bible 
as the foundation of our faith.  
 
Different issues were at stake for those with a former Pentecostal background. 
The demands of their former church, in terms of the strive for holiness, more 
commitment and faith, and the stress put on the miraculous in signs and 
wonderment, also resulted in feelings of inferiority and insecurity. As Edwin 
commented:  
 
Every Sunday I had to think: is this biblical, what is going on today? You never 
knew what was going to happen, strange things that you had never heard of 
or seen before. I feel safe here and can just listen to the sermon, knowing 
that it is biblically sound and right. 
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The above narrative snippets show that the relational (and therefore subjective) 
aspects of faith are constantly evaluated, negotiated and legitimized by what is 
considered to be ‘biblical’ according to people’s own understanding of the 
Christian tradition. The basis for comparison emerges from people's former 
church experiences, which is compared to the new church environment. When 
faith is no longer bound by a church tradition but portrayed as a unique journey 
of spiritual growth, gradual change and discovery involving personal choice, 
multiple interpretations are conceivable, as Martin’s case demonstrates. He 
attended the course with his cohabiting partner, Jacqueline, and told the group 
of his struggles:  
 
I have been going through a very difficult time lately. I was married for almost 
twenty years and then I met my former high school sweetheart. I fell in love 
with her again, […] I met Jacqueline, and then I fell on my knees, I could not 
think any longer, but my heart […] then my wife threw me out of the house 
and I was no longer welcome in my Christian Reformed Church. I opened my 
heart and allowed God to enter into my despair, I felt so connected to Jesus, I 
realized, He knows what it is like to be lonely. 
 
The small group leaders did not comment on his story or express a sense of 
dismay toward his interpretation. On the contrary, the meeting was closed by Kai 
with a reference to the Scripture verse of John 3:16,17, where it says that ‘Jesus 
did not come to judge the world but to save the world’. However, as I talked to 
one of the pastors, the extent to which the church wished to be inviting and 
inclusive was definitely an issue and matter of discussion. The church did not 
want to promote a policy of ‘anything goes’, though it recognized the downside 
of setting clear boundaries and strict moral rules which would hinder new 
people from discovering what their faith was all about and beginning a journey 
of discovery and gradual change. It was the Holy Spirit that was brought into 
these discussions as the decisive Agent, convincing people of the need for a 
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change of lifestyle, relationships, habits, or more generally: sinful behavior. As 
one of the pastors said: ’we don’t need to tell people how bad they are, they 
already know’.  
 The inclusive and accepting character of the theater church offers different 
modes of inducing new religious meanings. As Monique and others expressed a 
shift in religious expression towards a more positive, personal mode, former 
Pentecostals show the perceived limits of a subjective and experiential mode of 
religiosity in the search for security and feeling ‘safe’. However, as Martin’s 
account shows, the inclusivity also created space for multiple interpretations, 
clearly not desired by the church. The leading perspective of the church, that 
God is engaged in an individual journey with everyone, gave hope that, over 
time, newcomers would evaluate their life according to implicit norms and 
standards of a Christian biblical lifestyle. The above examples reveal the tensions 
churches face in a cultural climate in which the traditional authority of the 
church is no longer accepted. Access to the church no longer can be grounded in 
the acceptance of the beliefs from the past. By taking into account the diversity 
of backgrounds among newcomers, the church positions itself alongside the 
particular path of one’s journey of faith while gradually initiating and directing 
the individual into a more exclusive understanding of the Christian tradition.  
 Finally, different discourses of conversion are encountered here. Evangelical 
discourse from the past, as laid out in The Four Spiritual Laws, seemed out of 
place for members of the small groups, not only for newcomers but also for long 
time believers at the church themselves. As a remnant of the past, it signals an 
authoritative discourse that is still recognized to be true though no longer 
relevant as a means of communicating what faith is about to newcomers. This 
indicates that evangelical conversion language and concepts are not based on 
fixed ideas but are continuously in a dialogue with the contemporary world and 
culture.  
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Reframing, tradition and journeys  
The emphasis on Sunday morning, as well as in small groups, is to present the 
gospel as good news. Acknowledging that the public image of Christians has 
been harmed in the past,204 the theater church stresses a positive message and 
presentation of what faith is all about.205 This clearly has consequences for the 
framing of conversion and the overall mission of the church, which is to help 
people find Christ. The inclusive character of the church potentially brings in a 
tension between the aim to welcome and accept people as they are and the call 
for change that is intrinsically implied in the call for conversion. The use of the 
parable of the Waiting Father as an overall narrative opens up a number of 
possible identifications and meanings to listeners. Salvation is, in the first place, 
portrayed as entering into a relationship with God, which is relevant for life in 
the 'here and now'. The emphasis on the relational aspects of faith, expressed in 
a unique and special bond between God and the individual, is linked to the 
image of God as an empathic, loving and understanding Father. By underscoring 
the greatest biblical command to love God and one’s neighbor, moral judgments 
are downplayed and the traditional concept of sin - as a moral category 
connected to guilt - becomes problematic at the very least. It is therefore most 
intriguing that this latter discourse, while present in the Four Spiritual Laws 
booklet, is easily modified and reframed in the group discussions, where 
potential believers learn how to talk about their personal lives and pose 
                                                      
204 The pastor mentioned several times that Christians were known for being 
against public issues. While not addressing this explicitly, his remark could be 
understood as a reference to actions of conservative Christians with regard to 
abortion and homosexuality. 
205 The inclusive character of the theater church, due to its strong mission of 
attracting the unchurched, is upheld by avoiding sensitive topics that might raise 
controversy among believers as well as among non-believers. As I tried to find 
out the church’s position on the topic of homosexuality, I was told that the 
church avoided taking a position on sensitive issues: ‘As soon as we write our 
position down, it will force us to act upon it, while we would rather discern in 
particular circumstances what is right for the person at that particular time and 
in that situation’. 
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questions with regard to faith. Several core church members acknowledge the 
need for reframing conversion over time, as my conversation with Crystal, who 
spoke to me about her conversion experience (which took place in the early 
1980s), shows:  
 
C: So I listened to the sermon on tape and I was very touched, I went on my 
knees, all by myself, and gave my heart to the Lord, according to the 
instructions on the tape. And I prayed the sinner’s prayer, the whole story, my 
life changed completely, especially my emotional life, and I wanted to tell the 
whole world that I was born again.  
MK: How would you explain to someone today what made you make that 
decision?  
C: That I really have my whole life… I mean my whole heart, my life 
surrendered to Jesus, letting go of all my control. Surrender, that is what it is 
all about. Knowing that I cannot bridge the cleft between God and man. I am 
a sinner, my consciousness of sin was very strongly present, I need Jesus 
because He died for me, He paid for my sin. I just prayed out loud, inviting 
Jesus into my heart. One would not use these words today, those are very 
evangelical words, but it turned my life around. And I knew, I am a child of 
God, I received that assurance and it has never left me.  
MK: What words would you use today? 
C: Now I would talk about surrender, letting go of your control. God who 
directs the whole world but also your own life, which is still relevant like 
those booklets and chairs: God on the throne or yourself, that image in an 
up-to-date version, surrender is the key word. Leading your own life versus 
surrendering your life to God. 
MK: But what about sin?  
C: We are still affected by sin in this life, but whether you sin depends on 
your relationship with God, whether the fruits of the Spirit can grow in your 
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life, and living in a relationship with God, that is what it is all about - it is 
reciprocal.  
MK: Can you give a practical example of how to put surrender into practice?  
C: Well, when I face big decisions, I ask God for peace and rest, guidance, just 
these words, eh things, that language expresses about what is inside but it is 
not sufficient. I cannot explain what it is exactly… but I know from experience 
that I say: 'I give this situation in Your hands, You will have to work it out,' and 
I submit it to God.  
 
 Interestingly, in her attempt to use different concepts to explain her 
conversion in contemporary language, Crystal cannot do so without referring to 
the powerful images found in the booklet of The Four Spiritual Laws and other 
publications of CCC, of the cross bridging the cleft between God and (wo-)man, 
and the chair as an illustration of who rules over one’s life. Crystal’s account was 
not unique in that regard; other core members of the church who like Crystal 
had an evangelical conversion experience in the 1970s and 1980s often used the 
same ‘script’ of conversion; most of them were socialized in Reformed churches.  
 In comparison, the accounts of more recent converts in the theater church 
showed different patterns and were far less consistent in their formulations and 
uses of concepts and language. This is shown in part of Francine’s narrative. 
Francine is a flamboyant lady in her early sixties who was actively involved in 
New Age groups and alternative spiritual healing practices for about thirty years 
of her life. At the time of the interview, she had already been visiting the church 
for about eight months and had attended the Alpha course.  
 
Wendy (a lady from the church) told me one day: I think God has made many 
different churches so there is a place for everyone. I thought, that is an 
ecumenical thought, I can relate to that. All faith is all right, since it is all 
about God. In this church you can add Jesus to it, but perhaps not in another 
church. As soon as people start telling me what and how to believe, I’m out. 
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Then you position yourself above others and that is wrong. Catholics say that 
Protestants are not right, I do not buy that. Even Islam, it is all about God. 
They might act a bit strange, but it is all about God. Now I have the desire to 
be baptized and I talked to the pastor; he told me that I do not have it all 
together, I only have to say, okay Jesus, I accept You as the one who takes 
control of my life. I know I still have a lot to learn. I am quite a stubborn 
person, you know. 
 
 Marlies’ account also displayed limited conversion language. She frequently 
spoke about the impact of music and the warmth and love she experienced in 
the church. She had not been to church since her childhood, when she was 
raised in a Dutch Reformed Church. She only recently started going to the 
theater church, on an invitation by a family member. 
 
I was always taught at home, God is love, and I have always believed that. But 
since I started going to this church, Jesus has come along too. Here I came to 
know the human part of God, that He came to earth to save people. That is a 
different approach, of course. Different churches emphasize different things, 
Catholics emphasize Mary and Baptists Jesus I guess, and the Reformed 
emphasize God.  
 
At the end of the interview, I asked Marlies whether she had considered what 
during the Sunday service is often encouraged as ‘taking a step of faith’. She 
answered the following:  
 
I took the step of going to church again. It was a big step for me as I was so 
used to spending that Sunday morning with my friends running. I really miss 
that, but it was a step out of my former life and to enter into a new life. It was 
a new beginning; you increasingly start to surrender yourself to God. In the 
beginning you want to hold everything in your hands but gradually you can 
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let it go. But first I had to know what and to Whom. You grow into that, it is 
not at an instant moment.  
 
The narratives of Francine and Marlies show how the dominant discourse within 
the theater church is appropriated in their lives. In contrast to conversion 
narratives of core members of the church, who came to faith in the 1970s, more 
‘orthodox’ notions – such as guilt, forgiveness of sins, atonement by the cross 
event, death and resurrection of Christ, and the promise of eternal life - were 
mostly absent. The narratives of newcomers with a nominal or absent church 
background used different concepts to describe their (gradual) process of 
religious change, such as giving up autonomy, surrendering and subjecting one's 
life to God. Notable is the difficulty newcomers have with the person of Jesus. 
Especially those with no Christian background, many recalled how it took them a 
long time to understand why the story of Jesus even mattered. Tim remembered 
that, during his first year at the church, he suddenly realized that ‘there is a God 
who cares about me’. It was in the second year, after following the Alpha course, 
that he came to understand how the story of Jesus was related to the story of 
God.  
 The narratives of newcomers who were socialized in a Christian family and 
church, especially in the Calvinist Reformed tradition, displayed a conversion 
discourse that was quite similar to that of the core members of the church. 
While a significant shift in their image of God had taken place, and a move 
toward a more subjective and experiential mode of Christian spirituality could be 
observed, the ‘orthodox’ and ‘biblical’ concepts from childhood, including the 
acquired language, were easily recalled and reproduced.  
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The Powerhouse Church: ‘Passion Paradigm’  
 
The powerhouse church displays a wide range of language, discourses and 
speech genres. This can readily be observed during the Sunday worship service, 
where ample room is given for testimonies of individual church members, 
prophecies and individual prayers; an extended amount of time is in turn given 
to the sermons. Though in order to discuss the distinct language ideology 
observed in the context of the powerhouse church, as in the above analysis of 
the theater church, I will start with a discussion of the sermons on Sunday 
morning. From there, I will turn to the small group settings in order to discuss in 
which ways newcomers appropriated the offered conversion discourses. The 
interrelation between language, discourses and the use of literary formats like 
questionnaires will be discussed in the following section. This section concludes 
with a few reflections on the importance of testimonial talk, which I regard as a 
disciplinary mode of speech. Throughout this section, it will be argued that the 
formation of converts as being 'freed' from their past recurs as a dominant 
convertative theme in the powerhouse church.  
 
The sermon as a mimetic performance  
The sermons in the powerhouse church display a large variety of themes, 
messages and narratives. This is partly the result of the diversity of preachers; 
generally the pastor of the church only preaches twice a month. On other 
Sundays, elders from the church or pastors from extra-local, national or 
international churches give the sermon. The sometimes observed lack of 
coherence may also the outcome of the history of the church. The various 
revivalist currents have certainly left their mark in the discourses used by church 
members and in the sermons of some preachers.  
  The messages of the sermons comprise clear guidelines and directions for 
the practice of daily Christian life; this might include how to deal with difficult 
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relationships, how to deal with problems in one’s life or discovering the ways to 
seize God’s promises. Different from the theater church is the strong moral 
appeal of the sermons; as every sermon displays a call to change and increased 
commitment, the desired decisions and choices are framed according to the high 
ideals of living a holy life without sin. Living in the presence of God, having an 
intimate relationship with Him and hearing His voice were recurrent topics. As a 
consequence, the past of believers was often addressed only in relation to 
acquiring the power of the Holy Spirit to overcome temptations, the devil or evil 
powers, as displayed in extensive power rhetoric.  
 In contrast to the theater church, I observed a more direct and exclusive style 
of preaching. Though practical issues were not only discussed in sermons; 
several times preachers also demonstrated the practices of faith by acting out 
the spoken text. This was, for example, observed in a demonstration of how one 
is to spend time with God, read the Bible and listen to God’s voice. The following 
fragment of a sermon by one of the elders of the church demonstrates this well:  
 
At home, I take a chair (grabs a chair and sits down), sit down and pray: Lord I 
want to know You, will You empty my thoughts? This half hour I want to 
spend with You. Will You lead me by Your Spirit and speak to me. Then I read 
a story from the Old Testament, how the people of Israel cross the Jordan 
river, I get my pencils and mark the texts and read, hey, the feet of the priests 
were wet, I thought the river was dry, Lord are You saying something to me? 
We cannot do it ourselves but that is why He gives us His Spirit. There should 
be no disturbances. So ask God if there are things that hinder the 
communication. God is holy and wants to forgive. Come with an expectant 
heart. So I pray: Lord I want to worship You, will You give me Your peace and 
still my thoughts. So I start to praise Him, speak in tongues while I walk up 
and down (stand up, walks up and down the stage with arms in the air, and 
head and eyes turned towards the ceiling). And then the Lord speaks, that is 
wonderful! And the Lord says, I love You, cast your burdens upon me, and I 
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respond: yes Lord, or pray in tongues and continue to listen. Then when you 
pick up your Bible, God will reveal so many things! 
 
Here the preaching turns into a mimetic performance, teaching the audience 
that intimacy can be obtained through a particular mode of embodied listening 
and depends on investments of time, commitment and attention from the 
believer. The paradox of this presumed, immediate encounter with God, and the 
condition of the attuned body, is striking: intention, biblical text and bodily 
performance are put into action in order to experience the intimate presence of 
God.  
 One of the reasons for the importance of the performative aspects of speech 
lies in the understanding of the power of words in the powerhouse church. 
Words have to be spoken with ‘authority’, meaning with faith and sincerity. It is 
assumed that intentional speech will result in action and call things into being in 
the spiritual world (Kirsch 2008:153 ff.).  
 This was demonstrated one Sunday morning by a visiting preacher from 
abroad, who gave an intriguing PowerPoint presentation to demonstrate the 
power of words. He argued that the power of words has been scientifically 
proven by the experiments of a renowned Japanese researcher.206 From the 
experiments it was demonstrated that the formation of water molecules is 
affected by spoken words and even music. The exposure of water to positive 
words such as ‘thank you’ and classical music by Bach lead to the formation of 
symmetrical, ordered molecules and structures; negative words and heavy metal 
music lead to a chaotic arrangement of water molecules, the preacher stated. 
The display of different images of symmetrical and non-symmetrical crystalloid 
formations was to prove the preacher’s point; the images were also used to 
                                                      
206 Although the preacher did not mention the name of the scientist, the 
pictures he showed were based on books by Masaru Emoto a.o. Hidden 
Messages in Water, 2001. These pictures are also found on several websites (e.g. 
http://www.life-enthusiast.com/twilight/research_emoto.htm, accessed 23-02-
2010). 
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make an analogy with Genesis 1, where it says that God spoke and came into 
being. According to the preacher: ‘we are created in the image of God; we are 
like gods, created with the ability to create, also by means of our words’. 
 In spite of the words spoken and the images shown that morning, what 
caught the center of attention was the performance of the preacher. Through his 
movements, the use of his voice and his appearance, his sermon was far more 
than moral lesson. In his performance, the preacher presented himself as a 
playful actor,207 moving in and out of different roles as preacher, performer, 
actor, and even that of a joker, leaving the audience confused as to what his role 
actually was and blurring the boundaries between theater and church, real and 
make-believe. One moment he was the ‘man of God’ who spoke with divine 
authority, and a few moments later, a playful actor who led the audience into a 
world of imagination, wonder and fantasy. In fact, the preacher - who had a 
professional acting background - demonstrated the effect of theatrical acting 
techniques, not only as a means to amplify a particular message but moreover to 
show that a particular performance has the potential to blend into a modified 
message, narrative or source of meaning. As in such a presentation the message 
is often embodied in the performer, he/she eventually becomes the message. 
Different registers of mediation were triggered and suggested through his skillful 
use of imagery and rhetorical engagement of the audience’s senses. In this 
context, the Bible as medium for the message of God was also being subjected to 
the overall experience. Through the performance, the audience not only listened 
to the message but also ‘saw’ the message through the bodily performance of 
the preacher, who frequently walked up and down the stage using grand 
gestures such as bending over, kneeling, jumping, and making various facial 
expressions. In fact, I even suggest that the display of the crystalloid formations 
as scientific proof of the power of words was not even necessary to make the 
point for the audience, since his vivid appearance, manner and speech already 
                                                      
207 According to his biography on his website, the preacher performed in the 
musical ‘Hair’ in the 1970s in Europe. 
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engaged the audience intently and emotionally, demonstrating the power of 
words in his own act. Therefore, in addition to watching, more importantly, the 
audience ‘felt‘ the message; his performance brought about a roller coaster of 
emotions as it alternated between humor, drama and moments of serious 'God 
talk', while also referring to personal stories and vivid images to stress the 
unlimited potential of each believer.  
 The charisma of the preacher was confirmed by the positive response of the 
audience after the service. People told me how they loved the preaching, some 
were already making plans to visit the preacher's retreat center in Canada the 
following summer, and no one - not even the pastor - seemed to question the 
story of the water molecules. What to me had seemed far beyond the limits of 
Pentecostal interpretations was accepted or at least tolerated without comment. 
However, the following Sunday, the pastor corrected the preacher’s suggestion 
that ‘humans beings were like gods’. He had been carried away by his own story, 
and ‘a clear distinction between Creator and created human beings has to be 
upheld’, the pastor said. 
 The performance of Pastor Hans was generally less dramatic than those of 
the visiting preachers. In my conversation with him, he displayed a critical and 
reflective attitude towards the use of rhetorical and performative techniques 
while preaching. He was, for instance, well aware of the persuasive qualities of 
using his voice, as he mentioned the effect of a chocked up voice during the time 
of the altar call.  
 A closer look at the role of conversion discourse in the sermons reveals an 
intrinsic relationship between words and performance and messages and 
messenger. Therefore, the persuasive power of the sermon depends on a 
particular performative styles of the preacher, observed in the ways he/she 
preacher embodies the message of the sermon. As a result, sermons not only 
require attentive listening; they require attentive watching as well. The dramatic, 
performative aspects of preaching not only support the message -  in fact they 
become the message, as I will discuss more extensively in the following section.  
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The Passion Story as overarching narrative 
The different themes and discourses encountered in the church were creatively 
integrated during the time between Christmas and Easter. Pastor Hans 
introduced the overarching theme of The Miracle of the Cross,208 referring to the 
title of a recently published book by a Dutch Pentecostal pastor. The particular 
thematic framing of the Passion Story turned out to be a dominant overarching 
narrative and means of subsuming themes from other sermons and other 
circulating discourses within the church. Pastor Hans used the book as an outline 
for his sermons, and the congregation was encouraged to buy and read the 
publication. The author of the book was invited to preach one Sunday morning 
during that period. 
 The book is constructed along seven presumed moments in the Passion 
Story, namely that Jesus bled and seven miracles stem from this. Over a period of 
two months each chapter of the book was used for a sermon. The author 
stresses the importance of what really happened to Christ by making a 
compilation of the four gospels into one Passion Story, which resonates with 
Gibson’s movie, 'The Passion of the Christ'.209 According to pastor Hans, most of 
the content of the book was biblical, though he left some parts out that he 
thought were not firmly underpinned in the Bible. However, in public, he did not 
comment on what he thought to be the weaker parts of the book.  
 As Pastor Hans had just started being the pastor of the church, the book 
series also served as a good opportunity to affirm the foundations of the church: 
the decisive meaning of the suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus. Following 
the content of the book, in successive sermons the physical suffering of Christ 
was described in great detail and connected to particular, miraculous meanings 
of the cross. The cross-centered devotion invited listeners to meditate on each 
                                                      
208 Dutch title: Het wonder van het kruis, (Van der Kamp 2005). 
209 I have discussed the adoption of Gibson’s Christ in the powerhouse church in 
‘Pentecostal Passion Paradigm, the (in)visible framing of Gibson’s Christ in a 
Dutch Pentecostal Church’ (Klaver 2011). 
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wound on the body of Christ, and informed the audience about conversion and 
becoming a Christian. The following meanings were attributed to the several 
instances of Jesus' suffering: 
 
Jesus bled seven times:   Miracle of: 
Sweat like blood in the garden  forgiveness of all sin 
Maltreatment high priest   redemption of feelings of guilt 
Maltreatment interrogation   cleansing of consciousness 
Flagellation     healing 
Crown of thorns    liberation from the curse  
Nailing of feet    atonement 
Spear in his side    regeneration  
(Van der Kamp 2005:44,45; translation MK) 
 
 One Sunday, the author of the book, Pastor Wilkin, visited the church; he 
preached about the moment that Jesus shed his blood wearing the crown of 
thorns. The thorns were related to the Bible verse stating that the earth is 
cursed, ‘producing thorns and thistles’ (Gen 3:18). And the notion of the curse 
was applied to the lives of the listeners who were struggling with sins like 
addiction to alcohol and narcotics. ‘Curses can be the result of your own sins, but 
also related to the sins of others and even your ancestors. Sins offer the devil 
legal ground to interfere in your life’, he stated. ‘No longer is it necessary to be a 
victim of self-hate, depression and rejection. Many people have been sexually 
abused in their past. But I tell you, look at the crown of thorns, give your own 
crown of thorns to Jesus, your pain and suffering’. 
 At the closure of the sermon, the band started to play and Pastor Wilkin 
alternated between talking to the audience and praying: 
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(to the audience)  
Do you see Him, standing there? Turn your eyes to Jesus, his back is 
shattered, the soldiers put a robe around him, his body is covered with sweat 
and blood, He has not eaten or drunk anything for hours, his face is beaten 
up and his beard is pulled out. There he stands, defenseless…, when you look 
into his eyes, you see only love. 
 
(praying) 
Father we ask You to reveal the eyes of Jesus to those who are burdened by 
the curse, those who are victims.  
 
(to the audience)  
I will respect your boundaries, not accuse you, but let go, and come with the 
crown of thorns of your life. Holy Spirit, reveal to us this Jesus and perform 
miracles in our midst.  
 
People in the audience were invited to come forward as the band played a song. 
About a quarter of all present came to the front to be prayed for that morning.  
 
The visiting pastor continued to the audience:  
 
Repeat after me, it is important to speak out for yourself and to name the 
curse and speak yourself:  
 
(praying with the audience) 
P: Father in heaven  A: Father in heaven 
Thank You for Jesus, thank You for the miracle of the cross, for Your love for 
me, thank You that my sins are forgiven, I believe that You drank my cup of 
life in my place, my sins are forgiven, as far as the North is from the South 
and the East from the West. Thank You that You have been a victim in my 
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place, that I no longer have to be a victim. You have been flagellated in order 
for me to receive healing. I see You Jesus, I see Your eyes full of love, and I 
see how You bend toward me and say: Give me the crown of thorns of your 
life. Father I believe I no longer have to be a victim but will receive healing 
and deliverance. 
 
(to the audience) 
Look at the curse in your life and ask God in your own words: deliver me from 
abuse, alcohol, porn, rejection, the generation curse of rage, selfishness, 
money. 
Say: I break and loose myself from the curse and let go, and thank You that I 
may love my body, I give it to You in faith.  
Jesus is crowned with the curse of your life. I say to you: be free from the 
curse and the blood of Jesus cleanses us from all sins. All power of darkness, 
we take authority, I bind every power of darkness, let go and leave in this 
moment. 
 
The prayer team was summoned to continue to pray with the people in front, 
and Pastor Wilkin walked over to some people praying and spoke out loud, 
saying: ‘Release them from the past’ and: ‘Let go’. 
 Pastor Wilkin’s rhetoric sermon was loaded with strong, image-based and 
evocative language, as he described how Jesus was tortured using explicit, gory 
language, concentrating on the blood of Jesus. With this focus on physical, bodily 
suffering, the pastor assumed a relationship between violence and atonement, 
suggesting that the greater the suffering, the more powerful redemption will be. 
As a consequence, the emphasis on violence and suffering had its effect on the 
understanding of redemption; the pastor argued that redemption is not 
primarily located in the death of Christ, but is extended or even shifted to the 
magnitude of His suffering.  
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 This interpretation opens up the possibility of a concentration on the 
material qualities of the blood of Christ that was not only shed for the 
forgiveness of sins but also for a whole range of afflictions that believers might 
have (as I will discuss in the next section). In turn, the implied concentration on 
the blood of Christ renders the evocation of powerful imagery that quickly and 
easily arouses sensory experiences and strong emotional responses with 
persuasive power (Emrich, Brower et al. 2001:533; Meyer 2010).210  
 Consequently, during the time of preaching, a convergence in the intensity of 
sensorial engagement took place in the performance of Pastor Wilkin. His loose, 
smooth and informal way of talking, his charm and emerging fame of being a 
pastor at a successful church and well-known national deliverance ministry 
contributed to his charismatic personality.211 And so did the story itself - in 
particular the powerful and compelling symbol of blood sacrifice – which added 
greatly to listeners' reflections upon the their sins and feelings of being 
responsible for the suffering and crucifixion of Christ. As a result, the message 
was made more immediate, real, experiential, and persuasive. Through the 
particular use of image-based rhetoric, doctrinal statements such as ‘Jesus died 
for your sins’ were transformed into a potent sensorial experience.  
 This performance shows the persuasive power of the use of bibliodrama, a 
form of ‘biblical role-play’ in which an intensive confrontation with biblical texts 
takes place and the audience discovers themselves and the world in which they 
live in and through the text. As a result, the audience was drawn into the Passion 
scene, back into biblical times. ‘Do you see Him standing there’, the pastor asked 
as he admonished his listeners to turn their eyes to Jesus and ‘look’ at his 
                                                      
210 Emrich, Brower Feldman and Garland demonstrate the significance of 
image-based rhetoric over concept-based rhetoric: ‘People judge words that 
easily and readily arouse a mental image as having a greater intensity of 
emotional meaning and experience stronger emotional responses to messages 
that are more imagery evoking’ (Emrich, Brower, Feldman and Garland 
2001:533). 
211 Some ladies of the church talked afterwards about his looks and hair and 
described him as an attractive man. 
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wounds, blood and suffering. Striking is how the metaphor of Jesus being a 
defenseless victim was being transferred to the audience. They were addressed 
as victims who were in need of healing and deliverance. As a consequence, being 
a victim (part of Pentecostal deliverance discourse) reduced the individual’s 
moral guilt, as the believer is viewed as being under attack and afflicted, the sole 
responsibility for his or her behavior and actions.  
 The transformative scheme of deliverance and healing was offered through 
responsive prayer at the end of the service. Pastor Wilkin took leading role as he 
stressed that those who came forward should repeat his prayer and speak out 
loud. Through this prayer practice, the victims underwent a paradoxical ritual of 
being subjected to the leading pastor, who informed and prescribed what people 
were to do and say at the moment. At the same time, participants gained agency 
when they uttered the prayer as an act of empowerment. In this sense, speaking 
is believing (Harding 2000:60).  
 The rhetoric encountered this morning and the concentration on the blood of 
Jesus turned out to be a recurrent, dominant theme in the Sunday services, but 
also in other church meetings. Conversion had everything to do with deliverance 
and being freed from the past, with the utterance of prescribed prayers and the 
particular role of specialists mediating between believers and God. In the 
following section, I will discuss how, in a small group setting, the Passion Story as 
presented in the book of Pastor Wilkin was interpreted as a paradigm for 
understanding the meaning of conversion.  
 
Framing conversion as deliverance from the past  
Next to the series of sermons, in the small groups of the church, the outline of 
the book, The Miracle of the Cross called Seven Steps on the Road to Freedom212 
                                                      
212 Translated from Dutch (MK): Zeven stappen op weg naar vrijheid, (Van der 
Kamp 2006). All church members were encouraged to buy the booklet and use it 
in their small-groups. 
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was to be discussed. A written prayer at the end of each chapter was sometimes 
used as a common prayer, though in general one was encouraged to use it at 
home for self-reflection. The booklet also contained a questionnaire that one 
could use privately or discuss with a counselor as a tool for investigating one’s 
own life.  
 During the fieldwork period, I attended a small group of about twelve 
women, composed of recent converts and core members of the church. The 
women’s small group met every other week at lunchtime at one of the ladies’ 
home. They had lunch together, read and discussed the Bible, and shared 
communion together before closing with a time of prayer for each other’s needs. 
During the lunch, everyone was encouraged to express and share personal 
concerns. The struggles with relatives, children, husbands, and parents, next to 
health and illness, were most commonly addressed among the women. The 
communion ritual was a set custom at the meetings and important in the 
spiritual lives of the women, both in the group and also in the private sphere at 
home. 
 Before I joined the group, the women had read a book by a Mexican 
charismatic prophetess called Ana Mendez213 who had visited the church the 
year before. After reading her book, Eat My Flesh, Drink My Blood,214 they were 
convinced of the importance of the power of the blood of Jesus and the need to 
have communion regularly; as a result, they decided to have communion every 
time they met. This already existing emphasis on the power of the blood of Jesus 
led to a warm reception of the book, The Miracle of the Cross. The women could 
easily relate to the concentration on the blood and suffering of Christ and apply 
the seven miracles to their own life situations. For every meeting, Laura, the 
                                                      
213 Ana Mendez Ferell and her husband lead an independent ministry and hold 
prophetic conferences in several countries (http://www.voiceofthelight.com/, 
accessed 15-05-2008). 
214 Dutch edition: Eet van Mijn vlees, drink van Mijn bloed. Vlissingen, Bread of 
Life 2006. 
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small group leader, asked one of the ladies to prepare a chapter of the book, 
present a summary and share some personal thoughts and reflections. 
 In this group, the struggle with the past was a recurrent theme, particularly 
the tension between what was promised through conversion and the reality of 
everyday life. The overall message of Van der Kamp’s book stresses that it is 
God’s purpose for His children to be ‘free from bondage’ and ‘free from the past’. 
At the same time, the author emphasizes the causal relationship between the 
providence of the cross and the responsibility of the believers to forgive others in 
order to experience God’s blessings. Through the different chapters, and by 
means of a questionnaire, the women of the group were encouraged to face 
their past, their childhood, family relationships, their own character, and their 
physical condition in order to trace possible causes for not experiencing the full 
freedom and blessings from God. During the meetings some of the seven 
miracles turned out to be more relevant in the lives of the women than others. 
Three stood out in particular: the miracle of forgiveness of sins, the liberation 
from the curse and the miracle of healing.  
 First and foremost, the book stresses the power of Jesus' blood in forgiving 
the sins of the believer: the primary meaning of conversion. While this was 
understood as liberation from the past, it was not without conditions: the book 
emphasizes that, according to the Bible, God cannot forgive those who do not 
forgive others. This caused a lot of emotional arousal and discussion in the 
group. It was here where painful experiences, traumas and memories were 
recalled from the past. While on the one hand the divine power of the blood was 
presented as the available power for redemption, the believers were made 
responsible for not applying this power in their lives. Not forgiving others, 
according to the book, means that the devil will have legal grounds to afflict the 
believer. Through confrontation, reconciliation with the past was being 
encouraged, though this became problematic at the same time. While 
forgiveness was understood as an act of the will, several women were not sure 
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whether they had really forgiven the ones who had caused a lot of pain in their 
past. 
 The second ‘miracle’ that received a lot of attention from the women was the 
liberation from 'the curse' through the blood of Jesus. The notion of the curse 
was often addressed in church during sermons and prayers, or in conversations 
with other believers. The meaning of the curse, however, varied; one 
interpretation purports that the curse emerges from having a strong connection 
with the power of words - like the influence of negative judgments from parents 
on children; others point to the concept of generational curses. In this latter 
category, the power of evil – which is experienced in the struggle to overcome 
problems like bad habits and addictions - is linked to ancestors who have been 
allied with evil or dark forces through their involvement in occult practices like 
divination and fortune telling. For example, Laura, the small group leader, told 
the group that her family had been affected by a ‘power of poverty’ for several 
generations. After conversion, she found out that one of her forefathers had 
been a dowser. And by means of substitutionary confessions of guilt, the curse 
had been broken in her life: there was no longer a legal ground for the power of 
the curse. It is a spiritual law, she explained, that sins of the ancestors affect 
future generations up to the tenth generation.215 In the act of renouncing the 
curse, in the spiritual world, the believer cuts off his or her family/blood ties in 
order to regain spiritual freedom from bondage. In the prayer for breaking the 
power of the curse, the blood of Jesus plays a significant role. In phrases like: ‘we 
plead on the blood of Jesus’ and ‘cover us with Your blood’ as means of 
protection against evil, the blood of Jesus is treated as a force and power, 
appropriated by the believer as a spiritual attribute or object. While this practice 
promises a break with the past, paradoxically, the past is continuously made 
present as an unlimited source of causal explanations for all kinds of afflictions: 
past, present or future. 
                                                      
215 Biblical references for generation curses used in the church: Exodus 20:5 and 
Exodus 34:7. 
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 The blood of Christ as a source of protection against evil and breaking the 
curse is also understood in relation to what the book considers to be the whole 
realm of the occult; this includes a wide range from Harry Potter to engagement 
in divination practices, but is also connected to certain objects. Saskia, a lady in 
her early fifties and a new convert, having had a conflict at home due to her 
daughter’s Buddha statue, was advised by the group to ‘bring the Buddha under 
the blood of Jesus’. By speaking out these words, the negative power of the 
Buddha would be neutralized and not affect her. Another lady confirmed this 
practice by using the example of the Satanic Bible216 of her son. She clearly did 
not want it in her house, though she did have the option of ‘bringing it under the 
blood of Jesus’. This was done by an act of proclamation since it is believed that, 
in the act of speaking the name of Jesus and pleading for the blood of Jesus, 
demons will have to depart. 
 Besides forgiveness and deliverance, the blood of Jesus itself, as understood 
as life-giving and a source of healing, was the third miracle emphasized among 
the women. The scriptures in Isaiah, ‘By His wounds we are healed’, and 
Leviticus217 form the foundations of the expectancy and conviction that, through 
the severe physical suffering of Christ, healing of all diseases is possible for those 
who believe.  
 It is here where the tension between promise and reality was most visible. 
Valerie, suffering from chronic illness and unable to work, struggled with the fact 
that her healing failed to occur. She often asked for prayer at the end of the 
Sunday services and really believed God could heal her. Eventually she attended 
a healing service in another church led by a Pentecostal preacher who is known 
                                                      
216 The women associate the Satanic Bible by Anton Lavey with the Church of 
Satan, heavy metal fans and gothic subculture. This book is viewed as being 
surrounded by occult and evil powers.  
217 NIV, Leviticus 17:11 For the life of a creature is in the blood and I have given 
it to you to make atonement for yourselves on the altar; it is the blood that 
makes atonement for one’s life.  
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for his healing ministry; still, nothing miraculous happened to her. However, she 
told the women that God had spoken to her that her healing had started. The 
next meeting she admitted that, while she still suffered from a lot of pain, she 
would hold on to what God had promised her. And when she started to doubt, 
she rebuked the devil and grasped the power of the blood of Jesus and the 
promises of God, she said. The issue of forgiveness was woven into her story 
because of abuse in her childhood years. Several times she mentioned that she 
had forgiven her abuser, though at the same time she displayed her doubts since 
healing failed to come. 
 During the small group meetings, the Pentecostal women discussed several 
themes and implicit doctrines present in the general discourse of the church. In 
Pastor Wilkin’s book, these beliefs are integrated and explicated in relation to the 
physical suffering and blood of Christ. In this passion paradigm, the concept of 
conversion is embedded in a more general discourse of transformation of the 
believing subject in order to receive the blessings and promises of God. This 
overarching narrative is supported by the innovative literary form of the 
questionnaire, which encourages believers to examine their lives and past within 
the context of the cross event. Questionnaires were encountered in different 
settings and particularly used with new converts. In the following section, I will 
discuss how the questionnaire was used during a so-called ‘Encounter Day’.  
 
The questionnaire as a literary form of confession 
The examination of one’s past was not a unique feature of the book, The Miracle 
of the Cross. The discipleship course, a seven night course offered to new 
believers who had finished the Alpha course, consisted of a special, all-day 
Saturday session entitled the ‘Encounter Day’. Here young converts were 
recommended to evaluate their life histories with the help of a questionnaire. 
The overall aim of the day was to have an encounter with God, parallel to the 
story of Jacob, who received a new name and identity after he wrestled with 
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God and, as a consequence, rejected all of his idols.218 As a kind of ‘spring 
cleaning’, new converts would ‘reach their destiny’, understood as living with an 
intimate relationship with God and receiving the blessings and promises God has 
in store for his children.  
 The first part of the Encounter Day was spent correcting and refining one’s 
image of God as true Father. ‘Everyone’s natural father has distorted the image 
of God as Father’, it was stated, and ‘therefore everyone needs to forgive one’s 
father for his shortcomings’. Again, as mentioned before, forgiveness turned out 
to be the key to one’s freedom and healing, as was mentioned: ‘forgiveness is 
the bridge to walk to freedom’. A written prayer was passed around admonishing 
believers to pray the healing of one’s 'father' image.219 The participants were 
asked to carry out part of the prayer out loud in unison, then to spend ten 
minutes in small groups discussing the topic and receiving a blessing from the 
small group leader, announced as the ‘intimacy of the Father’. The little time 
given for this exercise caused distress among some of the participants. The topic 
touched upon painful memories from their past and the suggestion of a quick 
spiritual fix seemed not appropriate.  
 In the afternoon, a lecture on ‘spiritual authority’ introduced the 
questionnaire. In order to detect ‘demonic entrances in your life’ - being 
disobedient, emotional traumas, inner vows, curses, and unforgiveness - the 
                                                      
218 The story of Jacob in Genesis 32: 22-32. 
219 Part of the Prayer to ‘Heal My Image of God’: ‘Lord, I know you created me 
in Your own image and likeness to be loved. Holy Spirit make me aware of any 
pain, wounds bitterness and un-forgiveness toward my natural father. Today I 
bring my pain to the cross. […] Daddy, I forgive you that you never said ‘I love 
you’ to me, that you never encouraged me but only spoke words of humiliation, 
disdain and condemnation. I forgive you that you did not protect me and allowed 
others to hurt me […]. Father in heaven, I also ask you to forgive my own sinful 
reactions. Forgive my bitterness, anger and hatred. I put away all these feelings 
from my heart and I repent from my sins. Thank you that you forgive me now, 
thank you that I may receive you healing power. You heal every wound, your 
offer on the cross is enough to heal my wounds and pain, in Jesus name, amen.’ 
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participants were told to investigate their lives with the use of a questionnaire. 
The questionnaire contained five pages listing numerous categories of personal 
sins (like adultery, gossip, criticism, fornication, porn addiction), ancestral sins 
(among others, alcohol abuse, violence, sexual abuse), feelings, emotions or 
thoughts (like fear, anger, bitterness, indecision, depression), and included a 
reflection on one’s relationship with parents, children, spouses, and other 
important people in one’s life. Everyone was asked to fill in the form quietly 
while worship music was played in the background. Next to the erected wooden 
cross at the center stage, a paper shredder was placed. All those present were 
encouraged to walk to the front, put the questionnaire in the shredder and 
receive a blessing and prayer by the two leaders of that day.  
 
Liz sits next to me and whispers that she has marked almost all the categories 
on the questionnaire. She does not like the setting and decides to go home. A 
little later Mona walks up to me and confides that she had her doubts about 
the exercise but felt relieved when she put her paper in the shredder. Jenny, 
one of the core members of the church, asks me whether I filled in my form. 
‘No’, I say to her, ‘I have questions about the use of sin lists’. She recognizes 
my hesitance, and remarks that she also has some doubts about the list. I tell 
her my observation that the categories of sin are rather masculine, and that I 
can think of some issues that are more specific for women like addiction to 
food or shopping. Jenny urges me to write my suggestions down so that they 
can be added to the list for the next time they organize an encounter day. I 
tell her that I don’t think it is my job to complement the list. 
 
The above observed phenomenon of the questionnaires raises several questions 
with regard to the issue of language ideologies. How are these literary forms 
related to the earlier observed conversion discourse, where do they come from 
and what is their role in the formation of converts?  
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 The use of questionnaires is a rather recent phenomenon in Dutch 
Pentecostal churches. The introduction of the questionnaire came along with the 
G12 model of church growth, which included the so-called ‘Encounter Weekend’. 
New converts but also regular visitors and members of the church were obliged 
to go on a retreat where the questionnaire or ‘sin list’ functioned as a spiritual 
‘carwash’. Although the powerhouse church no longer uses the G12 church 
model, it has adopted the element of an ‘Encounter Day’ as part of the 
discipleship training for new converts.220  
 Questionnaires are often encountered in the context of deliverance practices. 
For instance, the questionnaire in the booklet Seven Steps to Freedom shows 
great resemblance with the material of Neil Anderson,221 which is well accepted 
in Dutch evangelical/charismatic circles. Interestingly, in African Pentecostal 
churches the use of questionnaires is common practice as well (Meyer 1999:329) 
which indicates the global circulation of literary formats and accompanying 
practices within the larger Pentecostal movement. Yet next to the context of 
deliverance, the use of these lists also resembles therapeutic practices where 
one’s past and afflictions are investigated subjected to psychological help. 
Though in contrast to therapeutic practices, participants are not obligated to talk 
about their problems or discuss them with others; one simply has to fill out the 
form based on one’s inner reflection as a mode of ‘soul searching’. For people 
                                                      
220 The link between the Colombian origin of the G12 model and the 
questionnaire was shown by the fact that Catholicism was mentioned as number 
one issue in the rubric of false religion. When I asked the pastor afterwards 
whether this list was a translation of the G12 material, he thought that it was 
very likely. These questionnaires were sometimes adapted and changed 
according the group and the preference of the person leading the session.  
221 Neil Anderson is the founder of the organization Freedom in Christ 
Ministries (http://www.ficm.org/newsite/index.php, accessed 14-06-2010) and 
author of over fifty books. Anderson held a conference which attracted over a 
1,000 visitors in the Netherlands in 2006. The following years, in 2007 and 2009, 
Van der Kamp and Anderson held a conference on deliverance in the 
Netherlands.  
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who have difficulties talking about and reflecting upon themselves in the 
presence of others, not having to speak can be attractive.222  
 The absence of verbal speech in the example given above seems 
contradictory to the language ideology of the power of words, which stresses the 
necessity of speaking out certain words to render a certain effect in the spiritual 
world. As was explained to me by believers, the need to speak is related to the 
fact that the devil and demons cannot read believers’ mind and therefore have 
to be addressed in the material world. This was for example demonstrated by 
the use of so-called ‘proclamation cards’, a well accepted practice among church 
members.223 These cards display a written prayer, composed of a compilation of 
Bible verses according to different needs of the user.224 But with regard to the 
questionnaire, I suggest that the need to speak is here substituted by the 
material practice of writing. As such, writing could serve as an alternative 
material practice that demonstrates one’s intention to break away from the past. 
It was however not reflected upon why speaking was not necessary in this 
context. In other situations of deliverance practices, I observed concurring 
                                                      
222 One woman told me how she was frustrated by the help she sought in 
psychotherapy. She had great difficulty talking about her past and reflecting on 
herself and her emotions. The questionnaire and written prayers are far more 
useful for people like her who have difficulties with words, she told me. 
223 In practice, believers read these prayers out loud during their private 
devotional time at home. 
224 The cards are translated from English into Dutch and published and 
distributed by the Dutch branch of the Derek Prince Ministries. More than 
twenty titles are available, such as: 'How to overcome the devil,' 'For God’s 
Protection,' 'You are the Lord my Healer,' 'Forgiveness,' 'In Christ I am accepted,' 
'In Christ I am Loved,' 'Freedom from Depression,' 'Man and Father,' and 'Purity 
and Unity in Marriage.'  
The Derek Prince Ministries was established in the Netherlands in 1994. Derek 
Prince Ministries International is a transnational organization, established in 
1971 in Florida, USA, with the purpose of spreading the teachings of Derek 
Prince (1915-2003) through literature and modern media. According to the 
Dutch website, his teaching has been translated in fifty languages and 
distributed in more than a hundred countries (http://www.dpmnederland.nl/, 
accessed 07-04-1010). 
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methods of using a questionnaire accompanied by written prayers that dealt 
with specific categories like affliction, addiction and other sins. More often 
believers were encouraged to pray these prayers out loud in the presence of 
other believers. Clearly, the emphasis on reflecting upon one’s moral behavior, 
inner thoughts, desires, and physical condition serves as a guided mode of 
individualized and internalized confession; however this confession requires 
material forms to be effective.  
 The extent of the questionnaire and the strive for a comprehensive and 
complete list of sins and afflictions - as was shown by the urge to include my 
possible additions - reveals the desire for the ideal Pentecostal self. The 
questionnaire informs the believer of a particular understanding of ‘sin’ by 
emphasizing moral issues, especially concerning sexuality, addiction and former 
involvement in occult practices.225 While this pursuit of holiness is an old theme 
in the history of Pentecostalism (Anderson 2004:25 ff.), it fits almost seamlessly 
into a cultural climate of the ideal, perfect self. As such, the practice of using ‘sin 
lists’ operates as a form of spiritual engineering of the Pentecostal self. This 
technique of problem solving communicates a complicated relation between the 
strive to be a perfect believer and the experience of everyday life. The extensive 
list of categories addresses, on the one hand, the imperfection of the believer, 
but on the other, the category of sins inherited from the ancestors.226 A double 
message is given here: believers are made responsible for their own situation but 
at the same time – as they are also addressed as the victim - afflicted by powers 
beyond their own control, such as evil powers connected to relatives and 
ancestors. This latter category of power must be retrieved from the past as 
people have to become conscious of their family background and the possible 
involvement of their relatives in the realm of the occult. The number of relatives 
                                                      
225 Sin is described as an active category and not mentioned as negligence, 
which is - from a theological perspective - a category as well.  
226 Different from the women’s group, during the ‘Encounter Day’ it was said 
that the sins of the ancestors go back four generations. This was based on a 
literal interpretation of Exodus 20:5.  
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who can be considered ‘channels’ of satanic influence represents an almost 
endless source of potential misfortune for a believer; they can also serve as a 
constant scapegoat for things that go wrong in life. Paradoxically, the deliverance 
discourse suggests that, while one will obtain freedom from the past and reach 
one’s destiny, through the presented discourse and practices, one’s past is 
recurrently (re-)made into the present as a source of reflection and object of 
continuous transformation.  
 As the above sections have demonstrated, a close investigation of discourses 
and linguistic practices used in different settings can yield insight into the 
different ways language operates, how various dominant metaphors and 
narratives circulate and are embedded within biblical texts. As the discussion on 
sermons has shown, the performance of the message by a given speaker is 
equally if not more important than the message itself. Again, as the previous 
chapters on space and music reveal, the striking importance of the body as an 
icon of the presence of God is also, in this respect, emphasized. Though with 
regard to the practice of preaching, the message is not only embodied: it is acted 
out as well. As the example of Pastor Wilkin demonstrates, the preacher 
dramatizes his message through evocative language; however, he also presents 
the audience with a form of bibliodrama as he enacts the story through his 
performance. As a result, the audience not only hears the message but rather 
‘sees’ the message coming alive in the here and now. Next to the sermons, in 
other contexts, like small group meetings and the discipleship course, the 
overarching Passion narrative is enforced through the use of questionnaires. The 
questionnaire not only serves as a mode of confession but also reflects the 
Pentecostal understanding of conversion and redemption. As a literary material 
form, it objectifies the understanding of evil and sin and, at the same time, 
mirrors the ideal of the Pentecostal self.  
 In the final section of my discussion of language ideology in the powerhouse 
church, I will turn to the ways in which people speak to each other. I will 
demonstrate how an implicit emphasis on transformation, together with the 
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already addressed understanding of the ‘power of words’, has far reaching 
consequences for the stories people tell each other. 
 
Testimonial talk and untold stories  
Testimonies function as dynamic, discursive devices in which social interactions 
between people in the powerhouse church flourish. In every church service, 
several church members have the opportunity to give a personal account of their 
experience with God. These stories vary from reports of mission trips abroad to 
answered prayers for a sick child. The narrative structure of these stories is 
rather uniform; initial hardships, doubts, troubles and difficult situations or 
circumstances are resolved by the intervention of God, often in recompense for 
faithful and enduring prayers of the believer. In an informal and spontaneous 
way, believers stress the presence and active involvement of God in everyday 
life. The role of testimonies is not confined to public performances on stage on 
Sunday morning. After church, most people stay for coffee and socialize, usually 
for about an hour. During this time, people discuss the past week, the troubles 
and sorrows they had to face, and generally finish relating with the solution and 
outcome God has provided. However, as the testimonial and transformative 
structure of stories cannot always be construed, continuous struggles and 
disappointments encountered in everyday life are designated into a discourse of 
spiritual warfare: acknowledging being attacked by the devil or evil forces but 
being assured by the victory that will come by putting one’s faith and trust in the 
power of the blood of Jesus.  
 Notable in the telling of stories is the open display of one’s inner feelings, 
emotions, fears, sorrows, or more generally, being vulnerable and exposing one’s 
inner self. ‘Testimonial talk’ turns the obligation to be vulnerable into an asset 
and operates as a mode of belonging to the community and a sign of sincerity 
(Griffith 2000:122). However, in spite of the apparent open and personal shared 
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stories, the particular ideal of framing one’s story leads to a clear distinction 
between narratives that can be told and those that 'should' remain untold.  
 For a researcher, access to untold or silenced stories is methodologically 
difficult to obtain. In interviews with church members, for whom this mode of 
framing had become the common mode of speech, it was most difficult to reflect 
upon this acquired and learned practice. An additional, complicated issue was 
the earlier mentioned understanding of the power of words. The intention of the 
speaker, the faith of the speaker and the objective power of (biblical) words are 
here at stake. As a consequence, negative speech, criticism of others, and 
doubting God were avoided in the church, as this could harm the believer and 
trigger negative effects in the 'unseen' world. Positive, uplifting and encouraging 
speech is therefore the expected and obligatory mode of discussion. Only small 
incidents made me aware of the delicate and complicated understanding of 
speech modes, as the following example illustrates.  
 One evening I asked Linda, one of the core members of the church, how she 
liked the new counseling course she attended in the church. She answered that 
she was not very happy with the material, as the content of the manual was a bit 
unorganized and the teaching not very clear. However, she added, as this was a 
new project for the teachers, it would probably get better. The next morning I 
received an email from Linda. To my surprise, she apologized for criticizing her 
fellow church members and stressed that it was not right for her to talk about 
others in this way.  
 This incident clearly points to implicit rules of how people should speak to 
each other, and how words spoken with an aura of divine power are part of a 
language ideology that can lead to seclusion and keeping silent in order to 
safeguard the boundaries of a community. This I discovered through my 
relationship with Ann. The first time I met Ann in the lobby of the church and 
explained my reason for being here, Ann immediately told me how wonderful 
the church was. A few years ago, when she was seriously ill, the church 
supported her family beyond her expectations. Even the nurse who regularly 
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visited her at home - who was not affiliated with the church – was amazed at the 
response from the church. Women from the church cooked Ann meals, looked 
after her children and had helped out in numerous other ways.  
 Several months later, I interviewed Ann at her home. Not much was left of 
the initial impression she had given me during our first contact. A painful story 
unraveled as Ann talked about the most difficult and dark time of her life. In her 
time of sickness, leaders of the church had spoken prophetic words saying that 
God would heal her and that she should not opt for surgery. However, at the 
point in which her life was in danger according to the doctors, she ultimately 
decided to go through with the surgery on account of feeling responsible for her 
young children. Going against the words spoken by the church leaders, in the 
hospital she felt abandoned by the church but even more so by her husband. He 
was torn between the leadership of the church and his wife who had rejected 
these prophetic words.  
 In between those two moments in time, a significant incident had taken 
place. Over time, as I participated in Ann’s small group, we became friends and a 
sense of trust was built. One night, the topic of the small group meeting was 
about healing. Several people shared their experiences and thoughts, and it just 
happened to be that I had visited a special healing service at a nearby church 
with members of another small group from the church a few days earlier.227 I 
discussed the thoughts and feelings I had during that night and specifically 
addressed how troubled I was by the fact that very ill patients had to stand in 
line for over an hour before they could reach the platform and be prayed for. 
While I was talking, and before I realized what had happened, Ann stood up, left 
the room and went upstairs. No one in the room said a word about Ann or my 
story and the evening continued as if nothing had happened. I felt very 
uncomfortable, not knowing what to say or how to respond. By the time the 
                                                      
227 The nationally well known Pentecostal pastor of this church conducts 
healing services twice a month and attracts huge crowds of Christians from a 
large variety of denominations as well as non-believers in search of healing.  
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evening was almost finished, one lady went upstairs, came down a little later and 
as I inquired how Ann was doing, she told me that she was all right.  
 The next day I visited Ann and asked her if she wanted to tell me what had 
happened the night before. It turned out that my story about the healing service 
had brought back painful memories to Ann. On the eve of going to the hospital, 
she and her husband had visited the healing service I had mentioned. She was 
very ill that night, and the long period of time she had to stand in line waiting 
was unbearable. Next to the disappointment of not being healed, she and her 
husband had never been able to talk about the healing service and the difficult 
days that followed, until the night before.  
 This example demonstrates that testimonies, as scripted and directed modes 
of speaking, are informed by a theological framework that leaves little room for 
the acceptance of suffering, misfortunes and difficulties of life. The 
metaphorically constructed world of spiritual battle, with its stress on victory, 
deliverance, freedom and abundance of life, together with a language ideology 
which stresses the power of words, hinders believers from discussing the 
discrepancy between the world of faith and the reality of everyday life. In turn, it 
also reveals how the power of the words is concentrated on the side of religious 
leaders.228 Silence and not speaking both signal a position of powerlessness.  
 Against this background, a way to deal with the limits of meaning is observed 
in the prayers of believers. Prayer - often accompanied by fasting - suffices as an 
address and a way out for not reaching the high ideal of the religious self. 
However, prayer and fasting can also become human endeavors and 
instrumental techniques to force God into action. As Nancy explained to me in 
relation to how to pray:  
 
                                                      
228 I realize that unequal gender relations are at play here. Due to the limited 
scope of this thesis, I have opted to leave this topic out of the discussion, though 
it remains an important and under-researched subject.  
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It is all about your position in the heavenly realm as it is written in Ephesians 
1 and 2. We do not live under the circumstances but we stand above them, 
together with Jesus. Then you see your situation from a different perspective. 
You say: Lord I am with You in the heavenly realms. Even though you do not 
feel it, you have to make that decision. So how do you pray? Not: ‘Lord I feel 
miserable; would You please make him stop drinking?’ [...] but: ‘Lord You 
have given promises in Your Word’. Often I pray Gods Word, which is 
according to His will, you see. 
 
Several former members of the powerhouse church recalled that this tension 
between the world of faith and reality of everyday life eventually made them 
decide to leave the church. For instance, when Marianne’s mother died of cancer 
while leaders of the church had proclaimed that she would be healed, Marianne 
could not bear to be around the church anymore. Also, her story revealed the 
problem of failed prophecies and refusal of leaders to discuss them afterward; 
leaders often propagate a particular discourse that lays the full responsibility for 
failed prophecies on the shoulders of individual believers.  
 All these examples make clear that the sharing of testimonies operates as a 
control mechanism. These testimonies are embedded within a larger framework 
of meaning that structures people’s experiences and enforces a particular way of 
interpreting their lives and their world. The limits of testimonial talk are 
encountered in the reservoir of untold stories, signaling those instances when 
framing according to the dominant discourse is not possible since speaking 
would lead to social consequences; these could include accusations of being a 
doubter, of having a critical spirit or not having enough faith. As such, the 
testimonial talk serves as a means of guarding the boundaries of the narrative 
community, recognized by and continuously affirmed through the sharing of 
stories with similar a structure and discourse. When one is no longer able to tell 
one’s story according to the dominant discourse, leaving the community 
becomes a serious option.  
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Discussion: Two distinct language ideologies and conversion 
 
This chapter began by posing questions related how different language 
ideologies and discourses of conversion come into play within the context of the 
theater church and the powerhouse church, and their related significance to 
newcomers. A comparison of the above ethnographic accounts of the two 
churches reveals how each church creates a social imaginary of its own making. 
In spite of the basic, shared evangelical confession of ‘Jesus being the Lord and 
Savior’ - understood in both contexts as the hallmark of conversion - the 
ethnographic accounts display the formative power of narratives, the 
appropriation of new language, and the importance of bodily disciplines present 
in the making of religious converts. Furthermore, the two different cases show 
that conversion requires thoughts and actions concerning the past and the self; 
this is further shaped by semiotic ideologies that determine how words, things, 
subjects, and practices are defined and related.  
 First, a comparison of the overarching narratives encountered in the sermons 
of each church shows how the use of language enhances a particular framing of 
conversion. In the theater church, the narrative of the Waiting Father leads to 
the understanding of conversion as a journey wherein one reaches one’s destiny 
by ‘coming home’. The open and inclusive metaphor of a journey offers 
newcomers a broad range of possibilities to inscribe one’s own life story into this 
overarching narrative. Noteworthy in this respect is the Bible being used 
metaphorically and in interaction with the life stories of the pastor and the 
worship leader. The biblical text of a parable renders a hermeneutical distance 
which opens up a broad range of interpretations on behalf of the reader or 
listener.  
 By contrast, in the powerhouse church, the leading Passion Story stresses a 
crisis model of conversion that enhances an understanding of conversion as a 
process of continuous and dramatic change. By means of the Passion Story, a 
clear-cut framework of meaning is presented. Here, the biblical text of the 
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historical account of Jesus' life is allegorically interpreted as an overarching 
conversion model. Rather than a literal understanding of the Bible, 
correspondence is made between dominant biblical narratives and life in the 
here and now. And while most Pentecostals stress spiritual illumination in their 
understanding of the Bible (Anderson 2004:226,227), this interpretation is 
guided and laid out by means of extensive commentaries of recognized 
authoritative Pentecostal Bible teachers and leaders.  
 Second, these different narratives have profound consequences in terms of 
evaluating one’s own past. In the theater church, a positive outlook was stressed 
as God is viewed as having been active and present throughout one’s life history. 
The opposite stance is reflected in the discourse of the powerhouse church: 
conversion as a total 'new beginning' stresses discontinuity in one’s life story, 
enforcing a radical break with and need for transforming one's past.  
 In the third place, these overarching narratives consequently display how 
potential converts - as subjects - are being addressed and viewed by the church. 
In the context of the theater church, visitors are addressed positively, as subjects 
with a certain potential who are capable of making their own decisions. Striking 
here is that the more traditional evangelical emphasis on sin, guilt and 
forgiveness has been exchanged for an emphasis on the search for meaning and 
the need for surrender. Consequently, the perspective on the afterlife and 
eternal salvation seems to have given way to an emphasis on the here and now, 
which reflects a ‘this-worldly’ orientation. But, as has been shown, occasionally 
other types of evangelical discourse are encountered as well. In a crisis situation, 
discourse from the past in the form of the Four Spiritual Laws came to the 
surface, which illustrates that faith formulated in propositional statements rather 
than in a narrative form229 is still regarded as being important in the 
                                                      
229 The question is whether this shift from propositional truths to narratives 
reveals an inclination toward a more postmodern form of communication and 
understanding of faith. 
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understanding of faith (as will be demonstrated in the next chapter in the 
context of the Alpha course).  
 Because of the interplay between different discourses of conversion, the 
theater church facilitates alternate ways of appropriating conversion discourse 
for newcomers, who (as their life stories reveal) either have no frame of 
reference with regard to the Christian tradition or had difficulties, in previous 
churches, linking their personal life story to the larger Story of faith. As the 
previous chapter on music conveyed, newcomers tune into different registers 
and do so according to their backgrounds and interests. This results therefore in 
a wide range of possible interpretations. Newcomers are able to construct their 
own understanding of faith, which might differ extensively from what is desired 
by the church. Clearly, the theater church takes into account a measure of 
uncertainty in terms of how people believe and whether they are 'really' 
Christians.230 Because of the understanding of faith as a journey - while the need 
for commitment is dually stressed - newcomers are offered a place to discover, 
search, comprehend (to a certain extent) and construct what they regard faith to 
be all about.  
 Turning to the powerhouse church, the Passion discourse addresses potential 
converts in clear categories of being sinners as well as victims who are in need of 
forgiveness, deliverance, healing, and empowerment. Here, conversion as the 
initial point of decision making is regarded as the beginning of a prescribed 
spiritual path of sanctification and wholeness. The Passion discourse, as 
constructed in the context of the powerhouse church, generates a dualistic view 
on reality that renders evil in personified spiritual beings that may possess, 
obsess or obstruct the individual. While personal responsibility is not absent, it 
tends to be overshadowed by this ontological imaginary of the causal 
interrelation between the visible and invisible spiritual world and the influence 
                                                      
230 This is based on a theological understanding of the Holy Spirit as leading 
each person in his or her faith journey.  
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of previous generations. In fact, the overall call for freedom from the past - as an 
outcome of conversion - reveals a particular, ideal understanding of the 
converted and Pentecostal ‘self’. Strikingly, this ideal is accompanied by and 
objectified in the literary format of the questionnaire which serves as an 
instrument to realize a state of holiness and perfection. The questionnaire 
operates as a mediating practice of investigating and detecting issues in one’s 
unresolved past, and as a method to support the Spirit’s work of bringing the 
believer to confession. Though the causal relations between the converts' high 
ideals of perfectionism and the promise of blessings and prosperity leaves little 
room for alternative interpretations. The clear-cut format leads to a cyclical 
process of continuous investigation of one’s life and one’s past; in fact, it 
resembles a mode of continuous conversion. The admonishment to break with 
one’s past leads in practice to a recurrent actualization and reinvestigation of 
one’s past. Similar to the theater church, conversion is hardly framed in light of 
the afterlife. It is moreover assumed, implied and shared as an implicit belief 
that can be actualized when challenged. Yet the focus is primarily geared 
towards the relevance of faith for everyday life and overcoming problems or 
struggles in life. At the same time, as conversion is put forward in terms of 
deliverance of external powers, it could signal a shift away from the Pentecostal 
emphasis on the reception of the Holy Spirit as the ultimate powerful and 
empowering experience. The emphasis on freedom underscores the reworking 
of the believing subject and draws the attention to the transformation of the 
imperfect believer as a condition for experiencing the power and empowerment 
by the Spirit. In this regard, this expression of Pentecostal spirituality tends to 
make the believing convert responsible for the success of his or her conversion, 
which exhibits a subjective turn within Pentecostalism.  
 Finally, the comparison of the two churches reveals a different understanding 
of the interrelation between words, speech acts and the intention of believing 
subjects. In the theater church, the potential convert's intentions (in the process 
of decision making) do not necessarily require verbal acts of speech, as indicated 
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in the recurrent opportunity to engage in silent prayer at the end of each service. 
Intentionality and sincerity do not necessarily require an outer expression that 
can be observed by others. This could be explained by the inclusive approach 
and the subsequent respect of one’s privacy, though it is also a consequence of 
the stress on the personal and unmediated relation between God and the 
subject. This explains the reluctance of enforcing certain modes of expression as 
normative and authoritative. There is however one exception, which will be 
addressed in chapter nine: verbal speech acts are observed as a necessary part 
of the baptism ritual. Every baptismal candidate needs to publicly confirm a 
minimal statement of faith in front of the congregation. Though different from 
the powerhouse church, words are not surrounded by an aura of power and 
efficacy; rather, they are regarded as important in the constitution of the new 
believer's faith.  
 As is clearly demonstrated, in the powerhouse church words are loaded with 
meaning: this is observed in the notions of curse and blessing, the ways people 
avoid talking negatively and the ways testimonial talk is structured. This exhibits 
the conviction that spoken, uttered words always have consequences both in the 
unseen world as well as the social sphere. As things and/or beings are set into 
motion, speaking is surrounded by an implicit power rhetoric that operates as an 
important form of social control. The notion of the 'power of words' renders 
words a form of independence as material objects that operate separately from 
the speaker. Yet in practice, the relation between words and the speaker is more 
complicated. Intentionality certainly matters - as words should be spoken with 
faith. Personal conduct also matters, as a requirement for the effect of words: 
doubt, hidden sins or other imperfections with regard to the status of believer 
might negatively influence the effect of spoken words. However, power relations 
matter as well; within the community, words spoken by religious leaders, 
particularly prophetic words, are surrounded by the aura of being authentic 
words from God. Questioning or critically evaluating and reflecting upon these 
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messages is hindered by the overall avoidance of negative speech.231 When 
speech acts are overloaded with meaning, the opposite: silence, becomes an 
important category of investigation as well. As the given examples show, silence 
arises from a position of powerlessness. When people feel that speaking is no 
longer possible, the church - as a narrative community - is at risk and leaving 
becomes an option.  
 
 
Final remarks 
  
In this chapter I have presented an extensive overview of how language ideology 
and conversion discourses come into play in the context of the two investigated 
churches. In the previous chapters, I discussed the semiotic domains of space 
and music; this chapter adds a third view of the field through a lens of language 
ideologies, whilst acknowledging that these three semiotic domains (language, 
music and space) are interrelated, informing and supporting each other. 
However, the focus on language ideologies as related to conversion reveals 
important differences between the two churches. Language ideologies reveal 
ontological ways of being in the world; as such, they encompass the formation of 
subjects. Language determines the possible interplay between narratives, life 
stories and the production of new literary forms, but also enforces modes of 
speaking and not speaking. In this chapter, recurrent differences between the 
two churches are encountered; in terms of the theater church and powerhouse 
church, respectively, these relate to themes of continuity or discontinuity with 
the past, and conversion as process or as radical change. Other differences relate 
to the approach to the human subject and variant sensory regimes and outlooks 
on the 'unseen' world. 
                                                      
231 However, as several instances indicated, the new pastor displayed a more 
reflective stance with regard to the status of prophetic words.  
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 The comparison between the two churches illuminates two distinct types of 
evangelical Christianity and reveals that the concept of 'conversion' is always 
embedded within a larger framework of meaning and practices; as such, 
conversion cannot be taken for granted as a universal Christian concept. 
Conversion involves an interpretation of one’s past, one's self and one's relation 
to the future; it is thus achieved through a constant dialogue between personal, 
theological and cultural terms. While conversion serves as a category to guide 
change and direct the perceptions of change, the variations in ideas and 
practices surrounding a process of change can differ remarkably - as the 
investigation of both churches reveals.  
 This comparison is taken further in the next chapter through a discussion of 
the Alpha course. As both churches use the same programmatic format of a ten 
week course to teach potential converts the basics of Christianity, the execution 
of the Alpha course convincingly reveals how practices are interpreted through 
the dominant social imaginaries within each church, but also how this affects the 
formation of new converts.  
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Looking for answers? The Alpha course is an opportunity for anyone to 
explore the Christian faith in a relaxed, non-threatening manner. […] It's 
low key, friendly and fun. And it's supported by all the main Christian 
denominations.     
 
(http://www.alphaph.org/welcome/index.htm, accessed 14-02-2011) 
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CHAPTER 8 LEARNING CONVERSION AT THE ALPHA COURSE 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The Alpha course has been one of the most successful methods of evangelism 
since the mid 1990s in the European post-Christian era. Both the theater 
church232 and the powerhouse church have adopted the Alpha course as an 
important tool for evangelism and conversion. The novelty of the Alpha course 
lies in its design as a course and tool for evangelism. As it stretches out over a 
period of about ten weeks, it is often described as a missionary catechetical 
method. Before Alpha, the evangelical model of a one time evangelistic 
encounter with a potential convert was more common, like a mass meeting with 
a renowned evangelist, or a personal conversation with tools like reading a 
booklet together (such as The Four Spiritual Laws) or a predesigned evangelistic 
interview.233 However, the Alpha course enables churches to make evangelism an 
integral part of the church as a community rather than leaving evangelism to 
para-church organizations. As such, the Alpha course mobilizes church 
communities to become actively involved in evangelistic endeavors.  
 The introduction of the Alpha course displays a recent shift in the evangelical 
understanding of conversion as it recognizes that the process takes time and is 
more often gradual rather than sudden in nature. Still, the feature of offering a 
course as a tool for evangelism suggests that conversion can be ‘produced’ in a 
given set of time and within a particular format.234  
 Over a period of less than two decades, the Alpha program has now reached 
a global audience. Having originated in 1992 in the U.K., by 2009 the Alpha 
                                                      
232 The theater church started the Alpha course in 1998 (according to the leader 
of the Alpha course).  
233 For example, 'Evangelism Explosion' (see note 189). 
234 From a historical perspective, the Alpha course resembles the Methodist 
tradition of stages of faith. 
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course had been adopted in 163 countries, showing a global attendance of 13 
million people.235 The phenomenon of the Alpha course is therefore a good 
example of the emergence of Christian global nondenominational network 
organizations, having their influence beyond denominational boundaries and 
displaying transformative potential within Christian churches and traditions. In 
the Netherlands, the Alpha course was introduced in 1994 (Sengers 2005:145).  
 The Alpha course is a relevant site for further investigation of conversion 
practices in a number of ways. In the first place, the Alpha course offers insight 
into the particular ways in which conversion is learned by newcomers. 
Furthermore, as a method, it is also informative of distinct perceptions of 
conversion within a church community, as the Alpha course is always submitted 
to interpretation and contextualization within a particular church setting. This is 
moreover stressed by the unique lay character of the course, since it is generally 
executed by an extensive team of volunteers from a local church and not actively 
monitored by the pastor and church leadership. Finally, as the Alpha course is 
often presented as being a noncommittal course, offering an introduction to the 
basics of Christianity rather than integration into a particular church community, 
the question of how conversion is related to actual commitment to a local church 
can be investigated.236 Obviously, the location of the Alpha course is already 
informative of the characteristics of a particular church. In turn, the volunteers 
and lay members of a particular church communities often invoke the church 
identity through their participation in the course as they build relationships with 
the participants.  
 The general question posed in this chapter is as follows: How is conversion 
taught to and learned by newcomers through the Alpha course in the theater 
church and the powerhouse church? In answering this question, the dynamic 
                                                      
235 The history of Alpha course has been described by Hunt (2001, 2003, 2004, 
2005). 
236 For example, in the Catholic Church setting the Alpha course is regarded as 
pre-catechism. 
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ways in which the Alpha course is appropriated, adapted and modified within a 
particular church context is discussed as well. Since both churches use the same 
program, the Alpha course - as a means of learning religion - will be approached 
from a semiotic perspective: the dynamic ways in which words, beliefs and 
doctrines operate within a larger domain of signs, including the material context, 
aesthetic expressions and actions. In the case of the Alpha course, it is intriguing 
how particular semiotic forms are widespread and repeatable, across contexts 
and through time. The role of persuasion as a form of power in the relationship 
between potential converts and believers will be an important point of interest.  
 
 
The Alpha course as a global and local phenomenon 
 
The Alpha course was developed by Nicky Gumbel in the Anglican Holy Trinity 
Brompton Church (HTBC) in London as an informative course for those interested 
in Christianity (Hunt 2001:32). While the program of the Alpha course can be 
described as having an evangelistic aim, some scholars interpret the goals of 
course as ‘providing people within the context of the Christian community the 
opportunity to look for answers to the question of life’ (Verboom 2002:26). 
Others suggest it is an ‘entry into to a particular charismatic worldview’ (Watling 
2005:93). Still other scholars argue that it aims to find converts, build church 
membership and renew church structures (Hunt 2005:1; Sengers 2005:149). 
 In the Netherlands the introduction and acceptance of the Alpha course has 
been a success. Although the rise and development of the course in the Dutch 
context has not been described extensively, Verboom states that, by 2002, over 
500 churches had organized the Alpha course. In 2003, Sengers traces the 
number to 211 mainline communities (Protestant and Catholic). According to the 
Dutch Alpha website, in 2009, the Alpha course was executed in more than a 
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1,000 locations and was attended by 170,000 people.237 Most prominent is the 
wide acceptance of the Alpha course, as is shown in the multitude of Dutch 
churches and organizations that are involved: Protestant and Catholic mainline 
churches, evangelical and Pentecostal churches, and Christian student 
organizations as the Navigators.  
 While the Alpha course is presented as an introduction to the ‘basics of 
Christianity’, the particular selection of the basic themes reveals a unique 
perception of what counts as ‘basics’ (clearly showing a charismatic touch). The 
structure of the Alpha course is fairly standard and consists of a meal, a short 
presentation or lecture and finally closes off with a discussion in small groups. 
The topics of the fifteen teaching sessions are presented in the form of short 
questions as follows: 
 
1. Christianity boring, untrue or irrelevant? 
2. Who is Jesus? 
3. Why did Jesus die? 
4. How can I be sure of my faith? 
5. Why and how should I read the Bible? 
6. Why and how do I pray? 
7. How does God guide us? 
8. Who is the Holy Spirit? 
9. What does the Holy Spirit do? 
10. How can I be filled with the Holy Spirit? 
11. How can I resist evil? 
12. Why and how should I tell others? 
13. Does God heal today? 
14. What about the church? 
15. How can I make the most of the rest of my life? 
                                                      
237 Personal conversation with the director of Alpha Netherlands, August 2010. 
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The sessions discussing the Holy Spirit (8,9,10) are part of what is often 
described by its advocates as the highlight of the Alpha course: the weekend 
retreat. This component is the most controversial and often criticized part of the 
course (Hunt 2005:12) as it includes a Pentecostal/charismatic teaching of the 
Holy Spirit and the charismatic prayer practice of ‘ministry time’ (in the 
Netherlands, often referred to as the ‘ministry prayer’). This practice, having its 
roots in John Wimber’s concept of ‘power evangelism’,238 reveals the special link 
between the HTBC and Wimber’s Vineyard movement.  
 The program of the Alpha course is based on a number of resources, such as 
the Alpha Team Training Manual, DVDs with lectures by Gumbel, a book by 
Gumbel entitled, Questions of Life, a small workbook for the participants with a 
brief summary of the main points of each presentation, and a DVD entitled, 
Ministry Training: praying in the power of the Holy Spirit. Although Gumbel’s 
lectures are supplemented with subtitles in Dutch, these are not often used. The 
lectures are usually held by volunteers from the Alpha team.  
 The global span and interdenominational acceptance of the Alpha course 
leads Hunt (2005) to the question of whether the Alpha course is an expression 
of the global consumption and consumerism of religion. Following Ritzer’s 
concept of McDonaldization, he discusses the Alpha course in terms of a 
tendency within evangelicalsm in particular ‘to bureaucratize and ‘package’ 
Christian lifestyle and image, to simplify dimensions of faith’ (Hunt 2005:8). Hunt 
demonstrates that the four identified features of Ritzer’s McDonaldization 
                                                      
238 John Wimber, the founder of the Vineyard churches (USA) introduced the 
concept of ‘power evangelism’, understood as the evocation of ‘signs and 
wonders’ as manifestations of divine power intended to prompt the conversion 
of unbelievers. Over time, the so called ‘ministry prayer’ was developed through 
his approach. John Wimber became well-known for practicing this prayer 
technique with students in his course MC510 at Fuller School of World Mission 
(CA, USA) in the early 1980s. The American Vineyard movement has been 
described extensively by Margaret Poloma (2003). See for a description of the 
Dutch Vineyard movement Versteeg (2001). Hunt speculatively suggests a link 
between the rise of the Alpha course and the decline of the Toronto Blessing 
(2005:4,5). 
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(1996), namely calculability, predictability, control, and efficiency, can be 
discerned in the context of the Alpha course. As calculability is clearly 
demonstrated by the mediation of the course's success on distinct Alpha 
websites, predictability is assumed by those who adopt the program: the aura of 
proven success offers a sense of certainty of the product, though simultaneously 
invokes uncertainty when it comes to the Alpha guests. Least predictable is the 
notion of control. Although the Alpha course has a clear conceptual core and 
users subscribe to a particular format, in practice, churches modify, adapt and 
change the program according to their own situation while still using the ‘brand’ 
of Alpha without consequences.239 The standardization of the program is 
moreover indirectly upheld by the supplied materials as well as national 
conferences and training. Last but not least, efficiency is implicitly found in the 
overall purpose of evangelism and converting people in an effective and relevant 
way. While the makers of the Alpha course claim to stress an introduction to the 
basics of Christianity, the selection of the topics displays a particular 
understanding of what Christianity and conversion are all about. More 
importantly, when the Alpha as a program is adopted, the execution of the 
program displays specific performative practices that are in part intrinsically 
induced by the design of the Alpha program but also the outcome of institutional 
setting and interpretations of individual volunteers. 
 
 
Learning religion through performative practices   
 
The very existence of the Alpha course demonstrates that, in spite of their 
innovative church services on Sunday morning, both churches require additional 
tools to enhance the transmission of the gospel. In this sense, effort is put into 
                                                      
239 The national director of Alpha in the Netherlands confirmed that there is no 
control in the ways Alpha is used in practice (personal conversation August 
2010).  
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the conversion process; it is not something that ‘just happens’ to people. The 
broad range of conscious efforts to communicate the Christian message raises 
the following question: ‘how do people learn religion?’.  
 Religious practices are often viewed as means of transferring meanings or 
information. Yet practices are never neutral: while they might serve their 
purpose of identity formation, they are themselves identity-forming, as has been 
shown in chapter six in addressing the topic of music. The formation of the 
religious subject is less about the construction of a doctrinal framework of 
knowledge than a matter of developing a particular way of intuitively 
‘understanding’ the world (e.g. ‘Verstehen’240). More important than doctrines in 
the ‘making of’ converts is the formative power of embodied religious practices 
(Coleman 2003; Luhrmann 2004; McGuire 2003; Norris 2003; Smith 2009). With 
regard to the offered practices in the Alpha course, an immediate question that 
comes to mind is: what kind of person is the course trying to produce? To what 
end is such a practice aimed? Thorough investigation of particular practices is 
therefore most informative in terms of learning to discern the shape of a distinct 
social imaginary (Taylor 2007).  
 My emphasis on the importance of performative practices in learning religion 
is also relevant when one considers the relation between practices and beliefs. 
Beliefs are not only expressed through worship, they are also the outcomes of 
participation in embodied practices. As Webb Keane states: ‘…practices are not 
merely expressions or enactments of concepts, they are objects within 
                                                      
240 Amos Yong, a Pentecostal theologian, criticizes the Protestant conviction 
‘..that salvation is effectively mediated through ”knowledge” (of theological or 
doctrinal content) and that the catechetical process should be focused on 
cognitively imparting such knowledge to those seeking Christian initiation. 
However, we have now insisted that this Platonic and Cartesian anthropology is 
faulty precisely because of its subordination of the body. [ ] Protestants can now 
learn from Catholic and orthodox traditions, especially with regard to how 
human knowing of God is mediated through formation, imitation, affectivity, 
intuition, imagination, interiorization and symbolic engagement’ (Yong 
2007:208).  
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experience to which people respond with intuitions and interpretations. They 
can thus become sources of new intuitions, habits, and concepts’ (Keane 
2008:123).241 In other words, bodily practices not only express inward religious 
ideas but also play an important role in the formation of religious subjects 
(Berliner and Sarró 2008, Luhrmann 2007; Mahmood 2001, 2005).242  
 Similar to the performative power of language and speech acts, practices 
have their transformative effect, in particular on the body. It is through 
repetition and performative disciplinary acts that certain bodily dispositions are 
inscribed243 in the body. This results in the formation of religious subjects 
receptive to certain experiences and able to identify bodily and emotional states 
as a result of particular body techniques. Learning religion and the formation of 
religious subjects through the body is therefore a dynamic process. The ways 
people learn religion is manifested in the diversity of forms of mediation 
precipitated in practices surrounding the body. In fact, I suggest that distinct 
religious groups have their own body pedagogics (Shilling and Mellor 2007) 
which refers to ‘the central means through which a group seeks to transmit its 
main corporal techniques, skills, dispositions and beliefs, the experiences 
typically associated with acquiring these attributes and the actual embodied 
                                                      
241 Keane’s attention for the formative power of practices resonates with 
Bourdieu’s idea of habitus (1977 [1972]). I acknowledge that Bourdieu’s concept 
of habitus could be used in this discussion. Yet, considerable disagreement exists 
on what Bourdieu’s concept represents: from an initial emphasis on mental 
schemata Bourdieu has developed his concept over time to stress the bodily as 
well the cognitive as the basis of action (Swartz 1997:95ff.).  
242 Recent research on the ‘new unconscious’ demonstrates the formative 
nature of practices. Repeated and consistent experiences, though the by 
engagement in repetitive practices, lead to the formation of ‘automaticities’; for 
instance, in the practice of learning to ride a bike, or learning to play piano, 
automaticities are engrained in the body. While these practices require a 
conscious choice and a great mental effort and concentration, over time these 
skills become automatically inscribed in the body, and therefore precognitive in 
disposition (Smith 2009:83).  
243 The fact that I use ‘inscribe’ shows how difficult it is to avoid textual 
metaphors. I am aware of the limits of language and metaphors since I do not 
want to suggest that the body is always subjected to language. 
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changes resulting from this process' (Ibid. 2007:533). This resonates with what 
Talal Asad suggests, quoting an older argument by Marcel Mauss: ‘The inability 
to enter into communion with God becomes a function of untaught bodies. 
Religious bodily experiences therefore relate to particular techniques of the 
body’ (Mauss in Asad 1993:76,77) or ´tuning of the senses´ (Meyer 2008:129). 
This perspective suggests that religious experiences are preceded by learned and 
embodied practices, which again supports the argument that people learn 
religion not primarily by cognition. As an analytical tool for the exploration of 
lived experience, the concept of 'body pedagogics' serves to understand the 
particular ways in which the body is submitted to disciplining practices that 
result in particular bodily dispositions and receptivity.  
 As a point of departure, I will outline the formative power of performative 
practices in approaching the Alpha course, as I regard the adoption of religious 
ideas and meaning as part and parcel of designed forms of attendant 
participation. In spite of its advertized, explorative and non-threatening 
character, the Alpha course offers a variety of distinct practices that are aimed at 
the transformation of participants and creation of new, converted believers.  
 However, I suggest that not all observed practices are subject-formative in 
the same way, leading me to consider how the relative intensification of bodily 
involvement aims to produce a limit experience (Hughes 2003:257) and a certain 
degree of absorption (Luhrmann 2007:99). This calls the attention to the 
aesthetics and ways in which the senses are subject to modulation and 'tuning' 
through religious forms and within a particular religious context. As people are 
subjected to certain body pedagogics, over time and through repetition, they 
(potentially) learn and experience the world in a new and different way. The 
persuasive power of religious forms lies in their aesthetic qualities, through 
which the presence of God is experienced as immediate, real and powerful 
(Keane 2008:21; Meyer 2010:756).  
 The Alpha course offers a set of formative practices that not only impact 
upon participants but also Alpha team members. In the next section, I will show 
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how Alpha team members ‘learn’ the practice of the ‘ministry prayer’ during a 
national Alpha instruction day.  
 
Learning the ministry prayer 
The national office of Alpha in the Netherlands, established in 2001, organizes 
regular Alpha conferences and seminars to train and instruct Alpha team 
volunteers on how to organize and execute an Alpha course. Next to practical 
information, a great deal of time and attention is given to the ‘Holy Spirit 
weekend’ and the practice of the ‘ministry prayer’. Along with Alpha team 
members of the powerhouse church, I visited a national Alpha training day. 
Among other activities, I attended the workshop ‘ministry time’ which was 
described as ‘how to pray in the power of the Holy Spirit’.  
 
In the workshop, Janneke, the instructor, introduced the ‘ministry prayer’ 
(she used the term ‘ministry gebed’, as the word ministry is difficult to 
translate in Dutch,244) as one among other models of prayer. ‘Although we do 
not find it in the Bible, it is biblical', Janneke assured us. Near the end of the 
workshop, Janneke asked for volunteers to receive prayer. Together with 
another instructor, Janneke prayed for Tom, who had accepted the invitation. 
While Janneke started to pray for Tom, she explained to the audience what 
she was doing. The pattern of the prayer consisted of a short interview with 
Tom about his needs and request for prayer, and was followed by a particular 
bodily position, with Tom standing in the middle of the two instructors while 
they laid their one hand each on his shoulder (‘always ask permission’, 
                                                      
244 Here an intriguing limit of translation is suggested. However, when John 
Wimber’s prayer practices were introduced in the Netherlands in the early 
1990s, in Pentecostal/charismatic circles, ministry prayer was translated in Dutch 
as an equivalent of intercession prayer (‘voorbede’). With the introduction of the 
Alpha course, the ministry prayer was introduced as a new practice accompanied 
by the English word, ‘ministry’. 
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Janneke told us); the other arm of each member was raised with the palm 
facing towards Tom’s face (explained as a ‘pose of expectancy’). In a loud 
voice, Janneke invited the Holy Spirit through her opening prayer. She and 
the other instructors carefully watched Tom’s (bodily) response. A moment of 
waiting followed, explained as listening to the Spirit by taking notice of inner 
promptings, impressions, words, and thoughts that were to be shared with 
Tom as possible personal messages from God. ‘Of course, this is something 
that you have to learn through practice, but as long as positive and 
encouraging words are shared, it is all right to make mistakes’. Interestingly, 
the effect of words spoken in such a context on the person being prayed for 
was not addressed. Afterward, in my conversation with Janneke, I raised my 
concerns about the difference in power between Tom and the prayer team, 
and the fact that words spoken in such a context are surrounded by an aura 
of divine authority for the receiver. In her response, it was clear that she had 
not thought of this issue.  
 
 The above example of how the ministry prayer is taught shows the 
underlying assumption in the Alpha approach that a specific form of prayer can 
and must be replicated in order to realize a particular result. In fact, this suggests 
that a particular way of communicating with God will activate the presence of 
the Holy Spirit and the power of God. This form of prayer suggests an 
instrumental understanding of a particular prayer practice, practically 
subordinating the intervention of God in this world to particular techniques.245 
 The introduction to ministry prayer also points to an increasing 
democratization of Pentecostal practices, as the spiritual 'gift' of prophecy comes 
within reach for all lay believers through teaching and practicing the ‘prayer 
                                                      
245 As such, particular techniques of praying have always been around in the 
Christian tradition. New, however, is the highly individualized character of the 
ministry prayer and the absence of the mediating role of the church. This raises 
questions with regard to accountability structures as power relations in a 
informal setting are more diffuse and implicit. 
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technique’. The more classical Pentecostal practice of prophecy in the form of 
‘Thus sayeth the Lord’ is disqualified and replaced by what is assumed to be a 
less authoritative expression: ‘I sense God gives me this word for you, or this 
image. Does it make sense to you?' Noteworthy, the related spiritual gift of 
discernment is located in the individual who prays; through ‘inner listening’ to 
the Spirit, he or she transmits impressions - images or words - to the person who 
is being prayed for. However the question remains whether or not the receiver 
interprets these ‘divine suggestions’ differently than if they were sent as a direct 
message from God. From the theological assumption that ‘all gifts are for all 
believers’, the receiver of these messages has to ‘discern’ for himself whether 
the message is ‘divinely inspired’. In fact, what appears as a democratic 
interpretation of the gifts of the Spirit leads in practice to a highly individualized 
understanding of spiritual gifts. Indeed, while democratization implies a form of 
community and shared responsibility, the above demonstrates that the 
communal embedding of the exercise of the charismatic gifts is almost absent. 
 Clearly, several factors will influence the reception and evaluation of spoken 
words during the ministry prayer; these could include the context in which such 
a ritual act takes place, the performative style, reputation and charisma of the 
person who prays, or various other, non-discursive aspects. In fact, the 
democratic interpretation of spiritual gifts conceals power differences between 
those involved in the ministry prayer. The person who is being prayed for is 
subjected to the ministry team and expected to wait and listen to what others 
say, advise and do. Moreover, different language ideologies at play within groups 
are not taken into account. For instance, in a context wherein the power of 
words is assumed, the utterance of ‘divine suggestions’ is already meaningful in 
the act of speaking itself. The ministry prayer as a performative practice displays 
an effective and persuasive linguistic form, as the spoken words are not derived 
from doctrines but seem to come directly from the experience of inner speech 
experience and the speaker’s intentionality, which stresses the relatively 
subjective experience of language. 
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The Alpha program in practice246 
 
The Alpha course as ‘lived experience’ will be discussed along its four 
characteristic practices: the sharing of the meal, the lecture time, the small 
group session, and the Alpha weekend with the ‘ministry prayer’. As I will 
compare how the two churches interpret and execute the course, similarities 
and differences will bring to light the dynamic and dialogical ways in which 
people learn about conversion. 
 The theater church closely followed the outline of the official Alpha program, 
except for the charismatic teaching on the Holy Spirit. The Alpha team was led by 
James, a former elder of the church. He gave most of the lectures alongside two 
other men from the church (elder and former elder). The rest of the team 
consisted of the small group leaders. Although meals were prepared by the 
kitchen team, its members played no active role in the overall Alpha program. 
Every Alpha night, the Alpha team gathered for a short meeting of about fifteen 
minutes to prepare. Members sat around the table and discussed the theme of 
the night, which was followed by brief prayers conducted by a few of the team 
members. Prayers were given for the guidance and wisdom of the speaker, the 
receptivity of the participants and God’s presence and blessing. In the past, a 
special prayer team was assembled as part of the larger Alpha team, though over 
the years, this was no longer included.247  
 At the end of the evening, as the participants began to leave, the team 
gathered for a short period of evaluation and shared among each other their 
impressions of discussions during the small group meetings. The night was 
regularly closed with a prayer of thanksgiving, an occasionally prayer for a 
                                                      
246 See Appendix IV for an outline and overview of the actual Alpha program in 
the two churches.  
247 Monthly, the church organized a prayer meeting for the whole church, 
though the turnout of participants was rather meager. The one time I attended 
the prayer meeting, between twenty and thirty people showed up. 
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specific need of a participant and a more general prayer, often led by one of the 
team members, that the participants would get to know God through the course. 
 During the course, team members recurrently discussed certain topics and 
concerns. First, the goal of the Alpha course was an ongoing matter of 
discussion. Members often asked each other if they should offer the Alpha 
course as an introduction to the Christian faith or whether they had hidden 
agenda for conversion. Some wondered when one could call the Alpha course a 
success. As the Alpha course progressed, more questions were raised with 
regard to the structure of the program. This led to an internal discussion about 
the topics of the second part of the Alpha course. ‘The programs seems to 
assume conversion during the weekend’, one of the team members said, ‘but in 
our situation, the topics of the second part of Alpha are not answering the 
questions of religious seekers who have no Christian background at all.'248 
Second, the team members were uncertain about their role and tasks. Some 
were prepared to step back and trust the Holy Spirit to convince people and 
change them in God’s time, while others were inclined to adopt a more direct 
role and try to encourage participants to make particular decisions. This is shown 
in the following situation, wherein Wim, a small group leader, was confronted 
with a discussion about the ‘paranormal world’. During one small group session, 
participants talked about a TV program called 'Char,' the name of a medium who 
practices channeling as a means of speaking to deceased persons. During the 
evaluation time with the team, Wim discussed the incident and told them that, 
although he has clear opinions about these practices, he deliberately chooses 
not to share them:  
                                                      
248 The topic of healing frequently led to discussions among the team, as they 
themselves had several questions with regard to this issue. James recalled how, 
in an earlier Alpha course, he felt led to pray for someone who suffered from a 
severe migraine, though without effect. At the same time, the team members 
did acknowledge that sometimes God intervenes miraculously. Yet to discuss 
their own doubts and questions In the context of the Alpha course with the 
participants seemed not appropriate. 
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Let people discover themselves what is right; it does not help them when we 
say it is wrong, let the Spirit convince them from the inside out. 
 
Other team members struggled with this approach but generally agreed on 
respecting an individual's freedom and letting God have His way.  
 In the powerhouse church, the Alpha course was fully embedded within the 
Pentecostal/charismatic discourse of the church. All the topics of the Alpha 
program were presented though supplemented by what was regarded as 
essential in terms of the basics of faith. The order of the sessions was changed 
and an extra session was added, elaborating on the meaning of the cross, called 
The power and exchange of the cross.249 Nonetheless, in spite of the closely 
followed outline of the Alpha course topics, the content of the lectures differed - 
at times significantly from the Alpha material. For example, the Alpha program 
leaves out the sensitive and dividing topic of baptism, but in the powerhouse 
church the importance of baptism by immersion was included in the session 
about The Church.  
 The Alpha team in the powerhouse church consisted of about twenty-five 
volunteers. Every Alpha night, the team gathered at six ‘o clock in the church for 
a time of worship and intense prayer. The common prayer practice of the Alpha 
team in the powerhouse church resembled the Alpha ‘ministry time’.250 Over 
time, the ‘ministry prayer’ had been taken up as one of the layers of a distinct 
renewal practice within the powerhouse church; however, it also blended with 
newer currents, discourses and prayer practices. Different from what is taught in 
Alpha training, the observed prayer practices revealed a tendency to stress 
                                                      
249 In Dutch: ‘De omwisseling aan het kruis’. 
250 The ministry prayer was introduced through the Toronto Blessing in the mid 
nineties. The spread of this prayer practice shows Wimber’s influence on the 
Toronto Blessing as well as on the HBTC where Alpha was developed. 
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spiritual power and warfare, as the following account of the Alpha team prayer 
time shows: 
 
The team of volunteers stood in a large circle and began to sing a few worship 
songs, which were followed by prayer for the different Alpha teams: the 
kitchen team, the welcome team, the prayer team, the small group leaders, 
and the overall leaders and lecturers. Successively, the distinct teams were 
called to the middle of the room while other team members stood around 
them in the circle. They stretched out their arms, touched those in the 
middle while Marc and Bert, the leaders of the Alpha course, laid their hands 
on them and prayed for the Holy Spirit to fill them, to equip them for their 
task so that they would be used by God. Other team members were also 
engaged as they felt led to pray for individuals or one of the teams, and 
spoke out words of encouragement, sharing what they sensed God was 
speaking to them. Others prayed in tongues and expressed interludes like 
‘Jesus’ or ‘more Lord’; at times a few people were blowing or breathing over 
the team in the middle. Occasionally, prayer for individual needs was called 
upon if people were not feeling well or felt confronted with difficult 
situations. In these prayers, the spiritual warfare rhetoric was observed in a 
different style of speaking. With a loud and firm voice, orders were given to 
the evil spirits in the unseen world, demonstrating the understanding of the 
power of words by the act of proclamation, as in the speech act; ‘In Jesus' 
name we bind the spirit of weakness’. At the end of the prayer session, the 
team was fulfilled and excited, as their fears, anxieties and problems had 
been prayed for. They were ready to enter what was portrayed as the 
battlefield: another night of the Alpha course.  
 
 The expectations of the Alpha team members in the powerhouse church 
were clear and expressed during the first team meeting. The goal of the Alpha 
course was to present an introduction to biblical faith with the expectation of 
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conversions, understood as people coming to faith in Jesus. As for others who 
had already accepted Jesus, the goal was to encounter and experience the Holy 
Spirit. For Marc, the making of ‘dangerous Christians’, understood as ‘fruit 
bearing Christians who are full of the Holy Spirit’, was even more important than 
conversion. In contrast to the theater church, a clear distinction between 
conversion as ‘accepting Jesus’ and the experience of the Holy Spirit was being 
made into two separate events and experiences. In fact, conversion, understood 
as a speech act of a confessional statement of belief, needed to be 
supplemented by a religious experiential event that could be observed by 
particular bodily expressions. This indicates that a speech act in itself is not 
regarded as sufficient in terms of recognizing genuine conversion, but that it is 
experience that authenticates conversion; experience is thus implicitly regarded 
as more important than confession and cognition.251  The emphasis on 
spiritual warfare revealed a complex relationship between believers and the 
devil, both on the societal as well as individual levels. On the level of society, first 
of all, the state of mainline churches was widely critiqued by members of the 
Alpha team, as they were associated with rules, formality, a spirit of religion, and 
dead rituals. Second, occasionally brief remarks expressed the nature of this 
battle, as Marc reminded the team, ‘We have to fight against evil powers, but 
remember, God hates Islam but loves Muslims, He hates homosexuality but loves 
gays.' While his remark seemed somehow out of place, as in practice no Muslims 
or homosexuals attended252 the Alpha course, it reflects the perceived political 
                                                      
251 It also points to a shift away from the a perspective on conversion in light of 
eternity. Conversion as a speech act of ‘accepting Jesus’ is still understood to 
effectuate one’s eternal salvation from hell. But in the context of the 
powerhouse church, this perspective was overshadowed by the focus on 
empowerment and spiritual battle, resulting in a concentration on life in the 
here and now. 
252 They were at least not present in public. In a conversation with Marc, I asked 
him how the church would respond to homosexuals. He responded right away, 
saying that he would pray for deliverance. 
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and cultural threats available through discourses on evil spirits and the devil.253 
On the individual level, the team members were admonished to live carefully, so 
that ‘Satan would not have a foothold in one’s life.' In fact, spiritual battling was 
positively valued: ‘when you don't have battles in your life, you should ask 
yourself whether you are on the right track.' This reveals the complexity of how 
spiritual battles were perceived and points to an unclear theological concept of 
evil. On the one hand, Satan and sin were considered threats that could deceive 
the believer and lead one astray, while on the other hand, absence of struggle 
was a signal of not being of interest to the devil, as one who had already been 
deceived and won over.  
 This particular spiritual warfare rhetoric254 encountered in powerhouse 
church draws clear boundaries between worlds that participants would have to 
leave behind and the new, ideal identity offered through the Alpha course. The 
awareness of engaging as a team in battle was not only spoken about but 
recurrently reflected in the practices of team members themselves; it was an 
integral part of the ways in which the Alpha course was executed by the team 
members.  
  
                                                      
This view on homosexuality is, however, not representative for all Dutch 
Pentecostal churches. 
253 Poole explains the rise of spiritual warfare discourse since the 1970s in the 
U.S. using an ideology of self-improvement, a conservative response to political 
and cultural changes in society and as a mechanism for social control (Poole 
2009:159-161). 
254 This particular understanding of spiritual warfare is found among neo-
Pentecostal groups and churches. The Alpha material presents a far more 
moderate interpretation of spiritual warfare.  
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Invited for dinner  
One of the innovative aspects of the Alpha course is the communal practice of 
sharing a meal weekly. Generally, serving and eating church meals255 is, in 
contrast to both migrant and American churches256, not a common practice in 
Dutch Protestant and Catholic churches.257  
 From a historical perspective, the absence of sharing meals as communal 
practices in mainline churches must be seen within the context of the 
devaluation of religious practices surrounding the body and consequential 
dematerialization of religion since the time of the Reformation (Burke 2009, 
[1978]; Bynum 1988).258 McGuire argues that only spiritual food became allowed 
for Catholics and some Protestants located in the Eucharist, while for most 
Protestants the only spiritual food permitted was found in the Word of God: 
‘Other food or eating, even done in the company of the congregation, was 
denigrated as merely profane or became outright forbidden as licentious’ 
(McGuire 2003:9). So with a progressive change in the definition of religion 
                                                      
255 I acknowledge that churches have maintained practices of food distribution 
as a form of charity. I distinguish this ‘food practice’ as different from 
communally shared meals within congregations. 
256 Dodson and Townsend (1995) argue that, in Afro-American churches, 
growing, preparing, cooking, and eating food may be as much a religious practice 
as singing in the choir or preaching. It is only based on personal experiences that 
I suggest a difference in food practices between American and Dutch churches in 
general. For instance, regular church pot-luck dinners and church barbeques 
were common practice in the American Baptist church I attended for a year in 
California (1979-1980) as well as in the interdenominational, English-speaking 
church in Cairo which I was part of (1995-1998). In Dutch Pentecostal and 
evangelical churches, congregational meals are organized incidentally, though to 
illustrate my point: I have never come across a church cookbook in the 
Netherlands. 
257 In contrast to evangelical churches, even sharing drinks after the church 
service is not common practice in Dutch mainline churches. 
258 Bynum states that ‘feasting was as much part of medieval Christian life as 
was fasting. The characteristic of medieval meal was the feast and in it was more 
an aesthetic and social event than a gastronomic one. The feast was a banquet 
for all the senses: indeed the food was almost an excuse for indulging senses 
other than taste’ (Bynum 1988:60).  
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toward doctrines and beliefs, ritual practices surrounding food, like serving, 
preparing and eating, no longer counted as religious.259  
 I find it most significant that the Alpha course includes the mundane practice 
of eating; this could very well be linked to the fact that the course was developed 
within the Anglican tradition and not a Protestant setting. It raises the question 
whether the Alpha course implicitly challenges the historically constructed, 
though mainly Protestant, dichotomous boundary between the religious and the 
profane, and also whether the practice of eating together signals a revalidation 
of bodily practices as part of lived religion. At the same time, it could be 
regarded as an expression of the domestication of the divine, understood as an 
emphasis on the immanence and presence of God  in everyday life. While all 
these aspects might be at stake, they require more investigation than I can 
discuss here. 260  
 Sharing a meal is foremost a social practice. As dinner is regarded as the most 
social meal of the day, it is preferably shared in the company with others. Eating 
alone is for many people not considered to be a ‘real’ meal (Sobal and Nelson 
2003:182). Though societal changes indicate that the number of single 
households is on the rise; in fact, one third of Dutch households are composed 
                                                      
259 Illustrative for this point is the movie, Babette’s Feast (1987, directed by 
Gabriel Axel) which shows the contrast between the cold Puritan Protestant 
Denmark and the warm, sensual, light world of Catholic France. As Babette 
organizes a meal of forgiveness, the distinction between bodily appetite and 
spiritual appetite is abolished.  
260 I realize that I can only briefly address a few points with regard to the meal. 
In the Dutch context, the absence of sharing meals as a church community could 
be related to the long persisting parochial structure of churches and the fact that 
religious institutions were integral part of local communities. Notable however is 
the absence of communal church meals while meals at home have been (and still 
are although no longer self evident) embedded in religious practices of prayer 
and Bible reading in Dutch Protestantism. From a theological perspective, I 
suggest that – although it has not been absent in Dutch Protestantism – the 
current attention to the Holy Spirit opens up the possibility of an increasing 
sacramentalization of the world.  
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of only one person.261 From a social perspective, shared eating not only satisfies 
a need for interaction but also establishes and reinforces social ties. Indeed, 
rituals of joint eating operate as important means of developing relationships. 
This is obviously observed and expressed in one of the core rituals of Christian 
tradition, the sharing of communion.  
 A meal in the context of the Alpha course functions as an important means of 
establishing relationships and enhancing the social integration of participants. 
While the meal is also an expression of hospitality, symbolized in the preparation 
and giving of food, the congregation offers a new network of relationships that 
challenge and potentially enlarge the social networks participants belong to. The 
sharing of the meal satisfies people’s physical needs but also acknowledges their 
social and spiritual needs.  
 Most of the participants in the Alpha course truly appreciated the meal. The 
communal dinner gave participants the possibility to unwind from their busy day 
at work, or free themselves from the stress of leaving the children home with a 
babysitter. Single people enjoyed the fact that they did not have to eat alone, 
and others (mostly women) enjoyed the fact that they did not have to prepare a 
meal. However, this is not to say that the offer of a meal was unproblematic. The 
notion of a church offering a free dinner is generally not heard of and made 
some Alpha participants suspicious, as they sensed that something was implied 
and expected in return. From the perspective of reciprocity, there is a desired 
outcome of the course, namely active participation and attendance (including 
the weekend), though more importantly: conversion. Again, the presentation of 
the Alpha course as ‘exploratory’ and ‘no strings attached’ is, from a social 
perspective, difficult to maintain.  
 Every Monday night in the theater church, one of the children’s upper 
meeting halls is transformed into a little restaurant. Several tables surrounding 
by six to eight chairs each are set nicely with napkins and small candles in an 
                                                      
261 (http://www.rivm.nl/vtv/object_map/o1471n21850.html, accessed 22-04-
2010). 
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attempt to create an intimate atmosphere regardless of the bright ceiling lights. 
Heating devices from the semi-professional kitchen are temporarily installed in 
one corner of the room to present the food in the form of a buffet.  
 The kitchen is run by a professional hotel cook, Ben, who as a volunteer 
manages the kitchen team, a group of volunteers (mostly men)262 with little 
former kitchen experience. With the help of Ben’s expertise, the team prepared 
a variety of creative dishes which displayed a strive for excellence. The kitchen 
team, wearing white aprons, served the participants as they walked by the 
heated dishes.  
 The meal symbolized the high standards and professional approach of the 
church to newcomers (and potential converts). For most of the participants, 
sharing the meal was appreciated and contributed to a sense of community and 
belonging. Though some kept their guard, such as Conny, who had very negative 
church experiences in the past. She confided to me: ‘As soon as I sense that they 
want something from me, I am out of here’.  
 In the powerhouse church, the meal was held in the large entry hall of the 
main building. In the hall, a number of tables were lined up for about fifty 
individuals. The meals were prepared at home by several women263 from the 
congregation. They delivered their cooking just prior to the start of the meal. 
Every week, a special type of cuisine was chosen, such as Italian food, traditional 
Dutch food, etc. Presented on a large table, a variety of dishes were available for 
the participants and members of the Alpha team. Everyone served themselves as 
they walked by the large table. The amount of food was not always abundant 
and the quality differed as various volunteers prepared the food. After the first 
few nights, participants were eager to be at the front of the line as more choices 
                                                      
262 In the comparison of the food preparation in the distinct churches, an 
interesting gender difference in who prepares the food is observed. The issue of 
gender seems to be related to the distinction public vs. private space where the 
food is prepared: the semi-professional kitchen of the theater church vs. the 
food prepared at home in the power house church.  
263 Ibid. 
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would be available. Still, the meal was appreciated and accompanied by laughter, 
discussions, sharing stories or anxieties, and jokes. 
 Both churches adopted an integral part of the Alpha program, which 
concerned the sharing of meals with participants. However, even something as 
mundane as sharing a meal, as the short descriptions above show, is laden with 
meaning. The theater church, in its more professional cooking style, consisting of 
the ‘restaurant setting’ and careful planning and organization, shows a strive for 
quality but also a particular understanding of what the ‘guests’ would 
appreciate. Noteworthy is that the atmosphere and conversation during the 
meal was polite, at few times informal but mostly respectful with regard to one’s 
personal boundaries and privacy. In contrast, the meal in the powerhouse church 
was far more a communal expression, stressing female hospitality and the role of 
women as homemakers within the church. Here, the more spontaneous, 
informal arrangement of the meals in terms of quality, quantity and presentation 
was also evident in conversations during the meal. The members of the Alpha 
team approached the participants in a personal manner. The sphere of friendly 
familiarity encouraged the participants to open up, relax and talk about 
themselves.  
 In spite of the differences between the two churches, in both settings, 
sharing the meal contributed to the building of trust and relationships between 
(and among) team members and participants. For most Alpha participants, 
sharing a meal with ‘believers’ in a relaxing atmosphere was a new experience 
that challenged their prejudiced and biased opinions about the church and 
Christians in general.  
 
Listening to the message: the lecture 
The time for Alpha lectures at the theater church resembled a regular classroom 
setting. Several ‘teachers’ gave lectures according to the layout of the Alpha 
material course. In their presentations, they presented basics ‘facts’ of 
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Christianity, stressing the logic and rationality of faith. Occasionally, personal 
experiences were included and short stories used as illustrations to clarify 
theological concepts and ideas. The overall apologetic discourse introduced 
newcomers quickly to what was presented as the foundations of Christianity. On 
one of the first nights of the course, interested participants were told that they 
had to choose between three options: that Jesus was who He claimed to be 
(namely the Son of God), that Jesus was a liar, or that He was a lunatic.264 
Another night, participants learned about various facts and arguments which 
upheld and legitimized the claim that the Bible is the historically grounded Word 
of God. The third evening consisting of a discussion on the meaning of the death 
and the resurrection of Jesus. This was explained with the use of Christian 
concepts as redemption and atonement, and the meeting included a short 
exposé on the biblical reasons for creation265 over scientific evolution. A part of 
Simon’s lecture went as follows:  
 
Sin is basically self-reliance, and a life without God is what causes us to sin. 
As a consequence, the relationship between man and God is broken. In God’s 
eyes, sin needs to be punished. While the pastor spoke about love of God this 
Sunday, that is just part of the story. God is also holy and sin clashes with His 
being. That is why we need the cross.  
 
                                                      
264 This rhetorical way of teaching was already popular among evangelicals in 
the 1970s and used by Josh McDowell in his most influential (and apologetic) 
book, The Evidence that Demands a Verdict (McDowell 1979 [1972]). 
265 Several issues were only very briefly touched upon, such as creation and 
evolution. During fieldwork this did not seem to be an issue for believers. 
However, when a prominent and opinionated Christian leader of the EO 
declared, on national television, that he had renounced his former belief in 
creation (in six days) and embraced deistic evolution, a heated discussion was 
sparked among evangelicals in 2009. I therefore suggest that a number of 
discussed opinions and beliefs are shared among believers though perhaps only 
made explicit when publicly raised or questioned by authoritative figures like 
Christian opinion leaders. 
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As an example, Simon told a story about a bailiff who tells you that, if you do not 
pay the one million euro’s you owe him, you will be taken to court.  
 
But God has given us the receipt that it is already paid for. All you have to do 
is accept the receipt. Someone has already paid for you. That is conversion, 
you just have to sign with your signature, that is the core of the gospel, and 
that is why the cross is the sign of Christian faith.  
 
The Alpha material brings in a different emphasis on the basics of Christianity 
than is usually displayed on Sunday morning in the theater church. This is 
explicitly acknowledged by Simon, who remarked: ‘Love is only part of the story’ 
in addressing the meaning of reconciliation between God and man. Following 
the Alpha material, Simon spoke about sin, the holiness of God, and the price 
that was paid. Conversion was portrayed as signing your signature as an act of 
acceptance. This metaphor reveals a judicial and legal, doctrinal model of 
atonement and, consequently, conveys a model of God as divine lawgiver who 
demands justice for the violation of His law.266 Salvation in this perspective is 
foremost the freedom from the penalty of sin, wherein one is freed from the 
possibility of going to hell and at liberty to enter heaven. These metaphors are 
clothed with a cool, rational and factual rhetoric which stands in stark contrast to 
the more narrative approach and affective metaphor of God as Father on 
Sunday. God as Father is moreover viewed in social and psychological terms, 
which implies an emphasis on the love of God; this also indicates an 
understanding of sin as ‘missing the mark’ of God’s plan: estrangement from God 
and separation from a personal relationship with God. From this angle, 
‘salvation’ is the restoration of the relationship between God and humans 
through submission, which is made possible by the death of Christ.  
                                                      
266 This model of atonement dominates the Protestant Reformed tradition with 
the emphasis on legal justification. 
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 In the powerhouse church, the lecture time resembled less a classroom 
setting than a Pentecostal church service. The lively and enthusiastic 
performance of the two main speakers, Marc and Bert, contributed to this 
feeling. Both shared a flamboyant personality and were extroverted, easy to talk 
to and acquainted with informal and 'down to earth' language. Marc’s opening 
words were: ’We are going to have a party tonight!’ This immediately set the 
tone of the first evening of the Alpha course, which was meant as an 
introduction for interested participants. Although the theme of the night 
followed the Alpha manual, the lecture time opened with the singing of 
celebratory worship songs; this brought about a clear distinction between the 
team and potential participants of the course. In his talk, Marc stressed what one 
was to get out of the Alpha course.  
 
When you wonder what the meaning of life is, we think we have the answers 
- not in a churchy way, since it is not about religion but about a relationship. 
We are different from traditional churches, faith is not about rules. What you 
will get? It depends on how hungry you are, but you will get insight, power, 
peace and joy, healing, restoration, and hope for the future.  
 
The overall message that night was that being a Christian is fun, exciting, 
empowering, and life-changing. The following nights, praise and worship was 
excluded during the lecture time for concern that newcomers would still need to 
get adjusted to the group. Though after a few nights, singing was taken up again 
as part of the lecture time. Occasionally testimonies were included, often by 
Marc, telling about what someone in the group had experienced. After the Alpha 
weekend, a couple of times people with specific needs related to healing were 
prayed for in front of the group.  
 The Alpha material of the lectures was presented through a particular (neo-
)Pentecostal lens and interpretation of the world. The overall notion of being 
part of a spiritual battle was made real by consistently addressing the 
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concreteness of evil powers in the world. As a consequence, the reality of the 
power of God, located in the cross event and the power of the Holy Spirit, was 
stressed as the most powerful resource new believers had access to through 
conversion. For instance:  
 
You know, Jesus is a shepherd, but Satan is a thief; both are real and have 
influence in this world. The work of the devil is to destroy relationships, your 
finances, cause physical illness and mental illness. But Jesus promises to give 
us life abundantly, relationally and according to our body, spirit and soul: He 
wants to give you good things. And we have a destiny, God has a plan with 
everyone, you are wanted. The life of a Christian is an adventure, you cannot 
see or hold faith but you can feel God: physical reactions (you will experience 
that over the weekend). You can start believing through a need in your life, 
through the Bible, or in a spiritual way - from an experience or touch of God. 
I know I cannot make you believe. You can, by listening to your inner voice. 
That is up to you. We have the power to say 'no' to God. He stretches His 
arms out to us, we can only personally and voluntary respond to that. It is 
important to make a decision about Jesus. Many of those promises are only 
for those who believe, but everyone can come to Jesus. I chose for selfish 
reasons, you are better off with access to these resources. Is life without 
problems? No, the devil is mean, but we choose who will be our source of 
inspiration. There is no other way to save us, Jesus carried the sins of the 
whole world. You know, the devil is real, and so are demons. The cross is the 
instrument which allows us to come to our destination. Since day one, there 
has been a conflict between the devil and God. The devil thought he had 
won, but the cross became the greatest rescue plan of all time. 
 
The added session in the powerhouse church, called ‘the exchange of the cross’, 
was based on the writings of the well accepted and popular Bible teacher, Derek 
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Prince.267 The image of the cross was construed as an object that (almost) 
conveys spiritual benefits; even more, the image of the blood of Jesus was 
attributed a mystical efficacy in itself. In short, the meaning of atonement was 
portrayed as a transactional model of exchange with an emphasis on the physical 
suffering of Jesus.  
 
He a son of man,    we are a child of God 
He became sin   we are made righteousness 
He became a curse   we receive blessing 
He was made sick   we receive healing 
Weak    strong 
Imprisoned crucified  free from sin, no longer slaves 
Punishment    peace 
Poor     rich 
Rejection    acceptance 
Died     live 
Born in flesh   born by the spirit 
 
The interpretation of the Alpha topics was consequently colored by the emphasis 
on the overarching narrative of the Passion Story, just like the leading discourse 
encountered in the preaching on Sunday, as discussed in the previous chapter.  
 In addition to the content of the topics discussed, the group was weekly 
reminded of the Alpha weekend, where ‘things were going to happen’. Short 
hints, like ‘I look forward to the weekend’, and ‘make sure you’ll be there’, gave 
rise to an increasing expectancy while repeatedly the participants were informed 
about the benefits of making a decision. During the night before the event, Mark 
related the weekend to a warehouse of gifts in heaven, waiting for each believer; 
                                                      
267 See note 224. 
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'you only have to grab them,' he said, 'there is so much waiting for us, also for 
Christians.'  
 The comparison of group lectures in both Alpha course church settings 
reveals a number of pertinent issues. First, although both groups have access to 
the same resources, the interpretation of the lecture content and material differs 
extensively. In the theater church, the Alpha material was generally adopted 
without reflection on theological differences in approach with the Sunday 
morning service. For the Alpha participants, this was at times experienced as 
confusing; as one woman commented, she did not think that the pastor agreed 
with what was taught in the Alpha course book on ‘being saved and going to 
heaven’ and ‘being lost and ending up in hell.' In the setting of the powerhouse 
church, the teaching material was modified and supplemented with what was 
regarded to be the ‘full gospel’, just as it was preached on Sunday. Next to the 
content of the material, second, a great difference in teaching style was 
observed. In the theater church, it is by the assumed power of rational and 
logical arguments that participants were to be persuaded; conversely, the 
powerhouse church offers a sensational form of teaching where experience was 
put forward as compelling and persuasive force. Like the experience on Sunday 
morning, the Alpha course was modeled after the desire of an encounter 
experience that will eventually convince and overpower people’s will.  
 
Learning conversion talk: the small-group  
The third element of the Alpha concept, the practice of the small group, offers 
participants the opportunity to respond and ask questions related to the 
preliminary lecture.268 However, the small group setting calls for a particular 
                                                      
268 In both churches, the Alpha workbooks were distributed; in practice, they 
were hardly used. The small group leaders preferred to lead the discussions and 
group processes themselves, according to their own discernment and estimation 
of the needs and questions within the group. 
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mode of group interaction that influences the ways in which people learn about 
conversion.  
 The use of small groups as a distinct instrument for conversion can be traced 
back to the founder of Methodism, John Wesley. Different from the catechetical 
training of the established churches, already in Wesley’s approach269 one can 
note the attention paid to particular needs of new believers at different stages 
and levels; the organization of meeting space was thus seen as an outer 
expression of how conversion is conceived.270 
 The popularity and use of small groups is also rooted in the 1960s, when 
ideas of group dynamics and processes flourished, reflecting the turn to a more 
expressive therapeutic culture (Wuthnow 1994:43).271 New with regard to the 
rise of the small group movement was the implied epistemological shift, as 
Wuthnow points out: ‘knowledge was no longer something that already existed, 
needing to be transmitted to an audience of learners by someone in authority; it 
was something generated by the group itself through discussing the personal 
views of its individual members’ (Ibid.). The dynamic of a small group allows and 
                                                      
269 Although Wesley’s movement stayed within the boundaries of the Anglican 
Church, Wesley stressed that true Christianity was not found in the mere 
acceptance of doctrines but expressed in the experiential dimension of faith, 
beginning with conversion. New in his approach was the deliberate creation of 
circumstances for making new converts and establishing an organizational 
ordering of small groups to envision the route of conversion from sinners to 
saints. He organized regular small group meetings for religious seekers where the 
process of conversion could be encouraged and monitored. When new converts 
were attained, they moved on to the next small group, called ‘bands’, in order to 
encourage discipleship and the process of sanctification by means of confession 
and prayer (Meadows 2001:232-233). While Wesley integrated the convert into a 
larger institutional arrangement of gradual change, conversion as a moment in 
time was moreover stressed by later revivalist approaches, such as those of 
Finney, who emphasized conversion as a personal decision.  
270 However, the attention to small groups within evangelicalism has been taken 
up as an effective method for church growth since the 1970s. While different 
models and motivations occur in the implementation of small groups within 
churches, small groups do provide a sense of community and generate bonds 
within larger congregations.  
271 For instance, support groups like Alcoholics Anonymous. 
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encourages a particular kind of social interaction and deliberately cultivates a 
form of community. Indeed, as the group is reduced to a small number of 
persons, the operating norm of the small group implies that each member 
should contribute something from his or her unique perspective (Wuthnow 
1994:292). Moreover, ‘sharing’ one’s feelings and telling personal stories, or 
disclosing something in one’s private life, are highly valued and expected. 
However, while the context of the Alpha course includes a small group setting, 
the main purpose of each group meeting is to discuss the previous lecture with 
the participants while the group leaders act as ‘religious experts’. As a social 
practice, the small group cultivates a mode of community, emotional support 
and relationships as people participate regularly over time. But as an extension 
of the preceding lecture, the small group leaders fulfill a decisive role in 
facilitating the small-group dynamic.  
 In the theater church, small group leaders Fred and John consciously 
attempted to discuss the topics of the preceding lecture, as the following 
account illustrates. One night the group responded to the lecture, Who is Jesus?, 
which was presented along the apologetic reasoning that Jesus was either a 
lunatic, or a liar or really whom He claimed to be: the Son of God. 
 
Fred and John ask the participants to respond to the lecture. What do they 
think of Simon’s talk? Rob is bothered by the simple way the talk ended. ‘Is it 
really that uncomplicated? There has to be more to it’. Anneke says that she 
would have liked to hear a bit more about the influence and the person of 
Jesus instead of all these arguments. Peter is even more outspoken as he 
wonders whether the historical account really matters when it comes to 
faith: ‘Why do you have to emphasize the rational proof of faith? I really do 
not care whether all these arguments are reasonable, I just want to know 
what it means to you.' Fred leads the discussion that night while John 
interrupts a few times to stress the fact that Jesus is the Son of God. ‘God 
came as man to this world and you have to make a decision’, he says. Rob, 
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who calls himself agnostic, thinks that Jesus was an inspiring man, but not 
more than that. When Fred starts telling about his own life, how he became a 
Christian and how his life was changed, the group opens up. The atmosphere 
changes, people start asking questions and John is also asked to talk about 
his life. John stresses the importance of having a relationship with God and 
how he experiences God’s help in concrete situations. When the group asks 
him to give an example, he recalls how God has healed him from rheumatics. 
 
John and Fred continuously struggled between the ‘facts of faith’ presented in 
Alpha material and their own experiences. John, who graduated a science major, 
preferred a fact-like approach, while Fred, a head master at an elementary 
school, was inclined to bringing his own experience into the discussion. As I 
spoke to John later on, he stressed the importance of understanding and 
accepting facts of who Jesus really is: as Son of God, as being necessary for 
conversion. Different from Fred, he was less interested in talking too much about 
his own healing and other experiences as they were - although true to him – a 
too subjective a basis upon which others would to come to faith. Knowledge of 
the Bible had to be the basis for conversion, not conviction based on experiences 
of others. Some team members recognized this approach as they shared John’s 
background and had been part of the Dutch branch of the American Christian 
student organization, The Navigators, in the 1970s.  
 As the Alpha course progressed, the small group leaders exposed more of 
their personal lives and recurrently talked about how they became a believer 
and how they dealt with daily issues as Christians. In fact, over time and through 
repetition, the small group became more and more a place where stories were 
told which permitted the participants to arrive at their own understanding of 
truth rather than accepting and agreeing with doctrinal statements and abstract 
claims. Far more important than questions of truth was the relevance of the 
presented topics in the lives of the believers. This encouraged participants to ask 
questions and, at the same time, reflect upon their own lives. Through the act of 
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story-telling in a group, participants assimilated ideas about God as they were 
encouraged to link their own story to the larger biblical narrative, culminating in 
the overall question: where are you in this interpretational framework? Without 
strong external pressure by demanding a public decision, the number of small 
group sessions offered repetitive dialogue and continuous reflection which 
would potentially change the perception of the participants. After the first four 
nights, Rob remarked:  
 
Now when I watch a TV program of the EO I begin to understand what they 
are talking about and I begin to find it interesting. There was a discussion 
about the resurrection that I could follow and understand. That would have 
never happened to me in the past.  
 
During the last night, the team leaders asked the participants how their 
perception of Christianity had changed through the Alpha course. For three 
people, everything they had heard was new. They mentioned that they had 
become more positive and open to the faith, though needed more time - or even 
a successive course - to continue their journey. Others had made a decision to 
convert during the Alpha course: some at home, one person in a meeting at 
another church, and someone during the Saturday meeting (the alternative for 
the Alpha weekend). This latter group clearly had a Christian background and 
upbringing and could far more easily tap into the discourse and concepts offered 
during the course. Still, the impact of the lectures seemed marginal in 
comparison to the trust that was being built between the team members and 
the participants. It was moreover the team members’ life stories, their attitudes, 
their respect in answering questions, and their effort to listen and give attention 
that built relationships and encouraged other participants to talk, reflect and 
gradually change their perceptions of life and God.  
 In the powerhouse church, the small group setting showed in part the same 
group dynamic as observed in the theater church. However, the background of 
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the participants turned out to be an important factor in actual group discussions 
and interactions. Different from the theater church, a substantial number of 
participants were already believers.272 In fact, many had converted during a 
previous Alpha course though decided to participate a second time as they did 
not grasp all of the Alpha teaching at once. Their presence, but moreover their 
conversion stories, contributed to the particular group dynamic at large. I 
decided to transfer to another small group with participants who did not 
consider themselves to be believers. Notably, several of them also testified that 
they had encountered an intense religious experience recently. For example, 
Hanna, who suffered from rheumatic pains in her knee, was invited by her 
brother to attend a healing service a few months ago. During the service she was 
prayed for, and her knee had improved significantly since. While raised a 
Catholic, this experience began her spiritual journey and made her accept the 
invitation by her brother to attend the Alpha course. In the case of Andrew, his 
marriage had almost shipwrecked but was saved as his sister had prayed with 
him for him and his wife. His sister had subsequently invited him to the Alpha 
course.  
 In the small group, Joan (an active volunteer in the church and mother in her 
mid-forties) and Hank (an IT specialist, divorced in his mid-forties) challenged the 
participants to respond to the message of the lectures. Though in contrast to the 
theater church, they repeated what had been taught rather than facilitated the 
group discussion, as the following account illustrates. 
 
On one of the first nights, Joan begins the small group session by 
repeating what has been taught that night, stressing that God wants to 
have a relationship with all of us but because of sin, we are separated 
                                                      
272 The first night, I attended a small group where everyone except for one 
person confessed to being converted. From a perspective of power, again the 
Alpha claim of ‘no obligation’ can be questioned here. 
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from Him. ‘Jesus came to bridge the distance since everyone does things 
wrong. Only when you accept His sacrifice can you have a relationship 
with God. Jesus says I am the way, the truth and the light’. Ellen (nominal 
Catholic) responds by saying that she thinks that Joan’s statement is 
rather strong. ‘Do you need to say it like that?’ she asks. Joan bluntly 
replies that it is not her opinion but it is what the Bible says. Hank tries to 
explain this further as he adds: ‘It is rather simple, when I make a mistake, 
I go to God and ask forgiveness and start anew, simple.' But Ellen states 
that she still doesn’t get it. ‘Do not try to understand and reason, for me it 
started with accepting’, Hank continues, and Joan tries again by stating 
that ‘this is what the Christian faith is about, just as it is written in the 
Bible.' At this point, Ellen is almost in tears when she replies that she feels 
she is being persuaded, whereas she had expected that she could ask and 
say anything at the Alpha course. She stands up and walks out of the 
room. As I talk to Ellen later on, she tells me how she felt manipulated 
and uncomfortable and that she is considering stopping the Alpha course. 
After consultation, she accepts the offer to transfer to another small 
group next time.  
For Joan the incident is an uncomfortable experience as well. During the 
team evaluation afterward, she tells the other team members what 
happened: ‘The message tonight was too confrontational for Ellen, she 
got very emotional and could not relate to the message. She wanted to 
talk about her problems too much and I did not want to give her that 
room. I wonder whether she should stay in my group.' At the same time, 
Joan frames the incident as a form of spiritual attack from the enemy.273 
                                                      
273 To my surprise, reflection on the way Joan performed as a group leader was 
absent, although the team knew that it was Joan’s first experience as a small 
group leader. From my perspective, Joan needed coaching as she could have 
benefited from knowledge of some basic techniques of group processes. 
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The prayer team confirms this interpretation: they sensed a lot of evil 
activity that night and felt led to pray for protection. 
 
The above case reveals implicit rules of group participation in the powerhouse 
church. The group leader’s role is to repeat, affirm and elaborate the teaching of 
the lecture and participants are expected to listen, ask questions for clarification 
and eventually accept what is offered. But as in the theater church, the 
participants were eager to tell their own stories, ask critical questions and relate 
personal experiences. As the Alpha course progressed, the small group 
participants were allotted more room to express themselves. Still, the group 
leaders dominated the group process by their particular reframing of the stories 
told by participants. When Hanna mentioned that she had been baptized (as an 
infant) and received communion and confirmation in the Catholic church, though 
no longer knew what and how to believe - and even doubted whether there was 
a God - Joan responded:  
 
Who wants you to doubt? Is it not the opponent? Or is it your own thinking? 
That kept me from making a decision for a long time. After I was converted, 
they said to me, 'this is what it says the Bible', one moment you surrender 
and you accept it, and later on it turns out to be the right decision. Just try it 
and you’ll see it is the right decision, but it is your choice. 
 
According to Joan, the Bible teaches a particular order of salvation which is 
different from the tradition of the mainline churches. During the conversation, 
Hank suggested that belief follows spiritual practices like prayer and singing. He 
encouraged her to pray. In fact, he implied that the intention to believe and 
willingness to be converted is far more important than understanding what faith 
is all about. Ultimately, this conversation showed how conversion is understood 
as engagement in a battle, for it is the devil who brings about doubts as a way of 
hindering a potential believer from conversion.  
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 The reality of the spiritual world,274 portrayed by the influence of evil spirits, 
forces and demons, was often addressed and affirmed as the participants spoke 
about their problems, such as illness and fears. When Hanna mentioned that she 
had problems sleeping at night and was troubled by fear, Joan informed her that 
it was Satan who messed with her life. Joan advised her to read out loud, before 
going to sleep, a ‘proclamation card’275 about spiritual armor needed to pray for 
protection. ‘You can guard yourself with the Word of God, that is what these 
cards are for. God works that simply, just proclaim the Word of God.' The next 
week, Hanna told the group that she was doing well. She used the proclamation 
cards every day and slept well. By using the card, the reality of the spiritual world 
was being confirmed; Hanna was being taught that she had the ability to 
influence the sacred by following a simple prayer formula. As a result, the sacred 
became more personal and manageable, capable of meeting her individual 
needs. 
 
Conversion time: the Alpha weekend  
As mentioned above, an important element of the Alpha course is the Alpha 
weekend. After the first seven weeks of the course, the Alpha group usually 
spends a weekend together having different teaching sessions and sharing meals 
and social time. The participants had to pay for the retreat themselves, though in 
practice both churches offered subsidies when the costs were a hindrance for 
attending. 
 The weekend away has the character of a religious retreat and act of 
withdrawal from daily life, as one is cut off from one’s relational network and 
                                                      
274 The Alpha program does devote one lecture to the question of ‘How to resist 
evil’, and introduces the biblical imagery found in Ephesians 4 of the spiritual 
battle, together with the devil as a person. Still, the emphasis in the Alpha 
material is on the defeated position of the devil due to the cross event, while (in 
the context of the powerhouse church) the power of God and the power of the 
devil are represented as almost being equal.  
275 See page 279.  
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spends the night in a new environment. Still, different from a retreat at a 
monastery, the Alpha weekend implies active social engagement and is 
moreover an intensification of an average Alpha night. From a ritual perspective, 
the Alpha weekend bears elements of liminality.276 One is separated from social 
life, stripped of social roles and becomes part of a rather unacquainted 
community at a secluded place, with little control over the situations to come. 
From this perspective, accepting the invitation to the Alpha weekend is an act of 
surrender in itself.  
 The Alpha weekend is designed around the ‘ministry prayer’: this is the time 
in which participants are expected to have a transformative and experiential 
encounter with God through the Holy Spirit. The ‘ministry prayer’ suffices as a 
standardized format of charismatic prayer techniques with the overall goal of 
bringing participants into the presence of God. However, as I discuss the ways 
the two churches contextualized the Alpha weekend, it will be shown that the 
actual implementation of these techniques appears divert from the packaged 
design of the Alpha program itself. 
 In the theater church, despite the promotion of the Alpha weekend as an 
exciting part of the Alpha course, not enough participants signed up. Some of 
the participants felt pressured when they were asked to spend a full weekend 
away with (relative) strangers in a remote and unknown place.277 Those with 
previously negative experiences in churches or with religion, were particularly 
clear in keeping their guard when the weekend was discussed. Kelly told me (she 
did not want to tell the Alpha team) that she was suspicious of group processes, 
especially in a different environment.  
                                                      
276 The Alpha weekend as such could be interpreted as a liminal phase, wherein 
the Alpha course could be seen as a transition ritual. The first nights of the 
course are a time of instruction, the weekend is the transformative phase 
(conversion), and the second part of the course teaches attendees how to live 
and behave according to the newly gained position of being a convert.  
277 Here the promotion of the Alpha course as a program without any 
obligations seems particularly contradictory.  
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I don’t feel like spending a weekend with them. If I go, they’ve got me. I want 
to have the freedom to leave when I feel like it, so I am not going. I don’t 
know what they will do to me. 
 
Others mentioned that they were just too ‘busy’ to set apart a full weekend for a 
course. For part of the group, the cancellation of the weekend was a clear 
disappointment, especially for the Alpha team. In the past they had experienced 
that participants were more open to decision-making and conversion in this 
context. As a compromise, a full Saturday was held at the church.  
 The turnout on Saturday was disappointing because only half of the 
participants showed up. During the day, the three teaching sessions were held 
with time for discussion, and a lunch was shared among participants. The day 
was intense and tiring due to the amount of lectures and topics and lack of time 
for relaxation.  
 Regardless of the Alpha material, which emphasizes the experience of the 
Holy Spirit in the weekend lectures, James, the leader of the course, presented a 
non-charismatic interpretation of the Holy Spirit and moreover stressed 
conversion as a decision-making process based on facts and acts of will. In his 
presentation, James used abstract and schematic visuals from CCC material278 to 
illustrate the contrast between the natural person without God and the spiritual 
person whose life is directed and empowered by the Holy Spirit279:  
                                                      
278 See page 234. 
279 The used Illustrations were published in the CCC brochure entitled, ‘Have 
you made the wonderful discovery of the Spirit filled life?' This brochure is 
published on the website of CCC in the category ‘classics’ 
(http://www.ccci.org/training-and-growth/classics/the-spirit-filled-
life/index.htm, accessed 30-11-2010). The year that this brochure was published 
is unclear though it has been available in Dutch since the 1970s. As a student, 
James was converted through the work of the Navigators, who used the CCC 
publications in the Netherlands when they first came out. He integrated CCC 
material as a supplement to and substitute for the Alpha material.  
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The natural person: self is on the trone, directing decisions and actions. 
Jesus is outside the life.  
  
 
The spiritual person: Jesus is in the life and on the throne, self is yealing 
to Jesus. The person sees Jesus’ influence and direction in life. 
  
 
James gave the CCC booklet to the participants and explained it further. At the 
end of the morning session, he stressed that faith must be understood as 
trusting that the message is true and that only faith was necessary to accept 
Jesus. The prayer at the end of the booklet was pointed out as an example of 
how one could accept Jesus.  
 
So when you pray, what will happen? An experience? Sometimes yes, but for 
others not. You can only take a step based on facts, it is not about an 
atmosphere or emotion.  
 
James showed the following picture from the CCC material to illustrate that living 
the life of a Christian means that one should not rely on feelings and inner 
emotions but rather on facts, understood as the truth in God’s word (the Bible). 
By accepting these facts, feelings of faith and conviction would eventually follow 
as well. 
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James concluded with an invitation; if someone wished to make the decision of 
accepting Christ, he/she could approach one of the group leaders during lunch 
time and ask to pray together. Afterward this lecture, during the team 
evaluation, I heard that two women had asked for prayer. Interestingly, this was 
not publicly communicated to other members of the group out of respect for the 
people involved. The team was grateful to God but did not regard it as their own 
success.  
 At the end of the day, each participant received a card with a Bible verse. The 
team had, through prayer, chosen a particular text for each participant. The 
participants appreciated receiving a personal card and regarded it as something 
special. When I visited Karen, one of the ladies who had asked for prayer that 
day, the card was prominently displayed in her living room.  
 Noteworthy is the rational and intellectual rhetoric encountered during this 
day, something that replaced the charismatic, experiential approach of the 
designed Alpha program. The adopted CCC approach, having its roots in the 
1960s, displays a modern and cognitive understanding of the potential convert 
who needs to be informed through learning concepts and must understand and 
affirm ‘facts’ before he/she can make a conscious decision to become a Christian. 
The emphasis placed on words is expressed through the use of abstract 
schematics and visuals. This approach presents faith in the form of apparently 
objective facts and figures. The subjective appropriation of faith is even more 
limited as the act of becoming a Christian is already prescribed in a written out 
prayer. Intriguing in this discourse is the disqualification of the role of emotions: 
they are to be mistrusted and need to be preceded by facts and faith. Although 
emotions are recognized, they play a lesser role in conversion. In this context, 
faith is primarily based on words and listening.  
 The contrast with the overall ‘feel good experience’ on Sunday morning could 
not be more striking. As has been extensively addressed in previous chapters, 
during the weekly service, emotions were positively addressed and signified the 
presence and touch of God. The experience of being moved or touched was 
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enhanced through music and the use of multimedia effects. As the overall aim of 
the service is to allow people to be ‘touched by God’, attendees are encouraged 
to reflect on their emotional state of being and directed to assess their inner self. 
When the Alpha course and the Sunday service are compared, two different sets 
of practices and discourses surrounding the body and the senses are 
encountered. James’ approach mirrors the ideal modernist way of thinking and 
decision-making as it considers humans to be rational thinking subjects; 
conversely, on Sunday morning, attendees are approached as affective, 
emotional and desiring subjects. In fact, two different semiotic ideologies of how 
people ‘learn’ religion are at stake in this regard. This is reflected in the different 
understanding of the relation between words, convictions, emotions, and 
practices, including anthropological assumptions of how people make decisions, 
develop desires and eventually reach a point of decision-making.  
 In the powerhouse church, the Alpha weekend was announced weekly as the 
highlight of the Alpha course, since ‘there we will put things into practice!’ as 
Marc put it. Most of the participants were willing to attend the weekend.280 The 
Alpha weekend was held in a small conference center near the beach, a two 
hour drive from the church. I volunteered to drive and five ladies accompanied 
me. The entire way to the retreat, the ladies spoke about their experiences with 
God and how they initially got involved in the powerhouse church. Again, as I 
had often observed, sharing and talking about faith is like second nature and 
almost obligatory.  
                                                      
280 All the participants of the church seemed to come except for a few people, 
such as Ben, who did not feel like it, and others who were irregular attendees 
and did not feel they would finish the course. In fact, at the beginning of the 
course, a form of selection took place as some participants quit the course after 
just the first few nights. Both churches were confronted with a number of 
participants who did not finish the course. Following the Alpha concept, people 
were not called upon or asked questions as to why they chose not to continue. 
This was the practical consequence of what was understood in the Alpha 
philosophy as being a ‘non-committal course’. 
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 During the weekend, the participants and team members (a group of about 
fifty people) were divided among several holiday homes and shared bedrooms 
with bunk beds, except for the few couples who had their own bedroom. In a 
communal building, meetings took place and meals were shared. The food was 
prepared by the kitchen team, who came along as well. The Alpha team held two 
prayer sessions before breakfast on Saturday and Sunday, and the prayer team 
prayed during the teaching sessions in a separate building.281 
 The schedule of the weekend comprised of four teaching sessions: two on 
the Holy Spirit, one on Healing and one on Spiritual Warfare. Each session, 
except on Friday night, was followed by a ‘time of ministry’, an invitation to come 
forward and be prayed for as a response to the call for conversion, the infilling of 
the Holy Spirit or prayer for healing or other personal needs. Marc and Bert were 
continuously in the spotlight over the weekend: they led the sessions, presented 
the lectures and were the ones who publicly prayed for others in front of the 
group. 
  The Saturday morning session opened with a time of singing along with a 
worship CD (no musicians were able to come). Again, the volume of the music 
was loud and it was difficult to hear oneself singing. Being amidst the 
participants, the music felt overwhelming and, in a way, intimidating to me. The 
intensity of the noise, the emotionally charged lyrics, the high expectancy 
encouraged throughout the whole course, together with being cramped into a 
rather small room, made me alert and uncomfortable in anticipation for things to 
come. As Bert held his lecture, he talked about conversion and the Holy Spirit as 
‘the neglected person of the Trinity’. 
 
                                                      
281 The prayer team was actively engaged in prayer during the lectures. For 
instance, Jenny told me how they had walked - while praying - around the 
building seven times on Saturday morning, mimicking the Israelites walking 
around the wall of Jericho. She regretted that she had forgotten to bring the 
flags and horns, and instead used her scarf as a banner to support her prayer. 
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Conversion is to give your heart to Jesus; you receive the Spirit but you will 
still have your difficult traits and problems. You will receive the Spirit as 
potential. This is not the same as the infilling of the Holy Spirit. Through the 
Spirit, you are born again, you enter into a new world and the Spirit will 
convince you of sin and there is forgiveness. The image of the Spirit is like the 
pilot light (of a heater), the proof that you belong to Jesus; but when you 
imagine what happens when you turn the heater on, that is what happened 
on the day of Pentecost. 
 
At the end of Bert’s talk, Marc continued the lecture by telling his own 
experience.  
 
I went to a kind of traditional church282 for about ten years and through 
circumstances, I started looking for more power, miracles, power, and just 
more. The experience of being filled with the Spirit had far more of an impact 
on my life than conversion; someone prayed for me and I received the Spirit. 
You have to take the initiative yourself, invite the Spirit and drink. It can 
happen spontaneously or through the laying on of hands: just ask for it, the 
Bible says. The devil wants to destroy you, but Jesus wants you to have life 
and abundance. The Spirit will bring us into our destiny, but you will leave 
behind all your baggage: false theology, traditions, etc. The effect will be 
more love for God, for the Bible, and the desire to spend time with God. He 
will lead you, inspire you, give you power, the gift of prophecy and will give 
revelation. For example, someone had a lot of rejection in her life and it was 
not clear where it came from. Then the Spirit revealed that her mother had 
wanted to commit suicide when she was pregnant. That is revealed to 
encourage people. God is in essence supernatural and not part of the natural 
world. And about the speaking in tongues, this is often viewed by traditional 
                                                      
282 Actually, Marc’s former church was the theater church. Interestingly, he 
describes his former church as ‘traditional’. 
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churches as something dangerous, but it is a language of worship, and 
important in the spiritual battle.  
 
Speaking enthusiastically, Marc went on to say that God even gives power to 
raise people from the dead. This led to questions in the group: how is that 
possible? Marc pointed to the Bible and recalled how Jesus, Paul and Peter had 
raised people from the dead, and that it is part of the commission Jesus gives. ‘In 
the Netherlands, we don’t hear a lot about it, but that is because a spirit of 
religion reigns here. But I know of hundreds in Mexico and scores of people in 
Mozambique, in the area of Heidi Baker,283 where people have been raised from 
the dead.'  
 As an introduction to the ‘time of ministry’, Marc explained beforehand what 
might happen to the participants. ‘We will pray for people who want to receive 
the fullness of the Spirit. What can happen? Nothing, a feeling of warmth or fire, 
a sense of wind, crying (which is a sign of restoration), laughter (often a sign of 
healing from feelings of rejection), feeling drunk, shaking, trembling, and falling. 
Most of these things are mentioned in the Bible. The only condition to receive 
the Spirit is to believe in Jesus and accept that He came to die for your sins at the 
cross and rose from death.'  
 Here, Marc paused and said: ‘Hey, I just want to listen to the Spirit, learn how 
to move on. I think we need to ask for a volunteer, someone who knows Jesus 
and wants to receive the Spirit.' A few moments later, Diana came forward and 
the following happened. 
 
Marc: Just a check: do you believe that Jesus died for your sins? 
Diana: I just want to receive everything God has for me and want to learn 
more. 
                                                      
283 Heidi Baker is a missionary and founder of Iris ministries in Mozambique 
(http://www.irismin.org/p/home.php, accessed 11-05-2010). She has spoken at 
several revival conferences in the Netherlands.  
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Joan, her small group leader, walks to the front and positions herself behind 
Diana (as a catcher). 
 
Marc: On basis of your faith, we ask for the Holy Spirit to come upon you. 
Diana: I already quiver, it already started this morning. 
Marc: What quivers? 
Diana: My legs, my mouth. 
Marc: It could be nerves but also the desire God gives you, (to the group) it 
could be that the Spirit has already been engaging with her since this 
morning. Is it OK if I put my hand on your shoulder? 
Diana: Yes. 
Marc: Lord come with your Spirit and fill her, (to the audience) do you see 
that the quivering increases? 
Diana: I quiver and feel less firm in my legs. 
Marc: You noticed something happened? 
Diana: Yeah. 
Marc: Keep standing, Lord we want to bless her and where you are, there is 
freedom, words have vital power, that is why it says in Genesis, God spoke 
and it was, things come to life. 
Marc to the audience: If there are people who want to choose Jesus, come 
forward. If you have not accepted Him, now is the right time. If you feel it 
inside and hear the soft voice, come, I will not manipulate you. 
 
Ellen walks to the front and is crying. 
 
Marc: Repeat after me: Lord Jesus, from today on I want to live my life with 
you, please come into my heart, I am born again. 
 
Ellen repeats Marc’s words aloud in front of the group. At the end, Marc 
excitingly says: ‘We have a new sister!’ Then he continues to pray for her:  
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Thank you for giving her the guts to come forward, I pray for the fullness of 
the Holy Spirit in her life. 
 
Ellen falls backwards, and Joan catches her and lays her on the ground. Marc 
goes down on his knees and continues to pray:  
 
Will you restore the years of sadness, will you seal what You have done by 
your blood? 
 
Bert, standing to the side, walks up to Ellen and shares that he has words for her 
- he was reminded of a song:  
 
I see the sun shining again 
I feel your warmth around me 
You make all the coldness disappear 
And it is because of you, only you284 
 
After this event, more people came forward to be prayed for. After lunch, the 
group had free time. Some went outside for a walk along the beach, others took 
a nap or just rested. 
 On Saturday evening, the topic of ‘healing’ was addressed by Marc. Not 
surprisingly, he stressed how disease is often linked to evil powers in the gospels. 
Involvement in occult practices was linked with blockages that would hinder 
healing. However, this could also arise from having been in contact with 
Freemasonry, the fact that curses had been spoken through relatives in one’s 
                                                      
284 The original text in Dutch: Ik zie de zon weer schijnen - Ik voel je warmte om 
me heen - Je doet alle kou verdwijnen - En dat alles - Doe jij alleen. Lyric Jij Alleen 
by F. van Leeuwen, T. Dijkman and J. Ewbank, CD Marco Borsato ‘De 
Bestemming’, 1998. 
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bloodline, and being unforgiving towards others. All these matters needed to be 
countered through confession and deliverance. ‘Healing has a lot to do with 
taking authority over the powers, which is based on the work of Christ,’ Marc 
said. Again, using the Passion Story, he suggested a relation between the physical 
suffering of Christ and healing: ‘Medical science has all diseases ordered into 39 
categories, and Jesus received forty lashes less one; there is no disease not 
covered by Jesus.’285 Instruction in how to pray for healing was in turn informed 
by the way Jesus prayed. ‘When we look at Jesus, He never asked for healing but 
proclaimed healing over the sick. The overall message was that the greatest 
miracle is the healing of the spirit through conversion, but that God also wanted 
to heal the soul, the place of stress, of fear and of a broken heart.'  
 After the lecture, the ‘ministry time’ followed, just as in the morning. Marc 
started with an invitation for conversion, followed by a call to be filled with the 
Spirit. More participants responded to the call for conversion this time and 
publicly prayed the conversion prayer together with Marc. Bert assisted Marc 
and together they prayed for the infilling of the Holy Spirit, which was 
accompanied by bodily expressions as several people fell to the ground. Next, 
general needs were addressed by Marc; everyone with a need was invited to 
come forward. More than half of the group responded, including several Alpha 
team members. Ann asked for prayer for her eczema and, when she was being 
prayed for, she started to cry and fell to the ground. As Marc continued to pray 
for her, she began to cough. Marc commanded the spirit of weakness to leave 
her body. In between his prayers, Marc explained to the audience that powers 
and spirits can manifest themselves through coughing and burping. With a loud 
voice, he continued to speak to the spirits within her: ‘I renounce the spirit of 
                                                      
285 Marc displays an even more literal understanding of the common 
Pentecostal rhetoric about healing through the stripes of Jesus, based on the 
Bible text from Isaiah 53:5: ‘But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was 
bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with 
His stripes we are healed’ (ASV). The ‘forty lashes less one’ is based on an 
interpretation of the Jewish law at that time from Deut. 25:3 and II Cor. 11:24. 
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confusion, renounce the words spoken over her and Lord cleanse her with your 
Spirit.' Ann cried out even louder, and after some time, she calmed down. A little 
later, she was told that it is important to give a testimony of the experience the 
following day. According to Bert: ‘when you testify of what Jesus has done, the 
devil cannot do anything anymore.’ As time went by, several people fell to the 
floor; some seemed almost asleep as they lay with their eyes closed, while 
others recovered and went back to their chairs. The rest of the group either 
followed the events with wide eyes, praying softly along with Marc and Bert, or 
had their eyes closed in a meditative pose.  
 I sat at the end of one of the back rows and tried to make notes of what was 
happening around me. I was confronted with the limitations of language as I 
tried to follow what was being said and done while also being affected by the 
intense emotional atmosphere. The ongoing flow of emotions - people crying, 
sobbing and being overcome by unusual bodily gestures (what to me appeared 
as uncontrolled behavior) such as bending over, falling down, being absent in a 
trance-like state, shaking, and even screaming - all made me feel very 
uncomfortable. As most people were prayed for, Bert said that he felt there was 
someone who had decided not to come forward but who God was encouraging 
to receive prayer. As I had defined my personal boundaries of participation prior 
to attendance, I could feel the severe social and religious pressure to reconsider 
my decision of not wanting to be prayed for in this context. I was definitely 
relieved when Hanna stood up in front of me. I kept to the position of being 
more an observer than a participant.286  
 The role of Marc intrigued me that night. The context of the Alpha weekend 
gave him the opportunity to present himself as a Pentecostal preacher, a 
charismatic leader who, through the Holy Spirit, can perform miracles; a prophet 
who has revelations and prophetic words for people he prays for; someone who 
                                                      
286 As mentioned in the introduction in relation to my position in the field, the 
Alpha weekend confronted me with my personal boundaries of possible 
participation. 
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knows how to orchestrate the audience and offer particular modes of prayer 
practices which make people vulnerable to respond. He seemed to enjoy what 
he was doing, and it brought him attention, power, recognition, and prestige in 
the group. The other team members reminded me several times how much they 
admired Marc by saying: 'Isn’t he a wonderful guy?'  
 On Sunday morning, Marc, in his lecture on ‘How to resist evil’, extensively 
described the reality of the spiritual world by drawing upon a dualistic metaphor 
of the battle between God and the devil. The group was admonished to stay 
away from sources of evil which ranged from Harry Potter, Reiki and divination or 
sorcery practices, such as consulting evil spirits. Again, the influence of evil 
throughout family generations was reiterated. Also emphasized was the 
possibility that objects could be demonically charged, and believers were 
charged as being responsible for removing any possible attachment to evil. Even 
after conversion, a believer could still be bound by evil spirits, although not 
possessed, Marc advised.287 The session was closed with an invitation to be 
prayed upon for those who had received something from God the day before 
though felt they were already loosing it; for example, if their physical symptoms 
were coming back. Several people came forward and were prayed for. Even more 
than the day before, the bodily behavior of those who were prayed for caught 
my attention: people were lying on the floor and some displayed spasms, made 
grumbling sounds, coughed, and cried as Marc prayed for them. Afterward, 
those who were prayed for were warmly received by the rest of the group: 
people hugged each other, touched each other, smiled and expressed their joy 
for the great things God had done.  
 The weekend ended with a time of sharing testimonies. Again, it was stressed 
that testifying what God has done is relevant and meaningful in the spiritual 
                                                      
287 The question of whether believers can be possessed or - to a lesser degree - 
bound by evil spirits is an ongoing debate within the Pentecostal movement at 
large (Anderson 2004:234). 
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world. The group sat in a large circle and everyone, including the team members, 
gave a personal account of what had happened to them during the weekend. All 
the participants of the Alpha course testified that they had been converted and 
received the Spirit, some of them being healed. Ellen recalled how she had felt 
overpowered to walk to the front. Diny told how she had prayed for a sign from 
God, and since the weekend she had quit smoking. While she used to smoke 
about 35 cigarettes a day for many years, after the weekend, she was free from 
her addiction. The team members spoke about how God had revealed blockages 
in their lives, and how they had repented and experienced freedom and a new 
empowerment of the Spirit. In closure, Marc and Bert walked around the large 
circle, laid their hands on each person and prayed a blessing, accompanied by 
prophetic words for each individual. Again, a few people could not remain 
standing on their feet when being prayed for and fell down. As Marc and Bert 
walked up to me, they asked permission to pray for me. In spite of my 
reluctance, this was one of the few instances I crossed my personal boundary. 
Refusing a blessing would raise serious questions about my position as a 
Christian in the group, and I considered a prayer for a blessing not particularly 
harmful. They prayed for me and spoke prophetic words to me. Bert said 
something about an elevator made of glass moving upwards and how God would 
point me to a higher way. Somehow I was relieved by what I interpreted as a kind 
of neutral message. I took it as a sign of acceptance, that my presence was at 
least not perceived as a threat to the group. 
 On the way home, I asked the ladies in the car some questions about their 
impressions of the weekend, particularly with regard to the bodily responses 
observed during the ministry. Had they all experienced this ‘falling in the Spirit’, I 
asked them? Vicky, one of the Alpha team members, gave me a puzzling answer: 
'No', she said, 'because if you don’t want it, it really won’t happen to you!'  
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Discussion: the Alpha course body pedagogics 
 
In this chapter, I have given an in-depth ethnographic account of the Alpha 
course as practiced by the theater church and the powerhouse church. In making 
the comparison between the particular ways in which the Alpha course is 
executed, performed and experienced, I aimed to show how conversion is 
constructed, discussed and experienced. In addition to many scholarly 
discussions of the Alpha course (Hunt 2004, Sengers 2005, Verboom 2002, 
Watling2005), it was my goal to demonstrate the dynamic interplay between 
discourses and practices present within the church community that together 
determine the overall outcome of the Alpha course. At the same time, I reflected 
upon what was presented in the earlier chapters with regard to conversion as 
presented in the Sunday morning service.  
 In making the comparison between the two churches from a semiotic 
perspective, I chose not to principally focus on the ways the content of the Alpha 
course was used and displayed. While both churches maintain a different 
theological position with regard to the charismatic interpretation of the Holy 
Spirit, it was my deliberate choice to first examine the distinct practices involved 
in conversion in order to approach the Alpha course as collective assemblage 
formative actions that, in themselves, are laden with meaning.  
 The original design of the Alpha course generally follows four different types 
of formative practices: the meal, the lecture, the small group sessions, and the 
pivot of the Alpha weekend: the ‘ministry time’. The more persuasive practices 
are encountered in the lecture and the ministry time, a combination of an 
emphasis on words and wonderment.288 The first builds on an apologetic case via 
the use of reason and rational facts. The compelling use of logic is designed to 
convince participants bent on rational thinking that what is being offered by the 
Alpha course should be fully true and accepted. This presupposition is very 
                                                      
288 Here I follow Rollins (2006:37) who discusses the end of apologetics.  
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similar to older, catechetical methods employed within Protestant churches, 
which tend to prioritize words and meaning. The second persuasive practice, the 
demonstration of the miraculous, involves a sensational, experiential and 
embodied response to prayer practices through the ‘ministry prayer’. The 
accumulative effect of both practices is to bring the participant to the 
acknowledgement that Christianity is true and relevant and should be accepted. 
Both persuasive practices reveal a discourse of power; the way faith is presented 
implies that rejection is utterly irrational and lacking in common sense. 
 Comparing original intention to actual practice, the absence of the ‘ministry 
prayer’ in the theater church’s Alpha course is most significant as it removes the 
programmatic ‘encounter experience with God.' This apparently limits the 
possibility of a particular religious experience. Generally speaking, the 
opportunity to engage in practices that explicitly stressed a link between people 
and God was almost absent in this context; no singing was involved and only 
limited instances of prayer occurred , which were always performed by one of 
the Alpha team members before the meal and a few times at the end of the 
small group meetings. Participants, however, were not encouraged to pray out 
loud or publicly. This ‘low on experience’ mode of conducting the Alpha course 
was in part out of respect for the volition of the participants though also related 
to the theological position of denying the mediation between God and man.289 
As a consequence, in terms of understanding conversion, the participants were 
primarily confronted with concepts and facts. Still, conversations during meals 
and small group sessions offered the participants the possibility to learn about 
conversion in a more personal and affective manner, as group leaders were often 
asked about the relevance and experience of being a Christian in daily practice. 
In the small group discussions, the participants gradually 'learned' religion 
                                                      
289 As is shown in earlier chapters, the Sunday service deliberately offers a 
multi-sensorial experience, especially through music and theatrical techniques. 
The generation of these kinds of experiences depends on the availability of a 
particular space and technical means. In the context of the Alpha course, this 
kind of experience cannot be generated in the same way.  
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through inner reflection on their own lives by continuously narrating and re-
narrating one’s life story.  
 At the end of the Alpha course, the impact of the lectures seemed rather low 
for the participants I interviewed, as they had difficulty reproducing the overall 
discourse in their narratives. Far more significant was the impact of the social 
and emotional practices of sharing a meal and having small group discussions. 
The participants who made a commitment during the course (or in the following 
months) recalled the important influence of the team members who, as icons, 
demonstrated what the life of a Christian was all about. Members' attention, 
concerns and friendship seemed far more important than the actual content of 
the lectures. This is not to say that the content did not matter at all. Especially 
for those with a Christian upbringing, the content of the Alpha course could be 
easily connected to Christian concepts embedded in past church experiences. 
However, for those with no Christian background, the content of the Alpha 
course was difficult to grasp and often not relevant to broader questions about 
religion and their daily life. In fact, those who had attended a Christmas service 
at the theater church were far more able to relate to the contemporary 
language, music and practices during the service than the catechetical scheme of 
the Alpha lectures.  
  In contrast, the Alpha course in the powerhouse church stressed the 
centrality of bodily experience as a divine encounter meditated through the 
spiritual practice of the ‘ministry prayer’. Gradually, during the Alpha course, 
participants engaged in embodied, formative practices of singing and praying out 
loud, as this was often encouraged during the small group meetings and lecture 
times. In fact, through these practices, conversion was construed as being 
obtainable through bodily experiences in which God becomes real290 rather than 
the acceptance of beliefs.  
                                                      
290 Stoller’s account of spirit possession reminded me of what I observed during 
the Alpha weekend. Stoller's remark ‘through my body I had discovered a 
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 As the Alpha material stresses, the ministry prayer is based on mimicking291 
(Stoller 1997; Taussig 1993) a particular format with the expectation that God 
will touch the person prayed for through a change in sensorial perception. This 
mimicking process is part of the ways in which the Alpha team members 
themselves ‘learn to pray’, as I observed during the national Alpha training day 
where the ‘ministry prayer’ was taught in a non-threatening, calm and controlled 
manner. The volunteer demonstration during the Alpha weekend on Saturday 
morning showed the importance of mimicking a particular bodily mode of 
experience to the group. Though different from the Alpha concept of ‘ministry 
prayer’, Marc’s prayer practice was moreover characterized by an enthusiastic, 
expressive, authoritative, and somewhat intimidating style, which was 
particularly enhanced by his spiritual warfare rhetoric. He hardly checked 
whether his spiritual knowledge or insight was recognized by the person he 
prayed for. Rather, he presented himself as a religious specialist and spiritual 
warrior who operated with divine authority,292 which was moreover 
demonstrated by the physical responses of the people prayed for rather than the 
verbal affirmation of the issues he addressed.  
 In the life history interviews with Marc and Bert, both men told me how they 
admired the American Pentecostal revival preacher, Benny Hinn.293 They had 
been to his conferences, read his books and regularly visited his website for their 
morning devotionals. Hinn’s performative style was clearly informative to their 
unique modeling of the ministry prayer, particularly with regard to the rhetoric 
                                                                                                                           
terrifying world’ (1997:15) could be applied to the Alpha course in the context of 
the powerhouse church as well.  
291 Taussig speaks of a ‘mimetic faculty’, understood as the capacity to grasp 
what is strange by copying it. According to Taussig, sensuous mimetic processes 
create a sense of knowing that is corporeal or sensuous (Taussig 1993:44). 
292 Only once did a team member tell me that a prophetic word he had spoken 
about (with regard to her situation) turned out not to come about. 
293 Marc and Bert were associated with Benny Hinn through the partner 
scheme. Binny Hinn is an American Pentecostal preacher with a large 
international organization (http://www.bennyhinn.org/default.cfm, accessed 16-
05-2010).  
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on spiritual warfare and material blessings. In the context of the communal 
setting of the Alpha weekend, Marc and Bert operated as persuasive 
intermediaries between the participants and God in a number of ways. First, 
their testimonies fulfilled an important role in raising participants' expectations, 
as they informed attendees about the ways conversion and the power of the 
Holy Spirit are achieved through the transmittance of bodily formats. Second, 
the demonstration served as an embodied ‘object lesson’ of what one was to 
expect when being prayed for. Clearly, the socially and communally created 
setting of expectancy and the things that were about to happen contributed to a 
mode of receptivity and bodily awareness among all those present.  
 Through the interviews with the Alpha participants, I noticed that many were 
not solely informed and persuaded by what was done and presented to them 
during the Alpha course. A number of Alpha participants had former religious 
experiences visiting, for example, healing services. Others, like Ellen, had not 
been around these types of practices. She was among the people whose intense 
bodily experiences had drawn my attention while she was being prayed for 
during the Alpha weekend. To my surprise, she told me during an interview that 
she was familiar with this possible effect of prayer from watching a TV series on 
healing by the EO channel.294  
 The practice of the ministry prayer and the Alpha weekend as a whole leaves 
me with several questions. How free is the individual to not respond to a call for 
conversion when one is socialized in a particular atmosphere of excitement, 
persuasion and unusual bodily responses, within a context of prayer and 
invocation of the Holy Spirit?  
 The ministry prayer - as a bodily technique - is often interpreted as an act of 
the transference of power. But this prayer practice has great persuasive power as 
                                                      
294 In 2006, the EO broadcast a series of programs, such as ‘In search of the 
miracle’ (op zoek naar het wonder). In this documentary series, the EO followed 
a group of seven ill persons who visited several Christian healing sites (mostly 
charismatic/Pentecostal), nationally and abroad. 
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well, as it demonstrates the immediate reality of divine power through the body. 
Most significant is the gesture of touch, which opens up several domains of 
meaning. In the context of the ministry prayer, touch is a mimetic amplification 
of the 'healing touch' of Jesus in the New Testament; however, at the same time, 
it symbolizes the integration of the individual into the converted community. This 
is marked by joining of participants in prayer for the person concerned, and 
expressed by the lifting of arms, palms turned towards the individual, and 
praying softly in participants' own words or speaking in tongues. ‘It is the appeal 
to totality embodied in physical union rather than the magical transfer of power 
wherein lies much of the persuasiveness of the gesture. In this respect also, the 
gesture carries the connotation of shielding and protecting’, according to Csordas 
(1983:352). The gesture of touch also allows a form of intimacy, as ‘touch breaks 
a culturally constructed interpersonal barrier based on a notion of the individual 
as a discrete, independent entity, on the concept of privacy, and on the 
injunction ‘don't touch’ in most social settings’ (ibid:353). This intimacy can be 
extended through the spontaneous insight that one who prays receives through 
the gift of the Spirit of discernment, which informs him or her about the inner 
life of the supplicant. While the ‘original’ Alpha-format of the ministry prayer 
teaches a form of co-participation between the person who prays and the 
supplicant, noteworthy is the fact that the participants were hardly given a voice 
during the time of ministry. Except for the fact that the participants were told to 
repeat the short conversion prayer after the speaker, they were subjected to the 
rhetorical and persuasive words of Marc and Bert, who in practice responded to 
the body language of the participants. In that sense, the participants were 
silenced as their voices were subjected to their own bodily expressions. Still, the 
'voice' of the bodies being prayed for suggested several paradoxical responses; 
for instance, while falling down and trembling signaled tokens of the power of 
the Spirit touching the person, as the person lying on the floor began to spasms, 
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this was interpreted as a sign of evil spirits or bondages that needed to be 
broken. Here, unequal power relations were enacted to the limit.295 Some 
believers convinced me that the experience of falling down in response to prayer 
always involves some act of will. What was presented as an immediate, 
overpowering divine experience was at the same time downplayed by the 
suggestion that one must also willingly surrender to the experience.  
 The intensity of the conversion experience - as a dramatic performance - not 
only reflects the understanding of conversion as a rupture or life-changing event, 
but also constitutes the conversion experience itself. Through the prayer 
practice, the participant enacts the encounter with the divine power both 
publicly and bodily. In terms of memory and reference, the ministry prayer offers 
an incorporation of conversion which goes beyond cognition. However, less 
intense and dramatized displays of participation also have their effect on Alpha 
participants. At the end of the powerhouse church’s Alpha course, one incident 
in particular confronted me with the impact of the discursive repetition I had 
been exposed to for some time.  
 
I volunteered to prepare and bring a dish on one of the last Alpha nights at 
the powerhouse church. The theme ‘Italian food‘ made me decide to prepare 
a large tray of lasagna, one of our favorite recipes at home. By the time the 
lasagna was ready, I opened the oven to take out the large tray of lasagna. 
What had never happened to me before, occurred instantaneously: the tray 
slipped through my hands (I was wearing oven mitts) and fell on the ground, 
spilling the lasagna all over the kitchen floor. The first thought that came to 
my mind took me by total surprise: ‘this happened because I am engaged in a 
spiritual battle since this is food prepared for the Alpha course.'296  
                                                      
295 My awareness of the abuse of (spiritual) power explains (in part) why I felt 
very uneasy during these prayer sessions. 
296 This experience reminded me of what Susan Harding writes about regarding 
her car incident (2000:33). 
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The comparison between the Alpha courses (as tools of evangelism and 
conversion) in the theater church and the powerhouse church reveals that 
newcomers learn about conversion in similar ways, as both churches employ 
related formative practices.  However, different discourses concerning the Holy 
Spirit and understandings of the body lead to two contrasting executions of the 
Alpha program. The Alpha course viewed from a perspective of semiotic ideology 
reveals how the different relations between words, subjects, material forms, 
music and the body are at stake here.  
 
 
Final remarks  
 
In this chapter I focused on the processes of learning conversion by means of the 
Alpha course: the ways in which conversion is taught to newcomers and how it is 
learned by newcomers. The comparison of the two churches reveals that one 
and the same program of conversion can lead to very different meanings and 
practices, particularly with regard to the intensity of bodily and sensorial 
engagement. Two issues are here at stake: differences in authorized practices of 
mediation and different forms of religious authority. 
 To begin with the issue of mediation, both churches acknowledge the 
relevance of the senses in the encounter with God and stress the importance of 
the mediation of the divine through sensorial experiences. In the theater church 
on Sunday morning, for example, this is accomplished through theatrical effects, 
and in the powerhouse church, through guided and directed spiritual practices.  
 Since the format of the Alpha course includes a charismatic element, it poses 
a challenge for the practices of mediation in the theater church. While the 
teaching of the Holy Spirit and the accompanied practices were modified by the 
adoption of older evangelical material from the 1970s, the experiential part of 
the Alpha course was no longer upheld. Replacing the charismatic element with 
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the theatrical experience on Sunday was however not possible, as it depends on 
a particular arrangement of space and requires extensive media technology. As a 
consequence, the teaching component of the Alpha course had little effect. Not 
supported by an experiential aspect, the participants were left with a modernist 
understanding of truth, beliefs and concepts that have to be learned, accepted 
and believed in order to become a Christian. This way of learning is however the 
opposite of what is observed during the Sunday service, where experience and 
participation are primary, though only gradually giving way to an appropriation 
and understanding of faith.  
 In the context of the powerhouse church, the charismatic element of the 
Alpha course was easily integrated, embedded and enlarged as a powerful 
persuasive bodily practice that not only lent support to other persuasive 
practices but was also put forward as the ultimate encounter experience and 
moment of divine mediation. The interpretation of the Alpha program showed 
great concurrence with the overall discourse and practices in the powerhouse 
church.  
 With regard to the second issue of religious authority, I have shown that the 
Alpha course offers space to bring in other elements and discourses that are less 
prominent on Sunday morning. Since the Alpha course is executed by a team of 
volunteers, they have the opportunity to modify the material according to their 
preferences and convictions. In this respect, it is important to mention that in 
both churches the pastors kept a great distance in the Alpha course. This is in 
part a consequence of the design of the course, which does not aim to connect 
potential believers to a particular church. Rather, at the end of the Alpha course, 
participants are encouraged to look for a church that they feel comfortable with. 
Therefore the presence of the pastor during the course is less desirable, as it 
would suggest that the Alpha course is just a means to attract more members to 
a certain denomination. Consequently, the Alpha course enhances the 
democratization of religious authority and opens up the possibility of adapting 
various discourses and practices, even beyond the dominant discourses at play 
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within the context of a local church. The Alpha course offers a potential niche for 
spiritual entrepreneurship and informal leadership, and turns volunteers into 
religious authorities in the eyes of newcomers.  
 To summarize, this chapter shows that the impact of the Alpha course lies in 
the variety of formative practices offered as well as the enthusiasm and 
dedication of the volunteers. However, it also shows that the outcome of the 
Alpha course depends largely on the theological orientation of the volunteers 
and the variety of discourses at play within local church communities. When 
participants testify to be converted during the Alpha course, the question is: how 
is conversion being shaped through the local religious community?  
 Following this discussion of the Alpha course as a formative practice, in the 
next chapter, I will discuss the ritual of baptism as a formative practice. As will 
become clear, in evangelical churches, conversion and baptism by immersion are 
closely related. 
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Conversion and baptism are one, 
when you separate the two, 
you’ve got a problem. 
 
 (Henk 52 years, interview April 2006) 
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CHAPTER 9 BAPTISM AS PERFORMEND NARRATIVES  
 
 
Introduction 
 
In this chapter, I will discuss the relation between conversion and baptism 
practices in the two churches; I will also examine the meaning of baptism within 
each church and analyze the way in which new converts deal with the issue of 
baptism. For two reasons, I will focus on attendees who were baptized as infants 
though reconsidered their former church tradition by deciding to be re-baptized 
by immersion. First, this was the largest group I encountered during the 
research, and second, the issue of re-baptism is an important debate within 
Protestant mainline churches.  
 I will begin this chapter with four stories, first to show how the issue of 
baptism by immersion is related to conversion experiences. Second, these stories 
mirror larger issues at stake within current Dutch Protestantism and society. In 
the following section, I describe the current situation with regard to baptism 
rituals in the Netherlands. From there, I will discuss the development of the 
Protestant ideology of rituals. Next, I will turn to the two evangelical churches 
and discuss the distinct ways baptism rituals are understood and practiced in 
both churches. From the theoretical approach of baptism as ritual 
communication, the two distinct modes of baptism, namely infant baptism by 
sprinkling and adult baptism by immersion, will be compared and discussed in 
light of the transformation of religion in the current Dutch context.  
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Evangelical baptism and conversion  
 
Marleen’s story 
Marleen, who is in her late thirties, was raised in the Reformed Churches in the 
Netherlands (Liberated). After experiencing several disappointments in her 
previous church regarding the issue of renewal in liturgy and lack of support 
which she felt during a difficult time of loss, she decided to attend the theater 
church. Here she was confronted with a different baptism practice which forced 
her to reflect on her own infant baptism. For Marleen, baptism had been a very 
meaningful trademark throughout her life and a source of comfort, knowing that 
she was accepted and wanted by God. To reconsider her infant baptism was 
therefore a difficult matter.  
 
I always had this longing to belong, to fit in and to be accepted. Knowing that 
I was baptized as an infant, and therefore a child of God, really helped me at 
times when I felt rejected by others: at least I was wanted and accepted by 
God. All my life I struggled with feelings of insecurity and failure in my job, in 
my relations with others, including the church where I grew up. I just never 
felt good enough and it was very hard to build relationships in the church. 
Somehow you expect the church to be a community where people care 
about and accept each other.  Here, in the theater church, I feel accepted. I 
hear that God loves me and accepts me. Here people talk to me, I get to 
know people and we have contact on a personal level. That is why I like to be 
a volunteer in the church, I like to be around people and help others. In my 
former church there were hardly opportunities to be involved, I felt not 
wanted, at least, I felt they did not need me. 
 
Eventually, over a period of two years, Marleen came to the conclusion that God 
asked her to be baptized by immersion on the confession of her faith. The new 
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church community embodied what she had longed for: a strong sense of 
acceptance and belonging. The comforting role of her infant baptism lost its 
salience in the context of the theater church, which contributed to a 
reinterpretation of the baptism ritual.  
 
Betty’s story 
Betty (in her early thirties) was born and raised in the Dutch Reformed church. 
There she was baptized as an infant, married and had all her children baptized. 
She had been a regular church attendee all of her life. A few years ago she was 
invited by a friend to attend a special service in a Dutch Reformed Church in 
another town. She had heard people talk about a revival, a visiting pastor from 
Nigeria and people being healed and touched by God. She was curious and 
decided to go. Her husband was hesitant but eventually came along. That night 
brought about a profound change in their faith.  
 
For my husband, it was so clear, it was a real conversion. His character 
completely changed. He could always be so grouchy, but since that night, he 
is cheerful. I did not feel that I needed conversion since I have been a believer 
all my life, but still, I was changed too. Before, faith was information, just 
tradition - not alive in your heart. Now I do regard it as my conversion, but 
that is quite something to say out loud. I have been in the church all my life, I 
have been confirmed, and now I am converted! I noticed that my church 
gradually lost relevance after the experience, and that I felt attracted to the 
Pentecostal church. There it is more cheerful, they talk about faith and not 
about rules. I know, it does not sound nice, but I felt at a dead end in my 
former church. And then the issue of baptism. You have been changed and 
you want to choose baptism, but that is difficult. I called the minister of our 
church and decided not to ask for his opinion but just inform him about our 
decision. I knew it had been discussed in the church council, but we heard 
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nothing. I invited him to come for a visit, but he did not want to come. After I 
told one of the elders that I was disappointed with the response of the 
minister, he called me. ‘I heard you are angry with me,' he said. It turned out 
that he found it very difficult to deal with evangelicals in the church.  
 
Betty and her husband were baptized in the powerhouse church while they were 
still members of the Dutch Reformed Church. A few months later, they resigned 
from their former church and started attending the powerhouse church 
regularly.  
 
Martha’s story 
Martha, who is in her fifties, was raised in a Dutch Reformed Church but left in 
her teens. More than twenty years later, she moved back to her home town and, 
through old friends, she started visiting the church again. Gradually, faith 
became more important in her life. Then a crisis hit the local Dutch Reformed 
Church: the news was spread that the pastor’s wife had been baptized by 
immersion in another church. A while later, the pastor left the ministry.  
 
At that moment, I thought, now I want to know everything about the issue of 
baptism. Why is it such a big deal? I started to read and talk with other 
people, and slowly I came to the conclusion that adult baptism is the only 
true and biblical mode of baptism. Then the desire to be baptized emerged. I 
wanted to be baptized too. I no longer wanted to be around all those fighting 
people, and I started attending the Pentecostal church. I no longer felt at 
home in my former church. And you know, baptism was the last piece of the 
puzzle, everything fell into place. When I stood in the baptismal water I could 
say that Jesus is the way, the light and the truth. It was a kind of 
enlightenment, being born again, because until that moment, it was very 
hard for me to say that. 
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Since her baptism, Martha has been actively involved in the powerhouse church 
but decided that she did not want to become a full member of the church. 
According to her, membership is not important and she is just as committed as 
others in the church.  
 
Martin’s story  
Martin, in his early forties, was raised in the Reformed Churches in the 
Netherlands (Liberated), where he had been an active member throughout his 
life. Over the years, while serving as a member of the church council, Martin 
became very frustrated by the church order, the lack of renewal and reluctance 
to change. Through friends, he got in touch with the charismatic renewal 
movement, ‘New Wine’. He attended several conferences where he experienced 
a spiritual renewal.  
 
I got to know God personally and developed a personal relationship with 
Him. I did not know that that was possible. And that I did not have to try so 
hard anymore but can live by grace. In everything you do, you can just 
surrender it to God. That was all new to me. Every Sunday you hear the law 
‘as a mirror for our lives’, they say. What nonsense! That is what the 
catechism says but not the Bible! I started to read the Bible for myself, read 
books by Derek Prince and Watchman Nee. The council told me not to talk 
about 'New Wine' because it was charismatic. They have no clue what it is all 
about! 
 
Eventually Martin and his family searched for an alternative church, also out of 
concern for their teenage children who no longer wanted to go to church. They 
joined the theater church, where they experienced a new type of worship and 
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sermons, warmth and friendliness - similar to 'New Wine'. A few months later, 
Martin and his wife decided to be baptized by immersion.  
 
I wished my parents had been there when we celebrated the new life I found. 
But when I told them that I was going to be baptized, they could not accept it 
because I am baptized as an infant. What have we done wrong, they asked 
me. Nothing, I told them, can’t you be happy for me? I found God and I want 
to surrender my life to Him. Baptism is part of that. But no, they kept telling 
me that it was wrong and gave me a booklet by one of their ministers on why 
adult baptism is not biblical. They never said anything about my brother, who 
does not believe anything anymore and has left the church. But in my case, 
they cannot accept my decision. We cannot talk about it. 
 
The topic of baptism was a recurrent theme in the conversion narratives of new 
believers. Since most new visitors of the theater church and powerhouse church 
originate from Protestant mainline churches (a minority from Catholic parishes), 
most of them were baptized as infants. In fact, in their faith journey from 
tradition to a new articulation of believing, they experienced more conflicts over 
baptism than over their conversion, as the above narratives display.  
 For some of the church shifters, as Martha’s story shows, conflict over 
baptism practices within their former mainline church was one of the reasons to 
move to an evangelical church. For others, adult baptism turned out to be a 
difficult topic and it took years to reach that decision. In the theater church, for a 
number of people, adult baptism remained a stumbling block and hindrance to 
full church membership.297 
                                                      
297 I observed that having experienced an intense spiritual renewal was an 
important motivation for adult baptism. Several people expressed the intention 
to be baptized by immersion but were reluctant for personal reasons, like being 
afraid to be up front in the church (shyness) or not wanting to offend their 
unbelieving spouse. I only met a few people who did not reconsider their infant 
baptism. While they had moved from Protestant mainline churches to the 
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 The narratives often told of heated debates within families over baptism. 
Interviewees expressed strong statements with regard to their parents. Fred was 
somehow relieved that, because his mother has Alzheimer’s disease, he did not 
have to tell her about his decision. Marc even postponed his baptism until his 
parents had passed away. Clearly, for parents, who initiated their baby's baptism 
ceremony in mainline churches, it was difficult to accept that their grown-up 
children, thirty or forty years later, decided to be baptized by immersion in an 
evangelical church. 
 The conflict over baptism is partly the consequence of the different models 
of conversion adopted in mainline Protestantism and evangelicalism. In the 
mainline Protestant tradition, becoming a Christian is foremost a process of 
religious socialization (McKnight 2002:5). The traditional route is to be born into 
the tradition, being initiated into the community through the ritual of infant 
baptism and growing into the tradition through one’s upbringing, in the context 
of the church, and through the process of religious formation - enhanced by 
catechism classes. One is then confirmed at the time of reaching adulthood. This 
‘model of conversion’ stands in stark contrast with the evangelical, decision-
orientation approach to conversion, which emphasizes personal faith. Becoming 
a Christian is (ideally) demarcated by reaching a point of decision in one’s life and 
relies on individual responsibility. In practice, however, evangelical conversion 
narratives do not always exhibit just one moment of decisiveness; rather, more 
often they display a journey of various moments of dedication and re-dedication 
of faith. Still, the decision orientation is publicly demonstrated in the evangelical 
baptism practices.  
 Thus in evangelical churches, conversion and baptism are closely related. 
Based on the Bible reference in Matthew 28: 19, the order of faith is understood 
as first making disciples and then baptizing them in the name of the Father, Son 
and the Holy Spirit. Conversion is understood as a private inner decision and 
                                                                                                                           
theater church, they based their stance on the conscious decision of having been 
confirmed in the Protestant mainline church as a public confession of their faith. 
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confession of faith: decisive for eternal salvation; in contrast, baptism by 
immersion, as performative practice, is regarded as important in terms of the 
public and outer expression of the inner transformation that has taken place.  
 Notable in the context of the theater church and the powerhouse church was 
the policy to separate baptism from church membership. Although baptism is 
the condition for church membership, the ritual of baptism does not 
automatically make someone a member of the church. From a historical 
theological perspective, the separation of baptism and membership is a recent 
phenomenon. However, in the Dutch context, evangelical churches at large differ 
in their understandings of baptism and membership.298  
  
 
Dutch Protestantism and baptism practices 
  
A unique feature of Dutch Protestantism is the strong division between mainline 
Protestantism and evangelical churches, which is clearly marked by baptism 
practices (e.g. infant baptism by sprinkling vs. adult baptism by immersion). 
While in the nineteenth century, free churches were established, like the first 
Baptist churches in the Netherlands which practiced adult baptism, their 
influence and number were marginal and of minor significance.299 In this period, 
among different groups within the Reformed tradition, infant baptism was 
heavily debated as symbol of the national church. Until the 19th century, infant 
baptism was presented to all Christian parents as part of the covenant theology. 
Though with the rise of denominationalism, baptism practices became 
associated with church membership and gave way to the new phenomenon of 
‘dooplidmaatschap’: membership on the basis of infant baptism. Therefore, 
                                                      
298 Not all evangelical churches have formal criteria for church membership. In 
part, membership reflects a certain degree of institutionalization. 
299 See chapter 2 and Van Rooden (2003). 
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dogmatic discussions over the meaning of baptism cannot be isolated from 
church politics and the strive for church identity formation. 
 Interestingly, in the early years of Dutch Pentecostalism, infant baptism was 
not an issue. The founders of the first Pentecostal church, established in 
Amsterdam in 1907, viewed themselves as advocates of a renewal movement 
aligned to the mainline churches.300 However, the strong opposition of mainline 
churches, which accused Pentecostals of sectarianism, influenced the 
institutionalization of Pentecostal practices in 1917, including communion and 
adult baptism (Van der Laan and Van der Laan 2007:42,43). This example 
illustrates that, in the course of Dutch church history, differences in baptism 
practices served and still serve as identity markers between free/evangelical 
churches or groups and mainline churches.  
 With the rise of the evangelical and Pentecostal movements and churches in 
the Netherlands in the second half of the twentieth century, alternative religious 
practices and ideas like adult baptism have become more accessible and visible 
for members of Protestant mainline churches. Together with the increasing 
mobility of believers across denominational boundaries - which is one of the 
striking features of religious behavior today - the authority of tradition is 
increasingly questioned (at the very least) and infant baptism is no longer self-
evident for young parents as it was in the past. The motives people may have to 
be for or against infant baptism are not univocal. Some parents express their 
dissatisfaction with the timing of baptism and emphasize the element of free 
and conscious choice when their children reach a certain age. Others have 
biblical grounds to dismiss not only the timing but also to reject the performative 
practice of baptism by sprinkling, in contrast with baptism by immersion. But 
more often, the desire for adult baptism is motivated by new believers who seek 
out a ritual affirmation of their newly found faith. However, when new converts 
discover that they have been baptized as infants, they are confronted with 
                                                      
300 This is illustrated by the absence of a baptismal font in the newly built 
Pentecostal church in 1912. 
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church politics that cannot fulfill their request, as a second baptism is not 
possible within the Protestant Reformed tradition.301  
 This discussion surrounding infant baptism and the desire for adult baptism 
shows that while religious traditions are still relevant, many people ‘experience 
themselves as beings who make decisions and choices for themselves in the 
religious field, and who appropriate elements from one or more traditions on 
the basis of their own authority’ (Van Harskamp 2005:47). Here, larger changes 
in the field of religion come into play, such as social processes of individualization 
and the increasing importance of religious experience (as opposed to cognitive 
belief) (Ibid. 2005:46). Both the shift in religious authority from institution to the 
individual believer and the emphasis on the bodily, experiential dimension are 
involved in the discussion of baptism rituals in mainline Protestant and 
evangelical churches. This leads to a further investigation of how baptism as a 
ritual is conveyed within the larger Protestant tradition.  
 
 
  
                                                      
301 This category of ‘new believers’ in mainline churches poses new questions 
related to the church order. This issue has been addressed in a discussion paper 
on the topic of baptism called ‘Doop, doopgedachtenis en doopvernieuwing’ 
(Baptism, remembrance of baptism and renewal of baptism) presented at the 
general synod of the largest Protestant mainline church the ‘Protestantse Kerk in 
Nederland’ (PKN) in 2008. Among the different groups represented in the PKN, 
liberal Lutherans and strict orthodox Reformed protestants strongly rejected the 
possibility of ‘renewal of baptism’ as it would affect the sign of baptism as an 
exclusive, once-for-all event. Alternatively, to offer an act of remembrance of 
baptism found more adherence. Interestingly, recently some Reformed Churches 
do offer baptism by immersion for new adult believers who have not been 
baptized as an infant. This suggests that it is not the mode of baptism that causes 
division rather than the fact that a person can only be baptized once. 
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 Protestant ritual ideology 
 
The history of the Christian ritual of baptism makes clear that, in spite of the fact 
that rituals have the ability to give the impression of certain immunity for 
change, alterations in practices and their meanings have occurred throughout 
the different periods of church history (Bell 1997:212). In the formation of 
Protestantism, discussions regarding place and meaning of ritual formed a 
central issue in the battle of the Protestant reformers.  
 Through the Reformation, rituals were stripped of the high status evident in 
Catholic practices from the Middle Ages. In discussions about the sacraments, 
the symbolic and material aspects of rituals were distinguished in order to 
address the question of mediation and its efficacy in ritual practices. These 
debates cannot be detached from the socio-cultural context of the times. In their 
articulation of the baptism ritual, Reformers like Luther, Calvin and Zwingli faced 
two opposing forces: the Catholic church and the radical reformers, the 
'Anabaptists' (Spinks 2006b:31). The differences in their understanding of ritual 
gave rise to new theological teachings on the meanings and particular forms of 
baptism.  
 The reformers differed in their understanding of sacraments and struggled 
with the question of whether sacraments were ‘only signs’ or had some form of 
efficacy and fulfilled a role as material means of grace and mediation. Calvin 
regarded sacraments as signs and as instruments of grace ‘through which God 
works as He pleases and through which He gives the reality He promises’ (Spinks 
2006b:42). Calvin’s understanding of baptism as a sacrament was therefore 
closer to the Catholic tradition than to the views of his contemporary, Zwingli. 
The latter (followed by Bullinger) defined sacraments as signs, as tokens, like 
badges soldiers wear as emblems. In doing so, he drew a sharp wedge between 
the material and spiritual world in his understanding of sacraments. Understood 
as signs, Zwingli rejected the possible mediating role of sacraments. 
Alternatively, he linked the Old Testament practice of circumcision as initiation 
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ritual to the practice of infant baptism, based on covenant promises to Abraham. 
Likewise, Zwingli argued, Christians should baptize their children by virtue of the 
fact that their children are part of a covenant community. Therefore the personal 
faith of parents who offered the child for baptism was a necessary (pre-
)condition. As a result, Zwingli’s understanding of infant baptism stressed that 
the practice is an initiation ritual wherein one enters the church over and against 
a soteriological impetus like regeneration. In spite of the different emphasis on 
the development and articulation of the Reformed rites, two common features 
are present according to Spinks (2006b:32,33,50).  
 First, the reformulation of baptism rituals in the time of the Reformation 
stressed the subordination of religious materializations to beliefs.302 Rituals were 
primarily articulated by theological discussions rather than through the liturgical 
text and actions: the rite must be prefaced by the theology as teaching. By taking 
this turn, the Reformed tradition struggled with the meaning of baptism as a 
sacrament and the relation between God and the believer. A way out was the 
formulation of sacrament as a ‘seal’ which implied a form of divine promise 
attributed to the infant that was to be appropriated through the act of faith, 
embodied in the confirmation ritual.303 As a result, the mediating role of the 
church as the distributor of means of grace lost its decisive meaning in favor of 
the unmediated relation between God and the person (Van der Kooi 2004:336). 
                                                      
302 It is important to note that Protestantism as a dematerializing form of 
religion has developed over time. Calvin’s position is closer to the Catholic 
tradition of his time than the radical dematerialized forms of Protestantism that 
emerged in the 18th and 19th centuries. As Van der Kooi observes: ‘There is an 
element that has found little or no reception in Reformed theology. In the way 
that it takes [...] the knowledge of God has an involvement with the physical and 
the sensory which has been lost in Calvin’s heirs. The entrance to salvation is 
embedded in the material, in the world of the senses. The Spirit is not in 
opposition to the external but dwells in it, uses it and stimulates man from all 
sides to permit himself to be taken along‘ (Van der Kooi 2005:199). 
303 Heidelberger catechism (question 69): ‘Baptism as a divine pledge and sign 
are thus assurances that God accomplishes inwardly what the outer signs 
signifies’. This reflects Calvin’s sign-promise structure of sacrament (Riggs 
2002:80). 
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In doing so, the Reformation, with its new emphasis on personal faith of the 
individual believer, gave way to a new understanding of the Protestant self 
(Keane 2007; Taylor 2007). Second, the concern to defend infant baptism by 
establishing the link with circumcision and the covenant stressed the ecclesiastic 
interests and political aspects of the interpretations of baptism.  
 The issue of the relationship between the state and the church and the 
association with infant baptism as the carrier of the ‘old times’, associated with 
the power of the state, initiated the development of the Anabaptists movement 
(De Vries 2003:84). Baptism preceded by faith was the mark of the new time, 
associated with the life and suffering of Christ. At its beginning, this mode of 
baptism was not decisive in the new Anabaptist tradition, however the division 
over sprinkling or immersion developed over time. In evangelical churches such 
as Baptist churches, having their roots in Anabaptist tradition,304 a further 
radicalization of the understanding of ritual took place as baptism was no longer 
regarded as a sacrament but was replaced by the term ‘ordinance’, denying the 
practice of its having any spiritual effect. In this way, baptism was stripped of any 
matter of efficacy, but understood as an act of obedience, and therefore of will. 
Today, in evangelical tradition, baptism is regarded to be mere reflection of the 
conversion experience and public expression of the inner state of faith of the 
believer. 
 Both mainline Protestants and evangelicals regard rituals as the 
communication of religious meanings, as transmitting messages which stress the 
words and confession of faith as communication rather than performative acts. 
Although the performative aspects are subordinated, the two traditions differ in 
the distinct performative qualities accompanying the baptism ritual. The 
mainline Protestant confession of faith, as actualization of infant baptism during 
the confirmation ritual, is performative in a strict sense: the very saying of a 
creed can be a constitutive part of the act of becoming a Christian (Keane 
                                                      
304 Including Puritanism and separatism in the 17th century in Great Britain (De 
Vries 2009:28 ff.). 
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2007:70 n.14). By contrast, evangelicalism has been able to preserve the more 
sensuous aspects of religion.305 This is particularly visible in the importance of 
conversion narratives as personal accounts of religious experience and in 
baptism rituals as intense performative acts. By comparing the performative 
dimensions encountered in the practices of adult baptism by immersion against 
infant baptism by sprinkling, the differences in forms of embodied practice stand 
out. The emphasis on the sensuous aspects of baptism by immersion recognizes 
the importance of the body as integral part of religion and challenges views of 
religion as sole cognitive knowledge. While from an evangelical perspective 
baptism as the public expression of the inner transformation is being stressed, 
the central role of the body in these baptism practices induces forms of knowing 
beyond cognition, intertwining understanding and experience. 
 
 
Baptism in the theater church and the powerhouse church 
 
Both churches regard baptism by immersion as the only accepted mode of 
baptism and requirement for full church membership. Crucial in their 
understanding of baptism is the correct sequence of events, as confession must 
precede baptism in order to make the ritual authoritative. While the mode of 
baptism is not discussed per se, in practice immersion is regarded to be the 
biblical mode of baptism.306  
                                                      
305 By drawing attention to fundamental differences in the way Catholic and 
Protestant reform movements of the 16th and 17th century reshaped the senses 
and bodily experience, Mellor and Shilling (1997) criticize Weber’s understanding 
of Protestantism.  
306 I came across a situation where a physically handicapped woman had great 
difficulties stepping into the baptism basin in the powerhouse church. Still, 
sprinkling was not offered as an acceptable alternative. In the theater church, a 
man had been baptized as an adult by sprinkling upon confession in one of the 
mainline protestant churches; nevertheless he was re-baptized in the theater 
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 Annually, each church holds three or four baptism services; in the theater 
church, these are held on the Wednesday midweek services, and in the 
powerhouse church, on Sunday morning. Among the baptism candidates are 
former Alpha course participants, young people from the church (as the norm is 
to baptize youth from their early teens up) and long time visitors or associate 
members. As was said earlier, notable is that the powerhouse church also offers 
baptism by immersion as a service to members of mainline churches whose 
desire for a ‘second baptism’ cannot be fulfilled in their own church. In both 
churches, the importance of baptism is occasionally mentioned in sermons and a 
few times a year a seminar about baptism is organized in both churches.  
 In the theater church, the attendees of the seminar on baptism307 were 
presented with extensive information on baptism. ‘Just as a wedding ring 
symbolizes marriage, so baptism as a symbol stands for different meanings,' it 
was taught. This symbolizes, first of all, being born again - or conversion and the 
beginning of a new life, second, it indicates the washing or cleansing of sins, and 
finally, being added to the Body of Christ, which is the church. In turn, 
differences in the symbolic meaning of infant baptism were addressed. The idea 
of baptism as a covenant that replaced circumcision in Old Testament times was 
discarded as a misinterpretation of God’s covenant with Abraham. The notion of 
individual choice in the journey of faith was weakened by stating that God 
chooses man before the foundation of the Earth, and adult baptism based on 
one’s faith is always an answer to the initial call from God. ‘Actually, it is not 
necessary for God that we choose to be baptized, but it is rather a deed we 
need,' it was stated. That night, most questions raised by participants concerned 
differences between infant and adult baptism. Here the importance of 
confession as predecessor to the ritual of baptism (rather than acceptance of 
                                                                                                                           
church. According to his narrative, he was not a ‘real’ believer at the time of his 
first baptism but just wanted to enter the church of his wife to be. 
307 Actually, the seminar was part of the ‘Discipleship course’ which followed 
the Alpha course. This night was open for all interested church visitors.  
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church traditions) was put forward by the leader of the seminar. Those who were 
baptized as infants expressed their concern for their parents' opinion, and in the 
discussion, participants gave each other advice about how to tell parents about 
their decision: ‘Affirm the intention of your parents in infant baptism, and do not 
give them the feeling that they have done something wrong.'  
 The attendees with no former church background could hardly relate to this 
discussion, as for them the connection between conversion and baptism seemed 
obvious. Those who were baptized in the Catholic church far more easily set 
aside their former church traditions than the majority of participants who shared 
a background in former orthodox Protestant churches.308  
 Another topic raised for discussion during the seminar concerned the relation 
between baptism and church membership. Since most people were former 
members of mainline churches, the separation of the baptism and church 
membership was new. Here a different understanding and definition of the 
characteristics of the church was put forward: ‘The church is an assembly of 
Christ followers, not only people who are baptized. Baptism is foremost an act of 
commitment to follow Jesus, intrinsically connected to faith rather than to 
membership.' Still, in spite of the loose relationship between baptism and church 
membership, baptism in the theater church implied an intentional form of 
commitment to the church as baptism was not offered to members of other 
churches. While baptism was portrayed as a biblical act of obedience and public 
testimony of faith, it was not a condition for salvation or means of becoming a 
member of a local church. At the end of the evening, participants received a 
brochure with a summary of the church's teaching on baptism and a registration 
form for baptism.  
                                                      
308 This points, I would suggest, to the different modes of bonding between 
Catholics and orthodox Reformed Protestants and the church as institute. For 
Dutch Protestants, who are confronted with great denominational diversity, 
baptism and confirmation operate as important boundary markers of particular 
church denominations.  
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 In the powerhouse church, baptism was explained as an important step in 
the process of leaving behind the past and embracing the order of faith, which 
follows: conversion –> baptism by immersion –> baptism with the Spirit. Like in 
the theater church, baptism as identification with the death, burial and 
resurrection of Jesus was mentioned and related to the biblical reference in 
Romans 6:3-7. Also, in the powerhouse church seminar, the issue of infant 
baptism was discussed with a strong reference direct quotes from the Bible, such 
as: ‘First you have to believe, then you can be baptized.' The issue of infant 
baptism was settled with the remark that ‘even the Bible mentions a second 
baptism.'309 Different from the theater church was the stress on the element of 
power that will be generated through baptism. As the pastor mentioned:  
 
Baptism is not about salvation, but through baptism your receive power. You 
will be clothed with Christ and that is your anointing. Just think of the battle 
people experience over their decision for baptism. The devil will have less 
power over you. Remember, baptism is more than a symbol (emphasis by the 
pastor). 
 
 During the seminar it was recognized that people with a background in 
‘traditional churches’ often experienced intense spiritual battles over baptism, 
sometimes said to be caused by a (demonic) spirit of religion. However, it was 
taught that, through the act of baptism, people would also experience freedom 
from evil powers and an intensification of their relationship with God.  
 In the powerhouse church, a relation between the ritual of baptism and 
notions of community was almost absent when the meaning of baptism for the 
individual was put forward. Notable were the implicit remarks in relation to 
church traditions. As was said, ‘baptism is not about dogmas but all about having 
a living relationship with God.' A particular understanding of ritual was also put 
                                                      
309 In Acts 19:1-5. 
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forward. For instance, while white robes were available at the church, Baptism 
candidates were told that they were free to decide whether to use them or wear 
their own clothes. The given options were motivated by stressing that the 
practice of baptism was not a ritual. Clearly, ‘rituals’ were associated with dead 
and out-dated practices and church traditions that had since lost their meaning 
and were no longer relevant to the contemporary context. The negative 
evaluation of routines and scripted performances mirrors how God’s power and 
presence is associated with the spontaneous and surprising intervention of the 
Spirit, and how the expectancy that God will suddenly break into reality 
pervades much of the church's discourse.  
 The two churches display significant differences in their general 
understanding of the ritual of baptism. Although they both agree on the same 
biblical basis for baptism, the mode of baptizing and the importance of the 
personal profession of faith, they disagree on the efficacy of the practice and a 
broader understanding of baptism and community. 
 The theater church holds that baptism is an act of obedience; it is primarily a 
publicly witnessed, outer act of inner transformation. Baptism is referred to as 
an ordinance rather than a sacrament, referring to a teaching of the Bible that 
Jesus intended his followers to observe. The notion of ordinance coincides with a 
theology that denies the mediation of divine power through material things and 
performative practices. It moreover stresses the direct, personal relationship 
between God and the believer.  
 The powerhouse church shares the outer symbolic meaning of baptism - as a 
sign of inner conversion - but additionally attributes power and efficacy to the 
ritual of baptism. Here a sacramental understanding of the ritual comes to the 
forefront, although the word sacrament is not being used (as it would bring 
about an element of mainstream church tradition). Indeed, baptism is 
understood as an act of mediating spiritual power and divine intervention. This 
brings in the element of the spiritual encounter, which is striking in overall 
Pentecostal practices and resonates with the earlier mentioned discourses on 
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deliverance. Interestingly, in making a direct relation between baptism and the 
spiritual world, the powerhouse church revives an old theme that has run 
throughout the history of the Christian church.310 However, different from 
practices of, for example, the early church and Eastern Orthodox traditions, 
baptism is not accompanied by a performative speech act; it is only through the 
efficacy of the material qualities of the ritual itself that it takes on meaning. This 
view of baptism brings in a distinct Pentecostal ontology by promoting a 
sacramental understanding of the world that closely resembles a Catholic 
worldview. Like the understanding of sacrament in the Roman Catholic tradition, 
the ritual of baptism is understood as an ‘efficacious sign of grace.'  
 The different understanding of ritual within the two churches was also 
observed in the context of communion. In the theater church, communion was 
stressed as a contemplative moment of remembrance and reflection on the 
suffering and death of Christ. But in practice, communion was not highly valued 
among the respondents. The communion held on a few of the monthly 
Wednesday night services was not mentioned as a special reason to attend the 
service. In fact, attendance during the communion service was rather meager. In 
comparison, communion was held in the powerhouse church communion far 
more frequently: monthly during the Sunday worship service, often in small 
group meetings, and at home in family settings. The act of eating bread (the 
'body' of Christ) and, more importantly, the drinking of wine (the 'blood' of 
Christ), was understood to strengthen, empower and even heal the believer. The 
overarching Passion narrative induced an emphasis on the power of the blood of 
                                                      
310 For instance, in the second century, formal renunciation of the devil was 
customary, immediately preceding baptism. Tertullian, one of the founding 
fathers of the African Latin theology, mentions (De Corona iii) that baptism 
candidates have to renounce ‘the devil and his pomp and his angels’ (Tertullian 
cited in Spinks 2006a:31). During the time of the Reformation, the element of 
exorcism raised a dispute between Luther and the Swiss reformers. This element 
in the baptism rite was retained in the Lutheran church but denounced in the 
Reformed tradition because of a different sacramental theology (Nischan 
1987:50).  
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Jesus, which contributed to a metonymic understanding of the communion 
elements.311  
 In terms of the relation between baptism and community formation, it is 
most striking that both churches have separated baptism and church 
membership. This is not to say that communal aspects are absent, but at least 
they are not embodied by a formal relationship between the believer and the 
visible church community. In practice, however, the ritual of baptism is a social 
and communal event at large. Still, in the context of the theater church, the 
timing of baptism - during the midweek service on Wednesday night rather than 
on Sunday morning - de-emphasizes the engagement of the larger church 
community. Although relatives, friends and colleagues of the candidates are 
present, only part of the larger church community attends the baptism services, 
and this often consists of acquaintances of the candidate and a number of core 
members of the church.312 In fact, the baptism service has the character of an 
                                                      
311 The emphasis on the Passion Story results in a concept of atonement that is 
surrounded and embodied by the strong affective symbol of blood. However, the 
believers not only understand the meaning of blood in a symbolic way; they also 
hold an objectified understanding of the blood of Jesus, crucial for redemption 
and the payment for the sins of the world. The blood is approached as being an 
objective power rendering protection, healing, forgiveness of sin, and breaking 
evil bondages from the past. In this sense, the objectification of the power of the 
blood can be seen as the opposite of the objectification of evil spirits, namely as 
the power to counter evil. The metonymic understanding of the blood of Jesus 
by the Pentecostal believers resembles Peirce’s notion of indexicality, a form of 
naturalness and deeply felt relationship to the sign, which is often connected to 
claims of power (Engelke and Tomlinson 2006:16). This appeal to naturalness 
points to forms of knowing beyond cognition and beyond the assumption of 
literal reference to the language of God (the Bible) and the world. The large 
extent to which Pentecostal groups promote emotion and feeling as a means of 
approaching the Divine appeals to the senses and activates sensual forms of 
knowing, positioning the body in the center as the primary mediator of religious 
experience. Through multi-sensory religious experiences, affective ties are 
formed that enable Pentecostal believers to speak of and experience the power 
of the blood in a concrete and material religious form (Klaver 2011 forthc.). 
312 While two services are held on Sunday morning to accommodate the 
visitors, the Wednesday night ceremony consists of just one service.  
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evangelistic event, aimed at a call for conversion to newcomers as well as the 
initiation of candidates into the (invisible) church community as the Body of 
Christ.  
 In the powerhouse church, baptism is conducted publicly, in the midst of the 
congregation on Sunday morning; in this context the baptism service resembles 
any other evangelistic meeting. Even more explicit than in the theater church, 
however, the sermon stresses conversion and the need to make a choice and 
display a commitment to following Jesus, with an accompanying invitation at the 
end.313 Still, while more traditional notions of community seem absent, it is 
important to note that new forms of community and modes of binding and 
bonding are generated through the ritual of baptism. The strong emotional 
conflicts that often stem from the decision of adult baptism within families, 
where infant baptism was the norm, point to the importance of believers’ 
baptism as a powerful identity marker over and against the faith community one 
was raised in - even if it includes one's own family. The new religious identity, 
based upon one’s own choice and publicly expressed in the act of baptism by 
immersion, operates as a strong statement against the religious traditions of 
one’s family background.  
 The observed loss of meaning of infant baptism in lieu of a desire for adult 
baptism by immersion contests the idea that the meaning of rituals is self-
evident; moreover, it poses the question of how the meaning of rituals is 
produced, and how the production of ritual meaning fails.  
                                                      
313 During one baptism service, the pastor spontaneously called for a baptism 
ceremony at the end of his sermon. One woman responded, and after a small 
interview backstage to test her faith, she was added to the list of candidates. 
During the preparation for baptism, it was discussed among the elders whether 
the pastor should give a last-minute invitation for baptism. It was not decided 
beforehand but left to ‘how the Spirit would lead the pastor’ that morning. The 
positive response to the ‘spontaneous call’ added to the exciting atmosphere 
that morning and confirmed to the participants the powerful presence of the 
Holy Spirit. 
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 In order to answer these questions, I will discuss the two baptism practices in 
the following sections as forms of ritual communication, making use of Roy 
Rappaport’s theory of ritual (1999). I will argue that the differences in theological 
understanding, and accompanied performative practices, of infant baptism by 
sprinkling and adult baptism by immersion need to be evaluated against the 
background of the current transformation of religion. 
 
 
Baptism as ritual communication 
 
Rituals can be seen as a testing ground for meaning; it is in ritual action that 
meanings can be affirmed or contested. Recent debates in the anthropology of 
religion have highlighted that the discipline's focus on ritual meaning has been 
influenced by Christian thought (Asad 1993; Engelke and Tomlinson 2006:20). 
The question of meaning has clearly encompassed a central theme in Christianity 
and remains a useful heuristic device in the anthropology of Christianity. 
Moreover, as Asad and others (Droogers 2006:28; Engelke and Tomlinson 
2006:5) have stressed, as processes of meaning-making are also embedded in 
social processes, meaning cannot be addressed without considering how it 
comes into being within the context of power relations.  
 An important contribution to this discussion in relation to rituals is made by 
Rappaport in his book, Ritual and Religion in the Making of Humanity (1999). In 
his theory on ritual, Rappaport synthesizes a performative approach of ritual 
with that which considers ritual to encompass a form of communication. New in 
his theory is the extensive attention given to the semiotics of performance as 
well as the messages laid out in texts, beliefs and ideas, as he stresses both the 
performative and the perlocutionary314 functions of ritual. In this way, 
Rappaport’s approach is very suited to a semiotic study ritual within the context 
                                                      
314 When examining perlocutionary acts, the effect on the listeners or reader is 
emphasized (see Robbins 2001). 
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of Protestantism, as it brings together the central aspect of meaning and the 
performative aspects of ritual practice.315  
 Rappaport makes a distinction between two categories of semiotics: rituals 
convey canonical messages and self-referential messages (Rappaport 1999:52). 
Canonical messages have to do with abstract beliefs and myths and represent 
the general, enduring or even eternal aspects of universal orders (Ibid:53).316 By 
contrast, self-referential messages transmit information concerning participants’ 
own physical, psychic or social state.  
 In his discussion of self-referentiality, Rappaport first stresses that rituals 
often have a performative effect on participants themselves rather than the 
audience. During the performance, participants become part of the reality in 
which the ritual aims to transform. In turn, the performative aspect of 
participation signifies - or is an index of - the performer’s relationship with 
canonical messages. Rappaport states that ‘there is a self-referential component 
in all rituals, but it might seem that in some rituals its significance is so far 
outweighed by the grandeur of the canonical that it appears trivial, [ ] … in all 
religious rituals, there is transmitted an indexical message that cannot be 
transmitted in any other way and, far from begin trivial, it is one without which 
canonical messages are without force, or may even seem nonsensical’ (Ibid:58). 
 In other words, according to Rappaport, in order for rituals to make sense, 
the relationship between self-referential and canonical messages must be 
                                                      
315 One could argue that Rappaport’s theory is informed by a Protestant 
understanding of ritual as he focuses on the question of how rituals begin make 
sense to people. On ongoing debate in ritual studies is how to understand 
rituals, what constitutes them and whether they are meaningful or meaningless 
(Staal 1979; Humphrey and Laidlaw 1994;Bell 1997:4). Rappaport's theory works 
well in the case of baptism, I realize, but by taking into account the aspect of the 
body, I want to emphasize how the baptism ritual, as embodied practice, 
constitutes new converts. In this respect I take into account Asad’s approach of 
ritual via the focus on the body (Asad 1993).  
316 As Keane has argued, doctrines matter as they are not only about the world 
but also function within the world; this has implications for how believers act 
upon and relate to the world (Keane 2007:32). 
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complementary. The latter requires the reinforcement of certain self-referential 
messages in order to be understood as meaningful. Material components of 
ritual are especially appropriate for the indexical transmission of messages, but 
the physical display is even stronger since ‘the use of the body [ ] is a meta-
message concerning the nature of acceptance - that it is the act of an identifiable 
living person’ (Ibid:153). Therefore, in the process of attributing meaning to 
ritual, Rappaport points to the importance of the body as an index317 and bridge 
between the canonical and self-referential messages. This resembles Webb 
Keane’s concept of semiotic ideology, which is an approach to studying the 
interconnection between ideas and performantive, material domains (Keane 
2007:21). These two domains are particularly at stake in the discussion of 
baptism rituals. It is here where the interrelatedness of performative forms and 
doctrines is enacted, transmitted and debated. In the call for a shift in baptism 
practices, it is not by accident that the locus of the body is put forward as the 
connection between canonical and self-referential messages. While traditional 
Protestantism is primarily based on giving credence to doctrinal canonical 
propositions, legitimized by the power of tradition, this is highly contested in the 
current cultural climate of individualism and subjectivism. In turn, with their 
attention to personal experience, evangelical churches offer a more embodied, 
experiential and self-referential understanding of the sacred.  
 
 
Canon and self-referentiality: infant baptism as communal faith 
 
In comparing infant baptism by sprinkling and adult baptism by immersion, there 
is a striking difference in canonical meanings. In the Reformed tradition, 
covenant theology provides an overarching conceptual framework of ideas 
surrounding the baptism ritual. Baptism indicates entering the space of God’s 
                                                      
317 Rappaport's use of index is based on Peirce’s semiotics of signs (Rappaport 
1999:54). 
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salvation, which is synonymous with the space of the church. In the practice of 
infant baptism, children are born into a tradition and a community. In contrast to 
the emphasis on choice in the evangelical churches, baptism is foremost stressed 
as God’s initiative and a generous offer of grace to any new member of the 
community.  
 However, in practice this offer is limited and confined to former generations 
of believers in the historical church community, and therefore based on descent. 
While the divine initiative is recognized, agency is primarily embodied by the 
parents, who decide whether their newborn will be baptized; they are the ones 
who receive instruction preceding the ritual. In terms of self-referentiality, it is 
not the child that consciously participates in the ritual but the parents, who 
speak for the child by uttering 'yes' in front of the congregation. The 
performative aspects of bodily participation are moreover indices of the parents’ 
relationship with the canon. As a consequence, the baptized child has to fall back 
on the canonical communication of the baptism ritual.318 Self-referential aspects 
of infant baptism are therefore absent for the baptized persons as infants, since 
they are not embedded in conscious bodily memory and experience. When 
growing up, the didactic forms of confirmation class offer a cognitive form of 
knowing which (also) stress the mind over the body, as does the confirmation 
ritual itself by the verbal affirmation of the confession.  
 In the conversion narratives of evangelical believers raised in Reformed 
churches, negative associations with confirmation class were displayed. Although 
most of the interviewees were expected to attend confirmation class by their 
parents, only a few actually performed the confirmation ritual. For those who 
                                                      
318 I suggest that other connections between the canonical and self-referential 
messages are possible; for instance, the faith practices of the parents - or the 
active engagement of the church community in the life of a believer, from 
childhood to adulthood. From the interviews, however, I was struck by the often 
heard comments that, although people were raised in a Protestant Reformed 
Church and Christian homes, many had never learned to talk about matters of 
faith. 
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did, the role of tradition and expectancy of family stood out in their decision-
making. These motives were also encountered in considerations over the 
baptism of their children. It is here where the breakdown of the church’s 
authority and tradition, influenced by societal changes leading to increasing 
individualization, came to the forefront. The narratives signaled a distinct shift in 
power balances from institutions to the individual, having  a profound influence 
on the lack of acceptance and inadequate transmission of canonical messages to 
the younger generations.  
 It is, in particular, the importance of self-referentiality on behalf of the 
parents that gives more insight into the strong repudiation of adult baptism by 
parents. Their conscious participation in the baptism ritual of their child, as a 
performative act in the midst of the church community and in the presence of 
God, imparts a regard of the ritual as meaningful or sacred event. By their act of 
adult baptism, evangelical believers force a definitive break with the traditional 
community in which they were raised, but at the same time, implicitly, they 
confront parents with the decision to baptize them as children in the past. 
Significantly, parents have difficulties talking about what seemed self-evident at 
the time and often refer to external authorities, sometimes suggesting 
theological books to children in support of their opposition. Here the 
transformation of religion taking place since the 1960s between generations 
comes to the forefront: a shift from a predominantly non-reflexive form of 
Christianity, expressed in collective customary practices based on tradition, 
toward a more expressive and reflexive form of Christianity based on personal 
choice and individual needs; in short, from canon to self-referentiality. 
 Parents’ negative response to adult baptism is experienced as painful by new 
converts, especially when siblings who have left the church are not confronted 
with the same strong opinions. According to some evangelical converts, this 
points to their parents’ implicit conviction that siblings are regarded as being 
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part of the covenant community and therefore within the reach of God’s 
grace.319  
 
 
Adult baptism as embodied faith 
 
In adult baptism practices by immersion, the attention is drawn to the 
performative features of the ritual, which go beyond the transmission of 
concepts and statements of canonical faith. The performative and participatory 
character of the ritual stands out in a twofold way: in the importance of 
narratives and the embodied practice of baptism. These two elements of the 
baptism ritual offer emplotment of one’s life story and display the strong 
connection to the evangelical conversion experience. Baptism resembles the 
notions of a boundary experience which carries with it connotations of space, 
time, embodiment, and movement.320  
 In terms of space, the baptism ritual takes place in the community of 
believers. But while this communal aspect is embodied by the presence of the 
congregation and invited family and friends, to the candidates, baptism is a 
highly individual event. In my in-depth interviews, hardly any reference was 
made to the meaning of baptism and the local church.321 In contrast to clear 
boundaries of membership in denominational churches, the boundaries of an 
                                                      
319 This points to the complicated understanding of the efficacy of the baptism 
ritual in the Reformed tradition. In fact, I often heard people say that they could 
not fully grasp the way the mainline churches explain the meaning of infant 
baptism. The far more simple explanation of baptism in evangelical churches 
stands in stark contrast with the complicated theological construction of infant 
baptism in Reformed Churches.  
320 Cf. Hughes (2003:153) who uses the metaphor of the frontier in describing 
the iconicity of worship. 
321 Although evangelical churches do require adult baptism as a condition for 
membership, where one is baptized does not matter. Still, it has to be within 
certain boundaries of what is considered orthodox Christian tradition. For 
instance, adult baptism at the Jehovah Witnesses is not accepted. 
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evangelical community are less visible in formal criteria but far more based on a 
common vocabulary, rooted in the shared narrative identities of the believers. 
Access to the narrative community is obtained through the conversion 
experience, as expressed in narratives that display the presence and 
transformational power of God in distinct evangelical language.322 Believers’ own 
religious experiences are not only recognized as a reliable source of 
communication but are also a source of authority and empowerment. They 
evaluate external religious authorities such as religious professionals, the Bible 
and tradition in light of their personal experiences, integrating them into a 
constellation of beliefs and experiences, as expressed by means of narratives.  
 The importance of narratives in defining evangelical communal space is 
strongly connected to temporal aspects of narratives. In preparation for the 
baptism service, the candidates are encouraged and asked to write down their 
conversion story and motivation for baptism. During the baptism service, they 
summarize or read aloud their reasons in front of the congregation. In practice, 
the person gives a testimony of faith - often while standing in the water - in 
anticipation of the baptism moment. Through the narration of one’s life story 
and the act of telling one’s story, conversion as a process is being emphasized. By 
reworking memory, one reaches into the past to cast events in a new light. In 
terms of self-referentiality, in telling the story the believer recalls but also orders 
the conversion experience in a sequence of events, making it a temporally 
meaningful event.323 According to Ricoeur, time becomes a meaningful entity to 
the extent that we can render it into a narrative form (Ricoeur in Hughes 
2003:165), as narratives bring new congruence to the organization of events.  
                                                      
322 This is displayed in phrases such as: ‘accepting Jesus as Lord and Savior’, 
‘choosing to surrender one’s life to God’ and ‘receiving the forgiveness of sins’.  
323 During the baptism service, because of the limited amount of time, converts 
have to condense their conversion story or testimony to one or a few meaningful 
events and experiences. This contributed to the construction of conversion as a 
brief moment in time. In the in-depth life history interviews, conversion stories 
showed a great variety and complexity in terms of how people became believers. 
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 The conversion narratives of new believers in the evangelical churches reflect 
a wide range of religious experiences in which the encounter with Jesus is being 
recalled as an overarching theme. In their motivation for baptism by immersion, 
strong references to biblical narratives are often made. New Testament examples 
of baptism, such as the story of the Ethiopian eunuch and Philip in the book of 
Acts, are mentioned, but more often it is the example of Jesus’ baptism in the 
Jordan River that serves as biblical legitimating argument. By means of biblical 
texts, converts easily situate themselves into biblical times and contexts, making 
connections between one’s life story and that of Jesus’ disciples as the first 
Christians, but more importantly with Jesus himself. Evangelical believers, in 
their articulation of baptism, stress conversion as an encounter experience with 
Jesus. It is the identification with Jesus that stands out. The meaning of this 
identification is twofold: being baptized just like Jesus was in the river Jordan, 
but also following Jesus metaphorically in His death and resurrection. Next to the 
importance of identification in the act of baptism, converts memorialize and re-
enact the basic structure of the conversion experience (Rambo 1993:129). The 
extensive variety of individual religious experiences is framed into a basic 
structure by the ritual of baptism which serves, for the convert, as an ordering 
device to frame these experiences as conversion. For the community of 
believers, the authenticity of the new convert’s conversion experience is 
recognized and confirmed.  
 In spite of the fact that conversion stories tend to be articulated along a 
certain predictable meta-narrative pattern, when the baptism ritual is 
approached as performative action, baptism embodies the basic structure of the 
ideal evangelical conversion experience.324 This type of conversion, however, is 
the exception within evangelical churches; it represents a desire for an authentic 
form of Christianity as is found in New Testament times, which is characteristic of 
                                                      
324 In evangelical discourse, the ideal conversion account is often constructed 
along the story of the Prodigal or Lost Son found in Luke 15 and the conversion 
of Saul of Tarsus in Acts 9. 
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the revivalist roots of evangelical churches. While public narratives display the 
wide range of possible conversion experiences over time as a process, it is 
baptism by immersion - as a form of ritual communication - that metaphorically 
embodies the conversion experience as a defining moment: one enters the 
water at a specific time, and after a certain duration of being in the water, goes 
out. The aspect of movement of the physical body directs the attention of the 
spectators: the body has to move down, disappear for a moment, and move up 
again. But for the baptized person, the bodily movement induces an intense 
range of sensory experiences: the temperature of the water (often experienced 
as cold), the body becoming wet, a speech act while standing in the water, being 
touched by the pastor and his assistant. And at the actual moment of baptism, 
the person has to surrender the body to the water by releasing muscular tension 
while going under and regaining control while moving upwards. During this time, 
the pastor and his assistant are physically in touch with the person, and as the 
convert comes up for air, they support the person in getting back on his/her feet 
again. It is the tactile sense which stands out in the experience of water baptism. 
Adult baptism by immersion could therefore be understood as an intense 
sensational form (Meyer 2006:6; 2010:751).325 Adult baptism appeals to an 
extensive sensorium, wherein an actively engaged body serves as the locus and 
center of the ritual. As Tim, a businessman in his early forties, expressed of his 
baptism experience: 
 
It was totally awesome. I thought, I’ll just go duck under and come up again, 
that’s it. It was very special, wow! Water getting into your nose and stinging 
in your head, wow, but it did not matter. You already belong to God and you 
already are a child of God, but then it is official, it’s like you have given your 
soul to God, and it is complete, official, like getting married: you have said 
yes, you already loved each other but then it is for real. 
                                                      
325 See note 183. 
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While evangelical churches stress the public testimony of faith as one of the 
important meanings of the baptism ritual, baptism as embodied performance 
brings the content of the ritual into being and makes it real, as Rappaport has 
argued (1999:57). Together with the conversion narratives, the past is brought 
alive and the conversion experience is articulated in the present. It is in the act of 
narration that past experiences coincide with the actual experiences (Stromberg 
1993). But by means of a metaphorical, bodily re-enactment of the basic 
structure of conversion, the baptism ritual has powerful indexical qualities of 
linking the canonical with self-referential notions of surrender, washing off of 
sins, and notions of death, rebirth and new life. Canonical meanings are no 
longer abstract or expressed in linguistic forms, but appear as multi-sensory, 
embodied experiences, ‘invading’ the performer and altering his or her way of 
seeing the world. 
 At the same time, the ritual embodies the notion of the ‘ideal’ evangelical 
conversion experience as template to articulate a wide range of religious 
experiences as conversion experiences. The performance of a meaning-laden 
sequence of actions renders an emotional and cognitive state within the ritual 
performer that is informed by one’s personal story. To be baptized is therefore 
more than an outer expression of a pre-existing consciousness of faith of the 
believer. It is much more: through a convergence of cognitive and corporeal 
forms of knowing, linking mind and body in performance, the evangelical ritual 
of baptism has the power to make the ‘abstract’ real to the believer. 
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Conclusion 
 
In this chapter I discussed the disputes over different baptism practices in 
relation to conversion experiences of new believers in evangelical churches in 
the Dutch context.  
 In the wake of the diminishing power and influence of mainline churches, 
together with the process of evangelicalization, the practice of infant baptism is 
increasingly challenged by evangelical adult baptism practices by immersion. 
Larger societal and religious changes in the Dutch context contributed to the 
diminishing relevance of infant baptism by sprinkling. As a result of the observed 
shift in religious authority from institution to the individual, the call for baptism 
by immersion is made possible as a critique on overly rational, ritual practices in 
mainline churches.  
 In the Reformed tradition, Protestant rituals such as infant baptism reflect an 
emphasis on the transmission and communication of religious meanings by 
stressing words and language over sensuous forms of knowing. Following 
Rappaport’s theory on ritual, the importance of the performative effect of the 
ritual is a key area of concern. First, this perspective reveals the strong impact of 
infant baptism on parents who opt for infant baptism, which explains their 
resistance when their grown children decide to be re-baptized by immersion. 
And second, it shows how the different modes of baptism can, from a 
performative perspective, lose their saliency in changing constellations of power 
between religious institutions and individual believer. Through the act of baptism 
by immersion, believers publicly demonstrate and enforce a break with former 
church traditions and communities. At the same time, they challenge and 
critique the historic characteristics and configurations of the Dutch religious 
landscape as they relate to pillars of faith communities and shared traditions of 
infant baptism. It also shows how new forms of community and modes of 
binding and bonding emerge which can no longer be described according to 
formal categories like church membership. Indicators for these new forms of 
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communities are moreover found in shared aesthetic and performative forms 
like music, narratives and bodily practices like baptism.  
 Baptism rituals, as rituals of communicative action, comprise an 
interrelatedness of material forms, modes of embodiment and doctrines. Mellor 
and Shilling observe a recent shift and a re-emergence of forms of sociality based 
on sensuous rather than cognitive criteria in the Western world (1997:24). If the 
sensuous is becoming more important as a larger cultural trend, then the 
Protestant emphasis on contact with the sacred through the reading of the Word 
of God - which stresses knowledge gained through the mind - might also lose its 
saliency. While the evangelical movement shares the emphasis on the Word of 
God, it has preserved an affirmation of materiality and the body through a 
recognition of affective modes of knowing and the importance of participation in 
religious practices. This resonates with the current, larger cultural climate 
wherein the body and the senses are part and parcel of the ways people relate 
to the world. 
 Therefore the call for adult baptism illustrates the change in Dutch 
Protestantism from a didactic to more evocative type of Protestantism; in turn, it 
signals the encounter with the sacred as being located in the body rather than 
biblical texts (Roeland 2007:201).326 Evangelical spirituality - as a conversionalist 
piety - entails a unique constellation of a Protestant ideology which emphasizes 
words, intentionality, sincerity and, in particular, the importance of the Bible as 
the Word of God. But at the same time, it also affirms the locus of religious 
experience through the senses in the body, staging an authentic and normative 
divine encounter. The baptism ritual by immersion reflects both aspects of the 
importance of narratives and embodied ritual practice; it is thus an expression of 
the inner converted state of the believer as well as a constitutive element of 
conversion by making the believer a ‘real’ believer. As such, the evangelical 
                                                      
326 I acknowledge that texts also assume a form of bodily engagement, like 
reading or listening. Here I want to emphasize the relative difference in the 
intensity of sensorial bodily engagement in religious practices.  
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baptism ritual offers a mode of participation that does something by combining 
the expression of the personal conversion narrative with an active bodily 
performance. But the consequential effect on the believer precedes a self-
understanding of the efficacy of rituals within a religious context. The 
comparison of baptism practices in the theater church and the powerhouse 
church shows that similar practices are embedded within larger frameworks of 
meaning. In this respect, the comparison reveals an important characteristic of 
Pentecostal spirituality observed in the powerhouse church. While both 
churches approach baptism as a fully engaged and embodied practice, they 
differ in the degree of intensification of embodiment of the ritual. This reveals 
that different lines are drawn concerning the agency in ritual practices more 
generally. Again, the interconnectedness of ideas and material domains become 
visible. The underlying dualistic view of the world - like other observed practices 
in the powerhouse church – is reflected in the perceived impact of the act of 
baptism on an individual. In this way, baptism in the Pentecostal context fulfills a 
material means of mediating spiritual power, resembling a more Catholic than 
Protestant understanding of rituals.  
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We are fundamentally desiring creatures. 
 
(Smith 2009:40) 
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CHAPTER 10  CONCLUSION 
 
Contemporary evangelical conversion  
 
This thesis focuses on the contemporary meaning of conversion in the context of 
new evangelical churches in the Netherlands and offers an in-depth 
ethnographic account of the experiences of newcomers in two independent 
churches. The two churches studied are embedded within larger transnational 
religious networks and represent two 'ideal types' within the evangelical 
movement at large: an evangelical seeker church that has adopted the Willow 
Creek concept of 'seeker' services, and a Pentecostal church that has been 
recurrently affected by global charismatic revivalist movements. The central 
question addressed in this thesis is: 
 
How do newcomers in two contemporary evangelical churches in the 
Netherlands comprehend the meaning of conversion and what kind of meanings 
of conversion are generated through the semiotic practices within contemporary 
evangelical churches?  
 
To answer this question, the following sub-questions were formulated and 
subsequently discussed in the chapters of the thesis: 
 
• What kinds of theories of conversion are relevant to study evangelical 
conversion in the late-modern context of the Netherlands?  
• What kind of implicit narratives of conversion can be derived from the 
material design and use of evangelical worship space in the two 
evangelical churches? 
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• What kind of narratives of conversion are offered and embodied 
through music and singing as aesthetic forms in the two evangelical 
churches? 
• What kind of language ideologies and discourses of conversion are 
encountered in the context of the two churches and what is their 
significance for newcomers?  
• How is conversion taught to and learned by newcomers through the 
Alpha course in both churches?  
• What is the place of and significance of the ritual of believers’ baptism 
by immersion for newcomers over against the traditional practice of 
infant baptism in mainline churches?  
 
In order to situate this research on contemporary evangelicalism in the 
Netherlands, I started out with a historical overview of evangelicalism in the 
Netherlands (chapter 2). Through my focus on transnational ties of reform and 
renewal movements in the history of Dutch Protestantism, I suggest that 
evangelical elements and practices have been present from early times on and 
gave way to an evangelical undercurrent within Dutch Protestantism that has 
been given little attention in Dutch church history. This neglect is partly due to 
the fact that evangelical movements operated at the fringes - or outside the 
boundaries - of institutional religion. More importantly it was the outcome of 
predominantly national and denominational interests among Dutch church 
historians. Furthermore, I have argued that in spite of existing evangelical 
elements or sensibilities, the unique Dutch social and political context of the late 
19th century, with its division of society in mutually exclusive religio-political 
communities, hindered the institutionalization of evangelicalism in the 
Netherlands until the 1960s. Therefore, next to the influx of American 
evangelical mission enterprises after the Second World War and the processes of 
individualization that undermined the traditional authority of institutional 
religion, the already existing evangelical undercurrent within Dutch 
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Protestantism must be mentioned in order to contextualize the rapid 
development of the evangelical movement since the 1950s.  
 In addition to explaining the rise of evangelicalism in the Netherlands, I have 
discussed the different strands within contemporary Dutch evangelicalism and 
the internal dynamics of the movement. It has developed into a more subjective 
spirituality that acknowledges the importance of inner experiences and reflects a 
more open attitude towards contemporary society, most visible in the 
incorporation of elements from popular culture. Subsequently, I have shown the 
internal diversity within the Dutch evangelical movement, which I explore at 
depth in this thesis. The two selected churches uniquely represent an important 
difference within the evangelical movement at large concerning the theological 
understanding of the Holy Spirit. Throughout the thesis, I demonstrate how this 
so-called non-charismatic/charismatic distinction affects the conversion practices 
and discourses that are offered to newcomers in the context of an evangelical 
seeker church and a Pentecostal church. 
 In chapter 3 I presented the development of my theoretical approach to the 
investigation of the meaning of conversion. Starting with the conversion 
accounts of newcomers in the two churches, I demonstrated the insufficiency of 
conversion theories that approach the process as successive stages of 
commitment to a religious group and as a change of worldview. My critique of 
these model approaches is summarized in three main arguments: (1) these 
conversion models assume a universal concept of conversion, (2) these theories 
reflect an understanding of conversion in terms of membership and commitment 
to a religious institution, and (3) they emphasize conversion as a change in 
beliefs.  
 With regard to the first critique, I have shown that the conversion narratives 
of contemporary believers display an idiosyncratic pattern of religious 
experiences, miraculous incidents and a wide range of meanings and discourses. 
While conversion does imply a concept of change and an (re-)evaluation and 
understanding of the past, present and future, it is through the context as well as 
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the religious tradition one is engaged in that the re-framing of reality takes place. 
So rather than assuming the concept of conversion as a given, I argue that the 
construction and meaning of the concept within a religious tradition is 
contextually arranged, understood and subjected to change.  
 Second, believers' narratives reflect the changing nature of religion in the 
late-modern Dutch context, revealing that being religious no longer necessarily 
implies institutional alignment. While churches and religious organization still 
aim for members and encourage newcomers to commit themselves, the nature 
of the relationship between believers and the larger religious community is 
changing from formal institutional ties to new modes of bonding and community 
formation that go beyond the boundaries of local congregations and the confines 
of denominational identities. Beliefs and belonging are still important, though 
these concepts must be observed within the context of new modes of binding, 
constituted through shared narratives, languages and discourses, and shared 
aesthetic styles - particularly in the domain of worship music (as I have discussed 
in chapter 6).  
 This relates to my third point of critique, as I depart from conversion theories 
that emphasize conversion as a shift in beliefs and worldview and thus approach 
religion as a form of cognition. This study convincingly puts forward the 
importance of emotions, affects and bodily experience of (potential) converts, 
emphasizing the sensuous aspects of religion and the imaginations it cultivates, 
and acknowledging people’s desires. In this regard, I take a different stance from 
that of rational choice inspired theories, which in my view problematically 
advance an understanding of personhood in which calculating, choosing 
converts, capable of weighing costs and benefits, conscious engage in a process 
of decision-making. Alternatively, I have developed a theoretical approach that, 
rooted in the conversion narratives of interviewees, points to the intersections 
between religious contexts and people’s lives. Multiple forms of  interaction can 
be observed between religious organizations and individual experiences. In my 
view, narratives reveal the importance of the dialogue that takes place between 
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converts' own life stories and the discourses surrounding them. Yet while the 
converts stressed the importance of narrating one’s life in a meaningful way by 
situating one's life story within the larger story of faith, individual narratives also 
revealed that this dialogue not only involves discursive domains of meaning but 
refers to the non-discursive as well, including the material dimension of religion.  
 In order to address these discursive and non-discursive domains of meaning, 
I argue the need for a semiotic approach which enables researchers to overcome 
a ‘modern’ and dematerialized understanding of religion (Asad 1993; Keane 
2007). Keane’s concept of semiotic ideology has been utterly fruitful in this 
regard since it enabled me to approach processes of meaning making through a 
focus on the materiality of semiotic forms. Deducted from the ethnographic 
material, I have discussed three distinct semiotic domains at play within each 
church context; for analytical purposes, these are distinguished as separate fields 
of signs and meanings: the material domain of worship space, the aesthetic 
domain of worship music and the discursive domain of language. Bearing in mind 
the conjunction of these domains of meaning, together they reflect and 
constitute the social imaginary world - encompassing not only the ways people 
think but also how they imagine the world (Taylor 2007) - with ontological claims 
that direct the formation of new converts.  
 In chapter 5, drawing from an investigation of the material dimension of 
worship space, I have shown that the characteristic, empty and unadorned 
evangelical worship premises exhibit implicit narratives of how to experience 
God. I demonstrate that the evangelical ‘empty’ spaces, in contrast to traditional 
church buildings, which display in their architecture a sense of reverence and 
awe toward the sacred, illustrate and support Charles Taylor’s observed ‘turn to 
the subject’ (1989), understood as the migration of the sacred to the inner man. 
As a consequence, because of the lack of material representations of the sacred, 
worship space has to be worked upon and transformed into an environment in 
which visitors can potentially experience God. The overall presence and use of 
innovative technical supplies and the visibility of musical instruments underscore 
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the importance of aesthetics in worship space; aesthetics help satisfy the 
creation of conditions in which an environment supportive of the evocation of 
multi-sensorial experiences is generated, thus serving to actively mobilize the 
body. The material design of the worship space - as a domain of meaning - 
inhabits, embodies and directs particular authenticated practices of mediation. I 
regard therefore the material domain as an articulation of an (implicit) 
understanding of how God becomes ‘real’ within a religious setting, rather than 
viewing worship space as an empty ‘form’. 
 Accordingly, the comparison of the rather similar material design of two 
churches reveals distinct differences in the use of worship space, and especially 
in the ways the body is being mobilized within this space. In the evangelical 
seeker church, by means of theatrical techniques, bodily experience is enhanced 
by deliberately creating several moments of intense emotional engagement 
among the audience. This fosters the experience of being touched by the sacred 
in one’s inner being. In this context, conversion is modified into an act of silent 
prayer and inner response. This more private and individualized mode of 
decision making acknowledges and affirms the human potential of choice and 
responsibility and reflects a basic understanding of God’s unique journey with 
each person through life. Quite differently, in the Pentecostal church, the 
experience of the sacred depends on the active engagement and transformation 
of the bodies of the worshipers. Noteworthy here is that space is being 
perceived as meaning-laden and is informed by an ontological premise of a 
cosmic and eschatological struggle between forces of good and evil. This view is 
analogically reflected in the understanding of the Pentecostal body. Mediating 
practices are therefore geared toward the stimulation of the sensorial 
engagement of the body. This can be observed in the form of expressive 
movement, in the production of sound and the generation of mental images. In 
this context, the material design and appliances are foremost designed to 
support and direct the transformation of the expressive body. This active 
endeavor of transforming the body renders a concentration on the body as the 
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locus of God's’ immediacy and the converted Pentecostal body serves as an icon 
of His presence. The investigation of the material domain of worship space 
brings into the light the interrelation between the material and the body. While 
the material seems relatively autonomous, the comparison of the two religious 
settings reveals how the material interferes with distinct ontological claims.  
 This argument is expanded in chapter 6, where I have discussed the 
importance of the aesthetics in rendering religious experiences, which was 
recurrently put forward by newcomers. The investigation of the contemporary 
music style and accessible language of evangelical worship music demonstrates 
that evangelical churches consciously take the subjectivities of their visitors into 
account and thereby acknowledge that the formation of the senses varies across 
time. Through their contemporary music style, performative characteristics and 
selected lyrics, evangelical churches (in contrast to Protestant mainline churches) 
enhance a blurring of boundaries between popular music and religious music, 
which renders different forms of identification. Yet by observing the lyrics, 
musical styles and performances in both churches, I demonstrated how different 
underlying ontological views of reality, or different theologies, result in different 
authorizing mediating practices - not only reflecting different narratives of 
conversion but constituting different meanings of conversion as well. I have 
shown that it is not a matter of musical taste or style, as the evangelical seeker 
church occasionally includes traditional hymns in addition to contemporary 
evangelical repertoire while the Pentecostal church prefers the latest release of 
worship songs. Rather, I argue that the distinct worship repertoire and the 
concurring performative styles reveal two different orientations within the 
evangelical movement at large that have profound consequences for the 
meaning and understanding of conversion in terms of continuity and 
discontinuity.  
 The in-depth account of the domain of language, presented in chapter 7, 
demonstrates the different orientations of conversion within the evangelical 
movement at large even further. Starting from an investigation of sermons, I 
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have shown how the selection of leading biblical narratives reflects, supports 
and directs the domain of meaning making. While both churches emphasize the 
importance of sensorial engagement through their material design and musical 
styles and practices, these domains of meaning are embedded within and 
supported by distinct overarching biblical narratives. In the context of the 
evangelical seeker church, I have shown how the well-known parable of the 
Prodigal Son - rephrased as the story of the Waiting Father - offers listeners 
multiple pathways of identification and interpretation. The presentation of the 
story as a metaphor for one’s journey of life and search for meaning and 
belonging served to frame conversion as a gradual process of change that is 
enhanced by a number of significant moments of encounter with God. Next to 
this dominating overarching biblical narrative, I have discussed that, while less 
prominent, alternative evangelical discourse, originating from evangelistic 
methods from the 1960s, was encountered as well. This discourse from the past 
framed conversion in propositional statements of beliefs that assumed the 
persuasive power of rational and logical reasoning, thus contrasting with the 
dominant discourse that exhibits a narrative approach stressing human desires 
and the search for meaning. While this evangelical ‘background’ discourse was 
actualized at times, an issue among many believers was whether this type of 
discourse was still relevant in terms of their communication with newcomers. 
This shift in discourse illustrates that the meaning and understanding of religious 
concepts like conversion are continuously (re-)negotiated due to contextual 
changes. 
 In the case of the Pentecostal church, I have shown how a different biblical 
story, the overarching narrative of the Passion Story, serves as a comprehensive 
and detailed framework of religious meaning, emphasizing the need for a 
dramatic transformation of the inner self. Conversion in terms of discontinuity 
and rupture is not only geared towards a radical change of inner convictions and 
intentions but demands an inter-subjectively negotiated and authenticated outer 
change as well, in the form of the expressive body. A crucial feature of the 
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observed language ideology in the Pentecostal church concerns the agency 
attributed to uttered words and, moreover, the extension of agency to the 
material world. Noteworthy is that the observed, overarching narrative 
framework of the Passion Story, in combination with this ontological viewpoint 
gave way to explicit discursive forms like questionnaires. The disciplinary power 
of these forms is shown in the ways these convertative practices constitute the 
formation of new converts. They demand a reworking of one’s past by the use of 
detailed formats for confession and repentance, signaling the desire for 
perfection and the expected human endeavor in the process of sanctification.  
 While the discussion of the distinct semiotic domains of space, music and 
language reveals how newcomers experience all that is offered to them in terms 
of implicit narratives, aesthetic experiences and overarching narratives, the 
discussion of the Alpha course (chapter 8) more explicitly demonstrates how this 
dialectic process can take different forms. The comparison of the execution of 
the Alpha course in two different churches’ contexts reveals the dynamic 
interaction between semiotic ideologies at play within a religious community 
and the interpretation and the appropriation of the Alpha material. While the 
clear laid out format of the Alpha course suggests a form of predictability and 
standardization of evangelical conversion practices, I demonstrate that the same 
Alpha program can lead to very different meanings and practices, particularly 
with regard to the intensity of bodily and sensorial engagement of the 
practitioners. In the context of the two churches, the formation of converts 
differs extensively due to a fundamental difference in the portrayal of the 
converted self, and the understanding of how the process of conversion is to take 
place.  
 Since evangelical conversion and baptism practices are closely related, I have 
discussed (in chapter 9) the call for adult baptism by immersion and the 
challenges it poses to the practice of infant baptism in Dutch Protestant mainline 
churches, as experienced by the converts. I have argued that evangelical baptism 
- as an intense, bodily practice - demonstrates the need for a more sensuous and 
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embodied mode of Christianity among believers, as displayed in each church's 
positive affirmation of the body, the senses, lived experience, and being 
'touched' by the sacred. This mode of participation not only dramatically 
expresses the conversion experience but constitutes conversion as well. 
Additionally, the comparison of the two churches reveals that the Pentecostal 
understanding of baptism assumes an efficacy of ritual practices that reflects a 
semiotic ideology wherein the boundaries between the sacred and the material 
world are blurred, resembling a more Catholic than Protestant understanding of 
rituals.  
 The above touches upon the interrelation between observed semiotic 
ideologies within each church context and the processes of 'learning' religion 
among newcomers - which will be further addressed in the following section.  
 
 
Semiotic ideology, dialogue and participation  
 
Throughout this thesis, the generally recognized and ongoing transformation of 
religion in Western society was discussed through an analysis of shifts in religious 
authority from that of the institution to the individual. This is especially observed 
in the increasingly normative meaning of personal experience in the churches 
studied. I have demonstrated how evangelical religion fosters a unique process 
of meaning making, particularly by enabling people to narrate their own life 
stories in a meaningful way through dialectic practices and ideas and by 
participating and engaging in a distinct sensorial and narrative environment. 
 My assumption that the meaning of conversion is the outcome of a dialogue 
that takes place between different discourses surrounding the potential convert 
and the person’s life story needs further and critical reflection. While a dialogical 
approach rightly points to exchange, interaction, conversation, and the dynamics 
meaning-making, it does not take place neutrally between two equal partners 
(or subjects), nor does it occur within reproducible conditions. Newcomers 
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engage in extensive semiotic domains of meaning that require a certain degree 
of participation, and their participation is embedded within distinct power 
relations. As I have argued with regard to the impact of worship music, 
participating in the act of singing is a form of engagement that, especially 
through repetition, has a formative power on subjects. Through aesthetic forms, 
newcomers are engaged in a sensorial environment that modulates their senses. 
Yet I do not mean to say that beliefs follow practices in a deterministic way; I 
want to draw attention to the important fact that religious convictions and 
affections always depend on the existence of practices. Still, the comparison of 
the two types of evangelical religiosity demonstrates that each church's distinct 
semiotic ideologies give way to a range of practices that differ in their degree of 
engagement depending on the actor involved. In this regard, it is important to 
observe that participation in practices requires an act of submission and is 
therefore disciplinary in nature. The modes of participation offered in the 
evangelical seeker church display the conscious attempt to generate emotional 
experiences in an atmosphere perceived as safe while offering a wide range of 
options to participants in terms of interpretation and modes of decision-making. 
In comparison, the practices offered in the Pentecostal church call for far more 
intense bodily engagement of attendees, as outer bodily expression is viewed as 
an important index of the presence of God. However, the intensity of bodily 
involvement is not the only differentiating factor between the two religious 
settings; there is also a clear disparity in the degree of volition allotted to 
participants. This points to the comparative arrangement of power relations 
within each church and the relative distribution of power between subjects and 
broader structures and semiotic ideologies. It is here where a different 
understanding of how God as agent - or more specifically, the Holy spirit as agent 
- is involved in the world and acts upon the lives of humans.  
  In the evangelical seeker church, the emphasis on faith as a journey and 
respect for the individual’s privacy emerges from a theological position of 
acknowledging God’s sovereignty. At the same time, conditions for an 
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'encounter' experience are deliberately created in the design of the worship 
service. Still, how these conditions are appropriated by newcomers is left up to 
the Spirit’s guidance in the life of individuals. This observed tension between a 
highly controlled worship service and respect for one’s volition demonstrates the 
complexity of the human-divine relationship implied in the convertative 
practices in this religious context. The Pentecostal church reveals a totally 
opposite picture. The emphasis in the Pentecostal discourse on the spontaneous 
and surprising intervention of God as actor coincides with highly controlled, 
convertative and intense bodily practices that leave little room for alternative 
interpretations. Although narratives rather than doctrines seem to empower 
converts, a close investigation of the processes of narrative formation reveal how 
underlying ideologies governing the meaning and efficacy of words set clear 
boundaries as to which narratives are accepted, approved and disseminated. 
With regard to narratives, I have argued for the importance of paying attention 
to 'untold' or deviant stories can expose important, and often unequal, power 
relations at play while also challenging the boundaries of the narrative 
community. 
 The above demonstrates that conversion does not ‘just happen’ to people 
but is taught and learned through participation in a variety of settings and 
practices. It involves a social process of learning. Beliefs are not just determined 
by practices, and it is not only practices that determine beliefs. However, as 
Keane has stated, ‘practices are objects within experience to which people 
respond with intuition and interpretations' (2008:123). 
 To summarize, conversion observed in the context of new evangelical 
churches is the outcome of participation in formative bodily practices that 
acknowledge the senses as a source of knowledge within a larger framework of 
compelling biblical narratives. Since most newcomers originate from mainline 
Protestant churches, the attraction of evangelical churches lies in their affective 
mode of religiosity - often expressed and experienced as the integration of ‘head 
and heart’ - which renders a new understanding of what it means to be a 
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Christian. In contrast to the more rational mode of spirituality in Protestant 
mainline churches, evangelical spirituality is rooted in an affective epistemology 
that privileges an emotive mode of knowing and affirms the presence and active 
involvement of God as being present through the body and material 
phenomena. 
 While this could be interpreted as a ‘circulation of the saints’, the narratives 
of newcomers show that a profound shift in authority from tradition to the 
individual has taken place, signaling the importance of religious experience. The 
observed conversion practices and generated meanings do point to the voluntary 
character of religion, but more profoundly, they illustrate the subjectivization of 
religion. The comparison of the two churches shows how, within contemporary 
evangelicalism - in spite of its emphasis on the Bible and the importance of 
personal experience - two very different ‘modes of subjectivity’ can be 
generated based on the particular understanding of the ‘ideal, converted self’. 
These different modes are particularly observed in the ways in which the body is 
mobilized, either authenticating conversion by the experience of an inner 
emotional response or by outer change, through the expressive body. Different 
underlying ontological views on the world or theologies are observed here, 
resulting in the distinct configuration and understanding of the Christian 
tradition, the Bible, human experience, and the world. The ethnographic 
accounts of the two churches reveal how, in both contexts, possibilities for story-
telling - especially for making connections between one’s life situation and the 
story of God - are enhanced through a wide range of mediating practices. 
Therefore, the persuasive appeal of contemporary evangelical Christianity is not 
primarily found in its compelling beliefs, clear arguments and doctrines, but is 
foremost located in its experiential practices and narrative character, which aims 
to meet the emotional and psychological needs of people by acknowledging 
their desires and nurturing their needs, hopes and affects. 
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Final remarks on interdisciplinary approach 
 
This thesis is the result of an anthropological and a theological approach that, 
having been trained in both, I experienced as a dialogue between the two 
disciplines. As I have put forward the central concept of dialogue in processes of 
meaning making, this approach applies as well to the ways in which this thesis 
has sought to entangle – although not always systematically or explicitly - 
anthropological and theological insights. Moreover, it shows that the 
anthropological approach to religion, and especially narrative approaches in 
practical theology, are not all that different. The distinct anthropological 
character of my research lies in the focus on the perspective of ordinary 
believers, the emphasis on lived religion and the research method of intense 
participation and long-term duration in the field. In spite of my interdisciplinary 
endeavors, at the time of research, I worked at the Department of Anthropology 
at the VU University Amsterdam and would obtain my degree in social science. 
This challenged me to creatively frame theological concepts and notions in social 
scientific discourse. In writing this thesis, I have consciously attempted to take 
into account both audiences; I regard the benefits of my theological training 
foremost in the awareness and background understanding of the historical 
genesis of religious concepts and their cohesion in larger frameworks of 
meaning. I realize that the way I integrated a theological and anthropological 
approach reflects my own position as a researcher. In part I acknowledge that 
many religious phenomena can be explained with social theories, and that an 
ontological perspective of power and conflict (often encountered in social 
scientific approaches) is helpful to understand and analyze religion. Still, as 
discussed in the introduction, while it is the job of the anthropologist to bring to 
light the perspectives of people being researched, it is a clear challenge to do 
this without - in a reductionist way - explaining religious perspectives from solely 
social or non-religious factors. I juggled with the different perspectives of being 
an agnostic, an atheist, a believer, an anthropologist, and a theologian during 
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this research. And while I could easily switch from one perspective to another, 
often triggered by and depending on the context, at times consciously in 
response to a particular religious setting; at other times when, for instance, 
intense bodily engagement was required of me, I found it more difficult to shift 
positions as I experienced such movements as uncomfortable. However, to carry 
on this metaphor a bit further, it was I who decided what perspective was more 
useful (or comfortable). Therefore, in the process of selecting one of these 
several positions, the question is whether there is an underlying perspective that 
enables me to evaluate, choose or accentuate one perspective over others. 
Furthermore, this model presupposes a fragmented self that in theory can be 
thought of as (and in practice is) complicated. As I suggested in chapter 1, I 
encountered the limitations of this 'juggler' position in particular with regard to 
my own religious socialization and former religious experiences. In spite of my 
engagement in academic, formative practices, and regardless of the impact of 
professional training on my perspective on the world, my religious background 
and socialization were at times ‘felt’ in the evocation of bodily sensations. This 
emphasizes that we as human beings are more than creatures who 'think'; 
rather, our bodily existence, passions, desires, emotions, and affects constitute 
our being in the world as well. 
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AFTERWORD 
 
 
The ethnographic accounts of the two churches in this thesis relate one year's 
fieldwork in each setting. While I have focused on newcomers and therefore the 
growth of these churches (which is remarkable in comparison to the crisis of 
mainline churches), I do not want to suggest that evangelical churches have a 
bright future ahead. Since the time of the fieldwork, both churches have not 
grown remarkably in terms of numbers of visitors on Sunday morning. While 
newcomers still come to these churches, the religious behavior of the regular 
visitors and core members is changing. Going to church every Sunday seems to 
become less self-evident as it was in the past, just as regularly attending church 
activities during the week (in addition to small groups). These observed changes 
in religious behavior resulted in a number of visible changes in the theater 
church. Recently, the Wednesday midweek service has been abandoned and 
replaced with an extensive seminar program addressing a wide range of topics 
varying from biblical studies and practical (family) topics to societal issues. In 
doing so, the church continues to takes into account the diverse interests and 
needs of people who can only make a short-term commitment to the church. A 
few months after fieldwork, a profound liturgical change took place which 
involved moving the rituals of baptism and communion from the Wednesday 
night service to the Sunday morning service. This, on the other hand, 
strengthens the church’s aim for continuity within the larger Christian tradition 
at the expense of the seeker church concept.  
 I suggest that the discussed shift from traditional institutional alignment 
based on formal membership to new modes of belonging based on shared 
aesthetic styles and narratives poses a profound challenge for the organizational 
structure and continuity of local evangelical churches as institutions. New modes 
of belonging foster new types of commitments that call for flexibility, short-term 
projects and tailor made programs and raises questions with regard to new 
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expressions of the church beyond contemporary institutional arrangements. 
Furthermore, recent preliminary research327 among former evangelicals in the 
Netherlands (De Bruijne et.al. 2009) has shown that, in spite of the success of 
evangelical churches in attracting newcomers, many churches have witnessed 
the departure of actual members. Noteworthy, these formerly committed 
members were largely and actively involved in leadership positions. As over time 
they gradually left the evangelical churches, one main reason cited was a 
concern for failed religious leadership and superficial theology. Some have gone 
back to mainline churches with an evangelical style; others still call themselves 
believers but are no longer part of a church community. While more research 
among these former evangelicals is needed, this signals that, similar to mainline 
churches, the future of evangelism is uncertain. The growth and success of these 
churches can, on the other hand, be largely attributed to the decline of mainline 
Protestant churches, as the life stories of most newcomers reveal. But with the 
ongoing decline of mainline churches as well, the potential number of 
newcomers originating directly from these churches is bound to decline as well. 
Furthermore, as processes of evangelicalization within the Protestant mainline 
churches flourish and transnational evangelical networks are emboldened, 
distinct evangelical churches might eventually lose their position as an attractive 
and alternative religious community.  
  
                                                      
327 This (not representative) research is based on a survey of about 100 former 
members of evangelical churches (including Pentecostal churches) which was 
primarily distributed through the Internet. 
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APPENDICES 
 
APPENDIX I    Brief overview of Dutch Protestant Churches 
 
For an outsider, Dutch Protestantism is made up of a myriad of religious groups 
and churches that bear similar names and share similar practices though 
maintain, in essence, distinct identities. Most of Dutch Protestant institutions are 
Calvinist in nature, though according to Jonkers (1997), one can count sixteen 
different denominations in Dutch Calvinist Protestantism since 1816.  
 From the time of the Reformation, the official church of the Dutch Republic 
was the Gereformeerde Kerk (Reformed Church). With the rise of the Kingdom of 
the Netherlands after 1815 and the adoption of the new constitution of 1816, 
the name of the Gereformeerde Kerk was changed to the Nederlandse 
Hervormde Kerk (NHK) (Dutch Reformed Church). In the nineteenth century, the 
unity of Calvinist Protestantism was no longer upheld as two secessions of more 
orthodox and pietist members resulted in the establishment of the 
Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (GKN) (Reformed Churches in the 
Netherlands) in 1892. Abraham Kuyper, the foreman of the GKN, laid the 
foundation for what would result in the social political ordering of 
religious/ideological groups in society, the so-called Verzuiling of pillarization of 
society that lasted until the 1960s. In the twentieth century, smaller Calvinist 
churches resulted from secessions both from the GKN and from each other. 
Among them led to the establishment of the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland 
(vrijgemaakt), GKN (v), (Reformed Churches in the Netherlands (liberated)). 
 In 2004 the Nederlandse Hervormde Kerk, the Gereformeerde kerken in 
Nederland and the much smaller Evangelische-Lutherse Kerk (Dutch Lutheran 
Church) merged, forming the Protestantse Kerk in Nederland (PKN) (Protestant 
Church in the Netherlands). 
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APPENDIX II   The Four Spiritual Laws 
 
A selection from the booklet The Four Spiritual Laws:328 
 
1. God loves you and offers a wonderful plan for your life. 
2. Man is sinful and separated from God. Therefore, he cannot 
know and experience God's love and plan for his life. 
3. Jesus Christ is God's only provision for man's sin. Through Him 
you can know and experience God's love and plan for your life. 
4. We must individually receive Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord; 
then we can know and experience God's love and plan for our 
lives. 
 
The following explains how you can receive Christ: You can receive Christ right 
now by faith through prayer (prayer is talking with God). God knows your heart 
and is not so concerned with your words as He is with the attitude of your heart. 
The following is a suggested prayer:  
 
Lord Jesus, I need You. Thank You for dying on the cross for my sins. I open 
the door of my life and receive You as my Savior and Lord. Thank You for 
forgiving my sins and giving me eternal life. Take control of the throne of my 
life. Make me the kind of person You want me to be. 
 
Does this prayer express the desire of your heart? If it does, I invite you to 
pray this prayer right now, and Christ will come into your life, as He promised. 
 
                                                      
328 Campus Crusade for Christ, New Life Publications, © 1965, 1968. 
  (http://www.campuscrusade.com/fourlawseng.htm, accessed 14-02-2011). 
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 APPENDIX III  Questionnaire  
An example of a questionnaire used in the Pentecostal church.
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APPENDIX IV  The Alpha program in the context of the two churches 
 
The content of the lectures of Alpha course is divided into 15 sessions over a 
period of 12 nights, and 3 sessions held during the Alpha weekend or alternative 
Saturday. The following table shows how the theater church and the 
powerhouse church adapted the material in their Alpha courses.329  
 
 Alpha Program 
 
Theater Church Powerhouse Church
1 Christianity: Boring 
Untrue and 
Irrelevant? 
 
Christianity: Boring, 
Untrue Irrelevant 
Christianity: Boring, Untrue 
Irrelevant  
2 Who is Jesus?
 
Who is Jesus? Who is Jesus? 
3 Why did Jesus die?
 
Why did Jesus die? 
 
Meaning of the cross
4 How can I be sure of 
my faith? 
How can I be sure of my 
faith? 
How can I be sure of my 
faith? 
5 Why and how should I 
read the Bible? 
 
Why and how should I 
read the Bible? 
Why and how to pray?
6 Why and how do I 
pray? 
Jesus promises the Holy 
Spirit 
Power and exchange of the 
cross : addition material D. 
Prince 
7 How does God guide 
us 
The essence of Christian 
faith: steps to peace with 
God 
Why and how should I read 
the Bible 
8  Who is the Holy
Spirit? 
How to be filled with the 
Holy Spirit 
Who is the Holy Spirit
 
                                                      
329 The weekend sessions are mentioned in italics. 
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9  What does the Holy 
Spirit do? 
Why and how to pray?
 
Work of the Spirit, how to be 
filled with the Spirit? 
 
10  How can I be filled 
with the Spirit? 
How can I resist evil? Healing
 
 
11 How can I resist evil? How does God guide us? How can I resist evil?
 
12 Why and how should 
we tell it to others? 
Does God heal today?
  
How does God lead us?
 
 
13 Does God heal today? What about the church? The church, (including topic 
baptism) 
 
14 What about the 
church? 
What about the rest of 
your life? 
 
Why and how should we tell 
it to others? 
15 What do I do with the 
rest of my life? 
What about the rest of my 
life? 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING 
 
Dit is mijn verlangen. Een semiotisch perspectief op bekering in een 
evangelische ‘zoekers’ kerk en een pinksterkerk in Nederland 
 
 
Hoofdstuk 1 - het inleidende hoofdstuk - introduceert de vraagstelling, de 
theoretische benadering en de methode van het onderzoek. Het onderzoek is 
een antropologische en theologische studie naar de betekenis van bekering en 
vergelijkt de ervaringen van nieuwkomers en de bekeringspraktijken in twee 
evangelische kerken: een evangelische ‘zoekers kerk’ (seeker church) en een 
pinksterkerk. Beide kerken zijn onafhankelijk, maken geen deel uit van 
confessionele verbanden maar zijn verbonden met en laten zich inspireren door 
transnationale netwerken (Shibley 1998). Verder maken zij gebruik van 
eigentijdse vormen die tot uitdrukking komen in de muziekkeuze, presentatie, 
stijl en organisatie. Hoewel deze kerken wervend naar buiten opereren en 
gericht zijn op de persoonlijke bekering van niet-gelovigen, verschillen zij in hun 
theologie over de betekenis van de Heilige Geest in het leven van de gelovige, de 
kerk en de wereld. In de pinksterkerk wordt de bekeringservaring gevolgd door 
een tweede ervaring: het ontvangen (van de volheid) van de Heilige Geest.  
 Het doel van deze studie is vijfvoudig. In eerste plaats sluit dit onderzoek aan 
bij de discussie over de dynamische transformatie van religie in Nederland aan 
het begin van de 21ste eeuw. In het bijzonder wordt een fundamentele 
verschuiving binnen het protestantisme getoond: van een vooral cognitieve vorm 
van religie, gebaseerd op een gedeelde traditie, naar een meer expressieve, 
affectieve en ervaringsgerichte vorm van christendom, gebaseerd op een 
persoonlijke keuze. Ten tweede wordt in deze studie de grote diversiteit binnen 
de Nederlandse evangelicale beweging beschreven. De vergelijking van 
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bekeringservaringen van nieuwkomers en de bekeringspraktijken tussen de 
betreffende kerken, werpt nieuw licht op onderliggende, fundamenteel 
verschillende oriëntaties binnen het brede spectrum van het evangelicalisme. 
Deze verschillende religieuze oriëntaties worden met behulp van Charles Taylor’s 
begrip ‘social imaginaries’ (2007) verstaan: de oriëntatie van mensen op de 
werkelijkheid omvat niet alleen denkbeelden, maar ook de verbeelding, de 
affecten en de zintuiglijke oriëntatie op de wereld. Dit betekent dat in dit 
onderzoek geleefde religie centraal staat, met aandacht voor de verlangens, 
emoties en passies van mensen inclusief hun lichamelijkheid. Ten derde 
presenteert deze studie een semiotische benadering van religie die het moderne 
religiebegrip in de vorm van concepten en dogma’s overstijgt, door het 
discursieve domein van taal te verbinden met materiële aspecten van religie, 
met esthetische vormen en met religieuze praktijken. Dit totaalaanbod van zowel 
discursieve als niet-discursieve domeinen van betekenissen en de daarbij 
horende praktijken vormen tezamen de inbedding van ervaringen die mensen 
opdoen in de context van de twee kerken. De inventarisatie van de 
levensverhalen van nieuwkomers biedt inzicht in de receptie en relevantie van 
dit aanbod. In de vierde plaats biedt deze studie, naast een semiotische 
benadering, ook een historisch perspectief, zowel in relatie tot de geschiedenis 
van het protestantisme in Nederland als met betrekking tot de Angelsaksische 
geschiedenis van het evangelicalisme. Tot slot levert dit onderzoek een bijdrage 
aan de groeiende belangstelling voor de ‘antropologie van het christendom’, 
waarin aandacht is voor de verscheidenheid binnen de christelijke traditie, de 
verschillende praktijken, geloofsvoorstellingen en religieuze ervaringen door 
deze onder andere te verbinden met de specifieke sociaal-culturele context.  
 
De hoofdvraag in deze studie luidt als volgt: 
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Hoe verstaan nieuwkomers in twee eigentijdse evangelische kerken in Nederland, 
de betekenis van bekering en wat voor betekenissen van bekering worden 
gegenereerd door de semiotische praktijken binnen deze evangelische kerken? 
 
Om deze vraag te beantwoorden zijn de volgende sub-vragen geformuleerd die 
in de opeenvolgende hoofdstukken aan de orde komen:  
• Wat voor theorieën over bekering zijn relevant om bekering binnen 
evangelische kerken vandaag de dag te bestuderen?  
• Wat voor impliciete verhalen over bekering kunnen afgeleid worden 
van de inrichting van evangelicale ruimtes en het gebruik van ruimte 
tijdens zondagdiensten?  
• Wat voor verhalen van bekering worden door middel van muziek en 
zingen gegenereerd in de context van de twee kerken?  
• Wat voor betekenissen van taal en woorden zijn aanwezig, en wat voor 
dominante discoursen van bekering worden aangetroffen binnen de 
twee kerken? En wat is hun betekenis voor nieuwkomers?  
• Hoe wordt bekering onderwezen aan en geleerd door nieuwkomers 
met behulp van de Alpha cursus? 
• Wat is de plaats en betekenis van de geloofsdoop door onderdompeling 
voor nieuwkomers ten opzichte van de kinderdoop in gevestigde 
kerken?  
 
De beantwoording van deze vragen is gebaseerd op participerend onderzoek in 
elke kerk gedurende een periode van tien maanden, in de periode 2005-2007, 
waarbij het traject van nieuwkomers in zondagsdiensten, cursussen (waaronder 
de Alpha cursus) en andere bijeenkomsten is gevolgd. Daarnaast zijn bijna vijftig 
levensverhaalinterviews met nieuwkomers en leden in beide kerken afgenomen. 
 
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een historisch overzicht van de evangelische beweging in 
Nederland en beschrijft de recente trends en veranderingen binnen de 
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beweging. Door een focus op de transnationale inbedding van het Nederlandse 
protestantisme wordt beargumenteerd dat evangelicale invloeden in zowel de 
achttiende als de negentiende eeuw onderbelicht zijn in de Nederlandse 
historiografie wegens haar nationaal en confessioneel karakter. Ondanks het feit 
dat er al vanaf de zestiende eeuw evangelicale tendensen aanwezig waren in 
Nederland onder invloed van het piëtisme en van internationale 
opwekkingsbewegingen, heeft het evangelicalisme in de vorm van zelfstandige 
organisaties en kerken pas aan het einde van de negentiende eeuw enige voet 
aan de grond gekregen. Anders dan in de Angelsaksische wereld, heeft in 
Nederland de nadruk op de eenheid van de protestantse natie, tot ver in de 
negentiende eeuw, lange tijd verhinderd dat evangelicale groepen zich succesvol 
konden organiseren op basis van vrijwilligheid en individuele keuze. De daarop 
volgende ontwikkeling van de verzuiling aan het einde van de negentiende eeuw 
resulteerde in een structurele ordening van het religieuze veld die weinig ruimte 
bood voor de groei van nieuwe denominaties en van onafhankelijke kerken. De 
groei van de evangelicale beweging na de Tweede Wereldoorlog laat zich 
daarom niet alleen verklaren als het succes van Amerikaanse evangelicale 
missionaire activiteiten. Er was binnen het Nederlands protestantisme een 
evangelicale onderstroom aanwezig die als een vruchtbare voedingsbodem de 
opkomst van de evangelische beweging mogelijk heeft gemaakt. Daarnaast laat 
de geschiedenis zien dat het Nederlands protestantisme ook vóór de Tweede 
Wereldoorlog voortdurend in contact is geweest met, en wederzijds beïnvloed is 
door, trans-Atlantische en Europese vernieuwingsbewegingen.  
 De beschrijving van de recente groei en ontwikkeling van de evangelicale 
beweging laat drie belangrijke trends zien: 1) toenemende subjectivering van de 
evangelicale praktijken en geloofsbeleving, 2) een verandering van een 
wereldmijdende naar een open houding naar de samenleving, (o.a. zichtbaar in 
de opname van elementen uit de populaire cultuur) en 3) toenemende 
evangelicale invloeden binnen gevestigde kerken: het zogenaamd proces van 
evangelicalisering.  
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Hoofdstuk 3 presenteert het theoretisch kader van het onderzoek. In de eerste 
plaats worden, aan de hand van een aantal levensverhalen, bestaande 
bekeringstheorieën en -modellen kritisch besproken. Veel van deze theorieën 
hanteren 1) een universeel bekeringsbegrip, 2) impliceren dat bekering gepaard 
gaat met lidmaatschap van een religieuze groep en 3) benaderen bekering als 
een verandering in opvattingen en geloofsvoorstellingen. Echter, de 
bekeringsverhalen van nieuwkomers laten een veel complexer beeld zien.  
De geïnterviewden spraken over bijzondere ontmoetingen, wonderlijke 
gebeurtenissen, over religieuze ervaring en muziek: allerlei ervaringen die 
moeilijk in te passen zijn in modellen die een universele definitie van bekering 
veronderstellen. Hoewel het begrip bekering te maken heeft met verandering - 
met een (her) interpretatie van het verleden, heden en toekomst - wordt de 
wijze waarop dit gebeurt sterk bepaald door de religieuze traditie waarbij men 
betrokken is. Daarnaast is de invulling van de betekenis van bekering binnen een 
traditie niet een gegeven, maar is die contextueel bepaald, aangezien ook een 
traditie ingebed is in een (veranderlijke) maatschappelijke context. 
 De verhalen van nieuwkomers laten zien dat een formele binding tussen 
gelovige en een kerk of religieuze groep niet vanzelfsprekend is. In tegendeel: de 
aard van de bindingen tussen gelovigen onderling en met de kerk als instituut is 
niet in eerste instantie gebaseerd op lidmaatschap. Veel geïnterviewden waren 
wel betrokken bij de lokale evangelicale gemeenschap maar hechtten weinig 
betekenis aan het lidmaatschap. Het gevoel van ‘erbij horen’ en de ervaring van 
het deel uitmaken van een geloofsgemeenschap was veeleer gebaseerd op 
gedeelde geloofsverhalen en geloofstaal, op een gedeelde esthetische stijl (met 
name worship muziek) en gedeelde geloofspraktijken (waaronder doop door 
onderdompeling). 
 Uit de geloofsverhalen van nieuwkomers blijkt dat geloofservaringen en 
betekenissen niet alleen tot stand komen via het discursieve, (talige) domein - 
door wat er gezegd wordt - maar ook via niet-discursieve domeinen van 
betekenissen zoals muziek. In dit onderzoek wordt daarom voor een semiotische 
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benadering van bekering gekozen, waarbij de onderlinge verhouding en 
samenhang van taal, materiële en andere niet-discursieve vormen van 
betekenissen worden geanalyseerd met behulp van het begrip ‘semiotic 
ideology’ van Webb Keane:  
 
[…] semiotic ideology is a reflection upon, and an attempt to organize, 
people’s experiences of the materiality of semiotic form. Not only language, 
but also music, visual imagery, food, architecture and gesture and anything 
else that enters the actual semiotic practice function within perceptible 
experience by virtue of its material properties (Keane 2007:21). 
 
Deze semiotische benadering wordt in het onderzoek geconcretiseerd door een 
analyse van het materiële domein van gebouwen en het gebruik van ruimte, van 
het esthetische domein van worship muziek en het discursieve domein van taal 
en woorden en verhalen in de context van elke kerk. In de centrale hoofdstukken 
5, 6, en 7 worden deze domeinen van betekenissen achtereenvolgend 
beschreven.  
 
 
In hoofdstuk 4 worden de twee kerken geïntroduceerd aan de hand van een 
ideaal typische etnografische impressie van een zondagochtenddienst. Door een 
beschrijving van de geschiedenis, missie en identiteit van elke gemeenschap 
wordt de omgeving die nieuwkomers betreden in kaart gebracht. De relatie 
tussen de evangelische zoekers kerk met de transnationale Willow Creek 
beweging is van grote betekenis voor de theaterachtige diensten op 
zondagmorgen en de keuzes die gemaakt worden om aan te sluiten bij de 
veronderstelde behoeften en weerstanden van nieuwe bezoekers. De 
pinksterkerk wordt gekarakteriseerd als een ondernemende kerk met een hoge 
receptiviteit voor transnationale pinkster/charismatische vernieuwings-
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bewegingen. De introductie van de twee geloofsgemeenschappen laat 
belangrijke verschillen zien in hun oriëntatie op de wereld, op traditie en cultuur.  
 
 
Hoofdstuk 5 bespreekt het materiële domein van evangelische gebouwen. 
Evangelische kerken en groepen maken veelal gebruik van lege, alledaagse 
ruimtes die getransformeerd worden tot sacrale ruimtes. Anders dan de 
inrichting van traditionele religieuze gebouwen, die een ervaring van ontzag voor 
het heilige oproepen, illustreren evangelische ‘lege’ ruimtes Charles Taylor’s 
‘turn to the subject’ (1989) waarbij het heilige gemigreerd is naar het innerlijk. 
De afwezigheid van verwijzingen naar het sacrale in materiële vormen - 
afbeeldingen of architectuur - kan als een radicalisering binnen het 
protestantisme beschouwd worden waarin vormen van bemiddeling tussen God 
en mensen, worden ontkend. Tegelijkertijd zijn evangelische gebouwen gevuld 
met multimedia technologie en nemen muziekinstrumenten en ondersteunende 
apparatuur een centrale plaats in op het podium. De inrichting van de ruimte - 
als domein van betekenissen - onderstreept en verbeeldt impliciet erkende 
vormen van bemiddeling die verwijzen naar de wijze waarop God ervaren kan 
worden. Met behulp van technologie worden multi-zintuiglijke ervaringen 
opgeroepen die het lichaam intensief mobiliseren. Hoewel de ‘leegte’ van de 
beide evangelische ruimtes overeenkomsten vertoont, laat de vergelijking van 
het gebruik van de materiële inrichting van de ruimtes, grote verschillen zien in 
de wijze waarop het lichaam en de zintuigen gemobiliseerd worden.  
 In de evangelische zoekers kerk worden tijdens de zondagdiensten, door 
middel van theatertechnieken, verschillende momenten van intense emotionele 
betrokkenheid bij het publiek opgeroepen. De aanwezigen duiden deze 
ervaringen als ‘aangeraakt’ te zijn door God en verwijzen naar een emotionele 
reactie die vooral in het innerlijke ervaren wordt. De vaste oproep tot 
verandering en/of bekering na de preek gevolgd door een moment van stil 
gebed, nodigt de aanwezigen uit tot een reactie in de vorm van een innerlijke 
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respons. Bekering als keuze wordt op deze wijze geïndividualiseerd en 
geprivatiseerd. Men heeft de gelegenheid om naar eigen inzicht en op eigen 
wijze te reageren. Op deze wijze wordt impliciet erkend dat God met ieder mens 
zijn unieke weg gaat.  
 In de pinksterkerk wordt de ruimte op een heel andere wijze gebruikt. De 
materiële omgeving wordt vooral ingezet om expressieve lichamelijke 
participatie van de aanwezigen te stimuleren. Bemiddelingspraktijken binnen 
deze gemeenschap zijn ook hier gericht op het mobiliseren van de zintuigen; 
men verwacht echter niet alleen een innerlijke respons maar ook een zichtbare 
en observeerbare verandering van een passief naar een expressief lichaam. Het 
expressieve lichaam wordt door de gemeenschap geïnterpreteerd als een icoon 
voor de aanwezigheid van God. De analyse van het materiële domein brengt een 
belangrijk ontologisch verschil tussen beide kerken naar voren. Anders dan in de 
evangelische zoekers kerk is ruimte in de pinksterkerk geen neutrale categorie 
maar wordt ruimte gezien in het licht van een kosmische strijd tussen goed en 
kwaad. Dit komt tot uitdrukking in de wijze waarop de pentecostale ruimte 
gevuld wordt met geluid, beweging en mentale beelden als tekenen van Gods 
presentie. Hier komt een sterke analogie naar voren tussen de betekenissen van 
de fysieke ruimte en het lichaam: beiden dienen gevuld te worden met de 
Heilige Geest. Dit hoofdstuk maakt duidelijk dat de materiële inrichting en het 
gebruik van religieuze ruimtes als domein van betekenissen verschillende 
ontologische oriëntaties op de werkelijkheid genereren.  
 
 
In hoofdstuk 6 staat het esthetische domein van muziek centraal. Evangelische 
kerken erkennen met hun eigentijdse muziekstijl dat muzikale voorkeuren 
veranderlijk zijn en niet los gezien kunnen worden van processen van culturele 
zintuiglijke socialisatie. In beide kerken domineert de herkenbare evangelische 
muziekstijl in de vorm van eigentijdse worship muziek. Door de combinatie van 
het populaire muziek genre, de toegankelijke liedteksten en de uitvoering van 
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evangelische worship muziek vervagen de grenzen tussen populaire muziek en 
religieuze muziek waardoor verschillende vormen van identificatie mogelijk zijn. 
De gecombineerde analyse van de liedteksten, de muzikale stijl en de uitvoering 
van de muziek in beide kerken laat zien dat de betekenissen die door muziek en 
zingen gegenereerd worden, met elkaar samenhangen. Hoewel de teksten van 
de liederen als narratieven bestudeerd kunnen worden, wordt beargumenteerd 
dat de relatieve betekenis van de teksten mede beïnvloed worden door de wijze 
waarop de liederen en muziek uitgevoerd worden. In de vergelijking tussen de 
muziekpraktijken in beide kerken komen opnieuw de theologische oriëntaties en 
de verschillende wijzen waarop de ervaring van God bemiddeld worden naar 
voren. De evangelische zoekers kerk bevestigt bijvoorbeeld haar oriëntatie op de 
brede christelijke traditie door regelmatig een traditioneel gezang op te nemen 
in de liturgie. De pinksterkerk daarentegen heeft een voorkeur voor de 
allernieuwste worship liederen. De fascinatie voor het ‘nieuw(st)e lied’, is 
ingebed in de sterke oriëntatie van de kerk op vernieuwing en opwekking. De 
verschillen in het liedrepertoire en de daarbij passende uitvoering wijzen naar 
twee verschillende oriëntaties binnen de evangelicale wereld die grote 
consequenties hebben voor de betekenis van bekering in termen van continuïteit 
en discontinuïteit.  
 
 
Hoofdstuk 7 behandelt het derde semiotische domein van taal. Uit een analyse 
van de preken op zondagochtend komt voor elke kerk een dominant Bijbels 
narratief naar voren: in de evangelische zoekers kerk het verhaal van de Verloren 
Zoon (Lukas 10) en in de pinksterkerk het Passieverhaal. Terwijl in beide kerken 
het lichaam, de zintuigen, en de emoties gestimuleerd worden door de inrichting 
van de ruimte en door de muziek, worden deze domeinen van betekenissen 
ondersteund door dominante narratieven.  
 In de evangelische zoekers kerk biedt het verhaal van de Verloren Zoon - 
gepresenteerd als het verhaal van de Wachtende Vader - de toehoorders 
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verschillende mogelijkheden van identificatie. De metaforen van het ‘onderweg 
zijn’ en ‘de zoektocht naar de zin van het leven’ verwijzen in deze context naar 
een model van bekering gebaseerd op een geleidelijk proces van verandering, 
waarin verschillende keuzemomenten en ervaringen met God ingepast kunnen 
worden. Naast dit discours over bekering is op de achtergrond een alternatief 
evangelisch discours aanwezig, beïnvloed door evangelisatie methoden uit de 
jaren ’60 en ’70 (met name de invloed van Campus Crusade for Christ). Hierin 
wordt bekering als een beslissende keuze voorgesteld in het licht van het leven 
na de dood en wordt uitgegaan van de overtuigingskracht van rationele 
argumenten. Hoewel dit discours uit het verleden af ten toe geactualiseerd 
wordt, worden in de communicatie met nieuwkomers verschillende meningen 
over de relevantie van dit discours gehoord. Dit illustreert dat de betekenis en de 
opvattingen van religieuze begrippen zoals bekering ook binnen een traditie niet 
vaststaan maar opnieuw ingevuld worden onder invloed van contextuele 
veranderingen.  
 In de pinksterkerk leidt het Passieverhaal tot een heel andere constellatie van 
betekenissen van bekering, waaronder de vergeving van zonden, de bevrijding 
van boze machten en de genezing van het lichaam. Bekering impliceert vooral 
een radicale en dramatische ommekeer in het leven van het individu. Dit omvat 
zowel een wilsbesluit, de ervaring van het ontvangen van de Geest als ook een 
rituele breuk met het verleden door middel van een vorm van 
bevrijdingspastoraat. Met behulp van discursieve praktijken in de vorm van zeer 
uitgebreide vragenlijsten, wordt de nieuw gelovige in staat gesteld om zijn of 
haar (zondige) verleden in kaart te brengen, inclusief het verleden van (verre) 
bloedverwanten. Door middel van expliciete schuldbelijdenis wordt de nieuw 
gelovige door een ‘reinigingsritueel’ geleid om een volledig nieuw begin te 
maken en het verleden achter zich te laten. In deze praktijken wordt de 
betekenis van bekering vooral in termen van bevrijding van de machten van het 
kwaad geformuleerd. De nieuw gelovige wordt zowel als slachtoffer 
aangesproken - onderworpen aan de machten van het kwaad - als ook als 
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verantwoordelijke om deze invloeden af te wenden en te doorbreken. Aangezien 
ook bestaande gelovigen regelmatig aangemoedigd worden tot deze vorm van 
zelfonderzoek, wordt het verleden (continue) present gesteld. De sterke nadruk 
op bekering als discontinuïteit met het verleden leidt in feite tot een 
terugkerende actualisering van het verleden. In deze praktijken wordt een 
therapeutisch discours verbonden met het verlangen naar een zondeloos leven, 
naar heiligheid en naar het bereiken van religieuze perfectie. Tenslotte wordt 
met betrekking tot taal de disciplinerende werking van de ideologie van de 
‘kracht van woorden’ beschreven. De open en spontane manier waarop 
gelovigen over hun geloof spreken, en de verhalen die zij elkaar vertellen, 
worden gereguleerd door impliciet gedeelde regels over de structuur en plot van 
verhalen en de consequenties van negatieve woorden. Als gelovigen ervaringen 
opdoen die niet ingepast kunnen worden in het dominante script, en iemand 
‘zijn of haar verhaal niet meer kan vertellen’, komt de relatie met de narratieve 
gemeenschap onder druk te staan en wordt vertrekken een optie.  
 
 
Hoofdstuk 8 biedt de beschrijving en analyse van de Alpha cursus. Hoewel beide 
kerken hetzelfde Alpha programma gebruiken als een introductiecursus voor het 
christelijke geloof, kan zij geanalyseerd worden als een programma waarin 
nieuwkomers leren wat bekering inhoudt. De verschillende praktijken die de 
Alpha cursus omvat (de maaltijd, de lezing, het groepsgesprek en het weekend, 
inclusief het ‘ministrygebed’), worden achtereenvolgens besproken. Deze 
praktijken worden niet als lege vormen opgevat (die gevuld worden met 
bepaalde betekenissen), maar ook als betekenisvolle vormen in zichzelf. 
Verschillende theorieën benadrukken het belang van deelname aan praktijken in 
de vorming van het religieuze subject en voor de overdracht van religieuze 
betekenissen. In lijn met de eerdere onderscheiden semiotische domeinen, 
wordt de Alpha cursus daarom beschreven als een leerproces dat nieuwkomers 
doormaken en dat niet alleen betrekking heeft op het discursieve, de 
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inhoudsaspecten van de cursus, maar ook op de participatie in niet-discursieve 
praktijken. De door de Alpha cursus gepropageerde vrijblijvendheid van de 
cursus wordt dan ook ter discussie gesteld. Kenmerkend voor Alpha is de 
combinatie van een inhoudelijke deel, de lezing en een ervaringscomponent, 
geconcentreerd in het Alpha weekend. De Alpha lezingen presenteren een 
apologetische, cognitieve en rationele benadering van een christelijke orthodoxe 
geloofsleer die vooral inzet op de objectieve bewijsbaarheid van het geloof. 
Echter voor een groot deel van de buitenkerkelijken staat deze benadering ver af 
van hun vragen naar zingeving, en hun zoektocht in het leven. Echter van grote 
betekenis zijn de gesprekken tijdens de maaltijd en het groepsgesprek. Deze 
momenten worden door de deelnemers aangewend om de Alpha team te 
bevragen over de relevantie van hun geloof in het dagelijks leven. De lezingen 
worden door de deelnemers die gesocialiseerd zijn in gevestigde protestantse 
kerken positiever gewaardeerd. Zij reageren met herkenning op de inhoud van 
het Alpha programma. Ondanks hun jarenlange afwezigheid in de kerk worden 
latent aanwezige religieuze taal en begrippen uit het verleden ge(re)activeerd. 
 De vergelijking tussen de uitvoering van de Alpha cursus in elke kerk laat ook 
zien hoe het Alpha programma ingepast wordt binnen de lokale kerkelijke 
context. In de evangelische zoekers kerk wordt het charismatische onderdeel van 
het Alpha weekend vervangen door een alternatief onderwijsprogramma. Dit 
resulteert echter in een versterking van de cognitieve benadering van de Alpha 
cursus die op gespannen voet staat met de nadruk op het gevoel en de emoties 
tijdens de zondagochtenddiensten. De discussies onder de leden van het Alpha 
team geven blijk van de onduidelijkheid over het beoogde resultaat van de 
cursus: een vrijblijvende kennismaking met het christelijk geloof of een methode 
om mensen te bekeren. In de pinksterkerk daarentegen, wordt het Alpha 
weekend niet alleen ingepast maar ook uitgebreid met de bestaande ideologie 
en praktijken van de kerk. Het Alpha weekend is sterk gericht op de bekering, 
bevrijding en genezing van de deelnemers en gaat gepaard met intensieve 
lichamelijke praktijken tijdens het ministry gebed.  
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  De grote verschillen in betekenissen die door de Alpha cursus gegenereerd 
worden, weerspiegelen fundamenteel andere opvattingen over de identiteit van 
het bekeerde individu en de wijze waarop het processen van bekering 
plaatsvinden. De eerder genoemde verschillen ten aanzien van continuïteit en 
discontinuïteit komen in de uitvoering van de Alpha cursus sterk naar voren. 
Terwijl de deelnemers in de evangelische zoekers kerk ruimte krijgen voor een 
geleidelijk proces van zoeken en ontdekken, wordt in de pinksterkerk met 
verwachting toegewerkt naar een catharsis moment tijdens het Alpha weekend. 
Duidelijk is dat de Alpha cursus als een basiscursus van het christelijk geloof sterk 
bepaald wordt door de invulling van de lokale kerkgemeenschap.  
 
 
Hoofdstuk 9 stelt de relatie tussen bekering en dooppraktijken in evangelische 
kerken aan de orde. In de verhalen van nieuwkomers wordt veel gesproken over 
conflicten rondom de volwassendoop door onderdompeling omdat veel 
betrokkenen als kind gedoopt zijn in de gevestigde kerken. Een aanzienlijk deel 
van de geïnterviewden hebben een intense religieuze ervaring beleefd (tijdens 
een conferentie, opwekkingsbijeenkomst, een christelijke concert, de Alpha 
cursus), die hun geloofsbeleving heeft verdiept en als een bekeringservaring 
wordt geduid. Binnen de eigen kerk ervaart men weinig of geen (h)erkenning 
voor de vernieuwing van het geloof en is een rituele bevestiging door de 
volwassen doop (wegens de eenmaligheid van de doop binnen de protestante 
traditie), niet mogelijk. De gelovige gaat op zoek naar alternatieven en komt uit 
bij evangelicale kerken waar de geloofsvernieuwing herkend wordt en doop door 
onderdompeling mogelijk is. Andere geïnterviewden ervaren conflicten met hun 
ouders over de volwassendoop. Deze groep heeft meestal op jonge leeftijd de 
gevestigde kerk van hun ouders verlaten. Zij hebben veelal geen belijdenis 
gedaan, en worden - nu ze in de evangelicale kerk tot geloof gekomen zijn en 
zich willen laten dopen - geconfronteerd met heftige en negatieve reacties van 
hun ouders. In dit hoofdstuk worden de kinderdoop door besprenkeling en de 
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volwassendoop door onderdompeling met elkaar vergeleken, met aandacht voor 
de verschillende betekenissen van de doop en in het bijzonder de betekenis van 
het lichaam. De verschillende dooppraktijken worden geanalyseerd door een 
historische terugblik naar de discussies over rituelen tijdens de Reformatie. Dit 
laat zien dat de protestantse invulling van een ritueel als teken in plaats van 
sacrament (zoals in de katholieke traditie) heeft geleid tot een scherpe scheiding 
tussen de materiële wereld (inclusief het lichaam) en de geestelijke wereld. 
Behalve deze historische dimensie, wordt ook verbinding gelegd met 
maatschappelijke processen van individualisering en met de verschuiving van 
religieuze autoriteit van instituut en traditie naar het religieuze individu.  
 De vergelijking van beide dooppraktijken laat zien dat bij de kinderdoop de 
verbinding tussen traditie en overtuiging vooral gebaseerd is op een cognitieve 
praktijk waarbij ervaring en het lichaam een ondergeschikte rol spelen: zij 
verbinden in de eerste plaats de ouders met de traditie. De doop door 
onderdompeling daarentegen wordt beschreven als een intense lichamelijke 
praktijk waarmee evangelicale kerken erkennen dat het lichaam er toe doet, dat 
geloof het hele leven omvat: zowel het denken als de zintuigen, de ervaring en 
de emotie zijn daarbij betrokken. De doop door onderdompeling is niet alleen 
een uitdrukking van de doorgemaakte bekeringservaring; door het ritueel wordt 
de bekeringservaring ook opnieuw beleefd en ervaren. Tenslotte wordt kort 
ingegaan op een belangrijk geconstateerd verschil tussen de betekenis van de 
volwassendoop in de twee evangelische kerken. Anders dan in de evangelische 
zoekers kerk komt bij de doop in de pinksterkerk een motief uit de vroege 
kerkgeschiedenis naar voren: door de doop wordt de gelovige bevrijd van kwade 
machten. Door het ritueel een objectief effect toe te kennen, staat deze 
interpretatie dichter bij een katholieke dan een protestantse opvatting van 
rituelen.  
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In hoofdstuk 10 worden de belangrijkste conclusies van ieder hoofdstuk 
weergegeven, en wordt dieper ingegaan op het dialogische proces tussen de 
verschillende discoursen die aangeboden worden in de betreffende kerken en de 
levensverhalen van nieuwkomers.  
 De vergelijking van de bekeringspraktijken in de twee kerken laat zien dat 
binnen het brede spectrum van het evangelicalisme – ondanks de gedeelde 
nadruk op de Bijbel en persoonlijke ervaring – heel verschillende opvattingen 
over het proces van bekering en over de ideale bekeerde gelovige kunnen 
bestaan. Deze verschillen worden niet alleen tot uitdrukking gebracht in de 
verschillende praktijken maar worden ook overgebracht door deze praktijken. 
Van nieuwkomers wordt altijd een zekere mate van participatie gevraagd en een 
vorm van overgave. Omdat van deelname aan praktijken een disciplinerende 
werking uitgaat is participatie niet vrijblijvend. Dit brengt mij tot de conclusie dat 
bekering binnen evangelicale kerken niet los gezien kan worden van de 
aangeboden vormen van participatie. Deze vormen de basis van leerprocessen 
waarbij de zintuigen, de affecten, de emoties en verbeelding niet alleen 
betrokken zijn maar ook als bronnen van kennis worden erkend. Het zijn echter 
niet op zichzelf staande bronnen van kennis. Deze affectieve vorm van 
religiositeit is ingebed in overkoepelende Bijbelse narratieven die de 
interpretatie van ervaringen (mede) bepalen. Op deze wijze kunnen nieuw 
gelovigen ‘op verhaal komen’ door verbindingen te maken met het eigen 
levensverhaal en de grote verhalen uit de christelijke traditie. Aangezien de 
meeste nieuwkomers afkomstig zijn uit meer rationeel georiënteerde 
protestantse kerken, ligt de aantrekkingskracht van evangelische kerken - door 
betrokkenen vaak verwoord als de ervaring van de integratie van ‘geloven met 
hoofd én hart’ - in een affectieve epistemologie die begint bij de kennis van het 
‘hart’. Daarmee wordt de aanwezigheid van God in alle aspecten van het leven, 
inclusief het lichaam met de daarbij horende emoties, passies en verlangens, 
bevestigd.  
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